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4093542    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1278907]
TOPPAN PRINTING CO., LTD.

5-1, Taito 1-chome, Taito-ku Tokyo 110-0016 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Containers of paper, for packaging; bags (pouches) of plastics, for packaging; food wrapping plastic film for 
household purposes; garbage bags of paper (for household purposes); garbage bags of plastics (for household 
purposes); plastic wrap; paper and cardboard; stationery; printed matter.

Cl.17;Electrical insulating materials; industrial packaging containers of rubber; rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps 
(for industrial packaging containers); plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; plastic substances, semi-processed; 
plastic film other than for wrapping; polyurethane film, other than for wrapping; synthetic rubber for use in manufacture; 
rubber, raw.

Cl.20;Loading pallets (not of metal); valves of plastics (not including machine elements); containers for transport (not 
of metal); industrial packaging containers of wood (not including stoppers, lids or covers made of wood or cork); 
industrial packaging containers of bamboo; industrial packaging containers of plastics (not including "plastic stoppers, 
lids, covers and bottles"); stoppers made of plastic, wood or cork (for industrial packaging containers); lids or covers 
made of plastic or wood (for industrial packaging containers).
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4093665    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1417612]
COLLOLOGY IP PTY LTD

Suite 6D, 596 North Rd ORMOND VIC 3204 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Herbal preparations for medicinal purposes; herbal extracts for medicinal purposes; herbal compounds for 
medicinal use; capsules for medicines; capsules for pharmaceutical purposes; capsules of herbs for medical use; dietetic 
food and substances adapted for medical use; dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; vitamins, vitamin 
supplements and vitamin preparations; mineral additives, mineral food supplements, preparations of minerals; stimulants 
made of vitamins; stimulants made of minerals; herbal remedies; protein dietary supplements; pharmaceutical 
preparations; medicated preparations; medicated food supplements; medicated food additives; nutritional preparations 
for medical use; medications for alleviation of joint pain; pharmaceutical preparations in this class; vitamin drinks and 
dietary supplements, to assist in enhancing sporting performance and physical endurance; protein supplements for 
human consumption.

Cl.29;Whey; whey powder; whey protein; protein milk for human consumption; prepared meals consisting primarily of 
meat, fish, poultry or vegetables to enhance sporting performance, physical endurance, conditioning and recovery; 
energy bars being nut based snack bars and seed based snack bars.
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4093851    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1382120]
MILLION VICTORIES

43 rue Jean-Claude Vivant F-69100 VILLEURBANNE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 
magnetic data media, recording disks; data processing equipment, computers; computer software; recorded data in 
electronic form (downloadable); audiovisual and information technology equipment; computer games (software); 
computer game software; downloadable software; software for mobile telephones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices.

Cl.28;Games, toys; apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use only with a television set; 
audiovisual games on computer platforms; action figures; miniature figures; board games; dolls; clothing for dolls; 
automatic game machines other than prepaid ones and those for use solely with a television set; toys, coin-operated 
games, playing cards.

Cl.42;Technical consulting services relating to software application and use; consulting services in the field of cloud 
computer networks and applications [cloud computing]; consultancy in the field of cloud computing networks and 
applications; application engineering services on large and medium-sized computer systems; information services 
concerning the application of computer systems; programming of multimedia applications; temporary provision of web-
based applications; rental of application software; installation and customization of application software for computers; 
hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information; hosting of interactive applications; application service 
provider [ASP], namely hosting of third-party application software; application service provider [ASP]; development of 
software application solutions; advice and assistance in the field of computer network applications; design and 
development of software in the field of mobile applications.
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4095163    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1430164]
MILLION VICTORIES

10 rue Mortier F-69003 LYON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 
magnetic data media, recording disks; data processing equipment, computers; computer software; recorded data in 
electronic form (downloadable); audiovisual and information technology equipment; computer games (software); 
computer game software; downloadable software; software for mobile telephones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; audiovisual games on computer platforms.

Cl.28;Games, toys; apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use only with a television set; action 
figures; miniature figures; board games; dolls; clothing for dolls; automatic game machines other than prepaid ones and 
those for use solely with a television set; toys, coin-operated games, playing cards.

Cl.42;Technical consulting services relating to software application and use; consulting services in the field of cloud 
computer networks and applications [cloud computing]; consultancy in the field of cloud computing networks and 
applications; application engineering services on large and medium-sized computer systems; information services 
concerning the application of computer systems; programming of multimedia applications; temporary provision of web-
based applications; rental of application software; installation and customization of application software for computers; 
hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information; hosting of interactive applications; Application service 
provider [ASP], namely hosting of third-party application software; application service provider [ASP]; development of 
software application solutions; advice and assistance in the field of computer network applications; design and 
development of software in the field of mobile applications.
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4096429    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1303035]
Diemar Ring

Päwesiner Weg 20 13581 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers and parts and accessories thereof, included in this class; computer peripheral devices and parts and 
accessories thereof, included in this class; none of the aforementioned goods in the field of games recorded on data 
carriers.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail store services in the field of computer hardware.
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4102862    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1367560]
Sino Pro Trading B.V.

Tilburgse Weg 58 NL-4902 TM Oosterhout Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking 
sticks; casual bags; shopping bags; net bags for shopping; purses; handbags; credit-card holders; straps (leather -); 
music cases; wallets; straps for soldiers' equipment; travelling sets; holdalls; keycases; school knapsacks; satchels; 
backpacks; sport bags; wheeled shopping bags; whips; harnesses; saddlery.

Cl.25;Shoes; footwear for women; sandals; half-boots; lace boots; boots; ankle boots; slippers; slippers; money-belts; 
leather clothing; gloves [clothing]; boot uppers; beach shoes; footwear soles; tips for footwear; insoles; heels; clothing; 
footwear; headgear.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail services in relation to 
footwear; retail services in relation to bags; retailing in relation to clothing; wholesale services in relation to footwear; 
wholesaling in relation to bags; wholesaling in relation to clothing; advertising for the internet; on-line auctioneering 
services via the internet; business administration services for processing sales made on the Internet; exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; fashion shows for promotional purposes (organization of -); issuing of publicity 
leaflets; providing business information via a web site; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; updating of advertising material.
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4109423    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1328525]
Nexus Automotive International SA

Chemin de Château Bloch 11 CH-1219 Le Lignon - Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, excluding bicycles, parts and components of bicycles as 
well as two-wheeled and three-wheeled motor vehicles.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles; rebuilding of worn or partially destroyed engines; repair information; 
retreading of tires; rustproofing; wheel balancing services; vehicle lubrication [greasing]; vehicle washing; vehicle 
polishing; vehicle service stations [refueling and maintenance]; vehicle maintenance (servicing); vehicle cleaning; repair 
services in the case of vehicle breakdown; charging of vehicle batteries; vulcanization of tires [repair]; warehouse 
construction and repair.
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4109795    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1423239]
Off the Fence Holding B.V.

Herengracht 105 - 107 NL-1015 BE Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; toiletries; skin, eye and nail preparations; body care cosmetics; nail polish; 
nail polish removers [cosmetics]; tooth care preparations; make-up and make-up preparations for the face and body; 
make-up removing lotions; perfume; cologne; body sprays [non- medicated]; face and body lotions; cosmetic creams and 
lotions; sun care lotions [for cosmetic use]; soaps and gels; body cleaning and beauty care preparations; bath lotions 
(non- medicated -); massage oils (non-medicated); hair preparations and treatments; hair removal and shaving 
preparations; deodorants and antiperspirants.

Cl.14;Jewellery; clocks and watches; watch bands; imitation jewellery; jewellery charms in precious metals or coated 
therewith; jewellery boxes and cases; key rings and key chains, and charms therefor; ornaments, made of or coated with 
precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; statues and figurines, made of or coated with precious 
or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; precious metals and their alloys; precious and semi- precious 
stones; ornamental pins; jewellery brooches.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed packaging materials of paper; publications (printed -); cards; stationery; educational 
supplies; school supplies [stationery]; printed teaching materials; paint boxes; diaries [printed matter]; paper napkins; 
stationery cases; notebooks; books; binding materials for books and papers; drawing books; photo albums and 
collectors' albums; holders (passport -); magazines in the field of films, television programmes and other media content.

Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; backpacks; cases, of leather or leather board; briefcases; business 
card cases; coin purses; key cases; luggage tags; pocketbooks; purses; toiletry cases sold empty; umbrellas; waist 
packs.

Cl.21;Household and kitchen utensils; tableware made of glass, earthenware and plastic; bottle openers, electric and 
non-electric; candle holders; dinnerware; napkin holders; napkin rings not of precious metals; tea sets.

Cl.25;Clothing; shoes; headgear; scarves; gloves; suspender belts; belts [clothing]; ties [clothing]; underwear; ear 
muffs [clothing]; socks.

Cl.28;Toys; games; playthings; video game apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles; skill and action games; 
amusement game machines; balloons (play -); balls for play; cards (playing -); board games; dolls; cards [games]; 
Christmas tree ornaments and decorations, except confectionery and electric christmas tree lights; kites; skates; 
skateboards; toy vehicles; stuffed animals [toys].

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration services; advertising, marketing and promotional 
services; data processing services; business networking services; commercial information (provision of -); advertising 
via electronic media; advertising services for the promotion of e-commerce; business management services relating to 
electronic commerce; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via 
telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; provision of information and advisory services relating 
to e- commerce; arranging business introductions relating to the buying and selling of products; business intermediary 
and advisory services in the field of selling products and rendering services; arranging of contracts for others for the 
buying and selling of goods; online retail services for downloadable digital music; retail store services and online retail 
store services relating to toiletries, body cleaning and beauty care preparations, jewellery; stationery and educational 
supplies; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers, household and kitchen utensils, clothing, headgear, footwear, toys, 
games, playthings and novelties.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; communication services (electronic -); interactive broadcasting and communication 
services; television broadcasting services; video and television streaming services; provision of telecommunication 
access to films and television programmes via an on-demand service; video-on-demand transmission services; 
transmission of interactive entertainment software; transmission of films, television programmes and other media 
content; provision of telecommunication access to films and television programs provided via a video-on-demand 
service; providing access to e- commerce platforms on the internet.

Cl.41;Entertainment services and information; film production services; fan club services (-entertainment); television 
entertainment services; providing films, television programmes and other media content, not downloadable, via video- on-
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demand services; entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of variety; provision of 
multimedia entertainment via television, broadband, wireless and on-line services; entertainment provided via a global 
communication network; providing entertainment information via a website; providing facilities for films, television 
programmes and other media content; provision of audio and visual media via communications networks; provision of 
online information relating to audio and visual media; movie studio services; audio, film, video and television recording 
services; film editing (photographic -); production of television and cinema films; provision of non-downloadable films, 
television programmes and other media content; post-production editing services in the field of films, television 
programmes and other media content; compilation of formats for films, television programmes and other media content; 
provision of information relating to visual media; providing information in the field of entertainment.

Cl.45;Licensing services; legal services relating to the protection and exploitation of copyright for films, television 
programmes and other media content; legal services relating to the protection and exploitation of ancillary rights relating 
to films, television programmes and other media content.
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2018; Application No. : 88057957 ;United States of America 

4109838    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453286]
WeWork Companies Inc.

115 West 18th Street New York NY 10011 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Incubation services; incubation services, namely, providing work space to emerging, start-up and existing 
companies; business operation of commercial real estate, offices and office space, business operation of commercial real 
estate, offices and office space, namely, shared office venues with conference facilities.

Cl.36;Real estate services, namely leasing of office space and real estate; rental of office space; rental of shared office 
space; leasing of shared office space; leasing of coworking facilities.

Cl.43;Providing food and beverage services; providing meeting room services; providing facilities for business 
meetings and business events.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2018; Application No. : 017934133 ;European Union 

4110574    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453461]
New Planet Production GmbH

Jenfelder Allee 80 22039 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile apps; sound, image and data carriers of all kinds, in particular compact discs, DVDs, optical memories, mini 
discs, USB flash drives, hard discs, phonograph records, audio tapes, music and video cassettes, video tapes, diskettes, 
compact discs [read-only memory], all aforementioned goods blank and recorded; film production apparatus; apparatus 
for recording or reproduction of sound, images or data of all kinds; digital music players; digital video players.

Cl.16;Printed matter, in particular catalogues, exercise books, books, handbooks, companion books, newspapers, 
periodicals and calendars; stationery; educational materials; paper and cardboard; bookbinding material; photographs 
[printed].

Cl.25;Clothing, including leather clothing, in particular tee-shirts, hooded sweaters, pullovers, windbreakers, 
sweatshirts, polo shirts, quilted jackets [clothing], quilted vests, aprons; footwear; headgear, in particular caps and hats; 
headbands [clothing]; socks.

Cl.35;Television advertising; publication of publicity texts; layout services for advertising purposes; marketing; public 
relations services; on-line advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising space on the internet.

Cl.38;Television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; radio broadcasting; providing Internet chat rooms; 
providing online forums; providing telecommunications channels for teleshopping services; wireless broadcasting; 
satellite transmission.

Cl.41;Videotaping; recording studio services; presentation of live performances; photographic reporting; subtitling; 
television entertainment; correspondence courses; movie studio services; film production services; cinema 
presentations; publication of texts; production of shows; radio entertainment; dubbing; arranging and conducting of 
seminars; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; rental of audio equipment; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of movie 
projectors and accessories; rental of motion pictures; rental of sound recordings; rental of video cameras; videotape 
production; production of radio and television programmes.
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4110608    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1346959]
CAROLINA LEMKE LTD

22 Ha'melacha street 48091 Rosh Ha'ain Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Spectacles, sunglasses, eyeglasses, spectacle cases, spectacle chains, spectacle frames, spectacle lenses, 
contact lenses, containers for contact lenses, optical instruments and apparatus (not for medical use).

Cl.35;Management and operation of stands, shops and a chain of stands and shops, retail and wholesale marketing; 
supply and management of chain of stands and shops selling sunglasses, eyeglasses, optics, accessories for spectacles, 
contact lenses, accessories for all these, cases and fashion accessories, supply and management of an online store 
selling sunglasses, eyeglasses, optics, accessories for spectacles, contact lenses, accessories for all these, cases and 
fashion accessories; organization, management and operation of a customer loyalty program; advertising and marketing, 
among others, through the Internet.
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4113394    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1412761]
Thunder Token Inc.

2844 Dove Run Creek Dr. Las Vegas NV 89135 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile applications for cryptocurrency management; computer software for use in blockchain 
technology; computer software for encryption and cyber security; computer software used for software development and 
cryptographic research; computer software for use in creating, managing, and analyzing data on distributed public 
ledgers and peer-to-peer payment networks; computer software used for the encryption and authentication of electronic 
data; computer software for use in trading, storing, receiving, tracking, transferring, clearing, and confirmation for 
exchange market transactions in the field of digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, collateral for derivatives, 
derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency; computer software for the creation and implementation of 
smart contracts; software to facilitate the use of cryptocurrency- and smart contracts-related computer protocols; 
downloadable computer software for use in submitting transactions, downloading transaction logs, and verifying 
transaction receipts in the field of digitized assets.

Cl.35;Collection, management and systematization of encrypted data into computer databases; business services, 
namely, providing digital currency management as it deals with the acquisition, allocation, valuation, marketing, 
auctioning, trading, and use of the public ledger of transactions for digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, 
collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency.

Cl.36;Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global 
computer network; cryptocurrency, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via 
a global computer network; cryptocurrency, namely, a peer-to-peer digital currency, incorporating cryptographic 
protocols, operating through the internet, and used as a method of payment for goods and services; providing monetary 
exchange services, namely, valuing and trading cybercurrency as payment; financial services, namely, providing 
electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; 
financial services, namely, the buying, selling and trading of digital currencies; financial services, namely, providing on-
line stored value accounts for the holding of digital currencies; providing digital currency exchange services and online 
financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of virtual currency using blockchain technologies; banking 
services; financial services, namely, electronic funds transfer via electronic communications networks; clearing and 
reconciling financial transactions via electronic communications networks; financial securities exchange services; 
providing monetary exchange services, namely, exchanging digitized assets, namely, bitcoins, cryptocurrency, digital 
tokens, collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency; providing financial exchange 
markets for trading, clearing, confirmation and financial trading risk management in the field of digitized assets, namely, 
bitcoins, cryptocurrency, digital tokens, collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital 
currency; electronic financial trading, namely, trading of the field of digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, 
collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency.

Cl.42;Design, development, and implementation of software solutions for digital currency security and transactions, 
namely, virtual currency and transactions involving smart contracts or virtual currency; software as a services for 
generating cryptographic tokens that represent ownership of purchasable services or units of services; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications used to facilitate financial transactions that make 
use of blockchain technology, smart contracts and web services to create cryptographic tokens; design and development 
of computer software for use in online transactions and cryptographic trust infrastructures; providing temporary use of 
on-line non-downloadable software and applications used to facilitate submitting transactions, downloading transaction 
logs, and verifying transaction receipts in the field of digitized assets.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2018; Application No. : 88064097 ;United States of America 

4113399    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454552]
Quanterix Corporation

113 Hartwell Avenue Lexington MA 02421-3125 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Multi-chamber device in the nature of diagnostic test kits consisting primarily of chemical reagents for non-medical 
research purposes for detecting and quantifying analytes in laboratory samples.

Cl.5;Multi-chamber device in the nature of diagnostic test kits consisting primarily of chemical reagents for medical or 
veterinary purposes or biological reagents and reaction vessels for detecting and quantifying analytes in laboratory 
samples.

Cl.9;Multi-chamber electronic memory card readers and associated software for use therewith, for analysis of reaction 
vessels to determine the presence of analytes in laboratory samples.
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Priority claimed from 15/08/2018; Application No. : UK00003331876 ;United Kingdom 

4113427    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453619]
Osler Diagnostics Limited

23 Park End Street Oxford, Oxfordshire OX1 1HU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Assays and reagents for scientific or medical research purposes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; medical preparations; chemical preparations and reagents for medical purposes; diagnostic 
preparations, substances, agents, reagents, assays and materials for medical purposes; diagnostic testing preparations, 
substances, agents, reagents, assays and materials for medical purposes.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; scientific research and laboratory apparatus and instruments; material 
testing apparatus and instruments; communications apparatus and instruments; monitoring, measuring, signalling and 
control apparatus and instruments; audio-visual apparatus and instruments; computer apparatus and instruments; 
software; application software (apps); data capture, collection, recording, processing, transmission, reproduction, 
storage and/or communications apparatus and instruments; electrical and electronic components; parts and fittings for 
all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; medical diagnostic apparatus and instruments; testing apparatus and 
instruments for medical and/or medical diagnostic purposes; diagnostic testing apparatus and instruments for the 
measurement of clinical bio markers; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.41;Education, training and educational research services; publishing services; publication of medical and/or 
scientific publications; consultancy, advisory and/or information services relating to or connected with the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Research and development services; medical research and development services; scientific research and 
development services; pharmaceutical research and development services; design services; research, design and 
development of medical apparatus and instruments; research, design and development of medical diagnostic apparatus 
and instruments; research, design and development of diagnostic tests for the measurement of clinical bio markers; 
software research, design and development services; consultancy, advisory and/or information services relating to or 
connected with the aforementioned services.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical diagnostic services; medical testing, screening and analysis services relating to the 
diagnosis and/or treatment of disease; consultancy, advisory and/or information services relating to or connected with 
the aforementioned services.

Cl.45;Intellectual property licensing services; licensing of technology; licensing of manufacturing technology and/or 
manufacturing processes; licensing of intellectual property and/or intellectual property rights; licensing of industrial 
property and/or industrial property rights; licensing of patents, confidential information, technical information and/or 
know-how; consultancy, advisory and/or information services relating to or connected with the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2018; Application No. : 726697 ;Switzerland 

4113504    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453635]
modum.io AG

Technoparkstrasse 1 CH-8005 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Optical, weighing, measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) instruments; alarms, electronic surveillance 
apparatus; electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments; data processing equipment; 
computer software; electronic surveillance apparatus; heat detectors; velocity sensors; pressure sensors; acceleration 
sensors; temperature sensors, photosensors.

Cl.42;Off-site data backup; design and development of computers and software; providing on-line non-downloadable 
software for use in database management; environmental monitoring services; testing, analysis and monitoring of 
telecommunication and navigation signals; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for 
use in broadcast monitoring applications; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data 
breach; development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; design and 
development of computer software for supply chain management.
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4114133    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1363099]
Power Horse Energy Drinks GmbH

Fiedlerstrasse 10 A-4041 Linz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Prepared meals and snacks consisting primarily of grains, cereals, sugar, confectionary or chocolate; coffee; 
artificial coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea; cocoa; cocoa-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; processed 
grains; flour and cereal preparations; processed cereals; sugar, honey, treacle; natural sweeteners; cake frosting [icing]; 
marzipan; marzipan substitutes; frostings; candy decorations for cakes; yeast, baking powder; edible ices; bread, 
pastries and confectionary; dough; ready-made baking mixtures, namely ready-made flour mixtures for use in baking, 
batter mixes, bread mixes, cake mixes, cookie mixes; chocolate; chocolate products; sweetmeats [candy]; chewing gum; 
confectionery; marshmallows; liquorice [confectionary]; fruit gums [other than for medical use]; salt; seasonings; spices; 
flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages.

Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beer; beer-based cocktails; non-alcoholic beverages; energy drinks; preparations for making 
beverages.
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Priority claimed from 16/08/2018; Application No. : 88081648 ;United States of America 

4114166    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453969]
CB Brand Strategies, LLC acting through CB Brand Strategies, LLC, Wilmington, Delaware, USA, Zug Branch

Baarerstrasse 10 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer; flavored beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages except beer; flavored brewed malt beverage.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2018; Application No. : 88064068 ;United States of America 

4114207    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454582]
Quanterix Corporation

113 Hartwell Avenue Lexington MA 02421-3125 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Diagnostic kit sold as a unit consisting primarily of chemical reagents for non-medical research purposes for 
detecting and quantifying analytes in laboratory samples.

Cl.5;Diagnostic kit sold as a unit consisting primarily of chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes or 
biological reagents and reaction vessels for detecting and quantifying analytes in laboratory samples.
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4114274    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1272632]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "SAFARI"

Horoshovsky 2nd proezd, d. 7, str. 18, pom. IX RU-123007 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;DVD players; ticket dispensers; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; fire engines; answering machines; 
accumulators, electric; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; actinometers; alidades; altimeters; ammeters; anemometers; 
anodes; antennas; anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; high-frequency apparatus; testing apparatus not for medical 
purposes; remote control apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic 
apparatus for the remote control of signals; monitoring apparatus, electric; sound recording apparatus; Global 
Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; air 
analysis apparatus; apparatus to check franking; sound transmitting apparatus; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory 
apparatus]; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration; 
apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes; electric apparatus for commutation; 
intercommunication apparatus; stills for laboratory experiments; projection apparatus; radiological apparatus for 
industrial purposes; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; blueprint apparatus; flashing lights [luminous signals]; 
stereoscopic apparatus; telephone apparatus; facsimile machines; phototelegraphy apparatus; igniting apparatus, 
electric, for igniting at a distance; acid hydrometers; salinometers; acidimeters for batteries; aerometers; beacons, 
luminous; battery jars; barometers; anode batteries; galvanic batteries; batteries for lighting; solar batteries; batteries, 
electric; balances [steelyards]; betatrons; binoculars; electronic tags for goods; lens hoods; magnetic tape units for 
computers; computer memory devices; fire hose nozzles; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; safety tarpaulins; 
signalling buoys; life buoys; marking buoys; directional compasses; compasses [measuring instruments]; vacuum 
gauges; electrolysers; variometers; verniers; scales; letter scales; weighbridges; precision balances; levelling staffs 
[surveying instruments]; camcorders; video cassettes; video telephones; video screens; viewfinders, photographic; 
sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; micrometer screws for optical instruments; viscosimeters; 
circuit closers; wavemeters; voltmeters; switchboxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; gas testing instruments; gasometers 
[measuring instruments]; galvanometers; hands free kits for phones; heliographic apparatus; hygrometers; hydrometers; 
weights; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; holograms; plotters; loudspeakers; sounding leads; plumb bobs; 
range finders; densimeters; densitometers; optical goods; detectors; smoke detectors; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; 
transparencies [photography]; slide projectors; diaphragms [photography]; dictating machines; dynamometers; light-
emitting diodes [LED]; floppy disks; disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular slide rules; disk drives for computers; juke 
boxes for computers; DNA chips; electronic notice boards; bullet-proof waistcoats [vests (Am.)]; life jackets; 
identification threads for electric wires; nose clips for divers and swimmers; locks, electric; alarm bells, electric; bells 
[warning devices]; electric door bells; signal bells; acoustic conduits; mirrors for inspecting work; road signs, luminous 
or mechanical; marine depth finders; probes for scientific purposes; buzzers; needles for record players; measures; 
pressure measuring apparatus; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; inverters [electricity]; pressure 
indicators; temperature indicators; incubators for bacteria culture; measuring instruments; cosmographic instruments; 
mathematical instruments; levelling instruments; instruments containing eyepieces; surveying instruments; azimuth 
instruments; interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; spark-guards; coaxial 
cables; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; cables, electric; calipers; slide calipers; screw-tapping gauges; calculating 
machines; pocket calculators; decompression chambers; cinematographic cameras; electronic pens [visual display 
units]; holders for electric coils; identity cards, magnetic; video game cartridges; encoded magnetic cards; riding 
helmets; protective helmets; carriers for dark plates [photography]; automated teller machines [ATM]; cathodes; spools 
[photography]; choking coils [impedance]; coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; cinematographic film, exposed; 
computer keyboards; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; wire connectors [electricity]; electronic agendas; push 
buttons for bells; mouse pads; magnetic encoders; anti-glare visors; collectors, electric; calibrating rings; protective suits 
for aviators; commutators; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; comparators; marine 
compasses; laptop computers; notebook computers; condensers [capacitors]; contacts, electric; wind socks for 
indicating wind direction; branch boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; battery 
boxes; cabinets for loudspeakers; diving suits; garments for protection against fire; galena crystals [detectors]; reflecting 
discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic accidents; covers for electric outlets; logs [measuring instruments]; lasers, not 
for medical purposes; lactodensimeters; lactometers; vacuum tubes [radio]; flashlights [photography]; darkroom lamps 
[photography]; thermionic tubes; amplifying tubes; head cleaning tapes [recording]; magnetic tapes; videotapes; 
surveying chains; fire escapes; rulers [measuring instruments]; slide-rules; contact lenses; optical condensers; 
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correcting lenses [optics]; optical lenses; electricity conduits; sounding lines; measuring spoons; magnifying glasses 
[optics]; thread counters; magnets; decorative magnets; crash test dummies; resuscitation mannequins [teaching 
apparatus]; mouse [computer peripheral]; pressure gauges; divers' masks; solderers' helmets; protective masks; 
materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; material testing 
instruments and machines; furniture especially made for laboratories; megaphones; portable media players; diaphragms 
[acoustics]; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; metronomes; rules 
[measuring instruments]; carpenters' rules; dressmakers' measures; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; coin-
operated mechanisms for television sets; shutter releases [photography]; micrometers; microprocessors; microscopes; 
microtomes; microphones; modems; lightning conductors [rods]; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer 
programs]; terminals [electricity]; junction sleeves for electric cables; teeth protectors; knee-pads for workers; 
headphones; surveyors' levels; sound recording carriers; optical data media; socks, electrically heated; computer 
software, recorded; sheaths for electric cables; identification sheaths for electric wires; weighing machines; punched 
card machines for offices; life saving apparatus and equipment; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and 
fire; lenses for astrophotography; objectives [lenses] [optics]; egg-candlers; fire extinguishers; electrified fences; limiters 
[electricity]; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for protection against fire; asbestos 
clothing for protection against fire; clothing especially made for laboratories; ozonisers [ozonators]; octants; eyepieces; 
ohmmeters; wrist rests for use with computers; spectacle frames; eyeglass frames; oscillographs; plumb lines; mirrors 
[optics]; spectacles [optics]; sunglasses; goggles for sports; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; radio pagers; 
pince-nez; electronic pocket translators; transmitters [telecommunication]; telephone transmitters; transmitters of 
electronic signals; switches, electric; periscopes; gloves for divers; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for 
protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; furnaces for 
laboratory use; pipettes; pyrometers; planimeters; plane tables [surveying instruments]; plates for batteries; printed 
circuit boards; compact disc players; cassette players; sound recording strips; X-ray films, exposed; films, exposed; life-
saving rafts; laboratory trays; semi-conductors; polarimeters; fire pumps; measuring glassware; life belts; fuses; circuit 
breakers; converters, electric; telerupters; food analysis apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
distance recording apparatus; distance measuring apparatus; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; appliances for 
measuring the thickness of leather; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; speed checking apparatus for 
vehicles; time recording apparatus; hemline markers; apparatus and instruments for astronomy; navigational 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; chemistry apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus; 
measuring devices, electric; boiler control instruments; meteorological instruments; naval signalling apparatus; 
observation instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational apparatus; 
regulating apparatus, electric; precision measuring apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; prisms [optics]; printers for 
use with computers; retorts' stands; apparatus for changing record player needles; drainers for use in photography; 
cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; fire beaters; telescopic sights for firearms; test tubes; pressure indicator 
plugs for valves; magnetic wires; telegraph wires; telephone wires; wires, electric; conductors, electric; copper wire, 
insulated; fuse wire; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer game software; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; computer operating programs, recorded; record players; processors [central processing units]; 
rods for water diviners; electronic publications, downloadable; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels 
[electricity]; radar apparatus; masts for wireless aerials; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; vehicle radios; 
sprinkler systems for fire protection; frames for photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; walkie-talkies; 
voltage surge protectors; voltage regulators for vehicles; stage lighting regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; 
speed regulators for record players; cell switches [electricity]; washing trays [photography]; marking gauges [joinery]; 
time switches, automatic; relays, electric; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; X-ray 
photographs, other than for medical purposes; rheostats; respirators for filtering air; respiratory masks, other than for 
artificial respiration; retorts; refractometers; refractors; grids for batteries; speaking tubes; horns for loudspeakers; 
saccharometers; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; dog 
whistles; signalling whistles; sextants; inductors [electricity]; safety nets; nets for protection against accidents; fire 
alarms; signals, luminous or mechanical; sirens; scanners [data processing equipment]; integrated circuit cards [smart 
cards]; connections for electric lines; couplings, electric; connectors [electricity]; sonars; sound locating instruments; 
lighting ballasts; resistances, electric; spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; speed indicators; alcoholmeters; 
satellites for scientific purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; audiovisual teaching apparatus; 
radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; spectacle lenses; anti-glare glasses; optical glass; personal stereos; 
stereoscopes; stands for photographic apparatus; fire boats; sulfitometers; drying racks [photography]; spherometers; 
integrated circuits; printed circuits; counters; parking meters; kilometer recorders for vehicles; revolution counters; 
abacuses; egg timers [sandglasses]; taximeters; ear plugs for divers; tachometers; television apparatus; telescopes; 
teleprompters; teleprinters; cordless telephones; theodolites; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; 
thermostats for vehicles; crucibles [laboratory]; tone arms for record players; totalizators; transistors [electronic]; 
transponders; protractors [measuring instruments]; step-up transformers; transformers [electricity]; vehicle breakdown 
warning triangles; triodes; starter cables for motors; discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting; capillary tubes; 
neon signs; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; telephone receivers; gauges; quantity indicators; automatic indicators 
of low pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]; gasoline gauges; water level indicators; electric loss indicators; light-emitting 
electronic pointers; slope indicators; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; mercury levels; spirit levels; 
urinometers; amplifiers; particle accelerators; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; 
steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; balancing apparatus; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; 
invoicing machines; tape recorders; protection devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes; railway traffic safety 
appliances; data processing apparatus; oxygen transvasing apparatus; theft prevention installations, electric; film cutting 
apparatus; drying apparatus for photographic prints; optical character readers; centering apparatus for photographic 
transparencies; dosage dispensers; battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries; acoustic [sound] alarms; sounding 
apparatus and machines; editing appliances for cinematographic films; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; couplers [data 
processing equipment]; anti-theft warning apparatus; computer peripheral devices; anti-interference devices [electricity]; 
demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; acoustic couplers; alarms; fog signals, non-explosive; whistle alarms; 
adding machines; readers [data processing equipment]; bar code readers; heat regulating apparatus; photocopiers 
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[photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image files; 
downloadable music files; animated cartoons; filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; 
filters [photography]; USB flash drives; magic lanterns; signal lanterns; optical lamps; cameras [photography]; glazing 
apparatus for photographic prints; shutters [photography]; darkrooms [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs 
[photography]; enlarging apparatus [photography]; photovoltaic cells; containers for contact lenses; spectacle cases; 
pince-nez cases; containers for microscope slides; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; 
chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; laboratory centrifuges; eyeglass 
chains; cyclotrons; frequency meters; time clocks [time recording devices]; fire blankets; chips [integrated circuits]; jigs 
[measuring instruments]; pedometers; meteorological balloons; electrified rails for mounting spot lights; asbestos 
screens for firemen; fire hose; protective helmets for sports; cell phone straps; eyeglass cords; tripods for cameras; 
switchboards; distribution boards [electricity]; workmen's protective face-shields; projection screens; radiology screens 
for industrial purposes; fluorescent screens; screens [photography]; exposure meters [light meters]; ducts [electricity]; 
galvanic cells; epidiascopes; ergometers; armatures [electricity].

Cl.16;Fountain pens; albums; almanacs; document laminators for office use; mimeograph apparatus and machines; 
atlases; posters; paper bows; table linen of paper; tickets; forms, printed; announcement cards [stationery]; note books; 
drawing pads; pads [stationery]; loose-leaf binders; wristbands for the retention of writing instruments; pamphlets; 
booklets; paper; paper sheets [stationery]; waxed paper; paper for recording machines; paper for radiograms; 
electrocardiograph paper; drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; wood pulp paper; carbon paper; copying paper 
[stationery]; parchment paper; writing paper; luminous paper; Xuan paper for Chinese painting and calligraphy; toilet 
paper; wrapping paper; filter paper; blotters; newsletters; rollers for typewriters; house painters' rollers; composing 
sticks; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; signboards of paper or cardboard; sewing patterns; newspapers; 
electrotypes; hectographs; modelling clay; terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engravings; slate pencils; pencil leads; 
document holders [stationery]; pencil holders; chalk holders; holders for checkbooks [cheque books]; holders for stamps 
[seals]; page holders; diagrams; engraving plates; writing slates; blackboards; galley racks [printing]; drawing boards; 
advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; duplicators; punches [office requisites]; cream containers of paper; 
magazines [periodicals]; money clips; tags for index cards; pen clips; bookmarkers; etching needles; tracing needles for 
drawing purposes; periodicals; printed publications; paper shredders for office use; graphic representations; credit card 
imprinters, non-electric; graining combs; drawing instruments; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; tracing patterns; 
gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; lithographic stones; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; pencils; pencil 
lead holders; charcoal pencils; pictures; transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; cardboard; 
wood pulp board [stationery]; hat boxes of cardboard; files [office requisites]; cards; index cards [stationery]; 
geographical maps; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; trading cards other than for games; 
perforated cards for Jacquard looms; catalogues; spools for inking ribbons; covers of paper for flower pots; 
paintbrushes; painters' brushes; writing brushes; typewriter keys; glue for stationery or household purposes; gluten 
[glue] for stationery or household purposes; isinglass for stationery or household purposes; starch paste [adhesive] for 
stationery or household purposes; printing blocks; books; manifolds [stationery]; comic books; drawing pins; cigar 
bands; envelopes [stationery]; cases for stamps [seals]; boxes of cardboard or paper; paint boxes [articles for use in 
school]; correcting fluids [office requisites]; stencils [stationery]; French curves; paper ribbons; typewriter ribbons; 
adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; gummed tape [stationery]; correcting tapes [office requisites]; 
inking ribbons; inking ribbons for computer printers; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive 
tapes for stationery or household purposes; drawing rulers; square rulers; flyers; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for 
foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; viscose sheets for wrapping; 
sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; steel letters; type [numerals 
and letters]; lithographs; paint trays; architects' models; postage stamps; plastics for modelling; graphic prints; 
modelling materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; adhesives 
[glues] for stationery or household purposes; bookbinding material; packaging material made of starches; filtering 
materials [paper]; addressing machines; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; bookbinding apparatus and 
machines [office equipment]; typewriters, electric or non-electric; folders [stationery]; franking machines for office use; 
chalk for lithography; writing chalk; tailors' chalk; marking chalk; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; bags [envelopes, 
pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; painters' easels; hand-rests for painters; printing sets, portable [office 
requisites]; bibs of paper; stickers [stationery]; finger-stalls [office requisites]; cords for bookbinding; paper knives 
[cutters] [office requisites]; numbering apparatus; bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; sealing wafers; passport 
holders; covers [stationery]; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; embroidery designs [patterns]; handwriting 
specimens for copying; oleographs; musical greeting cards; greeting cards; postcards; etchings; conical paper bags; 
bags for microwave cooking; palettes for painters; ink sticks; pantographs [drawing instruments]; folders for papers; 
papier mâché; pastels [crayons]; modelling paste; pen cases; bookbindings; pen wipers; office perforators; pens [office 
requisites]; nibs of gold; nibs; steel pens; drawing pens; song books; sealing stamps; seals [stamps]; clipboards; 
address plates for addressing machines; handkerchiefs of paper; plastic film for wrapping; desk mats; letter trays; trays 
for sorting and counting money; coasters of paper; bookends; stamp stands; mats for beer glasses; stands for pens and 
pencils; photograph stands; inking pads; stamp pads; binding strips [bookbinding]; towels of paper; inking sheets for 
document reproducing machines; inking sheets for duplicators; bookbinding cloth; gummed cloth for stationery 
purposes; printers' blankets, not of textile; portraits; paperweights; writing cases [sets]; inkstands; office requisites, 
except furniture; writing materials; writing instruments; drawing materials; school supplies [stationery]; adhesive tape 
dispensers [office requisites]; hand labelling appliances; printed matter; lithographic works of art; prospectuses; printed 
timetables; ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; indexes; rubber erasers; elastic bands for offices; drawing T-squares; 
graphic reproductions; marking pens [stationery]; penholders; tissues of paper for removing make-up; face towels of 
paper; table napkins of paper; place mats of paper; tablemats of paper; tablecloths of paper; paper clasps; document files 
[stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for offices; paper-clips; staples for offices; erasing products; biological samples for use in 
microscopy [teaching materials]; histological sections for teaching purposes; steatite [tailor's chalk]; writing board 
erasers; composing frames [printing]; sealing wax; arithmetical tables; placards of paper or cardboard; writing or drawing 
books; fabrics for bookbinding; stationery; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; transparencies [stationery]; stencil 
plates; cardboard tubes; Indian inks; moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]; moisteners [office requisites]; 
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drawing squares; chart pointers, non-electronic; bottle wrappers of cardboard or paper; envelope sealing machines, for 
offices; sealing machines for offices; vignetting apparatus; apparatus for mounting photographs; stapling presses [office 
requisites]; manuals [handbooks]; figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché; paper coffee filters; flags of paper; silver paper; 
molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; photo-engravings; photographs [printed]; stencil cases; canvas for 
painting; chromolithographs [chromos]; compasses for drawing; numbers [type]; watercolor [watercolour] saucers for 
artists; ink; correcting ink [heliography]; inkwells; blueprints; rosaries; stencils; erasing shields; balls for ball-point pens; 
cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; printing type; address stamps; stamps [seals]; shields [paper seals]; prints 
[engravings]; labels, not of textile.

Cl.25;Wimples; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; berets; overalls; boas [necklets]; 
teddies [undergarments]; half-boots; ski boots; boots for sports; breeches for wear; trousers; football boots; brassieres; 
collars [clothing]; detachable collars; shirt yokes; veils [clothing]; gabardines [clothing]; galoshes; neckties; ascots; 
leggings [leg warmers]; gaiters; boot uppers; corselets; jerseys [clothing]; vests; sports jerseys; hosiery; heels; hoods 
[clothing]; hat frames [skeletons]; pockets for clothing; neck scarfs [mufflers]; visors [headwear]; tights; slips 
[undergarments]; wet suits for water-skiing; combinations [clothing]; bodices [lingerie]; corsets [underclothing]; suits; 
bathing suits; masquerade costumes; beach clothes; stuff jackets [clothing]; jackets [clothing]; fishing vests; leggings 
[trousers]; liveries; camisoles; cuffs; short-sleeve shirts; mantillas; coats; sleep masks; furs [clothing]; mittens; miters 
[hats]; footmuffs, not electrically heated; muffs [clothing]; heelpieces for footwear; bibs, not of paper; fur stoles; ear muffs 
[clothing]; socks; footwear; beach shoes; sports shoes; clothing; paper clothing; outerclothing; ready-made clothing; 
motorists' clothing; cyclists' clothing; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; 
waterproof clothing; uniforms; fittings of metal for footwear; maniples; overcoats; parkas; pelerines; ski gloves; gloves 
[clothing]; pajamas (Am.); bathing trunks; shirt fronts; scarfs; pocket squares; dresses; headbands [clothing]; garters; 
sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; dress shields; soles for footwear; braces 
for clothing [suspenders]; lace boots; ponchos; girdles; money belts [clothing]; belts [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; non-
slipping devices for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; welts for footwear; chasubles; shirts; wooden shoes; sandals; 
bath sandals; boots; jumper dresses; saris; sarongs; sweaters; footwear uppers; inner soles; bath slippers; togas; 
knitwear [clothing]; underpants; shoes; gymnastic shoes; slippers; skull caps; turbans; headgear for wear; aprons 
[clothing]; tee-shirts; dressing gowns; bath robes; top hats; tips for footwear; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; 
shawls; paper hats [clothing]; caps [headwear]; shower caps; bathing caps; sashes for wear; studs for football boots; 
hats; babies' pants [clothing]; trouser straps; pelisses; esparto shoes or sandals; skirts; petticoats; skorts.

Cl.28;Arcade video game machines; video game machines; gaming machines for gambling; amusement machines, 
automatic and coin-operated; toy vehicles; swimming pools [play articles]; trampolines; novelties for parties, dances 
[party favors, favours]; scratch cards for playing lottery games; starting blocks for sports; bodyboards; skating boots 
with skates attached; dolls' feeding bottles; stationary exercise bicycles; creels [fishing traps]; shuttlecocks; spinning 
tops [toys]; jigsaw puzzles; clay pigeons [targets]; punching bags; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; hang gliders; flying discs 
[toys]; discuses for sports; dolls' houses; dominoes; swimming kick boards; surfboards; spring boards [sports articles]; 
skateboards; sailboards; chessboards; checkerboards; darts; Christmas trees of synthetic material; cups for dice; 
swimming jackets; ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; kites; toys; toys for domestic pets; stuffed toys; plush toys; 
mobiles [toys]; practical jokes [novelties]; games; parlor games; building games; board games; ring games; 
kaleidoscopes; bladders of balls for games; rosin used by athletes; edges of skis; bingo cards; playing cards; fairground 
ride apparatus; reels for fishing; rocking horses; swings; skittles; skittles [games]; billiard cues; golf clubs; hockey 
sticks; seal skins [coverings for skis]; bells for Christmas trees; dolls' rooms; confetti; explosive bonbons [Christmas 
crackers]; ice skates; roller skates; in-line roller skates; dice; paintball guns [sports apparatus]; ski bindings; dolls' beds; 
roulette wheels; fish hooks; building blocks [toys]; dolls; flippers for swimming; lines for fishing; gut for fishing; bows for 
archery; skis; waterskis; surf skis; mah-jong; wax for skis; hunting game calls; puppets; masks [playthings]; carnival 
masks; theatrical masks; fencing masks; masts for sailboards; teddy bears; chalk for billiard cues; targets; electronic 
targets; scale model kits [toys]; scale model vehicles; balls for games; artificial fishing bait; billiard table cushions; knee 
guards [sports articles]; billiard cue tips; elbow guards [sports articles]; dolls' clothes; fencing weapons; twirling batons; 
paragliders; pachinkos; baseball gloves; boxing gloves; golf gloves; gloves for games; batting gloves [accessories for 
games]; fencing gauntlets; piñatas; toy pistols; air pistols [toys]; caps for pistols [toys]; percussion caps [toys]; rattles 
[playthings]; horseshoe games; candle holders for Christmas trees; Christmas tree stands; sole coverings for skis; water 
wings; floats for fishing; portable games with liquid crystal displays; swimming belts; decoys for hunting or fishing; scent 
lures for hunting or fishing; archery implements; soap bubbles [toys]; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; billiard 
markers; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; rackets; surfboard leashes; harness for sailboards; weight lifting 
belts [sports articles]; sling shots [sports articles]; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; harpoon guns [sports articles]; 
scooters [toys]; bob-sleighs; sleds [sports articles]; butterfly nets; landing nets for anglers; nets for sports; tennis nets; 
bite indicators [fishing tackle]; scrapers for skis; slot machines [gaming machines]; appliances for gymnastics; quoits; 
bar-bells; climbers' harness; fishing tackle; artificial snow for Christmas trees; snowshoes; snowboards; clay pigeon 
traps; billiard tables; coin-operated billiard tables; tables for table tennis; strings for rackets; gut for rackets; cricket bags; 
golf bags, with or without wheels; slides [playthings]; radio-controlled toy vehicles; body-building apparatus; machines 
for physical exercises; backgammon games; rods for fishing; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles 
and confectionery; tennis ball throwing apparatus; conjuring apparatus; apparatus for games; bowling apparatus and 
machinery; chips for gambling; counters [discs] for games; foosball tables; bags especially designed for skis and 
surfboards; marbles for games; billiard balls; playing balls; play balloons; paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] 
[sports apparatus]; snow globes; chess games; checkers [games]; poles for pole vaulting; paper party hats; shin guards 
[sports articles]; camouflage screens [sports articles]; chest expanders [exercisers].

Cl.35;Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; import-export agencies; commercial 
information agencies; advertising agencies; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; business auditing; 
employment agencies; computerized file management; book-keeping; invoicing; demonstration of goods; transcription of 
communications [office functions]; opinion polling; marketing studies; business information; commercial information and 
advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; business investigations; business research; marketing research; 
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personnel recruitment; business management and organization consultancy; business organization consultancy; 
business management consultancy; personnel management consultancy; professional business consultancy; layout 
services for advertising purposes; marketing; business management of performing artists; business management of 
sports people; news clipping services; updating of advertising material; word processing; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; 
business appraisals; payroll preparation; data search in computer files for others; sponsorship search; business 
management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; economic forecasting; auctioneering; sales promotion for others; production of advertising 
films; office machines and equipment rental; rental of advertising time on communication media; publicity material rental; 
rental of vending machines; rental of photocopying machines; publication of publicity texts; radio advertising; bill-
posting; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; direct mail advertising; writing of publicity texts; 
advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; television advertising; document 
reproduction; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; business inquiries; 
systemization of information into computer databases; advisory services for business management; tax preparation; 
drawing up of statements of accounts; telemarketing services; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; 
business management of hotels; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; public relations; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; typing; 
relocation services for businesses; price comparison services; secretarial services; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; shorthand; outsourcing services [business assistance]; telephone 
answering for unavailable subscribers; photocopying services.

Cl.37;Asphalting; drilling of deep oil or gas-wells; drilling of wells; rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially 
destroyed; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; retreading of tires [tyres]; vulcanization of 
tires [tyres] [repair]; building sealing; linen ironing; pressing of clothing; disinfecting; rat exterminating; mining 
extraction; refilling of toner cartridges; knife sharpening; building insulating; repair information; construction information; 
bricklaying; riveting; construction consultation; varnishing; re-tinning; scaffolding; road paving; car wash; window 
cleaning; vehicle wash; building construction supervision; upholstering; rustproofing; renovation of clothing; anti-rust 
treatment for vehicles; sanding; pumicing; strong-room maintenance and repair; vehicle maintenance; paper hanging; 
painting or repair of signs; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; vehicle polishing; vehicle breakdown assistance 
[repair]; mending clothing; rental of bulldozers; rental of road sweeping machines; rental of cleaning machines; rental of 
cranes [construction equipment]; rental of construction equipment; rental of excavators; plumbing; masonry; roofing 
services; carpentry services; underwater repair; plastering; quarrying services; repair of security locks; umbrella repair; 
parasol repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; burner maintenance and repair; film projector repair and 
maintenance; airplane maintenance and repair; safe maintenance and repair; clock and watch repair; pump repair; 
upholstery repair; shoe repair; clothing repair; photographic apparatus repair; furniture restoration; restoration of musical 
instruments; restoration of works of art; vehicle lubrication [greasing]; demolition of buildings; warehouse construction 
and repair; vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; washing; washing of linen; pier breakwater building; 
pipeline construction and maintenance; underwater construction; harbour construction; factory construction; building of 
fair stalls and shops; shipbuilding; cleaning of buildings [interior]; street cleaning; vermin exterminating, other than for 
agriculture; artificial snow-making services; laundering; installation of doors and windows; irrigation devices installation 
and repair; elevator installation and repair; heating equipment installation and repair; burglar alarm installation and repair; 
furnace installation and repair; telephone installation and repair; air conditioning apparatus installation and repair; fire 
alarm installation and repair; freezing equipment installation and repair; electric appliance installation and repair; kitchen 
equipment installation; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; machinery installation, maintenance 
and repair; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; interference suppression in electrical 
apparatus; swimming-pool maintenance; furniture maintenance; chimney sweeping; boiler cleaning and repair; cleaning 
of clothing; leather care, cleaning and repair; fur care, cleaning and repair; dry cleaning; vehicle cleaning; diaper cleaning.

Cl.38;News agencies; wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; electronic bulletin 
board services [telecommunications services]; information about telecommunication; providing user access to global 
computer networks; providing access to databases; providing internet chatrooms; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; 
transmission of greeting cards online; message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; 
transmission of telegrams; transmission of digital files; electronic mail; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of 
access time to global computer networks; rental of modems; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of 
telephones; rental of facsimile apparatus; radio broadcasting; communications by fiber optic networks; communications 
by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; satellite transmission; communications by telegrams; 
communications by telephone; facsimile transmission; paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic 
communication]; teleconferencing services; telex services; voice mail services; telecommunications routing and junction 
services; telegraph services; telephone services.

Cl.41;Modelling for artists; academies [education]; rental of sports grounds; rental of tennis courts; lending libraries; 
booking of seats for shows; videotaping; physical education; discotheque services; animal training; dubbing; gambling; 
publication of books; education information; recreation information; entertainment information; movie studios; health 
club services [health and fitness training]; night clubs; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; 
videotape editing; production of radio and television programmes; music-halls; production of music; game services 
provided on-line from a computer network; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; religious 
education; gymnastic instruction; correspondence courses; practical training [demonstration]; organization of balls; 
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing recreation facilities; arranging and conducting 
of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and 
conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars; 
arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging of beauty contests; organization of competitions [education or 
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entertainment]; operating lotteries; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of shows 
[impresario services]; organization of sports competitions; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; 
amusement parks; sign language interpretation; television entertainment; mobile library services; vocational retraining; 
providing karaoke services; providing golf facilities; providing sports facilities; providing amusement arcade services; 
cinema presentations; presentation of live performances; theatre productions; conducting fitness classes; educational 
examination; timing of sports events; film production, other than advertising films; rental of audio equipment; rental of 
video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; rental of show scenery; rental of sound 
recordings; toy rental; rental of movie projectors and accessories; rental of motion pictures; games equipment rental; 
rental of stadium facilities; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of radio and 
television sets; rental of skin diving equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage scenery; 
electronic desktop publishing; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of texts, other than 
publicity texts; radio entertainment; entertainer services; entertainment; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; 
zoological garden services; news reporters services; party planning [entertainment]; music composition services; 
subtitling; holiday camp services [entertainment]; disc jockey services; personal trainer services [fitness training]; 
providing casino facilities [gambling]; calligraphy services; club services [entertainment or education]; providing 
museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; teaching; orchestra services; translation; scriptwriting services; ticket 
agency services [entertainment]; coaching [training]; sport camp services; recording studio services; language 
interpreter services; nursery schools; photography; photographic reporting; circuses; boarding schools; production of 
shows.

Cl.42;Industrial design; graphic arts design; research and development of new products for others; quality control; 
providing search engines for the internet; computer system design; rental of web servers; hosting computer sites [web 
sites]; creating and maintaining web sites for others; surveying.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2019; Application No. : 1982086 ;Australia 

4114299    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454277]
MOOSE CREATIVE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD

29 Grange Rd Cheltenham VIC 3192 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Adhesive stickers; stationery; art paper; craft paper; paper articles for use in relation to craft; paper crafts 
materials; adhesive backed films for use as decalcomanias; adhesive decalcomanias; coloured liquids for use in 
children's crafts; craft cardboard; craft kits for painting and making posters; stickers, namely, decalcomanias; craft kits 
for papier mâché model construction; booklets relating to games; printed matter for use with board games; rule books for 
playing games; printed rules of play for games; trading cards, other than for games; art materials, namely, paint boxes for 
use in schools; artists' materials; drawing materials; modelling materials; stickers, namely, stationery; moulds for 
modelling clays, namely, artists' materials; writing materials; modelling clay; children's painting sets; children's paint-
boxes; printing blocks; trading cards, namely, printed matter; adhesive backed films, namely, stationery for use as 
decorative trim; adhesive backed films for stationery purposes; erasers, namely, stationery; gums, namely, adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; pastes for stationery or household purposes; patterned stationery.

Cl.28;Action figures, namely, toys or playthings; electronic toys, namely, playthings; figurines being toys; inflatable 
toys, namely, playthings; plush toys; tactile educational toys, namely, playthings; toy figures; toy models; toy vehicles; 
toys, namely, playthings; board games; action toys; card games; electronic games other than software; electronic games 
incorporating their own visual display facilities; games; games adapted for use with an external display screen or 
monitor; games adapted for use with dot matrix liquid crystal displays; hand held electronic games; tactile educational 
games, namely, playthings; trading cards, namely, card games; educational playthings; children's toys; playthings; dolls; 
playing cards; construction toys; craft toys sold complete; craft toys sold in kit form; educational toys; electronic activity 
toys; electronic activity toys incorporating a talking mechanism.
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Priority claimed from 07/08/2018; Application No. : 017939865 ;European Union 

4114392    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454290]
BIA Separations d.o.o.

Mirce 21 SI-5270 Ajdovscina Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; scientific apparatus and instruments for the separation and 
purification of mixtures, and for the isolation of substances; compact porous discs or tubes of artificial porous resins in 
columns or cartridges for the separation and purification of mixtures, and for the isolation of substances; all the aforesaid 
goods also provided as parts of kits.

Cl.11;Chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 018002202 ;European Union 

4114514    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454276]
Kem-En-Tec Diagnostics A/S

Kuldyssen 10 DK-2630 Taastrup Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry and science; diagnostic preparations and chemical reagents for scientific or research 
use; diagnostic preparations and chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic 
preparations and reagents for clinical or laboratory use; diagnostic preparations and chemical reagents for in vitro use in 
biochemistry, clinical chemistry and microbiology; enzymes for industrial purposes; enzyme stabilizers and substrates; 
enzymes for scientific and research purposes; laboratory chemicals, including antibody reagents used for the detection 
of antigens in cell and tissue analysis for in vitro diagnostic use; biochemical preparations and substances for in vitro 
scientific and research use; biological preparations for use in cell cultures other than for medical or veterinary use; cell 
growth media for growing cells for scientific and research use; chromatography chemicals; nucleic acid sequences and 
chemical reagents for other than medical and veterinary purposes; reagent kits comprising generic DNA circle, DNA 
primers, polymerase and buffers for use in biotechnology fields; chemical solutions and preparations consisting of pre-
mixed reactants and reagents for scientific and research use in connection with amplification, analysis or labelling of 
nucleic acid; chemicals for use in the purification of proteins for in vitro use; biochemical reagents (probes) for detecting 
and analyzing molecules in protein or nucleotide arrays; protein arrays and nucleotide arrays for scientific and medical 
research.

Cl.5;Diagnostic preparations and chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic reagents, 
preparations and substances for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic kits consisting primarily of monoclonal 
antibodies, buffers, and reagents for use in disease testing; diagnostic media for bacteriological cultures; cell growth 
media for growing cells for medical or clinical use; nucleic acid sequences and chemical reagents for medical and 
veterinary purposes.
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Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 726649 ;Switzerland 

4114730    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453675]
modum.io AG

Technoparkstrasse 1 CH-8005 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Analysis and evaluation of information into computer databases.

Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services; analysis of technical data; data mining; design of computer hardware 
and software for commercial analysis; consultancy relating to technical and scientific analysis; computer-aided industrial 
analysis services.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2019; Application No. : 1977493 ;Australia 

4114748    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454280]
MOOSE CREATIVE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD

29 Grange Rd Cheltenham VIC 3192 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer games cartridges; program discs for video games; programmed video games, namely, software; 
programmed video games contained on cartridges, namely, software; downloadable software applications, namely, apps; 
recorded software and programmes for use with electronic games of all kinds; computer games entertainment software; 
computer games programs; computer games programs downloaded via the internet, namely, software; computer games 
programs recorded on tapes, namely, software; computer program discs; computer programs for computer games; 
computer programs for playing games; computer programs for video games.

Cl.16;Adhesive stickers; stationery; art paper; craft paper; paper articles for use in relation to craft; paper crafts 
materials; coloured liquids for use in children's crafts; craft cardboard; craft kits for painting and making posters; craft 
kits for papier mâché model construction; adhesive backed films for use as decalcomanias; stickers, namely, 
decalcomanias; adhesive decalcomanias; booklets relating to games; printed matter for use with board games; rule 
books for playing games; printed rules of play for games; trading cards, other than for games; trading cards, namely, 
printed matter; printing blocks; children's paint-boxes; children's painting sets; stickers, namely, stationery; artists' 
materials; moulds for modelling clays, namely, artists' materials; modelling materials; writing materials; drawing 
materials; art materials, namely, paint boxes for use in schools; modelling clay; adhesive backed films, namely, stationery 
for use as decorative trim; adhesive backed films for stationery purposes; erasers, namely, stationery; gums, namely, 
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; pastes for stationery or household purposes; patterned stationery.

Cl.28;Action figures, namely, toys or playthings; electronic toys, namely, playthings; figurines being toys; inflatable 
toys, namely, playthings; plush toys; tactile educational toys, namely, playthings; toy figures; toy models; toy vehicles; 
toys, namely, playthings; card games; action toys; electronic games other than software; electronic games incorporating 
their own visual display facilities; games; games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; games 
adapted for use with dot matrix liquid crystal displays; hand held electronic games; tactile educational games, namely, 
playthings; trading cards, namely, card games; dolls; educational playthings; children's toys; playthings; playing cards; 
board games; construction toys; craft toys sold complete; craft toys sold in kit form; educational toys; electronic activity 
toys; electronic activity toys incorporating a talking mechanism.
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4115476    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1450620]
Thunder Token Inc.

2844 Dove Run Creek Dr. Las Vegas NV 89135 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Network access server operating software; computer or operating software for the use of a crypto-currency on a 
computer network; computer and mobile downloadable software, namely, software for enabling users to electronically 
exchange, store, send, receive, accept and transmit digital tokens over a blockchain network; computer and mobile 
downloadable software, namely, software for enabling users to form and operate within a blockchain network; 
downloadable mobile applications for cryptocurrency management; computer software for use in blockchain technology; 
computer software for encryption and cyber security; computer software used for software development and 
cryptographic research; computer software for use in creating, managing, and analyzing data on distributed public 
ledgers and peer-to-peer payment networks; computer software used for the encryption and authentication of electronic 
data; computer software for use in trading, storing, receiving, tracking, transferring, clearing, and confirmation for 
exchange market transactions in the field of digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, collateral for derivatives, 
derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency; computer software for the creation and implementation of 
smart contracts; software to facilitate the use of cryptocurrency and smart contracts-related computer protocols; 
downloadable computer software for use in submitting transactions, downloading transaction logs, and verifying 
transaction receipts in the field of digitized assets.

Cl.35;Collection, management and systematization of encrypted data into computer databases; business services, 
namely, providing digital currency management as it deals with the acquisition, allocation, valuation, marketing, 
auctioning, trading, and use of the public ledger of transactions for digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, 
collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency.

Cl.36;Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global 
computer network; cryptocurrency, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via 
a global computer network; cryptocurrency services, namely, providing a digital currency based on cryptographic 
protocols, operated through the Internet, and used as a method of payment for goods and services; providing monetary 
exchange services, namely, valuing and trading cybercurrency as payment; financial services, namely, providing 
electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; 
financial services, namely, the buying, selling and trading of digital currencies; financial services, namely, providing on-
line stored value accounts for the holding of digital currencies; providing digital currency exchange services and online 
financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of virtual currency using blockchain technologies; banking 
services; financial services, namely, electronic funds transfer via electronic communications networks; clearing and 
reconciling financial transactions via electronic communications networks; financial securities exchange services; 
providing monetary exchange services, namely, exchanging digitized assets, namely, bitcoins, cryptocurrency, digital 
tokens, collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency; providing financial exchange 
markets for trading, clearing, confirmation and financial trading risk management in the field of digitized assets, namely, 
bitcoins, cryptocurrency, digital tokens, collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital 
currency; electronic financial trading, namely, trading in the field of digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, 
collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for encrypting data that provides a 
decentralized, mesh telecommunications and data storage network using blockchain technology; design, development, 
and implementation of software solutions for digital currency security and transactions, namely, virtual currency and 
transactions involving smart contracts or virtual currency; software as a service for generating cryptographic tokens that 
represent ownership of purchasable services or units of services; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable 
software and applications used to facilitate financial transactions that make use of blockchain technology, smart 
contracts and web services to create cryptographic tokens; design and development of computer software for use in 
online transactions and cryptographic trust infrastructures; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable 
software and applications used to facilitate submitting transactions, downloading transaction logs, and verifying 
transaction receipts in the field of digitized assets; development of software for secure network operations.
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4115493    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1448143]
Clariant AG

Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.40;Provision of information relating to the treatment of plastic materials and of coating; provision of information on 
polymer processing for plastic and coating applications; provision of information for the treatment of polymer additives in 
plastic and coating applications; treatment of plastic materials and provision of information relating thereto; treatment of 
plastic materials.

Cl.42;Research and development services related to the use of polymer additives in plastics and coatings; engineering 
services in connection with polymer additives; research and analysis services in laboratories relating to polymer 
additives; chemical research and analytical services related to polymer additives; technical advice relating to product 
development; product testing services; advice and technical assistance relating to the treatment of polymer additives.
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4115680    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454372]
CB BRAND STRATEGIES, LLC

BAARERSTRASSE 10 CH-6300 ZUG Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer; flavored beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages except beers; flavored brewed malt beverage.
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4115905    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1399361]
Miba Aktiengesellschaft

Dr.-Mitterbauer-Straße 3 A-4663 Laakirchen Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Batteries; battery testers; batteries for electric vehicles; electrical cells and batteries; temperature sensors; 
temperature feedback units; thermal cutoffs; temperature indicating apparatus; temperature logging apparatus; 
instruments for temperature control; temperature controlling apparatus; temperature measuring instruments; pressure 
measuring apparatus; electric sensors; sensors and detectors; sensors for measuring instruments.

Cl.11;Electrical heating elements in the form of foil; apparatus for heating; heating plates; apparatus for heating; 
electrical heating elements; heaters for vehicles; heating systems for motor cars; refrigerating apparatus; refrigerators; 
cooling elements; cooling apparatus; cooling systems for motor cars; refrigerating apparatus and machines.
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4115933    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1380361]
ECZACIBASI HOLDING ANONIM SIRKETI

Kanyon Ofis Buyukdere Cad. No: 185, Levent ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; manures and soils; 
unprocessed artificial resins and unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing compositions; adhesives not for medical, 
household and stationery purposes.

Cl.2;Paints; varnishes; lacquers; preservatives against rust; preservatives against deterioration of wood; thinners and 
binders for paints; pigments; preservatives for metals; shoe dyes; printing dyes and ink; toners (including filled toner 
cartridges); colorants for food, pharmaceuticals and beverages; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for 
painters, decorators, printers and artists.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; cutting fluids; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; solid fuels, coal, 
firewood; liquid and gas fuels; petrol, diesel oil, liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, fuel oil and their non-chemical 
additives; candles; wicks; semi-finished wax; wax and paraffin for lighting purposes.

Cl.6;Ores of non-precious metal; common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products made of these materials; 
goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, packaging and sheltering purposes, containers of 
metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of metal for building, metal boxes, 
packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of metal, metal tubes, storage 
containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal; doors, windows, shutters, 
jalousies and their cases and fittings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of metal; ironmongery, small hardware of 
metal; ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, pipes, chimney caps, manhole covers, grilles of metal for ventilation, heating, 
sewage, telephone, underground electricity and air conditioning installations; metal panels or boards (non-luminous and 
non-mechanical) used for signalling, route showing, publicity purposes, signboards of metal, advertisement columns of 
metal, signaling panels of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of metal; pipes of metal for 
transportation of liquids and gas, drilling pipes of metal and their metal fittings, valves of metal, couplings of metal for 
pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, clips of metal for pipes, connectors of metal for pipes; safes (strong boxes) of metal; 
metal railway materials, metal rails, metal railway ties, railway switches; bollards of metal, floating docks of metal, 
mooring buoys of metal, anchors; metal moulds for casting, other than machine parts; works of art made of common 
metals or their alloys; metal closures, bottle caps of metal; metal poles; metal pallets and metal ropes for lifting, loading 
and transportation purposes; metal hangers, ties, straps, tapes and bands used for load-lifting and load-carrying; wheel 
chocks made primarily of metal.

Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and 
minerals, 3D printers; construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction: bulldozers, 
diggers (machines), excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling machines, 
road sweeping machines; lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, 
loading and transmission purposes: elevators, escalators and cranes; machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for 
use in agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, 
vegetables and food; engines and motors, other than for land vehicles, parts and fittings therefor, hydraulic and 
pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than for vehicles, brake linings for engines, crankshafts, 
gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, gearboxes, cylinders for engines, pistons for engines, turbines, not for land 
vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel filters for land vehicle engines, exhausts for land vehicle engines, 
exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land vehicles, engine cylinder heads for land vehicles, 
pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel conversion apparatus for land vehicle engines, 
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injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economises for land vehicle engines, pumps for land vehicle engines, valves for 
land vehicle engines, starter motors for land vehicles, dynamos for land vehicle engines, sparking plugs for land vehicle 
engines; bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings; machines for mounting and detaching tires; alternators, 
current generators, electric generators, current generators operated with solar energy; painting machines, automatic 
spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching machines and guns, electric adhesive tape dispensers 
(machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying machines, electric hand drills, electric hand saws, 
electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air machines, compressors (machines), vehicle washing 
installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned functions; printing machines; packaging 
machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers (machines), sorting machines, industrial robots (machines) 
with the abovementioned functions, electric packing machines for plugging and sealing of plastics; machines for textile 
processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions; electric pumps, fuel 
dispensing pumps for service stations, self-regulating fuel pumps; electric kitchen machines for chopping, grinding, 
crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff, washing machines, laundry washing machines, dishwashers, spin driers (not 
heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors, carpets or floorings, vacuum cleaners and parts thereof; joints 
(parts of engines).

Cl.11;Lighting installations; lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces; heating installations using solid, liquid or 
gas fuels or electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for heating installations, radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not 
parts of machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar thermal collectors [heating]; steam, gas and fog generators, steam 
boilers, other than parts of machines, acetylene generators, oxygen generators, nitrogen generators; installations for air-
conditioning and ventilating; cooling installations and freezers; electric and gas-powered devices, installations and 
apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling: cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric 
laundry driers; hair driers; hand drying apparatus; sanitary installations, taps [faucets], shower installations, toilets 
[water-closets], shower and bathing cubicles, bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks, wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary 
installations]; water softening apparatus; water purification apparatus; water purification installations; waste water 
purification installations; electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use; electric pillow warmers; electric 
or non-electric footwarmers; hot water bottles; filters for aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus; industrial type 
installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes; pasteurizers and sterilizers.

Cl.14;Jewellery; imitation jewellery; gold; precious stones and jewellery made thereof; cufflinks; tie pins; statuettes and 
figurines of precious metal; clocks, watches and chronometrical instruments; chronometers and their parts; watch straps.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and semi-finished synthetic goods made from these materials in the 
form of powder, bars, panels and foils included in this class; insulation, stopping and sealing materials: insulation paints, 
insulation fabrics, insulating tape and band, insulation covers for industrial machinery, joint sealant compounds for 
joints, gaskets, O-rings for sealing purposes; flexible pipes made from rubber and plastic; hoses made of plastic and 
rubber, including those used for vehicles; junctions for pipes of plastic and rubber; pipe jackets of plastic and rubber; 
hoses of textile material; junctions for pipes, not of metal; pipe jackets, not of metal; connecting hose for vehicle 
radiators.

Cl.19;Sand, gravel, crushed stone, asphalt, bitumen, cement, gypsum, plaster, concrete, marble blocks for 
construction, included in this class; building materials (as finished products) made of concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' 
clay, stone, marble, wood, plastics and synthetic materials for building, construction, road construction purposes, 
included in this class; non-metallic buildings, non-metallic building materials, poles not of metal for power lines, barriers 
not of metal; natural and synthetic coatings in the form of panels and sheets, being building materials; bitumen cardboard 
coatings for roofing; bitumen coating for roofing; doors and windows of wood and synthetic materials; traffic signs not of 
metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical, for roads; monuments and statuettes of stone, concrete and marble; building 
glass; prefabricated swimming pools not of metal (structures); aquarium sand.

Cl.21;Hand-operated non-electric cleaning instruments and appliances, brushes, other than paintbrushes, steel chips 
for cleaning, sponges for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, cloths of textile for cleaning, gloves for dishwashing, non-
electric polishing machines for household purposes, brooms for carpets, mops; toothbrushes, electric toothbrushes, 
dental floss, shaving brushes, hair brushes, combs; non-electric household or kitchen utensils, included in this class, 
[other than forks, knives, spoons], services [dishes], pots and pans, bottle openers, flower pots, drinking straws, non-
electric cooking utensils; ironing boards and shaped covers therefor, drying racks for washing, clothes drying hangers; 
cages for household pets, indoor aquariums, vivariums and indoor terrariums for animals and plant cultivation; 
ornaments and decorative goods of glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay, included in this class, namely statues, figurines 
and vases, all made of glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay; perfume burners, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, 
electric or non-electric make-up removing appliances, powder puffs, toilet cases; nozzles for sprinkler hose, nozzles for 
watering cans, watering devices, garden watering cans; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass, mosaics 
of glass and powdered glass for decoration, except for building, glass wool other than for insulation or textile use.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of 
statistics; rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; 
commercial consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export 
agencies; temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of goods, namely, chemicals used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry, 
manures and soils, unprocessed artificial resins and unprocessed plastics, fire extinguishing compositions, adhesives 
not for medical, household and stationery purposes, paints, varnishes, lacquers, preservatives against rust, preservatives 
against deterioration of wood, thinners and binders for paints, pigments, preservatives for metals, shoe dyes, printing 
dyes and ink, toners (including filled toner cartridges), colorants for food, pharmaceuticals and beverages, raw natural 
resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists, industrial oils and greases, cutting 
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fluids, dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions, solid fuels, coal, firewood, liquid and gas fuels, petrol, diesel 
oil, liquified petroleum gas, natural gas, fuel oil and their non-chemical additives, candles, wicks, semi-finished wax, wax 
and paraffin for lighting purposes, ores of non-precious metal, common metals and their alloys and semi-finished 
products made of these materials, goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, packaging and 
sheltering purposes, containers of metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of 
metal for building, metal boxes, packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of 
metal, metal rubes, storage containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal, goods 
of common metal for filtering and sifting purposes, included in mis class, doors, windows, shutters, jalousies and their 
cases and fittings of metal, non-electric cables and wires of metal, ironmongery, small hardware of metal, ventilation 
ducts, vents, vent covers, pipes, chimney caps, manhole covers, grilles of metal for ventilation, heating, sewage, 
telephone, underground electricity and air conditioning installations, metal panels or boards (non-luminous and non-
mechanical) used for signalling, route showing, publicity purposes, signboards of metal, advertisement columns of metal, 
signaling panels of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of metal, pipes of metal for transportation of 
liquids and gas, drilling pipes of metal and their metal fittings, valves of metal, couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of 
metal for pipes, clips of metal for pipes, connectors of metal for pipes, safes (strong boxes) of metal, metal railway 
materials, metal rails, metal railway ties, railway switches, bollards of metal, floating docks of metal, mooring buoys of 
metal, anchors, metal moulds for casting, other than machine parts, works of art made of common metals or their alloys, 
metal closures, bottle caps of metal, metal poles, metal pallets and metal ropes for lifting, loading and transportation 
purposes, metal hangers, tics, straps, tapes and bands used for load-lifting and load-carrying, wheel chocks made 
primarily of metal, machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, 
plastics and minerals, 3D printers, construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction: 
bulldozers, diggers (machines), excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling 
machines, road sweeping machines, lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for 
lifting, loading and transmission purposes: elevators, escalators and cranes, machines and robotic mechanisms 
(machines) for use in agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing 
cereals, fruits, vegetables and food, engines and motors, other than for land vehicles, parts and fittings therefor: 
hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than for vehicles, brake linings for engines, 
crankshafts, gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, gearboxes, cylinders for engines, pistons for engines, turbines, not 
for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel filters for land vehicle engines, exhausts for land vehicle 
engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land vehicles, engine cylinder heads for land 
vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel conversion apparatus for land vehicle 
engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economises for land vehicle engines, pumps for land vehicle engines, 
valves for land vehicle engines, starter motors for land vehicles, dynamos for land vehicle engines, sparking plugs for 
land vehicle engines, bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings, machines for mounting and detaching tires, 
alternators, current generators, electric generators, current generators operated with solar energy, painting machines, 
automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching machines and guns, electric adhesive tape 
dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying machines, electric hand drills, electric hand 
saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air machines, compressors (machines), vehicle washing 
installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned functions, printing machines, packaging 
machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers (machines), sorting machines, industrial robots (machines) 
with the abovementioned functions, electric packing machines for plugging and sealing of plastics, machines for textile 
processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, pumps other than parts 
of machines or engines, fuel dispensing pumps for service stations, self-regulating fuel pumps, electric kitchen machines 
for chopping, grinding, crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff, washing machines, laundry washing machines, 
dishwashers, spin driers (not heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors, carpets or floorings, vacuum 
cleaners and parts thereof, joints (parts of engines), lighting installations, lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces, 
heating installations using solid, liquid or gas fuels or electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for heating installations, 
radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not parts of machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar thermal collectors [heating], 
steam, gas and fog generators, steam boilers, other than parts of machines, acetylene generators, oxygen generators, 
nitrogen generators, installations for air-conditioning and ventilating, cooling installations and freezers, electric and gas-
powered devices, installations and apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling: cookers, electric cooking pots, electric 
water heaters, barbecues, electric laundry driers, hair driers, hand drying apparatus, sanitary installations, taps [faucets], 
shower installations, toilets [water-closets], shower and bathing cubicles, bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks, wash-hand basins 
[parts of sanitary installations], water softening apparatus, water purification apparatus, water purification installations, 
waste water purification installations, electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use, electric pillow 
warmers, electric or non-electric footwarmers, hot water bottles, filters for aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus, 
industrial type installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes, pasteurizers and sterilizers, jewellery, imitation 
jewellery, gold, precious stones and jewellery made thereof, cufflinks, tie pins, statuettes and figurines of precious metal, 
clocks, watches and chronometrical instruments, chronometers and their parts, watch straps, rubber, gutta-percha, gum, 
asbestos, mica and semi-finished synthetic goods made from these materials in the form of powder, bars, panels and foils 
included in this class, insulation, stopping and sealing materials: insulation paints, insulation fabrics, insulating tape and 
band, insulation covers for industrial machinery, joint sealant compounds for joints, gaskets, O-rings for sealing 
purposes, flexible pipes made from rubber and plastic, hoses made of plastic and rubber, including those used for 
vehicles, junctions for pipes of plastic and rubber, pipe jackets of plastic and rubber, hoses of textile material, junctions 
for pipes, not of metal, pipe jackets, not of metal, connecting hose for vehicle radiators, sand, gravel, crushed stone, 
asphalt, bitumen, cement, gypsum, plaster, concrete, marble blocks for construction, included in this class, building 
materials (as finished products) made of concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' clay, stone, marble, wood, plastics and 
synthetic materials for building, construction, road construction purposes, included in this class, non- metallic buildings, 
non-metallic building materials, poles not of metal for power lines, barriers not of metal, natural and synthetic coatings in 
the form of panels and sheets, being building materials, bitumen cardboard coatings for roofing, bitumen coating for 
roofing, doors and windows of wood and synthetic materials, traffic signs not of metal, non-luminous and non- 
mechanical, for roads, monuments and statuettes of stone, concrete and marble, building glass, prefabricated swimming 
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pools not of metal (structures), aquarium sand, hand-operated non-electric cleaning instruments and appliances, brushes, 
other than paintbrushes, steel chips for cleaning, sponges for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, cloths of textile for 
cleaning, gloves for dishwashing, non-electric polishing machines for household purposes, brooms for carpets, mops, 
toothbrushes, electric toothbrushes, dental floss, shaving brushes, hair brushes, combs, non-electric household or 
kitchen utensils, included in this class, [other than forks, knives, spoons], services [dishes], pots and pans, bottle 
openers, flower pots, drinking straws, non-electric cooking utensils, ironing boards and shaped covers therefor, drying 
racks for washing, clothes drying hangers, cages for household pets, indoor aquariums, vivariums and indoor terrariums 
for animals and plant cultivation, ornaments and decorative goods of glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay, included in 
this class, namely statues, figurines and vases, all made of glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay, perfume burners, 
perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, electric or non-electric make-up removing appliances, powder puffs, toilet cases, 
nozzles for sprinkler hose, nozzles for watering cans, watering devices, garden watering cans, unworked or semi-worked 
glass, except building glass, mosaics of glass and powdered glass for decoration, except for building, glass wool other 
than for insulation or textile use, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may 
be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues.

Cl.37;Construction services, rental of construction machines and equipment; cleaning services for buildings (interior 
and exterior), public areas, industrial premises; disinfecting, vermin exterminating services, other than for agriculture, 
rental of cleaning machines and equipment; vehicles service stations for land vehicles, maintenance, repair and refueling 
of land vehicles; vehicles service stations for marine vehicles, maintenance, repair and refueling of marine vehicles; 
repair and maintenance of air vehicles; upholstering, repair and restoration of furniture; installation, maintenance and 
repair of heating, cooling and sanitary installations; cleaning, care and repair of clothing; installation, maintenance and 
repair of industrial machines and equipment, office machines and equipment, communication apparatus, electric and 
electronic appliances; repair and maintenance of lifts; clock and watch repair, mining services and mining extraction; 
repair of shoes, bags and belts.

Cl.39;Land, water and air transport services; rental of land, water or air vehicles; arranging of tours; travel reservation; 
issuing of tickets for travel; courier services (messages or merchandise); car parking; garage rental; boat storage; 
transport by pipeline; electricity distribution; water supplying; rescue operations for vehicles and goods; storage, 
wrapping and packaging of goods; transport and storage of trash; transport and storage of waste.
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4115946    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1428439]
Thunder Token Inc.

2844 Dove Run Creek Dr. Las Vegas NV 89135 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile applications for cryptocurrency management; computer software for use in blockchain 
technology; computer software for encryption and cyber security; computer software used for software development and 
cryptographic research; computer software for use in creating, managing, and analyzing data on distributed public 
ledgers and peer-to-peer payment networks; computer software used for the encryption and authentication of electronic 
data; computer software for use in trading, storing, receiving, tracking, transferring, clearing, and confirmation for 
exchange market transactions in the field of digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, collateral for derivatives, 
derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency; computer software for the creation and implementation of 
smart contracts; software to facilitate the use of cryptocurrency- and smart contracts-related computer protocols; 
downloadable computer software for use in submitting transactions, downloading transaction logs, and verifying 
transaction receipts in the field of digitized assets.

Cl.35;Collection, management and systematization of encrypted data into computer databases; business services, 
namely, providing digital currency management as it deals with the acquisition, allocation, valuation, marketing, 
auctioning, trading, and use of the public ledger of transactions for digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, 
collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency.
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Cl.36;Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global 
computer network; cryptocurrency, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via 
a global computer network; cryptocurrency, namely, providing peer-to-peer digital currency, incorporating cryptographic 
protocols, operating through the Internet, and used as a method of payment for goods and services; providing monetary 
exchange services, namely, valuing and trading cybercurrency as payment; financial services, namely, providing 
electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; 
financial services, namely, the buying, selling and trading of digital currencies; financial services, namely, providing on-
line stored value accounts for the holding of digital currencies; providing digital currency exchange services and online 
financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of virtual currency using blockchain technologies; banking 
services; financial services, namely, electronic funds transfer via electronic communications networks; clearing and 
reconciling financial transactions via electronic communications networks; financial securities exchange services; 
providing monetary exchange services, namely, exchanging digitized assets, namely, bitcoins, cryptocurrency, digital 
tokens, collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency; providing financial exchange 
markets for trading, clearing, confirmation and financial trading risk management in the field of digitized assets, namely, 
bitcoins, cryptocurrency, digital tokens, collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital 
currency; electronic financial trading, namely, trading in the field of digitized assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, 
collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currency, and digital currency.

Cl.42;Design, development, and implementation of software solutions for digital currency security and transactions, 
namely, virtual currency and transactions involving smart contracts or virtual currency; software as a service for 
generating cryptographic tokens that represent ownership of purchasable services or units of services; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications used to facilitate financial transactions that make 
use of blockchain technology, smart contracts and web services to create cryptographic tokens; design and development 
of computer software for use in online transactions and cryptographic trust infrastructures; providing temporary use of 
on-line non-downloadable software and applications used to facilitate submitting transactions, downloading transaction 
logs, and verifying transaction receipts in the field of digitized assets.
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4118858    18/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1324024]
Notes du Nord P/S

Islevdalvej 137 DK-2610 Rødovre Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; suitcases and holdalls; bags and wallets; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear; scarfs, belts.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 112 078 ;Germany 

4120643    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455526]
Calucem GmbH

Besselstraße 8 68219 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical additives for mortars; agglutinants for mortars; agglutinants for concrete; chemical additives for 
concrete; Hardeners for concrete; Cement [metallurgy]; Preservatives for cement; Adhesive cements.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; Mortar for building; Grouting materials; mortar mix; Cementitious waterproofing 
coatings; Cementitious protective coatings; Cement, in particular calcium aluminate cement; cement plaster; cement 
mortar; concrete; concrete coatings.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 88167857 ;United States of America 

4120732    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454812]
Laird Superfood, LLC

PO Box 2270 Sisters OR 97759 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietary beverage supplements for human consumption in liquid and dry mix form for therapeutic purposes.

Cl.29;Creamers for beverages; soup mixes; soups; coffee creamer; non-dairy creamer; nut and seed-based snack bars; 
nut- and dried fruit- based snack bars; nut-based snack bars; organic nut and seed-based snack bars.

Cl.30;Cocoa; cocoa powder; coffee and coffee substitutes; granola-based snack bars; sugar and sugar substitutes.
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Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 88124897 ;United States of America 

4120755    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455359]
Inspectorio Inc.

60 South 6th Street, Suite 2800 Minneapolis MN 55402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile applications for inspecting and auditing the quality of raw materials, manufactured goods, 
manufacturing and treatment facilities, manufacturing and treatment machinery, food service facilities, retail locations, 
and points in product and service supply chains, and for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, reporting, and sharing data 
related to the foregoing.

Cl.42;Monitoring services, namely, inspection of raw materials, manufactured goods, manufacturing and treatment 
facilities, manufacturing and treatment machinery, food service facilities, retail locations, and points in product and 
service supply chains for quality control purposes; safety and quality auditing to improve safety of raw materials, 
manufactured goods, manufacturing and treatment facilities, manufacturing and treatment machinery, food service 
facilities, retail locations, and points in product and service supply chains through technical analysis and evaluation of 
potential risks; technology supervision and inspection in the fields of product and service quality control performance 
and efficiency; software as a services (SAAS) services featuring software for inspecting and auditing the quality of raw 
materials, manufactured goods, manufacturing and treatment facilities, manufacturing and treatment machinery, food 
service facilities, retail locations, and points in product and service supply chains, and for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, 
reporting, and sharing data related to the foregoing.
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4120826    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455709]
Crunchfish AB

Stora Varvsgatan 6 A SE-211 19 MALMÖ Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile coupons.

Cl.36;Issuing of discount coupons.

Cl.42;Constructing an internet platform for electronic commerce; hosting of e-commerce platforms on the internet; 
design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for computer networks and servers; providing temporary 
use of on-line non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2018; Application No. : 017964059 ;European Union 

4120836    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455729]
Symrise AG

Mühlenfeldstr. 1 37603 Holzminden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical compositions and materials for use in cosmetics; chemical substances for use in the manufacture of 
scented detergents; chemical cleaning agents for use in industrial processes.

Cl.3;Fragrances; fragrance preparations; toiletries; body deodorants; body cleaning and beauty care preparations; 
soaps and gels; body wash; bath preparations; detergents; dishwashing detergents; soap powder.

Cl.5;Anti-bacterial preparations; bacteria fighting cleanser; antibacterial substances for medical purposes; antibacterial 
handwashes.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 88294575 ;United States of America 

4120841    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455754]
Harmonist Inc.

10736 Jefferson Blvd., 963 Culver City CA 90230 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Personal care products, namely, perfume.

Cl.4;Candles.
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Priority claimed from 08/08/2018; Application No. : 017940652 ;European Union 

4120885    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455458]
Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft zoologischer Fachbetriebe GmbH

Mainzer Str. 10 65185 Wiesbaden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing access to software on data networks for internet access; providing of access to 
online forums, chat rooms, journals, blogs and listservs for the transmission of messages, comments, information and 
multimedia content between users; providing of access to searchable databases on the internet for the transmission of 
specialist messages and information by internet users; providing of access to an interactive online mailbox for the 
transmission of messages between computer users relating to hobbies, collectible articles, trade, sales, hiring and rental, 
exchanging and auctioning of goods and services of all kinds via a global communications network; providing of access 
to websites on the internet, for others, being computerised markets for goods and services of all kinds; providing of 
access to information about interactive advertising offers and issue forums on computer networks; providing of access to 
general and subject-related information via online magazines on the internet; e-mail and messaging services.

Cl.41;Providing of training; education; teaching; continuous training; publication and editing of books, newspapers and 
periodicals; arranging and conducting of seminars, meetings, workshops, congresses and symposiums; entertainment; 
interactive entertainment services; publication of printed matter and of instructional and teaching materials; providing 
entertainment in the field of computers, multimedia products, interactive products and online services; publication of 
printed matter in electronic format, including on the internet; publication of periodicals and books in electronic form, 
including on the internet.
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4120917    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1449502]
Malvern Panalytical Limited

Enigma Business Park, Grovewood Road Malvern, Worcestershire WR14 1XZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography; chemicals for use in fusion processes (including the 
dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including, lithium, oxides, potassium iodide, lithium bromide, sodium iodide, 
lithium fluoride, lithium nitrate, and sodium nitrate; chemicals for use in industry for the assessment of fusion methods 
and processes (including the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples); beads made of borate, halides and a stabilized 
sample matrix of ores, rocks, soils, sludges, sediments, raw material, waste, catalysts, cements, glass or fly ash.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for use with scientific, industrial, laboratory, optical, weighing and measuring 
apparatus and instruments; machines and machine tools for the treatment of materials; machines and machine tools for 
sample preparation; moving and handling equipment; electric fusion machines (including for the dosing, mixing and 
fusing of samples), including, automatic fusion machines (including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples) for 
preparing samples by fusion in the cement, lime, carbonate, ceramic, glass, slag, refractory, mining and geological, 
silicate, clay, ores, sulphide, fluoride, bauxite, aluminium, catalyst, polymer, pigment, steel, pure metal, ferroalloy, non-
ferrous alloy and pharmaceutical industries; forging moulds for laboratory use; fusion machines (including for the 
dosing, mixing and fusing of samples); casting machine; machines to transform ores, rocks, cements and other materials 
into glass discs; pressure regulators and mixers (parts of machines) for liquids and gases; grinders [hand-held power 
driven]; coating machines and coating machine systems for the surface treatment of paper and other materials and parts 
therefor; ceramic-coated blades for use in paper refining; including all the aforesaid goods which are capable of 
communicating their status, activities and data with each other and with enterprise information systems; parts and fittings 
for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.8;Hand tools for use with scientific, industrial, laboratory, optical, weighing and measuring apparatus and 
instruments; hand tools and implements for the treatment of materials; hand tools and implements for sample 
preparation; laboratory tweezers; stamping-out tools [hand tools]; scraping tools [hand tools]; perforating tools [hand 
tools]; cutting tools [hand tools]; polishing tools (hand operated -); spatulas [hand tools]; parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; scientific and laboratory apparatus and instruments applicable to the 
physical, chemical, biological, geological and biochemical analysis of the environment, solids, liquids, gases and 
particulates, including for use in industry; instruments and apparatus for performing chromatography, for the 
measurement of weight, size, shape, density, structure, concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and 
macromolecules; instruments and apparatus performing optical image analysis, for the measurement weight, size, shape, 
density, structure, concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and macromolecules; instruments and 
apparatus using laser diffraction and scattering, for the measurement of weight, size, shape, density, structure, 
concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and macromolecules; scientific, and laboratory apparatus and 
instruments; scientific and laboratory apparatus and instruments for counting, sizing, classifying, differentiating and 
identifying particles in solids, liquids or gases, including for use in industry; instruments for measuring rheological 
properties including viscometers, rotary and capillary rheometers; instruments for measuring dimensional information of 
particles including particle size, shape, density, structure and composition analysers; particle size and shape distribution 
and concentration measuring instruments, including particle counting instruments, air and liquid particle counters, 
photocorrelation spectroscopy instruments, instruments for producing zimm plots to determine the molecular weight of 
polymers, acoustic spectroscopy instruments, and laser diffraction measuring instruments; particle charge measuring 
instruments, including zeta potential measuring instruments, electrophoretic mobility measuring instruments, particle 
mobility measuring instruments, Ph measuring instruments, and micro electrophoresis measuring instruments; 
instruments for measuring the amount of heat involved in a chemical reaction or other process, including calorimeters; 
instruments for measuring molecular diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic of molecules, including instruments that 
produce taylor dispersion analysis plots; scientific and measuring apparatus and instruments, including spectrometers, 
X-ray fluorescence analyzers and spectrometers, diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers and wafer analyzers, neutron 
activation analyzers, pulsed fast and thermal neutron activation analyzers; analytical apparatus for use in analyzing 
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samples of composites for use in scientific, industrial and laboratory applications, including X-ray diffraction and 
spectrometry apparatus, diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers, X-ray analysers, X-ray fluorescence spectrometers, wafer 
analysers, x-ray tubes; materials characterization apparatus, including scientific and measuring apparatus and 
instruments, including spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and spectrometers, diffractometers, X-ray 
diffractometers and wafer analyzers; X-ray apparatus not for medical use; analytical, process control and measuring 
apparatus, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters; analytical, 
process control and measuring apparatus, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-
ray diffraction meters for the cement, steel, aluminium, petrochemicals, industrial minerals, glass and polymers industry, 
and to customers in research and development institutions; metrology tools, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-
ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters; reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and 
X-ray diffraction meters for both silicon and compound semiconductor applications; X-ray fluorescence wafer and disc 
analyzers [and automated ellipsometers]; X-ray fluorescence wafer and disc analyzers [and automated ellipsometers] for 
the silicon semiconductor industry, for analyzing film thickness, composition and density; X-ray diffraction instruments, 
including X-ray diffraction meters for the compound semiconductor industry; X-ray tubes, not for medical purposes; X-ray 
detectors; laboratory equipment, including crucibles, flasks, stirrers, petri dishes, electrodes; laboratory apparatus, 
including scales, mechanical dispensers, robots, including robots for weighing and dosing samples and dispensing the 
flux for use in analysis by X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF), atomic absorption analysis (AA), inductively coupled plasma 
analysis (ICP) and wet chemistry analysis for the ceramic, cement, steel, aluminium, glass, polymer, mining, lime, bauxite, 
ferroalloy, pure metal, catalyst, geology and mineral prospecting, petroleum and oil industries; laboratory apparatus in 
the nature of gas and electric automatic fusion apparatuses, including laboratory robots, including robots for use in X-ray 
fluorescence analysis (XRF), atomic absorption analysis (AA), inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICP) and wet 
chemistry analysis for the ceramic, cement, steel, aluminium, glass, polymer, mining, lime, bauxite, ferroalloy, pure metal, 
catalyst, geology and mineral prospecting, petroleum and oil industries; laboratory apparatus in the nature of electric 
fusion instruments, including automatic fluxer for sample fusing in the cement, lime, carbonate, ceramic, glass, slag, 
refractory, mining and geological, silicate, clay, ores, sulphide, fluoride, bauxite, aluminium, catalyst, polymer, pigment, 
steel, pure metal, ferroalloy, non-ferrous alloy and pharmaceutical industries; laboratory weighing apparatus and 
instruments and balances; sensors, measuring instruments and computer systems for process technology optimisation, 
including for use in pulp and paper processing; laboratory apparatus for separating and preparing samples, suspensions, 
sprays, and emulsions of particles for use with any of the aforesaid goods, including gel permeation chromatography, 
sample dispersion units, stirred cells, autosamplers, dry powder feeders, dispensers, auto titrators, nebulizers, ultrasonic 
baths, and temperature controllers; computers, digital signal processors and microprocessors, computer printers; 
machine readable data carriers, including solid state memory devices, optical or magnetic storage media disks, magnetic 
tapes, all sold pre-programmed with control or analysis programs for use with the all of the aforesaid goods; computer 
software and hardware for controlling and operating all of the aforesaid goods and for analysing measurements made by 
all of the aforesaid goods; computer software for use in relation to diffractometry; computer software for use in relation to 
spectrometry; computer software for use in relation to X-ray fluorescence analysis; computer software for use in relation 
to the determination of X-ray intensities; computer software for use in relation to the determination of the thickness of 
layer samples; computer software for use in relation to the determination of chemical composition; computer software for 
use in relation to the standardless analysis of samples; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus and instruments for heating; furnaces for sample preparation; bead furnaces; heating apparatus for 
preparing samples; including all the aforesaid goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data 
with each other and with enterprise information systems; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Collection of data; data processing; data processing services; data processing related to scientific and industrial 
instruments and components thereof; computerised data processing; data management services; database management 
services; the compilation of statistical data for use in scientific and industrial research; retail services connected with the 
sale of chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, chemicals for use in fusion processes (including the 
dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including, lithium, oxides, potassium iodide, lithium bromide, sodium iodide, 
lithium fluoride, lithium nitrate, and sodium nitrate, chemicals for use in industry for the assessment of fusion methods 
and processes (including the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), beads made of borate, halides and a stabilized 
sample matrix of ores, rocks, soils, sludges, sediments, raw material, waste, catalysts, cements, glass or fly ash; retail 
services connected with the sale of machines and machine tools for use with scientific, industrial, laboratory, optical, 
weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, machines and machine tools for the treatment of materials, 
machines and machine tools for sample preparation, moving and handling equipment, electric fusion instruments 
(including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including, automatic fusion machines (including for the dosing, 
mixing and fusing of samples) for preparing samples by fusion in the cement, lime, carbonate, ceramic, glass, slag, 
refractory, mining and geological, silicate, clay, ores, sulphide, fluoride, bauxite, aluminium, catalyst, polymer, pigment, 
steel, pure metal, ferroalloy, non-ferrous alloy and pharmaceutical industries, forging moulds for laboratory use, fusion 
machines (including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), casting machine, machines to transform ores, rocks, 
cements and other materials into glass discs, pressure regulators and mixers (parts of machines) for liquids and gases, 
grinders [hand-held power driven], coating machines and coating systems for the surface treatment of paper and other 
materials and parts therefor, ceramic-coated blades for use in paper refining, sensors, measuring instruments and 
systems for process technology optimisation, including for use in pulp and paper processing, including all the aforesaid 
goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data with each other and with enterprise 
information systems, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; retail services connected with the sale of hand tools 
for use with scientific, industrial, laboratory, optical, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, hand tools and 
implements for the treatment of materials, hand tools and implements for sample preparation, laboratory tweezers, 
stamping-out tools [hand tools], scraping tools [hand tools], perforating tools [hand tools], cutting tools [hand tools], 
polishing tools (hand operated -), spatulas [hand tools], and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; retail services 
connected with the sale of scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, 
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transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and 
other digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers, computer software, fire-extinguishing apparatus, scientific, industrial and laboratory 
apparatus and instruments applicable to the physical, chemical, biological, geological and biochemical analysis of the 
environment, solids, liquids, gases and particulates, instruments and apparatus for performing chromatoqraphy, for the 
measurement of weight, size, shape, density, structure, concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and 
macromolecules, instruments and apparatus performing optical image analysis, for the measurement weight, size, shape, 
density, structure, concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and macromolecules, instruments and 
apparatus using laser diffraction and scattering, for the measurement of weight, size, shape, density, structure, 
concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and macromolecules, scientific, and laboratory apparatus and 
instruments, scientific, industrial and laboratory apparatus and instruments for counting, sizing, classifying, 
differentiating and identifying particles in solids, liquids or gases, instruments for measuring rheological properties, 
including viscometers, rotary and capillary rheometers, instruments for measuring dimensional information of particles 
including particle size, shape, density, structure and composition analysers, particle size and shape distribution and 
concentration measuring instruments, including particle counting instruments, air and liquid particle counters, 
photocorrelation spectroscopy instruments, instruments for producing zimm plots to determine the molecular weight of 
polymers, acoustic spectroscopy instruments, and laser diffraction measuring instruments, particle charge measuring 
instruments, including zeta potential measuring instruments, electrophoretic mobility measuring instruments, particle 
mobility measuring instruments, Ph measuring instruments, and micro electrophoresis measuring instruments, 
instruments for measuring the amount of heat involved in a chemical reaction or other process, including calorimeters, 
instruments for measuring molecular diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic of molecules, including instruments that 
produce taylor dispersion analysis plots, scientific and measuring apparatus and instruments, including spectrometers, 
X-ray fluorescence analyzers and spectrometers, diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers and wafer analyzers, neutron 
activation analyzers, pulsed fast and thermal neutron activation analyzers, analytical apparatus for use in analyzing 
samples of composites for use in scientific, industrial and laboratory applications, including X-ray diffraction and 
spectrometry apparatus, diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers, X-ray analysers, X-ray fluorescence spectrometers, wafer 
analysers, X-ray tubes, materials characterization apparatus, including scientific and measuring apparatus and 
instruments, including spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and spectrometers, diffractometers, X-ray 
diffractometers and wafer analyzers, X-ray apparatus not for medical use, analytical, process control and measuring 
apparatus, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters, analytical, 
process control and measuring apparatus, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-
ray diffraction meters for the cement, steel, aluminium, petrochemicals, industrial minerals, glass and polymers industry, 
and to customers in research and development institutions, metrology tools, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-
ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters, reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and 
X-ray diffraction meters for both silicon and compound semiconductor applications, X-ray fluorescence wafer and disc 
analyzers [and automated ellipsometers], X-ray fluorescence wafer and disc analyzers [and automated ellipsometers] for 
the silicon semiconductor industry, for analyzing film thickness, composition and density, X-ray diffraction instruments, 
including X-ray diffraction meters for the compound semiconductor industry, X-ray tubes, not for medical purposes, X-ray 
detectors, laboratory equipment, including crucibles, flasks, stirrers, petri dishes, electrodes, laboratory apparatus, 
including scales, mechanical dispensers, robots, including robots for weighing and dosing samples and dispensing the 
flux for use in analysis by X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF), atomic absorption analysis (AA), inductively coupled plasma 
analysis (ICP) and wet chemistry analysis for the ceramic, cement, steel, aluminium, glass, polymer, mining, lime, bauxite, 
ferroalloy, pure metal, catalyst, geology and mineral prospecting, petroleum and oil industries, gas and electric automatic 
fusion apparatuses (including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including laboratory robots, including robots 
for use in X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF), atomic absorption analysis (AA), inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICP) 
and wet chemistry analysis for the ceramic, cement, steel, aluminium, glass, polymer, mining, lime, bauxite, ferroalloy, 
pure metal, catalyst, geology and mineral prospecting, petroleum and oil industries, electric fusion instruments (including 
for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including, automatic fluxer for sample fusing in the cement, lime, 
carbonate, ceramic, glass, slag, refractory, mining and geological, silicate, clay, ores, sulphide, fluoride, bauxite, 
aluminium, catalyst, polymer, pigment, steel, pure metal, ferroalloy, non-ferrous alloy and pharmaceutical industries, 
laboratory weighing apparatus and instruments and balances, apparatus for separating and preparing samples, 
suspensions, sprays, and emulsions of particles for use with any of the aforesaid goods, including gel permeation 
chromatography, sample dispersion units, stirred cells, autosamplers, dry powder feeders, dispensers, auto titrators, 
nebulizers, ultrasonic baths, and temperature controllers, instrument controllers, including computers, digital signal 
processors and microprocessors, computer printers, machine readable data carriers, including solid state memory 
devices, optical or magnetic storage media disks, magnetic tapes, all sold pre-programmed with control or analysis 
programs for use with the all of the aforesaid goods, computer software and hardware for controlling and operating all of 
the aforesaid goods and for analysing measurements made by all of the aforesaid goods, computer software for use in 
relation to diffractometry, computer software for use in relation to spectrometry, computer software for use in relation to 
X-ray fluorescence analysis, computer software for use in relation to the determination of X-ray intensities, computer 
software for use in relation to the determination of the thickness of layer samples, computer software for use in relation to 
the determination of chemical composition, computer software for use in relation to the standardless analysis of samples, 
including all the aforesaid goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data with each other and 
with enterprise information systems, and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail services connected with the 
sale of apparatus and instruments for heating, furnaces for sample preparation, bead furnaces, heating apparatus for 
preparing samples, including all the aforesaid goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data 
with each other and with enterprise information systems, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; providing 
information, advisory and consultancy services all relating to the aforesaid services; data processing related to scientific 
and industrial instruments and components thereof.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of machines and machine tools for use with scientific, industrial, laboratory, 
optical, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, machines and machine tools for the treatment of materials, 
machines and machine tools for sample preparation, moving and handling equipment, electric fusion instruments 
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(including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including, automatic fusion machines (including for the dosing, 
mixing and fusing of samples) for preparing samples by fusion in the cement, lime, carbonate, ceramic, glass, slag, 
refractory, mining and geological, silicate, clay, ores, sulphide, fluoride, bauxite, aluminium, catalyst, polymer, pigment, 
steel, pure metal, ferroalloy, non-ferrous alloy and pharmaceutical industries, forging moulds for laboratory use, fusion 
machines (including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), casting machine, machines to transform ores, rocks, 
cements and other materials into glass discs, pressure regulators and mixers (parts of machines) for liquids and gases, 
grinders [hand-held power driven], coating machines and coating systems for the surface treatment of paper and other 
materials and parts therefor, ceramic-coated blades for use in paper refining, sensors, measuring instruments and 
systems for process technology optimisation, including for use in pulp and paper processing, including all the aforesaid 
goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data with each other and with enterprise 
information systems, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; installation, maintenance and repair of scientific, 
nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-
saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, mechanisms for 
coin operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer 
software, fire-extinguishing apparatus, scientific, industrial and laboratory apparatus and instruments applicable to the 
physical, chemical, biological, geological and biochemical analysis of the environment, solids, liquids, gases and 
particulates, instruments and apparatus for performing chromatography, for the measurement of weight, size, shape, 
density, structure, concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and macromolecules, instruments and 
apparatus performing optical image analysis, for the measurement weight, size, shape, density, structure, concentration 
and characteristics of particles, molecules and macromolecules, instruments and apparatus using laser diffraction and 
scattering, for the measurement of weight, size, shape, density, structure, concentration and characteristics of particles, 
molecules and macromolecules, scientific, and laboratory apparatus and instruments, scientific, industrial and laboratory 
apparatus and instruments for counting, sizing, classifying, differentiating and identifying particles in solids, liquids or 
gases, instruments for measuring rheological properties, including viscometers, rotary and capillary rheometers, 
instruments for measuring dimensional information of particles including particle size, shape, density, structure and 
composition analysers, particle size and shape distribution and concentration measuring instruments, including particle 
counting instruments, air and liquid particle counters, photocorrelation spectroscopy instruments, instruments for 
producing zimm plots to determine the molecular weight of polymers, acoustic spectroscopy instruments, and laser 
diffraction measuring instruments, particle charge measuring instruments, including zeta potential measuring 
instruments, electrophoretic mobility measuring instruments, particle mobility measuring instruments, Ph measuring 
instruments, and micro electrophoresis measuring instruments, instruments for measuring the amount of heat involved in 
a chemical reaction or other process, including calorimeters, instruments for measuring molecular diffusion coefficient 
and hydrodynamic of molecules, including instruments that produce taylor dispersion analysis plots, scientific and 
measuring apparatus and instruments, including spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and spectrometers, 
diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers and wafer analyzers, neutron activation analyzers, pulsed fast and thermal neutron 
activation analyzers, analytical apparatus for use in analyzing samples of composites for use in scientific, industrial and 
laboratory applications, including X-ray diffraction and spectrometry apparatus, diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers, X-
ray analysers, X-ray fluorescence spectrometers, wafer analysers, X-ray tubes, materials characterization apparatus, 
including scientific and measuring apparatus and instruments, including spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and 
spectrometers, diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers and wafer analyzers, X-ray apparatus not for medical use, analytical, 
process control and measuring apparatus, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-
ray diffraction meters, analytical, process control and measuring apparatus, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-
ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters for the cement, steel, aluminium, petrochemicals, industrial 
minerals, glass and polymers industry, and to customers in research and development institutions, metrology tools, 
including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters, reflectometers, 
spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters for both silicon and compound semiconductor 
applications, X-ray fluorescence wafer and disc analyzers [and automated ellipsometers], X-ray fluorescence wafer and 
disc analyzers [and automated ellipsometers] for the silicon semiconductor industry, for analyzing film thickness, 
composition and density, X-ray diffraction instruments, including X-ray diffraction meters for the compound 
semiconductor industry, X-ray tubes, not for medical purposes, X-ray detectors, laboratory equipment, including 
crucibles, flasks, stirrers, petri dishes, electrodes, laboratory apparatus, including scales, mechanical dispensers, robots, 
including robots for weighing and dosing samples and dispensing the flux for use in analysis by X-ray fluorescence 
analysis (XRF), atomic absorption analysis (AA), inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICP) and wet chemistry analysis for 
the ceramic, cement, steel, aluminium, glass, polymer, mining, lime, bauxite, ferroalloy, pure metal, catalyst, geology and 
mineral prospecting, petroleum and oil industries, gas and electric automatic fusion apparatuses (including for the 
dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including laboratory robots, including robots for use in X-ray fluorescence 
analysis (XRF), atomic absorption analysis (AA), inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICP) and wet chemistry analysis for 
the ceramic, cement, steel, aluminium, glass, polymer, mining, lime, bauxite, ferroalloy, pure metal, catalyst, geology and 
mineral prospecting, petroleum and oil industries, electric fusion instruments (including for the dosing, mixing and fusing 
of samples), including, automatic fluxer for sample fusing in the cement, lime, carbonate, ceramic, glass, slag, refractory, 
mining and geological, silicate, clay, ores, sulphide, fluoride, bauxite, aluminium, catalyst, polymer, pigment, steel, pure 
metal, ferroalloy, non-ferrous alloy and pharmaceutical industries, laboratory weighing apparatus and instruments and 
balances, apparatus for separating and preparing samples, suspensions, sprays, and emulsions of particles for use with 
any of the aforesaid goods, including gel permeation chromatography, sample dispersion units, stirred cells, 
autosamplers, dry powder feeders, dispensers, auto titrators, nebulizers, ultrasonic baths, and temperature controllers, 
instrument controllers, including computers, digital signal processors and microprocessors, computer printers, machine 
readable data carriers, including solid state memory devices, optical or magnetic storage media disks, magnetic tapes, all 
sold pre-programmed with control or analysis programs for use with the all of the aforesaid goods, computer software 
and hardware for controlling and operating all of the aforesaid goods and for analysing measurements made by all of the 
aforesaid goods, computer software for use in relation to diffractometry, computer software for use in relation to 
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spectrometry, computer software for use in relation to X-ray fluorescence analysis, computer software for use in relation 
to the determination of X-ray intensities, computer software for use in relation to the determination of the thickness of 
layer samples, computer software for use in relation to the determination of chemical composition, computer software for 
use in relation to the standardless analysis of samples, including all the aforesaid goods which are capable of 
communicating their status, activities and data with each other and with enterprise information systems, and parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus and instruments for heating, 
furnaces for sample preparation, bead furnaces, heating apparatus for preparing samples, including all the aforesaid 
goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data with each other and with enterprise 
information systems, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; maintenance and repair of hand tools for use with 
scientific, industrial, laboratory, optical, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, hand tools and implements 
for the treatment of materials, hand tools and implements for sample preparation, laboratory tweezers, stamping-out tools 
[hand tools], scraping tools [hand tools], perforating tools [hand tools], cutting tools [hand tools], polishing tools (hand 
operated -), spatulas [hand tools], and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; providing information, advisory and 
consultancy services all relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Education and training service and the organisation of conferences, seminars and training sessions, in relation to 
the use, maintenance and operation of chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, chemicals for use in 
fusion processes (including the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including, lithium, oxides, potassium iodide, 
lithium bromide, sodium iodide, lithium fluoride, lithium nitrate, and sodium nitrate, chemicals for use in industry for the 
assessment of fusion methods and processes (including the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), beads made of 
borate, halides and a stabilized sample matrix of ores, rocks, soils, sludges, sediments, raw material, waste, catalysts, 
cements, glass or fly ash; education and training service and the organisation of conferences, seminars and training 
sessions, in relation to the use, maintenance and operation of machines and machine tools for use with scientific, 
industrial, laboratory, optical, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, machines and machine tools for the 
treatment of materials, machines and machine tools for sample preparation, moving and handling equipment, electric 
fusion instruments (including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including, automatic fusion machines 
(including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples) for preparing samples by fusion in the cement, lime, carbonate, 
ceramic, glass, slag, refractory, mining and geological, silicate, clay, ores, sulphide, fluoride, bauxite, aluminium, catalyst, 
polymer, pigment, steel, pure metal, ferroalloy, non-ferrous alloy and pharmaceutical industries, forging moulds for 
laboratory use, fusion machines (including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), casting machine, machines to 
transform ores, rocks, cements and other materials into glass discs, pressure regulators and mixers (parts of machines) 
for liquids and gases, grinders [hand-held power driven], coating machines and coating systems for the surface treatment 
of paper and other materials and parts therefor, ceramic-coated blades for use in paper refining, sensors, measuring 
instruments and systems for process technology optimisation, including for use in pulp and paper processing, including 
all the aforesaid goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data with each other and with 
enterprise information systems, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; education and training service and the 
organisation of conferences, seminars and training sessions, in relation to the use, maintenance and operation of hand 
tools for use with scientific, industrial, laboratory, optical, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, hand 
tools and implements for the treatment of materials, hand tools and implements for sample preparation, laboratory 
tweezers, stamping-out tools [hand tools], scraping tools [hand tools], perforating tools [hand tools], cutting tools [hand 
tools], polishing tools (hand operated -), spatulas [hand tools], and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; education 
and training service and the organisation of conferences, seminars and training sessions, in relation to the use, 
maintenance and operation of scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, 
DVDs and other digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, 
data processing equipment, computers, computer software, fire-extinguishing apparatus, scientific, industrial and 
laboratory apparatus and instruments applicable to the physical, chemical, biological, geological and biochemical 
analysis of the environment, solids, liquids, gases and particulates, instruments and apparatus for performing 
chromatography, for the measurement of weight, size, shape, density, structure, concentration and characteristics of 
particles, molecules and macromolecules, instruments and apparatus performing optical image analysis, for the 
measurement weight, size, shape, density, structure, concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and 
macromolecules, instruments and apparatus using laser diffraction and scattering, for the measurement of weight, size, 
shape, density, structure, concentration and characteristics of particles, molecules and macromolecules, scientific, and 
laboratory apparatus and instruments, scientific, industrial and laboratory apparatus and instruments for counting, sizing, 
classifying, differentiating and identifying particles in solids, liquids or gases, instruments for measuring rheological 
properties, including viscometers, rotary and capillary rheometers, instruments for measuring dimensional information of 
particles including particle size, shape, density, structure and composition analysers, particle size and shape distribution 
and concentration measuring instruments, including particle counting instruments, air and liquid particle counters, 
photocorrelation spectroscopy instruments, instruments for producing zimm plots to determine the molecular weight of 
polymers, acoustic spectroscopy instruments, and laser diffraction measuring instruments, particle charge measuring 
instruments, including zeta potential measuring instruments, electrophoretic mobility measuring instruments, particle 
mobility measuring instruments, Ph measuring instruments, and micro electrophoresis measuring instruments, 
instruments for measuring the amount of heat involved in a chemical reaction or other process, including calorimeters, 
instruments for measuring molecular diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic of molecules, including instruments that 
produce taylor dispersion analysis plots, scientific and measuring apparatus and instruments, including spectrometers, 
X-ray fluorescence analyzers and spectrometers, diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers and wafer analyzers, neutron 
activation analyzers, pulsed fast and thermal neutron activation analyzers, analytical apparatus for use in analyzing 
samples of composites for use in scientific, industrial and laboratory applications, including X-ray diffraction and 
spectrometry apparatus, diffractometers, X-ray diffractometers, X-ray analysers, X-ray fluorescence spectrometers, wafer 
analysers, X-ray tubes, materials characterization apparatus, including scientific and measuring apparatus and 
instruments, including spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and spectrometers, diffractometers, X-ray 
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diffractometers and wafer analyzers, X-ray apparatus not for medical use, analytical, process control and measuring 
apparatus, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters, analytical, 
process control and measuring apparatus, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and X-
ray diffraction meters for the cement, steel, aluminium, petrochemicals, industrial minerals, glass and polymers industry, 
and to customers in research and development institutions, metrology tools, including reflectometers, spectrometers, X-
ray fluorescence analyzers and X-ray diffraction meters, reflectometers, spectrometers, X-ray fluorescence analyzers and 
X-ray diffraction meters for both silicon and compound semiconductor applications, X-ray fluorescence wafer and disc 
analyzers [and automated ellipsometers], X-ray fluorescence wafer and disc analyzers [and automated ellipsometers] for 
the silicon semiconductor industry, for analyzing film thickness, composition and density, X-ray diffraction instruments, 
including X-ray diffraction meters for the compound semiconductor industry, X-ray tubes, not for medical purposes, X-ray 
detectors, laboratory equipment, including crucibles, flasks, stirrers, Petri dishes, electrodes, laboratory apparatus, 
including scales, mechanical dispensers, robots, including robots for weighing and dosing samples and dispensing the 
flux for use in analysis by X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF), atomic absorption analysis (AA), inductively coupled plasma 
analysis (ICP) and wet chemistry analysis for the ceramic, cement, steel, aluminium, glass, polymer, mining, lime, bauxite, 
ferroalloy, pure metal, catalyst, geology and mineral prospecting, petroleum and oil industries, gas and electric automatic 
fusion apparatuses (including for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including laboratory robots, including robots 
for use in X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF), atomic absorption analysis (AA), inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICP) 
and wet chemistry analysis for the ceramic, cement, steel, aluminium, glass, polymer, mining, lime, bauxite, ferroalloy, 
pure metal, catalyst, geology and mineral prospecting, petroleum and oil industries, electric fusion instruments (including 
for the dosing, mixing and fusing of samples), including, automatic fluxer for sample fusing in the cement, lime, 
carbonate, ceramic, glass, slag, refractory, mining and geological, silicate, clay, ores, sulphide, fluoride, bauxite, 
aluminium, catalyst, polymer, pigment, steel, pure metal, ferroalloy, non-ferrous alloy and pharmaceutical industries, 
laboratory weighing apparatus and instruments and balances, apparatus for separating and preparing samples, 
suspensions, sprays, and emulsions of particles for use with any of the aforesaid goods, including gel permeation 
chromatography, sample dispersion units, stirred cells, autosamplers, dry powder feeders, dispensers, auto titrators, 
nebulizers, ultrasonic baths, and temperature controllers, instrument controllers, including computers, digital signal 
processors and microprocessors, computer printers, machine readable data carriers, including solid state memory 
devices, optical or magnetic storage media disks, magnetic tapes, all sold pre-programmed with control or analysis 
programs for use with the all of the aforesaid goods, computer software and hardware for controlling and operating all of 
the aforesaid goods and for analysing measurements made by all of the aforesaid goods, computer software for use in 
relation to diffractometry, computer software for use in relation to spectrometry, computer software for use in relation to 
X-ray fluorescence analysis, computer software for use in relation to the determination of X-ray intensities, computer 
software for use in relation to the determination of the thickness of layer samples, computer software for use in relation to 
the determination of chemical composition, computer software for use in relation to the standardless analysis of samples, 
including all the aforesaid goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data with each other and 
with enterprise information systems, and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; education and training service and 
the organisation of conferences, seminars and training sessions, in relation to the use, maintenance and operation of 
apparatus and instruments for heating, furnaces for sample preparation, bead furnaces, heating apparatus for preparing 
samples, including all the aforesaid goods which are capable of communicating their status, activities and data with each 
other and with enterprise information systems, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; consultancy, advisory, and data 
analytics, and laboratory research services related to scientific and industrial instruments and components thereof; 
laboratory research services; laboratory analysis, testing, and research; scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; science and technology services; scientific and technological analytics; industrial 
analysis and research services; leasing and rental services in relation to scientific and technological apparatus; the 
leasing and rental of scientific and measuring apparatus and instruments; the design of scientific and measuring 
apparatus and instruments; design, development and programming of computer hardware and software; testing, 
authentication and quality control; information and consultancy services all relating to the aforesaid.
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4121025    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1279950]
Traveloka Technology Pte. Ltd.

2 Shenton Way, #18-01 SGX Centre I Singapore 068804 SG

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; business information; on-line advertising on a computer network; negotiation and 
conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; providing business information via a web site; provision of an on-
line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; publication of publicity texts; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; data search in 
computer files for others; pay per click advertising; price comparison services; rental of advertising space; web site 
traffic optimization.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging of goods; storage of goods; travel arrangement; travel reservation; booking of seats for 
travel; air transport; transport of travellers; arranging of travel tours; sightseeing [tourism]; arranging of cruises; 
providing directions for travel purposes; transportation information; traffic information.

Cl.43;Food and drink catering; hotel reservations; temporary accommodation reservations; accommodation bureaux 
[hotels, boarding houses].
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4121068    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455610]
Axtuator Oy

Koskitie 12 C 37 FI-90500 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Bicycle locks of metal; locks of metal for bags; locks of metal for vehicles; metal locks for windows; locks and 
keys, of metal.

Cl.7;Actuators for mechanisms; actuators for valves; pneumatic actuators for control valves.

Cl.9;Locks, electric; radio-frequency controlled locks; electronic locks; digital door locks; locks [electric] with alarms; 
card operated electronic locks; mechanical locks [electric, metal]; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches].
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Priority claimed from 06/08/2018; Application No. : 1944276 ;Australia 

4121912    06/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1454882]
Petsure (Australia) Pty Ltd

L1, 465 Victoria Ave CHATSWOOD NSW 2067 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; terminals for the electronic transfer of funds; modems; message sending apparatus; 
multifunction cards (encoded) for financial services; multifunction cards (magnetic) for financial services; computer 
peripheral devices; computer programs for use in communications; computer programs for use in insurance; computer 
software; electronic data processing apparatus; electronic data processing devices; electronic data processing 
equipment; operating systems (electronic).

Cl.35;Administration of insurance claims; insurance administration.

Cl.36;Advisory services relating to insurance claims; electronic payment services; card operated financial services; 
financial services; electronic funds transfer services; insurance; insurance claim assessments; insurance claim 
settlements; insurance services; processing of insurance claims; provision of insurance information; computerised 
financial services; computerised transfer of funds.

Cl.38;Communication of information by computer; rental of modems; computer communications for the transmission 
of information; transmission of computerised data; transmission of data by computer; transmission of information on a 
wide range of topics, including online and over a global computer network; communication services provided 
electronically; electronic communication services; electronic funds transfer communication services; rental of message 
sending apparatus.
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4121947    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455087]
CB Brand Strategies, LLC, acting through CB Brand Strategies, LLC, Wilmington, Delaware, USA Zug Branch

BAARERSTRASSE 10 CH-6300 ZUG Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Flavored beer.

Cl.33;Flavored alcoholic beverages excluding beers.
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4121950    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1426841]
TR LEGACY, LLC

3231-C Business Park Dr. 243 Vista CA 92081 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio and video recordings in the field of personal improvement, financial improvement and sales training.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting classes and seminars in the fields of personal improvement, financial 
improvement and sales training.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 88151077 ;United States of America 

4121984    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1447517]
I Make You Beautiful, Inc.

88 Cedar Road Westbury NY 11590 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; makeup; concealers for face and skin; foundation; skin moisturizers; beauty gels; make-up powder; 
contour powder; facial creams; face and body glitter; skin illuminator; face paints; makeup remover; eye shadow; eye 
liner; liquid eyeliner; non-medicated balms for use on skin; oils for cosmetic purposes; facial oils; contour cream; false 
eyelashes; skin bronzer; face lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; adhesives for false eyelashes; lip gloss palette; 
blush; multipurpose cosmetic creams; lip gloss; cosmetic eye gloss; hydrating lotions for face and body; makeup primer; 
multipurpose liquid makeup; multipurpose cream makeup; eye shadow palettes; multipurpose makeup made in the form 
of loose cosmetic pigments; cosmetic liquid sealer used to waterproof and prevent blemish of applied makeup; skin 
bronzer; skin bronzing creams.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring cosmetics, makeup, beauty, and skin care products and related accessories.
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4122002    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455652]
CB Brand Strategies, LLC acting through CB Brand Strategies, LLC, Wilmington, Delaware, USA, Zug Branch

Baarerstrasse 10 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer; flavored beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages except beers; flavored brewed malt beverage.
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Priority claimed from 04/02/2019; Application No. : 1987235 ;Australia 

4122015    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455600]
MOOSE CREATIVE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD

29 Grange Rd Cheltenham VIC 3192 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer games cartridges; program discs for video games; programmed video games, namely, software; 
programmed video games contained on cartridges, namely, software; recorded software and programmes for use with 
electronic games of all kinds; downloadable software applications, namely, apps; computer games entertainment 
software; computer games programs; computer games programs downloaded via the internet, namely, software; 
computer games programs recorded on tapes, namely, software; computer programs for computer games; computer 
program discs; computer programs for playing games; computer programs for video games.

Cl.28;Action figures, namely, toys or playthings; electronic toys, namely, playthings; figurines being toys; inflatable 
toys, namely, playthings; plush toys; tactile educational toys, namely, playthings; toy figures; toy models; toy vehicles; 
toys, namely, playthings; dolls; action toys; board games; card games; electronic games other than software; electronic 
games incorporating their own visual display facilities; games; hand held electronic games; games adapted for use with 
an external display screen or monitor; games adapted for use with dot matrix liquid crystal displays; tactile educational 
games, namely, playthings; trading cards, namely, card games; children's toys; children's playthings; playthings; puzzles; 
educational playthings; construction toys; craft toys sold complete; craft toys sold in kit form; educational toys; 
electronic activity toys; electronic activity toys incorporating a talking mechanism.
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Priority claimed from 04/02/2019; Application No. : 1987165 ;Australia 

4122017    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455620]
MOOSE CREATIVE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD

29 Grange Rd Cheltenham VIC 3192 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer games cartridges; program discs for video games; programmed video games, namely, software; 
programmed video games contained on cartridges, namely, software; recorded software and programmes for use with 
electronic games of all kinds; downloadable software applications, namely, apps; computer games entertainment 
software; computer games programs; computer games programs downloaded via the internet, namely, software; 
computer games programs recorded on tapes, namely, software; computer program discs; computer programs for 
computer games; computer programs for playing games; computer programs for video games.

Cl.16;Adhesive backed films, namely, stationery for use as decorative trim; stationery for children's educational 
activities; stationery for children's playing activities; stickers, namely, stationery; patterned stationery; art paper; paper 
crafts materials; paper stickers, namely, decalcomanias; cardboard; craft cardboard; printing blocks; adhesive backed 
films for stationery purposes; children's paint-boxes; children's painting sets; artists' materials; moulds for modelling 
clays, namely, artists' materials; modelling materials; modelling clay; printed patterns for costumes; trading cards, 
namely, printed matter; trading cards, other than for games; printed matter for use with board games; adhesive paper 
films for stationery purposes; craft kits for painting and making posters; craft kits for papier mâché model construction; 
craft paper; paper articles for use in relation to craft; rule books for playing games; printed rules of play for games; 
booklets relating to games; writing materials; drawing materials; coloured liquids for use in children's crafts; adhesive 
paper sheets for stationery purposes; art materials, namely, paint boxes for use in schools; printed patterns; gums, 
namely, adhesives for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive labels of plastics; erasers, namely, stationery; 
pastes for stationery or household purposes; stationery.

Cl.28;Action figures, namely, toys or playthings; electronic toys, namely, playthings; figurines being toys; inflatable 
toys, namely, playthings; plush toys; tactile educational toys, namely, playthings; toy figures; toy jewellery; toy model 
kits; toy models; toy playsets; action toys; toy vehicles; toys, namely, playthings; board games; card games; electronic 
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games other than software; electronic games incorporating their own visual display facilities; games; games adapted for 
use with an external display screen or monitor; games adapted for use with dot matrix liquid crystal displays; hand held 
electronic games; children's toys; tactile educational games, namely, playthings; trading cards, namely, card games; 
dolls; dolls' clothes; dolls' clothing accessories; dolls' furniture; educational playthings; playthings; miniatures for use in 
games; miniatures for use in playing games; construction toys; playing cards; craft toys sold complete; craft toys sold in 
kit form; educational toys; electronic activity toys; electronic activity toys incorporating a talking mechanism.
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4122022    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455633]
CB Brand Strategies, LLC acting through CB Brand Strategies, LLC, Wilmington, Delaware, USA, Zug Branch

Baarerstrasse 10 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer; flavored beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages except beers; flavored brewed malt beverage.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : 88077530 ;United States of America 

4122425    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455876]
Vactronix Scientific, LLC

5005 Brandin Court Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.40;Manufacture of medical devices for others.

Cl.42;Research, design, and development of medical devices for others.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003369476 ;United Kingdom 

4122495    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455057]
Jemella Group Limited

Bridgewater Place, Water Lane Leeds LS11 5BZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Electric and non-electric hand implements for personal grooming.

Cl.11;Hair dryers.

Cl.21;Brushes, electric brushes.
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Priority claimed from 24/08/2018; Application No. : 726173 ;Switzerland 

4126880    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457153]
Iovance Biotherapeutics GmbH

c/o Bratschi Wiederkehr & Buob AG Zweigniederlassung Zug Industriestrasse 24 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical products and biological preparations for medical use and for the 
treatment of diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical products and biological preparations intended for medical 
diagnosis.

Cl.44;Medical services, namely, modification of cells for the treatment of cancer and other diseases and medical 
conditions; immunotherapy treatments; medical diagnosis and treatment services; providing information relating to 
oncology and immunotherapy treatment; provision of medical information and medical consultant services; collection 
and preservation of biological tissue.
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4126979    01/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457454]
Invisible Sentinel, Inc.

3711 Market Street, Suite 910 Philadelphia PA 19104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biochemical reagents used for non-medical purposes, namely, biochemical reagents for detecting contaminants, 
microorganisms, antigens, adulterants, or chemicals in food, agricultural products, and agri-food preparations and in the 
environment in which these preparations are produced, namely, water, air and work surfaces.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments for non-medical purposes, namely, diagnostic apparatus for use with 
biochemical reagents for checking and detecting contaminants in food, agricultural products, and agri-food preparations 
and in the environment in which these preparations are produced, namely, water, air and work surfaces.
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Priority claimed from 08/08/2018; Application No. : 4475288 ;France 

4126985    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456971]
Monsieur Henri Vivares

63 avenue de Breteuil F-75007 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Installation of electric energy generating apparatus; installation of photovoltaic cells and modules; installation of 
solar energy systems; installation and maintenance of photovoltaic installations; installation and maintenance of solar 
thermal installations; maintenance and repair of energy generating installations; maintenance, repair and reconditioning 
of photovoltaic facilities and apparatus.

Cl.42;Design and development of photovoltaic systems; design and development of software for controlling, adjusting 
and controlling solar energy systems; design and development of systems for regenerative energy production; advice 
related to energy saving; technical project study; provision of information regarding studies, technical projects and 
research on the use of natural energy; conducting technical project studies and research related to the use of natural 
energy; research in the field of energy; research and development of new products for others; surveying [engineering 
work]; technical design services relating to power plants; technological consultancy services in the field of alternative 
energy production.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2019; Application No. : 88301283 ;United States of America 

4127044    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457637]
Harmonist Inc.

10736 Jefferson Blvd., 963 Culver City CA 90230 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Personal care products, namely, perfume.

Cl.4;Candles.
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2018; Application No. : 1952467 ;Australia 

4127167    01/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456994]
C&T Tran Pty Ltd

47-51 Cranwell St BRAYBROOK VIC 3019 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; seafood (not live); meat extracts; frozen seafood, meat, poultry and vegetables; 
preserved, processed, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; preserved, processed, dried and cooked meats; preserved, 
processed, dried and cooked seafood; food products derived from seafood; jellies; jams; compotes; eggs; milk and milk 
products; edible oils and fats; pre-prepared meals (including frozen) consisting principally of fish, meat and/or 
vegetables; nuts; canned fruits and vegetables; yoghurt; desserts in this class; dried fruits; pickled vegetables; milk 
beverages; dairy spreads; cheese; smallgoods including sliced meats; pate; canned fish; soup preparations and canned 
soup; olives; dips and antipasto; pre-prepared meats including marinated and crumbed; salads; snack food products 
made wholly or principally of potatoes; snack foods made from dehydrated vegetables; snack foods made from eggs; 
snack foods made from meat; snack foods made from cooked vegetables; prepared snacks made from fruit, meat, or from 
nuts; prepared meal bases made from vegetables, fruit, meat or nuts; chips (french fries); low-fat potato chips; potato 
chips.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; 
pastry and confectionery; ices; honey; treacle; yeast; baking powder; sugar, salt, mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments), 
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including, soy sauce, fish sauce, chilli sauce; spices; ice; bakery snacks; biscuits, cakes and desserts in this class 
(including frozen); noodles; instant cooking noodles; vermicelli (noodles); meals made predominantly from rice, pasta or 
noodles; rice; flavoured rices; fried rice; prepared rice dishes; pasta; cereals and cereal based snack foods; crackers; 
breads and rolls and flat bread; dressings; jellies (confectionery); spreads in this class; baking mixes; cake; mixes for ice 
cream; chocolate; specialty and health foods in this class made principally of cereals, pasta, rice, noodles; pizzas; 
seasonal confectionery including easter and christmas confectionery; coffee beverages; tea beverages; aerated 
beverages (with coffee, cocoa or chocolate base); dried herbs; dried spices; popcorn including flavoured popcorn; chips 
(cereal products); corn chips; rice chips; prawn crackers; pastry for spring rolls; dumplings, including, dumplings, 
consisting principally of fish, meat and/or vegetables; frozen dumplings; spring rolls, including frozen spring rolls; rice 
paper rolls.

Cl.35;Wholesaling and retailing services, including, such services provided online; department store, specialty store 
and direct mail and online retailing services, advertising and business services, retail and online marketing and sales 
promotions including sales promotions at point of sale or purchase, sales promotions by means of display, presentation 
and demonstration; marketing services, including, direct mail marketing and marketing by electronic means; loyalty 
related services in this class, including, customer loyalty reward programs; registry services (administration services 
being recording and maintaining lists and information for others); presentation of gift hampers for sale including online; 
retailing of gift hampers and arranging for delivery, excluding delivery services.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; catering services, including, mobile catering services; advisory services 
relating to catering; booking of catering services; contract catering services; restaurant and take away restaurant 
services, including mobile restaurant and mobile take away restaurant services; cafe services; temporary 
accommodation; night club and hotel services (in this class); bar and pub services; sandwich bar restaurant services; 
cafeterias; cafeteria services; canteens; canteen services; coffee shop services; snack bars; bistro services; taverns; 
food and beverage preparation services; arranging for the provision of food and beverages; arranging of banquets; 
banqueting services; cocktail lounge services; provision of facilities for exhibitions, functions and conferences; hiring of 
rooms for functions; providing information, consultancy and advisory services, including by electronic means and via a 
global computer network, about all of the aforesaid services.
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4127228    01/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457246]
Invisible Sentinel, Inc.

3711 Market Street, Suite 910 Philadelphia PA 19104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biochemical reagents used for non-medical purposes, namely, biochemical reagents for detecting contaminants, 
microorganisms, antigens, adulterants, or chemicals in food, agricultural products, and agri-food preparations and in the 
environment in which these preparations are produced, namely, water, air and work surfaces.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments for non-medical purposes, namely, diagnostic apparatus for use with 
biochemical reagents for checking and detecting contaminants in food, agricultural products, and agri-food preparations 
and in the environment in which these preparations are produced, namely, water, air and work surfaces.
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Priority claimed from 26/12/2018; Application No. : 88241646 ;United States of America 

4127246    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457034]
DataRobot, Inc.

One International Place, 5th Floor Boston MA 02110 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable analytic and data-mining software; downloadable software that allows the user to make predictions 
and recommendations on optimizing business outcomes by calculating mathematical patterns; downloadable software 
for calculating mathematical patterns using symbolic regression; downloadable software for creating accurate 
predictions and for identifying key features and relationships in complex, tabulated data; downloadable analytic and data-
mining software, namely, software that fits mathematical models to tabulated quantitative data.

Cl.42;On-line non-downloadable analytic and data-mining software, namely, software that fits mathematical models to 
tabulated quantitative data; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for 
developing and embedding data-mining software, namely, software that fits mathematical models to tabulated quantitative 
data; cloud computing featuring software for use in data analytics and data mining, namely, software that fits 
mathematical models to tabulated quantitative data; non-downloadable software for calculating mathematical patterns 
using symbolic regression; providing access to on-line non-downloadable software that allows the user to make 
predictions and recommendations on optimizing business outcomes by calculating mathematical patterns; providing 
access to non-downloadable software for calculating mathematical patterns; on-line non-downloadable analytic and data-
mining software; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for developing 
and embedding data-mining software; cloud computing software for use in data analytics and data mining, namely, 
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in data analytics and data mining; data conversion for extracting 
information from data; software for providing business data analysis services for automatically extracting business 
information from data; software for making autonomous calculations of mathematical patterns, namely, software as a 
service (SaaS) featuring software for autonomous calculations of mathematical patterns; software as a service (SaaS) for 
automating predictive and prescriptive analysis of business data and other data; software as a service (SaaS) software for 
automatically interpreting mathematical analysis at scale; providing non-downloadable cloud computing software for use 
in data analytics and data mining; providing non-downloadable software for making autonomous calculations of 
mathematical patterns; providing non-downloadable software for automating predictive and prescriptive analysis of 
business data and other data; providing non-downloadable software for automatically interpreting mathematical analysis 
at scale.
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Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 88124892 ;United States of America 

4128213    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455966]
Inspectorio Inc.

60 South 6th Street, Suite 2800 Minneapolis MN 55402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile applications for inspecting and auditing raw materials, manufactured goods, manufacturing 
and treatment facilities, manufacturing and treatment machinery, food service facilities, retail locations, and points in 
product and service supply chains, and for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, reporting, and sharing data related to the 
foregoing, for quality control purposes and for the purposes of evaluating compliance with social, ethical, sustainability, 
environmental, and legal standards and regulations.

Cl.42;Monitoring services, namely, inspection of raw materials, manufactured goods, manufacturing and treatment 
facilities, manufacturing and treatment machinery, food service facilities, retail locations, points in product and service 
supply chains, and suppliers thereof, for quality control purposes and for the purposes of evaluating compliance with 
industry standards regarding social, ethical, sustainability, and environmental issues; technology supervision and 
inspection in the fields of compliance monitoring regarding social, ethical, sustainability, environmental, and legal 
standards and regulations; software as a services (SAAS) services featuring software for inspecting and auditing raw 
materials, manufactured goods, manufacturing and treatment facilities, manufacturing and treatment machinery, food 
service facilities, retail locations, and points in product and service supply chains, and for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, 
reporting, and sharing data related to the foregoing, for quality control purposes and for the purposes of evaluating 
compliance with social, ethical, sustainability, environmental, and legal standards and regulations.

Cl.45;Monitoring services, namely, inspection of raw materials, manufactured goods, manufacturing and treatment 
facilities, manufacturing and treatment machinery, food service facilities, retail locations, points in product and service 
supply chains, and suppliers thereof, for purposes of evaluating regulatory and legal compliance.
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2018; Application No. : 724501 ;Switzerland 

4128236    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457383]
Fondation de l'Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, EHL

Le Chalet-à-Gobet CH-1000 Lausanne 25 Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 10/08/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 108 963 ;Germany 

4128243    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457466]
Söring GmbH

Justus-von-Liebig-Ring 2 25451 Quickborn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, in particular apparatus for electrosurgery, 
apparatus for ultrasound surgery, excluding following goods: oxygenators, heart-lung machines, pacemakers, 
defibrillators, implantable subcutaneous for cardiac resynchronization, high-frequency devices for cardiac ablation, 
apparatus for endoscopic removal of vessels; hand pieces for ultrasound surgical instruments and apparatus, hand 
pieces for electrosurgical instruments and apparatus, sonotrodes for ultrasound surgical instruments and apparatus; 
accessories and spare part for all abovementioned goods, included in this class.

Cl.44;Services provided by doctors, surgeons, clinics, hospitals and nursing services; rental of medical instruments.
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Priority claimed from 24/08/2018; Application No. : 1951025 ;Australia 

4128276    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457048]
MTM Kids Pty Ltd

L2, 570 St Kilda Rd MELBOURNE VIC 3004 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Letters; illustrated cards; letter cards; photographs (printed); documents; printed documents; correspondence 
notes; postcards; picture postcards; personalised printed letters; illustrated letters; books; children's books; books for 
use in the teaching of reading; photo books; picture books; cards.

Cl.41;Publication of printed letters and correspondence; publication of books; publication of stories; publication of 
educational materials; publication of electronic books, journals, correspondence, photos and documents; publication of 
periodicals; publication of printed matter, including letters, documents, correspondence, books, cards, postcards, 
illustrations, photos and journals.
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4128641    06/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456259]
DWK Life Sciences GmbH

Otto-Schott-Straße 21 97877 Wertheim/Main Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Laboratory apparatus, laboratory instruments, laboratory glassware.

Cl.21;Unworked and semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); semi-finished goods of special glass.

Cl.35;Wholesaling and retailing of laboratory apparatus, laboratory instruments, laboratory glassware, unworked or 
semi-worked glass, except building glass, and semi-finished goods of special-purpose glass.
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Priority claimed from 07/09/2018; Application No. : UK00003336990 ;United Kingdom 

4128662    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456078]
bluebird bio (UK) Ltd.

c/o Sisec Ltd., 21 Holborn Viaduct London EC1A 2DY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and substances.

Cl.42;Pharmaceutical research and development.
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Priority claimed from 09/08/2018; Application No. : UK00003330598 ;United Kingdom 

4129367    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456287]
Geospock Limited

St. Andrew's House, St. Andrew's Road Cambridge CB4 1DL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; software to enable high speed access to database information; computer software for 
descriptive analytics; computer software for diagnostic analytics; computer software for predictive analytics; computer 
software for prescriptive analytics; computer software for gathering descriptive analytics data, diagnostics analytics data, 
predictive analytics data, prescriptive analytics data into visual charts; computer software for industrial analysis and 
research services in data analysis; computer software for analysing collected data; computer software for extracting data 
from databases; computer software for analysing data from databases; computer software modules for analysing data; 
computer software for module organisation; computer software for data evaluation; computer software for structuring 
data for computer software operations; computer software for sorting structured data for computer software analysis and 
use in manipulation of collections of data; computer software for analysing structured data; computer software for 
creating computer software modules from structured data; computer software for linking data in databases; computer 
software for grouping data in databases; computer software for sorting data in databases; computer software for 
numerical computation of data; computer software for use in the fields of artificial intelligence, virtualisation, machine 
learning, deep learning, distributed computing and high performance computing; computer software for manipulation of 
collections of data; computer software libraries for use in data transformation, deep learning, graphics display in the 
fields of artificial intelligence, deep learning, virtualisation and machine learning; computer software for use as an 
application programming interface in the fields of artificial intelligence and deep learning; computer software for ingesting 
data into databases; computer software for self-programming; computer software for visual processing of data; media for 
the storage of such software, including computer discs, dvds, memory sticks, smart cards and memory cards.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software and data services; consultancy in relation to data networks; 
design and development of applications for mobile devices, tablets and other electronic devices; providing non-
downloadable computer software for use in general purpose computation, data analysis, manipulation of collections of 
data, data transformation, and graphics display in the fields of artificial intelligence and deep learning; providing non-
downloadable computer software for use as an application programming interface for use in the fields of high 
performance computing, distributed computing and deep learning; consultancy and advisory services in relation to all the 
aforesaid services.
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4129837    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456398]
ANÉOLIA

ZA du Tremblay, 19 rue du Bois de la Remise F-91480 Varennes-Jarcy France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Gas analyzers and leak detectors, physical measuring apparatus for air gases.

Cl.42;Analysis of gases and detection of leaks, control of air quality in confined spaces; monitoring of gas levels in 
laboratories and agro-food or pharmaceutical production units, control of gas distribution outlets for medical use in 
hospitals; Monitoring of gas levels in industrial buildings; control of packaging integrity and leaks or contamination for 
the agro-food or medical industry; calibration of gas analyzers and leak detectors.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 88151909 ;United States of America 

4129846    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456472]
AppsFlyer Ltd.

14 Maskit Street 4673314 Herzliya Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software to track and measure application downloads, installations and use to determine and analyze 
efficacy of marketing campaigns; computer software to determine marketing attribution for application installations, 
launches or other in-app conversion events; computer software for monitoring the success and progress of marketing 
campaigns; computer software to detect and protect against fraud related to marketing campaigns; software development 
kits (SDK).

Cl.42;Non-downloadable computer software to track and measure application downloads, installations and use to 
determine and analyze efficacy of marketing campaigns; non-downloadable computer software to determine marketing 
attribution for application installations, launches or other in-app conversion events; non-downloadable computer software 
for monitoring the success and progress of marketing campaigns; non-downloadable computer software to detect and 
protect against fraud related to marketing campaigns.
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4129871    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456373]
SHANGHAI IMILAB TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

ROOM 908, NO.1, LANE 399, SHENGXIA ROAD, CHINA (SHANGHAI) PILOT FREE TRADE ZONE, PUDONG NEW DISTRICT 
200041 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Safes [metal or non-metal]; strongboxes [metal or non-metal]; safety cashboxes; safes, electronic; cashboxes 
[metal or non-metal]; locks of metal, other than electric; locks of metal for vehicles; ironmongery; alloys of common 
metal; spring locks.

Cl.9;Joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; covers for smartphones; cell phone straps; 
camcorders; cameras [photography]; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; electrical adapters; 
protective helmets; virtual reality headsets; spectacle lenses; eyeglasses; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence.

Cl.11;Steam facial apparatus [saunas]; fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; hair driers; gas scrubbing 
apparatus; germicidal lamps for purifying air; curling lamps; cooling appliances and installations; hydromassage bath 
apparatus.

Cl.18;Bags; trimmings of leather for furniture; furniture coverings of leather; leather straps; umbrellas; walking sticks; 
covers for animals; briefcases; suitcases with wheels.

Cl.20;Furniture; trays, not of metal; split rings, not of metal, for keys; mirrors [looking glasses]; cushions; decorations 
of plastic for foodstuffs; locks, other than electric, not of metal; furniture fittings, not of metal.

Cl.21;Vacuum bottles; kitchen containers; toothbrushes; kitchen mitts; containers for household or kitchen use; jugs; 
toothbrushes, electric; thermally insulated containers for food; combs.

Cl.28;Joysticks for video games; games; toys; portable games with liquid crystal displays; plush toys; balls for games.

Cl.35;Advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; commercial administration of 
the licensing of the goods and services of others; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
import-export agency services; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
marketing; personnel management consultancy; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others.

Cl.42;Packaging design; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; material testing; research 
and development of new products for others; chemical research; providing information on computer technology and 
programming via a web site; graphic arts design.
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Priority claimed from 01/09/2018; Application No. : 88101784 ;United States of America 

4129888    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456534]
TOGETHAR INC.

801 Dexter Ave N Apt 530 Seattle WA 98109 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Augmented reality software for social networking and playing computer games, for mobile applications.

Cl.41;Providing online augmented reality games.

Cl.45;Internet-based social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 726916 ;Switzerland 

4129897    18/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456748]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Food and food substances for babies; food preparations for infants; lacteal flour for babies; powdered milk for 
babies; foodstuffs and food substances for medical use for children and patients.

Cl.29;Milk and dairy products; powdered milk; milk-based beverages and preparations; milk substitutes; milk 
beverages, milk predominating.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : 17942430 ;European Union 

4129908    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456798]
HORNBACH Baumarkt AG

Hornbachstr. 11 76879 Bornheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Damp-proofing preparations, except paints, for masonry; preservatives for masonry (except paints and oils); 
concrete preservatives (except paints and oils); cement preservatives (except paints and oils); preparations for 
waterproofing cement (except paints).

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; binding agents and thinners for paints; coatings (paints); varnishes; lacquers; 
protective oils.

Cl.3;Cleaning preparations.

Cl.17;Sealing materials, in particular sealant compounds for joints; expansion joint fillers.

Cl.19;Stone, building stone, rubble, limestone, artificial stone, luminous paving blocks, sandstone for building; 
concrete and concrete building elements; sand (except moulding sand), gravel; paving blocks, architraves, walls, not of 
metal; non-metal slabs and tiles; stairs and stair-treads (steps), not of metal; posts, not of metal; mortar for building; 
cement; mastic compounds and fillers based on plaster and cement; works of stonemasonry.
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4129919    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456849]
Brofind S.p.a.

Viale Stelvio 5 I-20159 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Oxidising agents; catalysts for oxidation processes; activated carbon; supports for catalysts; synthetic catalysts; 
catalyst sulfiding agents; catalysts; biochemical catalysts; catalysts for hardening purposes; homogenous catalysts; 
catalysts for use in the manufacture of synthetics, rubbers and polymers; crystalline molecular sieve desiccants for use 
as catalysts in the chemical industry; crystalline molecular sieve desiccants for use as catalysts in the petrochemical 
industries; crystalline molecular sieve desiccants for use as catalyst supports in industry.

Cl.11;Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; air treatment equipment; ionising guns for the treatment of 
air; accelerated ion devices [for treating the air]; ionising brushes for the treatment of air; separators for scrubbing air; 
electrostatic precipitators for cleaning air; air purifying apparatus; germicidal lamps for purifying air; air cleaning filters 
[parts of air cleaning machines or installations]; filters for cleaning air; cyclones [air purifying apparatus]; vehicle-
mounted air purifying apparatus; clean air cabinets (air purification apparatus for -); clean air booths (air purification 
apparatus for -); air cleaning apparatus for household purposes; air purifying apparatus and machines; catalytic oxidizers 
for industrial air pollution control; thermal oxidizers for industrial air pollution control.

Cl.40;Solvent purification; reclamation of solvents; recycling of solvents; recycling of organic solvents; consultancy 
relating to the incineration of waste and trash; waste incineration; incineration of spent air; incineration of gases; 
incineration and destruction of waste; purification of minerals by chemical methods; purification of minerals by magnetic 
methods; purification of refrigerant fluids; purification of industrial waste water; water purification; providing information 
relating to the rental of water purifying apparatus; rental of air purification apparatus; on-site water purification services; 
water treatment and purification; air treatment; catalytic conversion of chemical compounds.
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Priority claimed from 18/02/2019; Application No. : 88305359 ;United States of America 

4129993    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456725]
Xerox Corporation

201 Merritt 7 Norwalk CT 068511056 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial printing machines and inking apparatus for printing systems, industrial inkjet printing machines; 
structural components for the aforesaid products.

Cl.9;Industrial printers; digital printers; industrial inkjet printers; printer hubs for industrial inkjet printers; all these 
products being designed for use with computers and computer-related industrial equipment; print heads; structural 
components of all the aforesaid products.
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4130083    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456752]
Messe München GmbH

Am Messesee 2 81829 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter.

Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; publication and issuance of 
advertising texts.

Cl.41;Arranging of exhibitions for cultural and teaching purposes; organization and arranging of congresses and 
meetings; publication and issuance of printed matter.
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Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 017961725 ;European Union 

4131045    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455946]
Supercell Oy

Itämerenkatu 11 FI-00180 HELSINKI Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Chains of common metal; statuettes of common metal; non-electric locks of metal; trophies of common metal; 
nameplates of common metal; metal rings for keys.

Cl.9;Computer software and computer game software; downloadable computer software and computer game software; 
data storage media; game software adapted for use with television receivers; pre-recorded motion picture, television, and 
animation films; bags, cases and sleeves for storing and carrying telephones, computers, headphones and cameras; 
covers for mobile phones, portable computers and tablets; headphones; downloadable publications; decorative magnets; 
memory sticks; belts and straps for telephones, computers, headphones and cameras; electric power units.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; comic books; newspapers, photographs, magazines, books, printed periodicals, 
newsletters, notebooks, and brochures; computer game instruction manuals; writing paper and envelopes; calendars; 
bookmarks; notebook and calendar covers; packing paper, wrapping paper and packaging materials; cardboard boxes; 
party decorations made of paper; pens, erasers; posters, paper banners; figures made of paper; paper bags; sticker 
albums, stickers; cards, post cards, collectable cards, trading cards; paper signs.
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Cl.18;Bags; all purpose sport bags; carry-all bags; leather bags, suitcases and wallets; shoulder bags; textile shopping 
bags; hand bags; luggage bags; school bags.

Cl.20;Furniture; sculptures made of plastic; mobiles being decorative articles; storage boxes made of wood; decorative 
wooden objects; baskets, not of metal; trophies of plastic; nameplates, not of metal; figures made of plastics.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; mugs; bottles and vacuum bottles; statues of china or glass; 
beverage glassware; candlesticks; candle rings; works of art made of glass; coupes and vases; works of art, of porcelain, 
terra-cotta or glass.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; T-shirts, sweat shirts, shirts, blouses, vests; jeans, pants, shorts; underwear, 
sportswear; socks; coats, jackets, suits; skirts; scarves; gloves, mittens; bathing suits, pajamas, negligee robes, 
bathrobes; caps and hats.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; barrettes [hair-slides], hair 
pins, and hair ties; hat pins; button badges and pins; trimmings for clothing; shoe ornaments, not of precious metal; 
brassards; buttons; belt buckles.

Cl.28;Electronic games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; action skill games; action figures as toys; toys, 
games and playthings; board games; game cards; play sets for action figures; game cards and playing cards; soft dolls; 
plush toys; stuffed toys, water toys, wooden toys, toys made of plastics; children's multiple activity toys; puzzles; 
balloons; bags, cases and sleeves for storing and carrying apparatus for games.

Cl.41;Electronic game services; providing on-line computer games; on-line gaming services; providing on-line 
computer games, multi-player matching services, and on-line entertainment in the nature of tournaments, cyber or virtual 
sports leagues and games shows; providing information on-line relating to computer games; provision of games by 
means of a computer based systems; providing interactive social games in a virtual environment; providing entertainment 
information relating to computer games via information network; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; 
providing on-line publications; presentation of movies, films, animations, and television programs; entertainment 
services in the nature of creation, development, and production of movies, films, animations, and television programs; 
organising events and conferences for entertainment purposes; organising of competitions; providing computer games 
and gaming services through an internet website portal; organising and conducting video and computer game matches 
and tournaments; organising of electronic sports events.
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4131056    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1423338]
Knowhere, Inc.

41 Grant Avenue, Suite 400 San Francisco CA 94108 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic downloadable publication in the nature of an online newspaper in the field of general interest news and 
information about politics, technology, health, science, sports, arts and culture, business, opinion, entertainment, and 
national, US, North American, UK, European, world, and local news; computer software for the purpose of generating 
news content and articles; machine learning software for the purpose of generating news content and articles; computer 
software that incorporates artificial intelligence (AI) technology to enable the creation of news content; computer software 
featuring an algorithm for generating news content; computer software featuring a content management system (CMS) for 
use by editors for the purpose of reviewing, editing, generating and publishing news content and articles; computer 
software for providing news in the nature of current event reporting; computer software for providing news analysis and 
news commentary; computer software for providing current event news; computer software for the purpose of providing 
information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to general interest news and information; 
computer software for generating, publishing and accessing news articles; computer software for implementing a 
database distributed across a network of computer systems; computer software for implementing a database distributed 
across a network of computer systems for the purpose of processing payment transactions and issuing currency and 
cryptocurrency; computer software for storing and retrieving information from a database distributed across multiple 
computers in a computer network for the purpose of processing payment transactions and issuing currency; computer 
software for implementing blockchain technology, namely, using consensus algorithms to validate data stored in a 
distributed database for the purpose of processing payment transactions and issuing currency.

Cl.41;News reporter services; providing news in the nature of current event reporting; news reporter services in the 
nature of news analysis and news commentary; providing current event news via a global computer network; providing 
information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to general interest news and information; 
providing news stories and articles in the field of current events through an Internet news portal; providing on-line 
publications in the nature of news articles; computer on-line services, namely, providing a wide range of news and 
information in the fields of sports, arts and art culture, entertainment, current events and opinion in the field of current 
events via an electronic or optical communications network.

Cl.42;Computer on-line services, namely, providing a wide range of news and information in the fields of technology, 
and science via an electronic or optical communications network; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software 
for the purpose of generating news content and articles; providing temporary use of non-downloadable machine learning 
software for the purpose of generating news content and articles; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software 
that incorporates artificial intelligence (AI) technology to enable the creation of news content; providing on-line non-
downloadable computer software featuring an algorithm for generating news content; providing on-line non-
downloadable computer software featuring a content management system (CMS) for use by editors for the purpose of 
reviewing, editing, generating and publishing news content and articles; providing on-line non-downloadable computer 
software for providing news in the nature of current event reporting; providing on-line non-downloadable computer 
software for providing news analysis and news commentary; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for 
providing current event news via a global computer network; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for 
the purpose of providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to general interest 
news and information; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for generating, publishing and 
accessing news articles; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for implementing a database distributed 
across a network of computer systems; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for implementing a 
database distributed across a network of computer systems for the purpose of processing payment transactions and 
issuing currency and cryptocurrency; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for storing and retrieving 
information from a database distributed across multiple computers in a computer network for the purpose of processing 
payment transactions and issuing currency; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for implementing 
blockchain technology, namely, using consensus algorithms to validate data stored in a distributed database for the 
purpose of processing payment transactions and issuing currency.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2018; Application No. : 88086183 ;United States of America 

4131059    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456759]
Vital Sines International Inc

125 Commons Court Chadds Ford PA 19317 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Health monitoring devices consisting of blood pressure monitors, thermometers and pedometers.

Cl.44;Health assessment services, namely, providing metabolic assessment profiles (MAP) to clients obtained by using 
a portable metabolic measurement system in the nature of a unique, heart-rate based overview of their own metabolism in 
order to assist in reaching weight loss, sports performance, health, fitness, and wellness-related goals.
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Priority claimed from 27/08/2018; Application No. : 726349 ;Switzerland 

4131167    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456702]
Tecuro AG

Sempacherstrasse 15 CH-6003 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Small towels for feminine hygiene.

Cl.5;Sanitary preparations for intimate hygiene other than toiletries.

Cl.35;Retail services for sanitary preparations.
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Priority claimed from 24/08/2018; Application No. : 88092440 ;United States of America 

4131507    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456847]
Mistwalker Corporation

711 Kapiolani Blvd., Suite 1000 Honolulu HI 96813 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; downloadable electronic game software for use on 
mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers, and personal computers.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2018; Application No. : 1944881 ;Australia 

4131575    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456529]
Lorna Jane Pty Ltd

857 Kingsford Smith Drive EAGLE FARM Queensland 4009 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Apparel fabrics; knitted elastic fabrics; knitted fabric; mixed and synthetic fabrics; printed fabrics; badges made 
of fabric material; breathable waterproof fabrics; cotton fabrics; fabric; fabric for manufacturing women's outerwear; 
fabric for use in the manufacture of clothing; fabrics (piece goods); fabrics for shirts.

Cl.25;Apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear); raincoats, rain jackets, crop tops, singlets, tank tops, tee-shirts, hooded 
tops, (polo shirts) shirts, vests, cardigans, sweatshirts, jumpers, shorts, tights, pants, trousers, tracksuits, skirts and 
dresses, jackets, coats, gloves, mittens, scarves, belts, sleep shirts, sleep tops, robes and pyjamas; swimwear, namely, 
rash guards, swim vests, bikinis, swimsuits and board shorts; headgear for wear, namely, headbands, bandanas, hats, 
caps, swim caps, beanies and visors; sportswear, namely, sports bras, sports pants, sports skirts, sports vests, bib 
shorts, sports coats, sport stockings, sweat bands, sweat pants, sweat shirts, sweat suits; underwear, briefs, bras, boxer 
shorts, hosiery and socks; exercise wear, namely, yoga pants, yoga shirts; eye masks, sleep masks.
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Priority claimed from 25/08/2018; Application No. : 1951054 ;Australia 

4131578    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1456763]
Peachbulk Pty Ltd

PO BOX 7477, St Kilda Rd MELBOURNE VIC 3004 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Body care products (non-medicated); non-medicated cosmetics; skin care preparations (cosmetic); sun protection 
products (cosmetics); products for beauty care; cosmetic moisturisers; cosmetic oils; cosmetic preparations for 
cleansing the skin; cosmetic preparations for tanning the skin; cosmetic skin care products; eye lotions for cosmetic use; 
eye moisturisers for cosmetic use; facial packs for cosmetic purposes.

Cl.44;Medical services; arranging of medical treatment; medical advisory services; medical care services; medical spa 
services; personal care services (medical nursing, health, hygiene and beauty care); provision of medical assistance; 
provision of medical facilities; provision of medical information; provision of medical treatment; consultancy relating to 
skin care; medical services for treatment of the skin; advisory services relating to beauty treatment; beauty treatment 
services; services for the care of the skin; beauty care services; beauty consultancy; hygienic and beauty care for human 
beings; plastic surgery; personal hair removal services; therapy services; advisory services relating to diet; therapeutic 
treatment of the body; advisory services relating to health; fitness testing; meditation services; therapeutic treatment of 
the face; consultancy relating to cosmetics; consultancy services relating to personal appearance (hair, beauty, 
cosmetics); cosmetic surgery; cosmetic treatment services; electrolysis for cosmetic purposes.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2018; Application No. : 88090828 ;United States of America 

4134088    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458902]
Iovance Biotherapeutics, Inc.

999 Skyway Road Suite 150 San Carlos CA 94070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and biological preparations for the treatment of immune system related and 
oncological diseases and disorders; diagnostic preparations for medical use, namely, biological diagnostic preparations 
for medical use.

Cl.44;Medical treatment of cancer via the modification of cells; medical services, namely, medical services for the 
treatment of a wide range of diseases and medical conditions via the modification of cells; medical services in the field of 
immunotherapy treatments; medical diagnosis and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; medical 
services, namely, medical services for the diagnosis and treatment of a wide range of diseases and medical conditions; 
providing medical information relating to oncology and immunotherapy treatment; providing medical information; medical 
consultations.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2019; Application No. : 88276773 ;United States of America 

4134105    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458765]
REBIOTIX, INC.

2660 Patton Road Roseville MN 55113 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of diseases and disorders emanating from 
microbiota dysfunction; pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of diseases and disorders 
in the fields of gastroenterology, reproductive health, metabolic health, endocrinology; pharmaceutical and 
biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of gastrointestinal, infectious, metabolic, liver, inflammatory and 
neurological diseases and disorders.

Cl.42;Medical and scientific research; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of clinical trials.
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Priority claimed from 10/08/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 019 530 ;Germany 

4134124    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458817]
Ecolab Deutschland GmbH

Ecolab-Allee 1 40789 Monheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring apparatus, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images, computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; computer software applications, 
downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer programs [downloadable software] for use in the 
oil, gas, energy, hospitality, food, water treatment, wastewater treatment and settlement hygiene industries; computer 
programs [downloadable software] that allow users to conduct, monitor, manage, track, and analyze business activities; 
computer programs [downloadable software] for database management, sales and customer tracking and management, 
inventory management, order management, and for generating reports.

Cl.42;Software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; software as a service [SaaS] featuring software for use 
in the oil, gas, energy, hospitality, food, water treatment, hygiene, healthcare, and sanitation industries; software as a 
service [SaaS] featuring software that allows users to conduct, monitor, manage, track, and analyze business activities; 
software as a service [SaaS] featuring software for database management, sales and customer tracking and management, 
inventory management, order management, and for generating reports; platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software 
platforms for use in the oil, gas, energy, hospitality, food, water treatment, hygiene, healthcare, and sanitation industries; 
platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software platforms that allow users to conduct, monitor, manage, track, and analyze 
business activities; platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software platforms for database management, sales and 
customer tracking and management, inventory management, order management, and for generating reports; design and 
development of computer hardware and software.
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4134126    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458823]
Star SU Company, LLC

5200 Prairie Stone Parkway Hoffman Estates IL 60192 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Tools for machine tools, namely, gear cutting tools, chamfer and deburring tools, gear hobbing tools, milling 
cutters, master gears, plug gauges, gear shaper cutters, gear shaving cutters, gundrills, drills, reamers, blanks and 
preforms, pcd reamers, pcd drills, pcd milling cutters, pcd combination tools.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail store services featuring machine tools and tools for machine tools, namely, grinding 
machines, hobbing machines, chamfer and deburring machines, gear shaving machines, vertical turning machines, tool 
and cutter grinder machines, hob sharpening machines, broach grinding machines, gear cutting tools, chamfer and 
deburring tools, gear hobbing tools, milling cutters, master gears, plug gauges, gear shaper cutters, gear shaving cutters, 
gundrills, drills, reamers, blanks and preforms, pcd reamers, pcd drills, pcd milling cutters, pcd combination tools.
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4134145    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458160]
WeMeMove AB

Drottning Kristinas Väg 53 SE-114 28 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; sensors and detectors; measuring transducers; measuring sensors; data collection apparatus; 
diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; interfaces for detectors; none of the foregoing being related to 
automobile and motorcycle sectors.

Cl.10;Pulse meters; physiotherapy and rehabilitation equipment; none of the foregoing being related to automobile and 
motorcycle sectors.

Cl.41;Coaching [training]; instruction services relating to sports; provision of information relating to sports; 
instructional services for skiing; physical fitness instruction; tuition in physical fitness; consultancy relating to physical 
fitness training; providing on-line publications; audio and video recording services; timing of sports events; none of the 
foregoing being related to automobile and motorcycle sectors.

Cl.44;Sports medicine services; development of individual physical rehabilitation programmes; physical rehabilitation; 
none of the foregoing being related to automobile and motorcycle sectors.
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Priority claimed from 16/08/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 019 865 ;Germany 

4134155    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458165]
Huhtamaki Flexible Packaging Germany GmbH & Co. KG

Heinrich-Nicolaus-Str. 6 87671 Ronsberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Packaging material made of paper, cardboard and/or plastic, all the aforesaid goods included in class 16; bags for 
packaging purposes made of plastic, plastic films, metal-coated plastic films and/or cellulose-containing materials, such 
as paper or cardboard; containers made of cellulose-containing materials, such as paper or cardboard, for packaging 
purposes; paper and/or plastic films for packaging purposes, in particular multi-layer plastic films for blister or push-
through packs and packaging made of them; packaging containers made of paper or cardboard.

Cl.20;Packaging containers made of plastic film, in particular also metal-coated plastic film; containers made of plastic, 
plastic film, metal-coated plastic film.

Cl.21;Tab dispenser, in particular dispenser for dishwasher or washing machine tabs; dispenser for cleaning tablets.
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Priority claimed from 17/08/2018; Application No. : 726097 ;Switzerland 

4134235    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458101]
ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd

Affolternstrasse 44 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, in particular machines for paper-making, paper machines; machine tools.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic and measuring apparatus and instruments; measuring instruments, in 
particular precision measuring apparatus; calculating machines, data processing apparatus and computer hardware; 
computer software.

Cl.37;Maintenance, exchange of used parts, repair services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as related research and design services, rendered exclusively in the 
field of pulp and paper manufacturing; Industrial analysis and industrial research services, rendered exclusively in the 
field of pulp and paper manufacturing; design and development of computer hardware and software, used exclusively in 
the field of pulp and paper manufacturing; engineering services, rendered exclusively in the field of pulp and paper 
manufacturing; calibration (measurement) of paper and paper-making machinery as well as measuring apparatus and 
instruments for the pulp and paper industry.
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Priority claimed from 10/08/2018; Application No. : 88074460 ;United States of America 

4134239    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458057]
Wild Rabbit, LLC

633 W. 5th St., Ste. 2802 Los Angeles CA 90071 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software in the artificial intelligence, robotics, and nanorobotics fields for use in research 
and development and predictive behavior in the areas of security, defense, finance, and employment fields; electronic 
sensors, computer hardware and computer software programs for use in collecting, testing, measuring and evaluating 
demonstrative physiological expressions and signals.

Cl.42;Consulting and development services in the field of artificial intelligence, robotics, and nanorobotics featuring 
demonstrative data from physiological expressions and signals in the areas of security, defense, finance, and 
employment fields; scientific research for others in the field of physiological expressions and signals; industrial research 
for others in the field of physiological expressions and signals; product research and development for others featuring 
sensor apparatus for measuring demonstrative physiological expressions and signals; development of computer 
software for others for use in measuring, monitoring, and evaluating demonstrative data of physiological expressions and 
signals; computer, internet, and data security consulting services; consulting and research and development services in 
the fields of robotics, nanorobotics, and artificial intelligence.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2018; Application No. : 4464768 ;France 

4134277    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1458130]
DECATHLON

4 boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Goggles for sports, sunglasses, spectacle cases.

Cl.28;Games; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; game balls, tennis balls, badminton 
shuttlecocks, strings for rackets, nets [sports articles], tennis nets, beach tennis nets, badminton nets, nets for table 
tennis, tennis ball throwing apparatus; rackets, tennis rackets, beach tennis rackets, badminton rackets, table tennis bats, 
paddle rackets, beach rackets, tables for table tennis, squash rackets, antivibration devices for tennis rackets, racket 
grips, covers for rackets; Sports balls, footballs, balls for American football, rugby balls, basketballs, volleyballs, 
handballs, ball bags, ball nets, balls, baseball balls; hockey sticks, baseball bats, cricket bats; tees for baseball, tees for 
rugby; volleyball net rods; protective devices for sports; facial shields (sports articles), safety harnesses for use in 
sports, protective shields for rugby, throat protectors, shoulder pads, elbow guards, rib protectors, hip pads, protective 
cups, leg guards, knee pads, shin guards; sports gloves, baseball gloves; flying disks (toys); equipment for sports fields, 
namely goals, posts, basket-ball goals, boards, soccer goals, hockey goals, tarpaulins for goals, rugby posts, basket-ball 
goals, basket-ball backboards, posts and base plates for basket-ball, posts for volley-ball, posts for beach tennis, posts 
for tennis nets, nets for basket-ball circles, boundary markers for playing fields for team sports, tackle bags for rugby, 
grips, baseball bases; training accessories for sports, namely: hoops, blocks and markers for blocks.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003369469 ;United Kingdom 

4134299    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458403]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Televisions; keyboards for smart TVs; software for smart TVs (application); computer software for 
distributing/monitoring contents on the Internet; computer programs for searching the contents of computers and 
computer networks by remote control; computer software.

Cl.41;Entertainment and amusement information provided online via the Internet; distribution (other than 
transportation) of television programmes; distribution of television programs for others; providing of videos for 
educational purposes; providing of videos for entertainment purposes; providing of videos for amusement purposes; 
providing audio content for educational purposes via the communication network and Internet; providing audio content 
for entertainment purposes via the communication network and Internet; providing audio content for amusement 
purposes via the communication network and Internet; interactive entertainment; television program guide services; 
entertainment services provided by television; provision of information relating to television programmes; services for 
the production of entertainment in the form of television.
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Priority claimed from 28/09/2018; Application No. : 4486654 ;France 

4134312    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458589]
EMBALL'ISO

Zone industrielle des Vernailles, 320 Rue de l'Avenir F-69830 SAINT-GEORGES-DE-RENEINS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Insulated containers for thermosensitive products for medical and veterinary use; packaging, namely, 
temperature-controlled packaging specially designed for the transport of pharmaceutical and veterinary products, organs, 
blood and blood products, biotechnological and diagnostic products; temperature-controlled medical containers in the 
form of cases for the transport, packaging, shipping, protection and storage of medicines, pharmaceutical and veterinary 
products, organs, blood and blood products, biotechnological and diagnostic products.

Cl.20;Insulated shipping containers not of metal for the transportation of room temperature, chilled and frozen 
products.
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4134318    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1387093]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA STROLY (doing business as Stroly Inc.)

109-1, Kanegae-cho, Shimogyo-ku Kyoto 600-8258 JP

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and programs for computers or mobile phones for the purpose of downloading, display, 
retrieval, creating, editing, analyzing or processing of map information; map information programs for computers or 
mobile phones; geoinformation system programs for computers or mobile phones; computer software and programs for 
computers or mobile phones; computer software and programs for computers or mobile phones for the purpose of 
downloading, display, retrieval, creating, editing, analyzing or processing of map information recorded on digital storage 
media; map information programs for computers or mobile phones recorded on digital storage media; geoinformation 
system programs for computers or mobile phones recorded on digital storage media; computer software and programs 
for computers or mobile phones recorded on digital storage media; images, graphics and text stored in digital form on 
digital storage media in the nature of magazines, books, newspapers, maps, sounds, images, photographs or drawings; 
computer software and programs for computers or mobile phones for the purpose of downloading, display, retrieval, 
creating, editing, analyzing or processing of map information (downloadable); downloadable map information programs 
for computers or mobile phones; downloadable geoinformation system programs for computers or mobile phones; 
downloadable programs for computers or mobile phones; electronic machines and apparatus; GPS portable terminal 
apparatus; GPS navigation device; telecommunication machines and apparatus; downloadable images, graphics and text 
in the nature of magazines, books, newspapers, maps, sounds, images, photographs and drawings; electronic 
publications relating to map information; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable image files; exposed 
cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; recorded video discs and video tapes; application 
software.

Cl.16;Geographical maps; printed matter.

Cl.38;Providing access to maps on the Internet.

Cl.39;GPS navigation services; providing geographic information via communication networks, mobile phone and 
computer terminal.

Cl.41;Organization, arranging and conducting of stamp rallies; organization, arranging and conducting of walking 
rallies; organization, arranging and conducting of walking exercise; organization of entertainment events excluding 
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movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; educational 
and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge and providing information relating thereto; 
organizing, arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops [training] and providing information relating thereto; 
advice and consultation relating to organizing, arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops [training] and 
providing information relating thereto; providing electronic publications; publication of books; organization, arranging 
and conducting of sports competitions.

Cl.42;Providing programs for computer software and programs for computer or mobile phones for the purpose of 
downloading, display, retrieval, creating, editing, analyzing and processing of map information; consultancy, advice or 
providing information relating to providing programs for computer software and programs for computer or mobile phones 
for the purpose of downloading, display, retrieval, creating, editing, analyzing and processing of map information; 
providing programs of map information for computer or mobile phone; consultancy, advice or providing information 
relating to providing programs of map information for computer or mobile phone; providing programs of geoinformation 
system for computer or mobile phone; consultancy, advice or providing information relating to providing programs of 
geoinformation system for computer or mobile phone; providing programs for computer or mobile phone; consultancy, 
advice or providing information relating to providing programs for computer or mobile phone; design, creation, 
programming and maintenance of computer software and programs for computer or mobile phones for the purpose of 
downloading, display, retrieval, creating, editing, analyzing and processing of map information; consultancy, advice or 
providing information relating to design, creation, programming and maintenance of computer software and programs for 
mobile phones for the purpose of downloading, display, retrieval, creating, editing, analyzing and processing of map 
information; design, creation, programming and maintenance of map information programs for computer or mobile 
phone; consultancy, advice or providing information relating to design, creation, programming and maintenance of 
geoinformation system programs for computer or mobile phone; design, creation, programming and maintenance of 
geoinformation system programs for computer or mobile phone; consultancy, advice or providing information relating to 
design, creation, programming and maintenance of map information programs for computer or mobile phone; design, 
creation, programming and maintenance of programs for computer or mobile phone; consultancy, advice or providing 
information relating to design, creation, programming and maintenance of programs for computer or mobile phone; 
design, creation, programming and maintenance of web pages for posting map information; consultancy, advice or 
providing information relating to design, creation, programming and maintenance of web pages for posting map 
information; design, creation, programming and maintenance of web pages; consultancy, advice or providing information 
relating to design, creation, programming and maintenance of web pages; rental of application software; software as a 
service [SaaS]; designing, other than for advertising purposes; research on building construction or city planning; testing 
or research on computer programs and software; mapping services.

Cl.45;Providing information relating to location of the user of the maps on the internet.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 111 384 ;Germany 

4134379    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457798]
bar-pneumatische Steuerungssysteme GmbH

Auf der Hohl 1 53547 Dattenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pneumatic actuators for actuating valves.

Cl.9;Electrical control, regulating and diagnostic devices for pneumatic actuators.
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4134392    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458691]
CC3D LLC

215 East Lakeside Ave. Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;3D printers.

Cl.40;3D printing; additive manufacturing of prototypes.

Cl.41;Training services in the field of 3D printing technology.

Cl.42;Consulting services in the field of the design of 3D printed prototypes; custom design and engineering of 3D print 
heads.

Cl.45;Licensing of intellectual property in the field of 3D printing technology.
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Priority claimed from 12/11/2018; Application No. : 88190454 ;United States of America 

4134394    18/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458237]
Infragistics, Inc.

2 Commerce Drive Cranbury NJ 08512 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, namely, team collaboration software tools for the creation of personal and team boards to post 
and share content; software for creating, assigning and managing tasks and team goals, objectives and strategies; 
software for enabling chat; software for creating, viewing and sharing data visualizations; software for meeting 
automation.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing on-line non-downloadable computer software in the field of team 
collaboration for posting and sharing content, task management, chat, calendaring and meeting digitization, creating, 
viewing and sharing dashboard visualizations and analytics from computer software applications, Internet software 
applications, XML web services and website software.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2019; Application No. : 88276726 ;United States of America 

4134407    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458357]
REBIOTIX, INC.

2660 Patton Road Roseville MN 55113 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of diseases and disorders emanating from 
microbiota dysfunction; pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of diseases and disorders 
in the fields of gastroenterology, reproductive health, metabolic health, endocrinology; pharmaceutical and 
biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of gastrointestinal, infectious, metabolic, liver, inflammatory and 
neurological diseases and disorders.

Cl.42;Medical and scientific research; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of clinical trials.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2018; Application No. : 88065192 ;United States of America 

4134460    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458756]
Oracle International Corporation

500 Oracle Parkway Redwood City CA 94065 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Developing, arranging and conducting trade shows in the fields of computers, information technology, software, 
and cloud services development.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and 
providing courses of instruction and workshops in the fields of computers, information technology, software, and cloud 
services development, and distribution of course and educational materials in connection therewith.
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Priority claimed from 07/08/2018; Application No. : 88068247 ;United States of America 

4134543    06/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458058]
NS8, Inc.

241 W Charleston Blvd Ste 111 Las Vegas NV 89102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software, application programming interfaces (APIs) software and computer software for use in 
evaluating legitimacy of Internet traffic interacting with websites, including the legitimacy of transactions, such as e-
commerce transactions, Internet advertising, and Internet communications.

Cl.42;Internet-based services for evaluating legitimacy of Internet traffic interacting with websites, including legitimacy 
of transactions, such as e-commerce transactions, Internet advertising, and Internet communications, namely, data 
encryption and data evaluation services for providing security and maintaining anonymity for electronically transmitted 
credit card transactions; electronic monitoring of e-commerce storefront and credit card activity to detect fraud on the 
Internet; development of software for secure network operations; computer, website and network security services, 
namely, restricting unauthorized access to computer networks and restricting unauthorized transactions for protecting 
data and information from unauthorized access or manipulation; computer security consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 07/08/2018; Application No. : 720458 ;Switzerland 

4135753    17/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1452373]
Nobel Biocare Services AG

Balz Zimmermann-Strasse 7 CH-8302 Kloten CH

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Dental apparatus and instruments; surgical instruments for dental use; dental implants, implant abutments for 
dental use, implant bars for dental use; dental prostheses; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods included in this 
class.

Cl.41;Providing of training in dentistry, implantology, periodontology, prosthodontics, parodontology, conservative and 
reconstructive dentistry; arranging and conducting seminars in the field of implantology, periodontology, prosthodontics, 
parodontology and reconstructive dentistry; arranging and conducting educational conferences.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2018; Application No. : 88087045 ;United States of America 

4135757    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458214]
Flywire Corporation

141 Tremont Street, Tenth Floor Boston MA 02111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, downloadable computer programs and mobile device software for use in making and 
processing secure online and mobile financial payments, for receiving and distributing funds, for processing electronic 
payments, for processing credit card, debit card, prepaid card and electronic check transactions, for transmitting, 
processing and facilitating credit card, debit card, prepaid card, electronic check and information and transaction and 
payment information, for foreign exchange payment processing, for bill payment processing and transaction services, for 
reconciling invoices and payments, for maintaining virtual accounts and prepaid cards, for storing and transmitting 
credit, debit and prepaid card and other payment and transaction information, and for verifying payment and or funds.

Cl.36;Electronic transfer of funds; electronic payment processing services; electronic currency exchange transaction 
services; electronic foreign exchange payment processing services; transmitting, processing and facilitating credit, debit 
and prepaid card and electronic check information and transaction and payment information; online bill payment 
services; financial transaction processing services, namely, facilitating credit card, debit card, prepaid card, electronic 
check and electronic payment transactions; electronic processing and transmission of bill payment data; money 
exchange and transfer services; money wiring services; bill payment processing and transaction services; payment and 
or funds verification services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for use in making and processing secure 
online and mobile financial payments, for receiving and distributing funds, for processing electronic payments, for 
processing credit card, debit card, prepaid card and electronic check transactions, for transmitting, processing and 
facilitating credit card, debit card, prepaid card, electronic check and information and transaction and payment 
information, for foreign exchange payment processing, for bill payment processing and transaction services, for 
reconciling invoices and payments, for storing and transmitting credit, debit and prepaid card and other payment and 
transaction information and for verifying payment and or funds.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 727451 ;Switzerland 

4136778    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457976]
Nexiot AG

Hardstrasse 201 CH-8005 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; sensors; alarms, electronic monitoring 
apparatus; electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments; vehicle tracking devices; tracking 
devices and global positioning systems (GPS); data processing equipment; software.

Cl.35;Analysis of business data; analysis and evaluation of data in computer databases.

Cl.38;Data exchange services (telecommunication).

Cl.39;Tracking of passenger or freight vehicles or logistics containers using computers or GPS (transport information); 
tracking of vehicle fleets using electronic navigation and locating devices (transport information); provision of 
information relating to the transport of freight; provision of information relating to cargo unloading services; tracking and 
tracing of shipments (transport information).

Cl.42;Off-site data backup; design and development of computer hardware and software, analysis of technical data; 
data mining.
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4136805    17/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458407]
M3 Ventures West, Inc.

17872 Gillette Ave. 100 Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietary and nutritional supplements; vitamins.

Cl.35;Retail services provided through direct solicitation by a network of independent distributors and independent 
representatives directed to end-users featuring dietary supplements, probiotics and vitamins.
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Priority claimed from 06/01/2019; Application No. : 88251035 ;United States of America 

4136815    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457776]
Calle Tres LLC

8F, 205 West 19th St. New York NY 10011 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; t-shirts; shirts; sleeveless shirts; tank tops; jackets; coats; scarves; belts; ties; pants; shorts; sweaters; 
vests; underwear; lingerie; sweatshirts; hoodies; headwear, hats, caps, visors and bandanas; footwear; socks; 
sweatsuits; athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, footwear, hats and caps.

Cl.32;Beer, ale and porter; malt liquor; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; syrups for 
beverages; non-alcoholic cocktail mixes; soft drinks, namely, sodas; drinking water.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages, except beer; spirits and liqueurs; tequila, vodka, whiskey, gin, brandy, rum; wine; prepared 
alcoholic cocktails; alcoholic cocktail mixes and alcoholic syrups.

Cl.43;Restaurant services; bar services; bar and cocktail lounge services; cafe services; wine bar.
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4136831    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1458182]
Bormioli Pharma S.p.a.

Corso Magenta, 84 I-20123 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Flasks for parenteral nutrition; bottles for medical purposes; dropper bottles for medical purposes; vaporizers for 
medical purposes; suction bottles for medical use; dropper bottles for administering medication; syringes for medical 
purposes; syringes for injections; haemoperfusion cartridges; feeding bottles; feeding bottles; droppers for medical 
purposes; droppers for administering medication, sold empty; trays for holding surgical instruments; dispensers for 
administering medicine; measuring spoons for administering medicine; non-spill medicine spoons for infants; 
intravenous feeding bottles; medicinal bottle stoppers; breast milk storage bottles; medical tubing for administering 
drugs; injection devices for pharmaceuticals; dropping pipettes for medical purposes; containers made of glass or plastic 
for pharmaceutical use or pharmaceutical or medical use, such as bottles for injections, bottles for medicinal products, 
flasks for reagents, flasks for infusions, bottles for aerosols, vials, ampoules, cartridges, syringes, pills; diagnostic 
devices; plastic cartridges for diagnostic use; consumable cartridges for diagnostic use in laboratories; valves and 
accessories for the intravenous administration of medicinal products; medical diagnostic devices for sale in kits; clinical-
medical test kits containing test pieces, analysis plates and indicator papers to assess the results of analyses; containers 
for medical reagents; integrated electronic systems for the administration of medical substances; integrated electronic 
systems for the registration of medical data; integrated electronic systems for the registration of pharmaceutical data; 
prostheses and medical implants for surgical use; sterile containers for medical products; sterile surgical containers; 
plastic cartridges for containing and administering medical products; glass cartridges for containing and administering 
medical products; plastic cartridges for containing and administering reagents; glass cartridges for containing and 
administering reagents; metal needles for parenteral administration; drug recovery accessories.

Cl.20;Plastic caps for containers; containers of plastic for pharmaceuticals; containers, not of metal; bottle closures, 
not of metal; caps for containers, not of metal; containers of plastic for medication for commercial use; bottle tops; 
plastic tops for bottles; screw tops and plastic capsules for the closing of containers; sealing caps, not of metal; plastic 
caps for tamper evident containers.

Cl.21;Cruets; cruet stands; glass bulbs [receptacles]; flasks; plastic flasks; empty spray bottles; glass cartridges for 
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medication, empty; pill boxes for personal use; pill boxes [not for medical purposes]; personal dispensers for pills or 
capsules for domestic use; droppers sold empty for cosmetic purposes; glasses [receptacles]; bottles; glass flasks 
[containers]; plastic bottles; anti-dripping devices for bottles; glass stoppers for bottles; bottles for pharmaceuticals sold 
empty; apothecary jars; dispensers for liquids for use with bottles.
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Priority claimed from 09/08/2018; Application No. : 88072902 ;United States of America 

4136913    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458144]
CC3D LLC

215 East Lakeside Ave. Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.40;3d printing; additive manufacturing of prototypes.

Cl.42;Custom design and engineering of 3D print heads.

Cl.45;Licensing of intellectual property in the field of 3D printing technology.
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ORTHOVANT 

Priority claimed from 30/07/2018; Application No. : 725126 ;Switzerland 

4137185    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1452376]
Roivant Sciences GmbH

Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biological preparations for medical or therapeutic use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; pharmaceutical, biomedical and 
biological therapeutic research services; research in the field of pharmaceutical and biological therapeutic preparations, 
clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching of 
medicines; pharmaceutical research and development; providing scientific research information in the field of 
pharmaceuticals, biomedicine, clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or 
commercial post-launching of medicines.

Cl.44;Providing health and medical information; providing information relating to the diagnostic, prophylactic and 
therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical preparations and biological preparations for the prevention and treatment of 
diseases, disorders and conditions.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : 88077612 ;United States of America 

4137654    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458244]
Vactronix Scientific, LLC

5005 Brandin Court Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.40;Manufacture of medical devices for others.

Cl.42;Research, design, and development of medical devices for others.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2018; Application No. : 018000666 ;European Union 

4140699    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459184]
LACOSTE

23-25 rue de Provence F-75009 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Dentifrices; sunscreens; body lotions; soaps; essential oils; shower gel; perfumes; shaving products; make-up 
removing products; cosmetics; after-shave lotions; preservatives for leather (polishes); lipstick; shampoos; beauty 
masks; creams for leather; depilatories; after-sun moisturizers; deodorants; shaving creams; exfoliants; hair lotions.

Cl.9;Neon signs; battery chargers for use with telephones; optical lenses; MP3 players; straps for portable telephones; 
mobile telephones; image recording apparatus; telephone apparatus; holders adapted for mobile telephones; cordless 
headphones; image reproduction apparatus; spectacle lenses; sunglasses; information processing apparatus; image 
transmission apparatus; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; sound recording apparatus; contact lenses; goggles 
for sports; sound recording disks; sound transmitting apparatus; spectacle frames; covers for portable telephones; 
chains for spectacles; earphones; spectacle cases; computers; hands-free kits for telephones; fixed-line telephones; hard 
covers for smartphones; fire extinguishers; calculating machines; spectacle cords; sound reproduction apparatus; 
containers for contact lenses; telephones; binoculars; spectacles [optics]; telephone receivers; cases for mobile 
telephones; advertising signs [illuminated]; contact lenses; magnetic recording media; cash registers.

Cl.14;Wristwatches; fashion jewelry; wall clocks; timepieces and chronometric instruments; fashion jewelry; 
chronometric instruments; jewelry articles; pendulums [clock and watch making]; clock cases; statues of precious metals 
and their alloys; precious stones; trinkets (jewelry); watches; watch glasses; pearl; jewelry; watch cases; clock hands 
[clock and watch making]; cases for timepieces; electric clocks; dials [timepieces]; key rings (trinkets or fobs); badges of 
precious metal; ornaments [jewelry]; chronometers; alarm clocks; medals; clocks; medallions; watch bands; necklaces; 
watch chains; presentation cases for timepieces; statuettes of precious metal.

Cl.18;Suitcases; clutch bags; leather and imitations of leather; shoe bags; harnesses; saddlery; beach bags; animal 
skins; toiletry sets (empty); backpacks; trunks [luggage]; briefcases; walking sticks; card holders; satchels; gym bags; 
whips; umbrellas; sports bags; belt bags; handbags; luggage; wallets; parasols; purses; coin purses (not of precious 
metal).

Cl.24;Household linen; tablecloths of textile; bed linen; table napkins of textile; curtains of textile material; towels of 
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textile materials; covers for cushions; fabrics for textile use; pillowcases; fitted bed sheets; comforters [bedding]; bath 
linen; labels of cloth; washing mitts; duvet covers; eiderdowns [quilts]; place mats of textile material; bath towels; bed 
covers; sheets; bed blankets; table linen; beach towels [of textile materials].

Cl.25;Dresses; raincoats; belts [clothing]; slips [underwear]; hats; scarves; sweaters; boxer shorts; shirts; tee-shirts; 
jackets; short-sleeve shirts; sports jerseys; skirts; brassieres; socks; sports footwear; esparto shoes or sandals; bathing 
trunks; blouses; polo shirts; cardigans; shoes; stockings; vests; reefer jackets; boots; coats; suits; sashes for wear; 
slippers; Bermuda shorts; jumper suits; overcoats; neckties; briefs; caps; pajamas; sports shoes; blousons; bathing 
suits; chasubles; sandals; caps (bonnets); sports pants and shorts; blazers; shoe soles; bath sandals; parkas; jeans; 
tights; trousers; sports shirts; bath robes; gloves [clothing]; panties; shorts; beach footwear; tops [clothing]; sleeveless 
sweaters; dressing gowns.

Cl.35;Rental of advertising time on communication media; market study; modeling services for advertising or sales 
promotion purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; public relations; rental of 
advertising spaces; advertising; presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail purposes; dissemination of 
advertising material (leaflets, printed matter, samples, prospectuses); online advertising on a computer network; 
advertising mail; shop window dressing; business information; dissemination of advertisements; television advertising; 
publication of advertising texts; outdoor advertising; radio advertising; advertising by mail order; updating of advertising 
material.
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Priority claimed from 25/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003348364 ;United Kingdom 

4140779    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459869]
Natural Balance Foods Limited

Drakes Drive, Crendon Industrial Park, Long Crendon Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HP18 9BA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Prepared meals and snack foods consisting primarily of fruit, nuts and vegetables; fruit and nut based snack 
bars, snack foods and snack bars containing fruits, nuts, seeds, vegetables, herbs and spices; high-protein snack bars 
containing fruits, nuts, vegetables, seeds, herbs and spices; low carbohydrate snack foods (fruit, nut and vegetable 
based); prepared dried fruit mixes; infused raisins; spreads on the basis of nuts, fruits and/or vegetables.

Cl.30;Confectionery; nutritional confectionery; low carbohydrate confectionery; chocolates; sweets; biscuits; cookies; 
flapjacks; cereal preparations; flour and preparations made from flour; cereal-based snack foods and snack bars; snack 
bars containing a mixture of grains, nuts and dried fruit (confectionery); high-protein cereal bars; low carbohydrate cereal 
preparations; chocolate bars; chocolate-coated bars; spreads on the basis of chocolate.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2018; Application No. : 88090831 ;United States of America 

4140992    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459020]
Iovance Biotherapeutics, Inc.

999 Skyway Road Suite 150 San Carlos CA 94070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and biological preparations for the treatment of immune system related and 
oncological diseases and disorders; diagnostic preparations for medical use, namely, biological diagnostic preparations 
for medical use.

Cl.44;Medical treatment of cancer via the modification of cells; medical services, namely, medical services for the 
treatment of a wide range of diseases and medical conditions via the modification of cells; medical services in the field of 
immunotherapy treatments; medical diagnosis and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; medical 
services, namely, medical services for the diagnosis and treatment of a wide range of diseases and medical conditions; 
providing medical information relating to oncology and immunotherapy treatment; providing medical information; medical 
consultations; isolation, collection, and banking of human biological tissue for immunotherapy.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2018; Application No. : 017963872 ;European Union 

4140994    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459246]
Refractory Intellectual Property GmbH & Co. KG

Wienerbergstr. 11 A-1100 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Seals, sealants and fillers; ceramic seals, caulking materials and fillers; heat-resistant seals, caulking materials 
and fillers; refractory seals, caulking materials and fillers; insulation and barrier articles and materials; ceramic insulating, 
damping and barrier materials; heat-resistant insulating, damping and barrier materials; refractory insulating, damping 
and barrier materials; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.19;Building and construction materials, not of metal; refractory building and construction materials, not of metal; 
refractory ceramic masses, namely refractory casting compounds, not of metal, and refractory concrete; refractory 
ceramic masses, namely refractory dolomite casting, gunning, repair and ramming compounds, not of metal; refractory 
workpieces of ceramic, namely ceramic refractory blocks, not of metal, and refractory ceramic tiles; refractory mouldings, 
not of metal, namely ceramic mouldings for use in refractory ovens; refractory ceramic mixtures; refractory ceramic parts, 
including composite parts; refractory cement, refractory mortar (not of metal), fire burrs (not of metal); refractory fittings, 
not of metal, for use in oven construction; silos, not of metal; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included 
in this class.
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Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003378078 ;United Kingdom 

4141013    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459375]
Haart & Lieu Limited

71 Queen Victoria Street London EC4V 4BE United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses.

Cl.18;Bags; luggage; backpacks; rucksacks; leather and imitations of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; evening wear; footwear; headwear; belts; leather belts; hosiery; shapewear; undergarments; lingerie; 
swimwear; sportswear.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to sunglasses, bags, luggage, backpacks, rucksacks, clothing, evening-wear, footwear, 
headwear, belts, leather belts, hosiery, undergarments, shapewear, lingerie, swimwear and sportswear; online retail 
services relating to sunglasses, bags, luggage, backpacks, rucksacks, clothing, evening wear, footwear, headwear, belts, 
leather belts, hosiery, undergarments, shapewear, lingerie, swimwear and sportswear.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2019; Application No. : 88276499 ;United States of America 

4141685    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459700]
REBIOTIX, INC.

2660 Patton Road Roseville MN 55113 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of diseases and disorders emanating from 
microbiota dysfunction; pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of diseases and disorders 
in the fields of gastroenterology, reproductive health, metabolic health, endocrinology; pharmaceutical and 
biopharmaceutical agents used for the treatment of gastrointestinal, infectious, metabolic, liver, inflammatory and 
neurological diseases and disorders.

Cl.42;Medical and scientific research; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of clinical trials.
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Priority claimed from 29/08/2018; Application No. : 88096752 ;United States of America 

4141719    11/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460006]
OpsGenie, Inc.

239 Causeway St. Boston MA 02114 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for creating, sending and managing IT incident alert notifications; downloadable software 
for accessing, viewing, sharing, and monitoring data over computer networks.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable computer software platform for creating, sending and managing 
IT incident alert notifications; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing, viewing, sharing, and 
monitoring data over computer networks.
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Priority claimed from 07/08/2018; Application No. : 88068164 ;United States of America 

4141733    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459698]
Agoura Health Products, LLC

23251 MULHOLLAND DRIVE WOODLAND HILLS CA 91364 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Anti-aging moisturizers used as cosmetics; argan oil for cosmetic purposes; body and beauty care cosmetics; 
cosmetic creams; cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic skin fresheners; cosmetic hand creams; cosmetic nourishing 
creams; cosmetics and make-up; cosmetics in the form of milks, lotions and emulsions; face creams for cosmetic use; 
grape seed oil for cosmetic use; lotions for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated cosmetics; non-medicated preparations, 
all for the care of skin, hair and scalp; non-medicated skin care creams and lotions; non-medicated skin care 
preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; private label cosmetics; skin care products, 
namely, non-medicated skin serum; skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes; skin moisturizers used as 
cosmetics; skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use; topical herbal extracts for cosmetic 
purposes; wrinkle-minimizing cosmetic preparations for topical facial use.

Cl.5;Dietary food supplements; dietary supplement drink mixes; dietary supplements; dietary supplements for human 
consumption; dietary supplements in the nature of weight loss powders; dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary and 
nutritional supplements used for weight loss; flaxseed oil dietary supplements; food supplements; food supplements, 
namely, anti-oxidants; glucose dietary supplements; health food supplements; herbal supplements; mineral food 
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supplements; mineral nutritional supplements; mineral supplements; natural herbal supplements; nutritional 
supplements; nutritional supplements in lotion form sold as a component of nutritional skin care products; nutritional 
supplements, namely, probiotic compositions; powdered fruit-flavored dietary supplement drink mix; powdered 
nutritional supplement drink mix; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix and concentrate; prebiotic supplements; 
probiotic supplements; vitamin supplements; vitamin and mineral supplements; weight management supplements.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2018; Application No. : 88133046 ;United States of America 

4141791    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459034]
Iovance Biotherapeutics, Inc.

999 Skyway Road Suite 150 San Carlos CA 94070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and biological preparations for the treatment of immune system related and 
oncological diseases and disorders; diagnostic preparations for medical use, namely, biological diagnostic preparations 
for medical use.

Cl.44;Medical treatment of cancer via the modification of cells; medical services, namely, medical services for the 
treatment of a wide range of diseases and medical conditions via the modification of cells; medical services in the field of 
immunotherapy treatments; medical diagnosis and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; medical 
services, namely, medical services for the diagnosis and treatment of a wide range of diseases and medical conditions; 
providing medical information relating to oncology and immunotherapy treatment; providing medical information; medical 
consultations; isolation, collection, and banking of human biological tissue for immunotherapy.
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2018; Application No. : 88058607 ;United States of America 

4141801    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459676]
Guru Denim LLC

1888 Rosecrans Ave. Manhattan Beach CA 90266 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Fragrances, perfumes, fragrances for personal use; eau de toilette; eaux de Cologne; body lotions, face and body 
lotions and creams, body and beauty care preparations, namely, bath gels; non-medicated skin care preparations; after-
shave, after-shave emulsions, after-shave lotions; bath soaps; deodorants for personal use; shower gels.

Cl.18;Handbags, wallets and purses; bags, namely, tote bags, shoulder bags, clutch bags, military duffle bags, garment 
bags for travel; leather goods, namely, luggage bags and travel bags; cases, namely, key cases and leather key chains; 
clutch bags; leather bags; military duffle bags, tote bags; purses; tote bags; leather bags.

Cl.25;Athletic pants; athletic shirts; athletic shorts; baby bibs not of paper; baby bodysuits; baby bottoms; baby tops; 
bottoms being clothing; baseball caps and hats; boxer briefs; button down shirts; denim jackets; denims; hooded 
sweatshirts; jackets; jeans; leather belts; leather jackets; leather pants; lounge pants; pajamas; pants; scarves; shirts for 
infants, babies, toddlers and children; skirts and dresses; sweat pants; sweaters; sweatpants; sweatshirts; swim trunks; 
t-shirts; tank tops; tops being clothing; underwear; vests; visors; men's, women's and children's clothing, namely, hats, 
pants, dresses, slacks, jeans, shorts, overalls, shirts, t-shirts, blouses, vests, jackets, coats, sweaters, sweatshirts, 
sweatpants, skirts; caps being headwear; hats; shirts; shorts; skirts; loungewear; apparel and outwear, namely, blazers, 
dungarees, overalls, trousers, bathing suits, bathing trunks, beachwear, bikinis, blouses; belts; footwear, boots; 
swimwear; coats; gloves; headwear; neckwear; sandals; scarves; shawls; shoes, sneakers.
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4142221    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459527]
GUANGDONG WEIYE ALUMINIUM FACTORY GROUP CO., LTD.

NO. 1, HONGLING SI LU, SHISHAN TOWN, NANHAI DISTRICT, FOSHAN CITY 528231 GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Aluminum profile; doors of metal; windows of metal; ceilings of metal; floors of metal; door fittings of metal; 
fittings of metal for windows; staircases of metal; metal guardrails; grilles of metal; buildings of metal; ladders of metal; 
fences of metal; stringers [parts of staircases] of metal; steps [ladders] of metal; shuttering of metal for concrete; stair 
treads [steps] of metal; scaffolding of metal; building panels of metal; balustrades of metal.

Cl.19;Plastic-steel doors and windows; alabaster glass; building glass; glass granules for road marking; insulating 
glass for building; window glass, other than vehicle window glass; window glass for building; safety glass; enamelled 
glass, for building; coated glass.
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4142902    03/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1273987]
WSC World Sporting Consulting Ltd.

Ground Floor, 6 Dyers Buildings London EC1N 2JT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles for locomotion by air, land, water and rail other than for cycles, bicycles and their parts.

Cl.41;Organization of sports competitions.
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4142937    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460062]
Ruptela, UAB

Perkunkiemio g. 6 LT-12130 Vilnius Lithuania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Nautical apparatus and instruments; satellite navigational apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board 
computers); Global Positioning System (GPS) apparatus; global positioning instruments; computer software for wireless 
network communications; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; computer software for 
global positioning systems; software for GPS navigation systems; GPS receivers; GPS transmitters; route planning 
(navigation services) software; aeronautical communications apparatus; vehicle tracking apparatus; mobile telephones 
for use in vehicles.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; computer aided transmission of messages and images; communications by cellular 
phones; providing user access to global computer networks; satellite transmission; telecommunications routing and 
junction services.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging of goods; warehousing; arranging of travel tours; traffic information; providing driving 
directions for travel purposes; rental of navigational systems.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; computer system design; monitoring of computer 
systems by remote access; design and development of navigation systems.
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Priority claimed from 25/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003348361 ;United Kingdom 

4142949    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459803]
Natural Balance Foods Limited

Drakes Drive, Crendon Industrial Park, Long Crendon Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HP18 9BA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Prepared meals and snack foods consisting primarily of fruit, nuts and vegetables; fruit and nut based snack 
bars, snack foods and snack bars containing fruits, nuts, seeds, vegetables, herbs and spices; high-protein snack bars 
containing fruits, nuts, vegetables, seeds, herbs and spices; low carbohydrate snack foods (fruit, nut and vegetable 
based); prepared dried fruit mixes; infused raisins; spreads on the basis of nuts, fruits and/or vegetables.

Cl.30;Confectionery; nutritional confectionery; low carbohydrate confectionery; chocolates; sweets; biscuits; cookies; 
flapjacks; cereal preparations; flour and preparations made from flour; cereal-based snack foods and snack bars; snack 
bars containing a mixture of grains, nuts and dried fruit (confectionery); high-protein cereal bars; low carbohydrate cereal 
preparations; chocolate bars; chocolate-coated bars; spreads on the basis of chocolate.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2018; Application No. : 726861 ;Switzerland 

4143026    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459602]
Peter Lehmann AG

Bäraustrasse 43 CH-3552 Bärau Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Conveyor pallets of metal; metal conveyor pallet system for transferring workpieces.

Cl.7;Machine tools; CNC rotary tables.
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2018; Application No. : 1381550 ;Benelux 

4144158    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459134]
ConsolID, besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid

Eenbeekstraat 3 B-9070 Destelbergen

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Agendas; calendar refills; log books; leather appointment book covers; stationery; pencils; pen and pencil boxes; 
pouches for writing instruments; paper for making bags and sacks; paper bags and sacks; paper and cardboard; printed 
matter; bookbinding material; office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' 
and drawing materials; brush pens; educational and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and 
packaging.

Cl.18;Luggage and holdalls; umbrellas and parasols; walking staffs.

Cl.21;Bottles; glass stoppers for bottles; household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes; 
material for brush-making; cleaning articles; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, 
porcelain and earthenware.
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4144159    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459151]
Public Joint Stock Company «Detsky mir»

pr-kt Vernadskogo, d. 37, corp. 3 RU-119415 MOSCOW Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; albums; bookends; bookmarkers; calendars; cardboard; 
chalk holders; compasses for drawing; correcting fluids [office requisites]; covers [stationery]; desk mats; document 
holders [stationery]; drawing boards; drawing instruments; drawing pads; drawing rulers; drawing sets; fountain pens; 
french curves; glue for stationery or household purposes; gummed tape [stationery]; ink; labels of paper or cardboard; 
marking pens [stationery]; modelling clay; pads [stationery]; paint boxes [articles for use in school]; paintbrushes; paper 
knives [letter openers]; paper sheets [stationery]; pen cases; pencil holders; pencil leads; pencil sharpeners, electric or 
non-electric; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; pencils; punches [office requisites]; rubber erasers; 
school supplies [stationery]; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; slate pencils; stands for pens and 
pencils; staples for offices; stencil plates; stencils [stationery]; stickers [stationery]; terrestrial globes; thumbtacks; 
writing cases [stationery]; writing chalk; writing or drawing books; writing slates.

Cl.18;Briefcases; haversacks; pouch baby carriers; randsels [Japanese school satchels]; reins for guiding children; 
school bags; sling bags for carrying infants; slings for carrying infants.
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Priority claimed from 16/08/2018; Application No. : 17944224 ;European Union 

4144168    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459084]
Fontem Holdings 4 B.V.

Radarweg 60 NL-1043 NT Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Battery chargers for use with electric and electronic cigarettes; batteries chargers for electric and electronic 
devices used for heating tobacco; usb chargers for electric and electronic cigarettes; usb chargers for electric and 
electronic devices used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electric and electronic cigarettes; car chargers for devices 
used for heating tobacco; electronic devices and appliances for charging and carrying electric and electronic cigarettes; 
electronic devices and appliances for charging and carrying devices used for heating tobacco; portable chargers for 
battery operated portable vaporising units such as electric and electronic cigarettes, smokeless vaporisers and devices 
used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for use with electronic and electric cigarettes; electronic devices and 
appliances for charging and carrying electronic and electric cigarettes.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus for generating vapour; electric and electronic vaporisers; parts, fittings 
and accessories for the aforesaid goods.
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Cl.34;Electric and electronic cigarettes; liquids for electric and electronic cigarettes; chemical flavourings in liquid form 
used to refill electric and electronic cigarette cartridges; electric and electronic cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes; 
vaporising devices for tobacco, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for electric and electronic 
cigarettes; components for electric and electronic cigarettes, namely, atomisers for tobacco substitutes, cartomisers for 
tobacco substitutes, clearomisers for tobacco substitutes; electric coils for electric and electronic cigarettes and 
electronic smoking devices; electric and electronic cigarette refill cartridges sold empty; cases and pouches adapted for 
carrying electric and electronic cigarettes and accessories for electric and electronic cigarettes; mouth pieces for electric 
and electronic cigarettes; tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured; cigarettes; cigars; tobacco products; 
tobacco substitutes, none being for medicinal or curative purposes; matches and smokers' articles; cigarettes containing 
tobacco substitutes; electric and electronic devices for heating tobacco sticks, tobacco products and tobacco 
substitutes; tobacco sticks, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes for the purposes of being heated; apparatus for 
heating tobacco, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2018; Application No. : 88139877 ;United States of America 

4144201    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458754]
Iovance Biotherapeutics, Inc.

999 Skyway Road Suite 150 San Carlos CA 94070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and biological preparations for the treatment of immune system related and 
oncological diseases and disorders; diagnostic preparations for medical use, namely, biological diagnostic preparations 
for medical use.

Cl.44;Medical treatment of cancer via the modification of cells; medical services, namely, medical services for the 
treatment of a wide range of diseases and medical conditions via the modification of cells; medical services in the field of 
immunotherapy treatments; medical diagnosis and treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; medical 
services, namely, medical services for the diagnosis and treatment of a wide range of diseases and medical conditions; 
providing medical information relating to oncology and immunotherapy treatment; providing medical information; medical 
consultations; isolation, collection, and banking of human biological tissue for immunotherapy.
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Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 88124712 ;United States of America 

4144484    24/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1452677]
TScan Therapeutics, Inc.

Harvard Institutes of Medicine, 4 Blackfan Circle, 8th Floor Boston MA 02115-5713 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cancer, autoimmune diseases and disorders, and 
inflammatory diseases and disorders.

Cl.42;Pharmaceutical research and development.
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4147520    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460690]
MARC XALABARDER TORRENTS

C/Dr. Fleming, 5 E-08140 Caldes de Montbui Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery products, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, cosmetic products for skin care; 
dentifrices.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; hygiene and sanitary products for medical use; amino acids for medical 
use and vitamin preparations; acids for pharmaceutical use; dietetic substances for medical use; antioxidant tablets; 
pomades for medical purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical use and medical use; biological preparations 
for pharmaceutical use and medical use; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; tonics [medicines]; food for babies; 
medicinal plasters; surgical plasters; materials for dressings; teeth filling and dental impression materials; disinfectants; 
products for destroying vermin.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, as well as research and design services relating thereto; scientific research 
relating to cosmetics, cosmetology and pharmaceuticals, relating to bacteriology in the field of genetics; clinical 
research; laboratory research; medical research; research of new products; chemistry services; biomedical research 
services; research in the field of capillary technique.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2018; Application No. : 88124 ;Cyprus 

4147608    27/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460540]
ALLABOUT.ME LIMITED

39A Armenias, Strovolos CY-2003 Nicosia Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; communication software; media software; computer operating software; communications processing 
computer software; illuminated advertisements; computer games programmes for simulating financial securities trading 
[software]; financial management software; computer software for producing financial models; computer software 
relating to the handling of financial transactions; education software; software for online messaging; software for 
arranging online transactions; software for designing online advertising on websites; computer software for accessing, 
browsing and searching online databases; software for evaluating customer behaviour in online shops; interactive 
entertainment software; interactive entertainment software for use with computers; encoded cards for use in relation to 
the electronic transfer of funds; community software; downloadable digital photos; image setting apparatus; holographic 
images; image processors; image reproducing apparatus; image transmission apparatus; electronic cards for processing 
images; apparatus for broadcasting sound, data or images; wireless communication devices for voice, data, or image 
transmission; image equipment; computer software analyzers; telecommunication to enable the transmission of 
photographs to mobile telephones.

Cl.35;Promoting the goods and advertisements on internet services of others through websites; promoting the sale of 
the services [on behalf of others] by arranging advertisements; financial marketing; advertising services relating to 
financial investment; provision of online financial services comparisons; business advice relating to financial re-
organization; providing searchable online advertising guides; online advertising network matching services for 
connecting advertisers to websites; advertising the goods and services of online vendors via a searchable online guide; 
online community management services; arranging and conducting marketing promotional events for others; promoting 
the sale of goods and services of others through promotional events; promotion os special events; sales promotion 
services.

Cl.38;Providing on-line chat rooms for social networking; electronic communication services for preparing financial 
information; provision of telecommunication facilities for educational purposes; online messaging services; providing an 
online interactive bulletin board; providing online forums; providing online chatrooms for the transmission of messages, 
comments and multimedia content among users; transfer of information and data via online services and the internet; 
providing access to multimedia content online; providing user access to a global computer network and online sites 
containing information on a wide range of topics; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of 
entertainment media content; transmission of videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, user-generated 
content, audio content, and information via the internet; computer aided transmission of images; wireless electronic 
transmission of images; electronic transmission of images, photographs, graphic images and illustrations over a global 
computer network; transmission and distribution of data or audiovisual images via a global computer network or the 
internet telecommunication services; providing access to telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; 
provision of telecommunication access to video content provided via the internet; video transmission services; 
audiovisual transmission services.

Cl.42;Programming of software for evaluating customer behaviour in online shops/creating electronically stored web 
pages for online services and the internet; design services relating to model making for entertainment purposes/online 
data storage; image processing software design; design and development of image processing software; digitalization of 
sound and images/conversion of images from physical to electronic media; development and design of digital sound and 
image carriers; computer programming for telecommunications; design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; internet-based social networking services; on-line social networking services; 
online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications; social introduction 
agencies.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2018; Application No. : 3724978 ;European Union 

4147615    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1461021]
SEGURIDAD INDUSTRIAL, S.A.

Elizguibel, s/n, E-31638 EUGUI (NAVARRA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sensors; sensors for determining speed; wear sensors for brake pads; pressure sensors; temperature sensors.

Cl.12;Vehicle parts and accessories; brake components for vehicles; braking systems for vehicles and parts therefor; 
drum brakes for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; transmission parts for land vehicles (belts); transmission 
parts for land vehicles (other than belts); steering mechanisms for land vehicles; steering columns for vehicles; shock 
absorbers being vehicle suspension parts; shock absorbing springs for automobiles.

Cl.17;Articles made of synthetic rubber for insulation purposes; articles made of synthetic rubber for eliminating 
vibrations; articles made of synthetic rubber for damping impacts; washers of rubber; rubber hoses; rubber tubes and 
pipes; valves of rubber.
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4147693    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460428]
KEZAR LIFE SCIENCES AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

c/ Gregor Rozenberg, 17 Praeger St CHAPEL HILL QLD 4069 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical substances; pharmaceutical preparations for preventing or treating immune 
system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical products for preventing or treating cancer; chemical preparations 
for pharmaceutical preparations.

Cl.42;Medical research; biotechnology research; pharmaceutical research and development.
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4147703    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1249489]
Gollnest & Kiesel GmbH & Co. KG

Hauptstr. 13-16 21514 Güster Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, in particular children's books and picture books; photographs; stationery; instructional and 
teaching material (except apparatus); paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials (included in this class).

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles (included in this class); game cards.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2018; Application No. : 726500 ;Switzerland 

4147720    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460980]
Givaudan SA

Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier-Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in the manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics, soaps, shampoos, detergents, deodorants other than 
for personal use; chemicals used in the manufacture of compositions of perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, shampoos, 
detergents, deodorants other than for personal use.

Cl.3;Perfumery, bases for perfumes, perfumes, essential oils, soaps, shampoos, detergents; perfumes for cosmetic 
industry, perfume industry and for the detergents and cleaning products industry.
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Priority claimed from 17/05/2018; Application No. : 1927599 ;Australia 

4147722    15/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460437]
Star Scientific Limited

Se3.01, L3, 828 Pacific Hwy GORDON NSW 2072 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Machinery installation, maintenance and repair services; maintenance and repair services for industrial plants; 
installation, maintenance and repair of industrial apparatus and instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of 
electrical items and equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of heating apparatus; installation, maintenance and 
repair of heat exchange and combustion apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of steam generating apparatus; 
installation, maintenance and repair of water apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of gas installations and 
equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for use in measuring energy, energy generation and the 
supply of energy; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware and computer peripherals; installation, 
maintenance and repair of apparatus used for cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and sanitary purposes; repair 
services; maintenance and servicing of data processing installations and apparatus; maintenance of electronic 
monitoring devices; diagnostic maintenance services; repair, maintenance and installation advisory and consultancy 
services; provision of advice, information and consultancy services in relation to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Services for monitoring industrial processes for quality control purposes; inspection (testing) of plant and 
machinery; inspection (testing) of industrial and commercial installations; machine condition monitoring for quality 
control purposes; material testing; quality testing; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; computer support 
services (programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services); recording data relating to energy 
consumption in buildings; product monitoring services for quality control purposes; technical data analysis services; 
technical diagnostic testing services; testing of machinery and apparatus; testing services for the certification of quality 
and standards; services for assessing the efficiency of chemicals; provision of advice, information and consultancy 
services in relation to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2018; Application No. : 1376689 ;Benelux 

4147749    06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460889]
PURATOS

Industrialaan 25 B-1702 Groot-Bijgaarden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical and organic compositions for use in the manufacture of food and beverages; chemical products for the 
preservation of foodstuffs; enzymes, emulsifiers and chemical products for use in bakery products, chocolate, pastry and 
confectionery.

Cl.29;Preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; fruit jellies, jams; fruit fillings, fruit pastes and compote; cover 
jellies and glaze preparations, other than confectionery; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats, margarine and 
dairy-based spreads, vegetable-based spreads, nut-based spreads, fruit-based spreads, spreads based on dairy 
substitutes; cream and whipped cream.

Cl.30;Flour and cereal preparations; processed cereals, starches and products made thereof; bread, pastry and 
confectionery; puff pastry and Viennese pastries [Viennoiserie]; croissants, chocolate buns and Danish pastries, in 
particular Danish pastries made with or on the basis of puff pastry; products, not for industrial use, to improve the quality 
of bakery products, in particular bread improvers; mixes for the preparation of bread in paste and powder form; mixes for 
pastry; baking preparations; yeast, yeast powder, baking powder and food leavening agents; sugar; natural sweeteners; 
sweet glazes and fillings; bee products; fondants; aromatic preparations for food; bavarois powders, custard, pastry 
creams, flans and almond paste; coffee, tea and cocoa; chocolate and chocolate goods; fruit sauces.
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Priority claimed from 19/06/2018; Application No. : 88006466 ;United States of America 

4148358    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460875]
Microsoft Corporation

One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, namely, game software for use in computers and video game players.

Cl.41;Providing entertainment information in the field of computer games, games and home entertainment, via a web 
site; providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; entertainment 
services, namely, providing on-line computer games.

Cl.42;Providing technology that enables users to create, upload, and share user-generated videos based on computer 
game play, via a web site; computer and video games development; computer game design; design and development 
services in relation to computer and video games and interactive entertainment products.
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Priority claimed from 17/01/2018; Application No. : 4420503 ;France 

4148378    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460995]
DECATHLON

4 Boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, video recorders, DVD players, MP3 
music players, data processing apparatus, computers, computer programs, computer printers, CD-ROM software; sound 
amplifiers; videotapes; audio and video compact disks; audio and video receivers; magnetic disks; optical disks; optical 
compact disks; floppy disks; projection screens; sound recording media, magnetic encoders; intercommunication 
apparatus, walkie-talkies, radios; computer mice; protection devices for personal use against accidents namely, 
protective eyewear, protective nets, safety restraints (other than for vehicle seats or sports equipment), safety nets, 
protective helmets, life-belts; spectacles, apparatus and instruments for astronomy; instruments for navigation, 
hygrometers, sextants; observation instruments, telescopes, spyglasses, monoculars, optical lamps; scales, luminous 
beacons, barometers, altimeters; marking and signaling buoys; directional compasses, fog signals; breathing apparatus 
for underwater swimming, diving suits, gloves and masks; teeth protectors; ski masks spectacles (optical goods), 
mountaineering sunglasses, swimming goggles, spectacle cases; binoculars; fire extinguishers; hydrometers, 
barometers; GPS guidance systems; GPS journey planners; flashlight batteries; rules (measuring instruments); 
photographic apparatus, exposed photographic films; meters, speedometers, revolution counters, pedometers; limb 
protectors, other than for sporting use; dog whistles; electronic agendas, mobile telephones, personal data assistants, 
sonars, depth finders, search apparatus for avalanche victims; equestrian helmets; pedaling frequency counters and 
calculators; protection devices for the face; protective helmets; protective headgear, namely head protection for sports 
and clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; protective headgear for cycling.

Cl.12;Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motors and engines for land vehicles; cycles; inner 
tubes for pneumatic tires, repair outfits for inner tubes, adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; pneumatic 
tires, non-skid devices for vehicle tires; anti-glare devices for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; headrests for 
vehicle seats; covers for baby carriages; luggage carriers for vehicles; children's safety seats, for vehicles; covers for 
vehicles and saddle covers; seat covers for vehicles; ski carriers for automobiles; hubs; gearing for land vehicles and 
horns for vehicles; kickstands for cycles, bicycles; bicycles; bicycle frames; frame bags, handlebar bags, saddle bags, 
bottle carriers, all these goods intended for bicycles; brakes, handlebars, direction indicators, pedals, pumps, spokes, 
saddles; mudguards, tubular tires for bicycles; bicycle forks; shock absorbers; bicycle racks; saddlebags for bicycles.

Cl.18;Bags, traveling bags, sports bags; garment bags (for travel purposes); sports bags and travel bags intended for 
cycling.

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children namely knitwear, underwear, robes, bath robes, bathing suits, bathing 
caps; bath sandals and slippers; pajamas, dressing gowns, sweaters, skirts, dresses, trousers, jackets, coats, anoraks 
(non-waterproof), shirts, tee-shirts, layettes, neckties, scarves, belts, money belts (clothing); gloves (clothing), waterproof 
clothing namely coats, raincoats, anoraks; ski suits, wet suits for water skiing, hats, caps, socks, stockings, tights, 
gaiters for skiing; footwear (except orthopedic footwear), slippers, boots; sports, beach and skiing footwear, after-ski 
boots, mountaineering shoes, soles; sportswear (except diving clothes) namely trousers, jackets, shorts, tee-shirts, 
pullovers; headbands (clothing); protective footwear and clothing for cycling, including gloves.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 108 626 ;Germany 

4148393    01/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460855]
Meyer Burger (Germany) GmbH

An der Baumschule 6-8 09337 Hohenstein-Ernstthal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Food processors, electric.

Cl.11;Microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; Microwave ovens for cooking; Microwave ovens for industrial purposes; 
Electric food warmers; electric machines for the preparation of food, namely microwave-heated preparation and 
pasteurization installations or preparation and sterilization installations.

Cl.40;Pasteurization services for food and beverages; food and beverage processing, namely sterilization services for 
foodstuffs and beverages.
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Priority claimed from 17/01/2019; Application No. : 018010893 ;European Union 

4148396    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460953]
CTI Systems S.à r.l.

12, Op der Sang L-9779 Lentzweiler Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for use in transport, lifting and raising; elevating, lifting and hoisting apparatus; generators; machine 
tools; cranes and hoists; pulleys; positioning and holding devices being machines or parts of machines; mobile aerial 
work platforms [electric]; teleplatforms; construction equipment and industrial access equipment, namely, lifts, scissor 
lifts, boom lifts, vertical mast lifts, portable lifts and accessories therefor; parts, fittings and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Airplane maintenance, inspection and repair; anti-rust treatment for aerial vehicles; rental of cranes, aerial work 
platforms, lifts and telehandlers; servicing and parts replacement in the fields of construction and industrial equipment, 
namely, cranes, aerial work platforms, personnel lifts, vertical lifts, boom lifts, scissor lifts and telehandlers; advice, 
assistance and information relating to all the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2018; Application No. : 40201813425P ;Singapore 

4148474    09/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460869]
InMobi Pte Ltd.

30 Cecil Street, 19-08 Prudential Tower Singapore 049712 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for managing and optimizing ad inventory, content, and promotions; computer software for use 
in connecting applications with advertising networks and inventory and mediating advertisements to applications.

Cl.35;Matching buyers of online advertising with sellers of online advertising; providing an online marketplace, in the 
form of an exchange platform, for advertising buyers to bid and purchase Internet ad inventory of Internet websites, 
Internet ad networks, publisher networks, syndication networks, supply side platforms (SSPS), online ad exchanges and 
other source of Internet ad inventory to have advertising buyers bid and purchase their Internet ad inventory through an 
exchange platform.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS) cloud services, namely, services featuring software for maintaining rules so that 
applications can connect and access ad networks and ad inventory, viewing statistics on ad delivery; cloud computing 
services featuring software for use by applications to connect and access ad networks and ad inventory, processing ad 
requests.
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Priority claimed from 29/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-146911 ;Japan 

4148478    12/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460598]
KAWASAKI JUKOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (doing business as KAWASAKI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, LTD.)

1-1, Higashikawasaki-cho 3-Chome, Chuo-ku Kobe Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring or testing machines and instruments; inclinometers; water temperature gauges; speed indicators; 
tachometers; accelerometers; altimeters; barometers; apparatus for recording distance; distance measuring apparatus; 
meteorological instruments; vehicle drive training simulators; computer programs for data processing; computer 
programs, recorded; computer software; electronic publications, downloadable; telecommunications apparatus and 
instruments; vehicular radio communication machines and apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 
computers]; radio direction finders; remote control telemetering machines and instruments.

Cl.35;Compilation of information into computer databases; advertising and publicity services; on-line advertising on a 
computer network; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; retail 
services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles.

Cl.39;Provision of road and traffic information; rental of two-wheeled motor vehicles.

Cl.42;Meteorological information; computer programming.
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4148485    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460921]
Senta SaaS Limited

Engine Shed, Station Approach Temple Meads, Bristol BS1 6QH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; application software for cloud computing services; computer software for document 
management; computer software for database management; computer software packages.

Cl.35;Business management assistance; business management of information systems; outsourcing services in the 
field of customer relationship management; compilation and systemisation of information into computer databases; 
business records management services; financial records management services; consultancy relating to business 
document management; database management; business accounts management; business project management; data 
processing; data management services; computerised file management; information, advisory and consultancy services 
relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Design and development of software for accessing and using cloud computing networks; cloud computing; 
design and development of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computer network; consulting in the field 
of cloud computing networks and applications; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software; design 
of information systems relating to finance; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 012 566 ;Germany 

4148486    19/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460814]
Ecolab Deutschland GmbH

Ecolab-Allee 1 40789 Monheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in industry; putties and other 
paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science; chemicals used in the 
manufacture of paper, namely paper-processing aids and strength improving additives.

Cl.9;Monitoring apparatus and instruments for dosing and controlling the use of chemicals in the paper industry; 
software for use in the paper making industry, excluding software for analyzing ultrasonic data.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; technical advice and technical consulting for the 
pulp and paper industry, namely advising and consulting relating to chemical engineering in the field of paper processing 
aids and strength improving additives; on-site auditing, inspection and preparation of reports in the field of paper 
processing aids and strength improving additives (checking, authentication and quality control); hosting of platforms as 
well as development, programming and implementing of software for the paper making industry.
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Priority claimed from 18/10/2018; Application No. : 302018000033098 ;Italy 

4148500    31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460453]
GOTTARDO S.P.A.

Galleria Spagna, 9 I-35127 PADOVA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Facial washes [cosmetic]; lotions for face and body care; face and neck creams for cosmetic use; body cream; 
lotions for beards; after-shave lotions; shaving cream; sun care preparations; aftershave creams; hair removal and 
shaving preparations; depilatory wax; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; make-up 
pads of cotton wool; moist wipes for cosmetic purposes; wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; dentifrices; perfume; 
fragrances for personal use; deodorants for personal use [perfumery]; cosmetics; nail polish; make-up removing 
preparations; make-up preparations; hair care lotions; hair spray; shampoos; hair balsam; hair glaze; hair dye; hair gel; 
soaps; soaps in liquid form; bar soap; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; shower foams; bath foam; bath salts; talcum 
powder, for toilet use; essential oils; massage oils.

Cl.8;Nail scissors; razors; razor blades; manicure and pedicure tools; manicure implements; pedicure implements; 
pocket shears; files [tools]; tongs; nail clippers, electric and non-electric; depilation appliances; hair cutting and removal 
implements.

Cl.21;Manual toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; toothbrush containers; nail brushes; sponges; make-up sponges; 
make-up brushes; shaving brushes; combs; brushes; bath sponges; toilet sponges; facial cleansing sponges; toilet 
utensils; toilet cases.
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4148502    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460373]
Elevron AG

Leutschenbachstrasse 95 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computers and software.
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Priority claimed from 06/12/2018; Application No. : 82674/2018 ;Switzerland 

4148503    14/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460542]
Vontobel Holding AG

Gotthardstrasse 43 CH-8002 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software, namely, a mobile application, for financial investments and other investments; application 
software, namely, a mobile application for investors enabling selection, issuing and monitoring of financial products 
assembled on the basis of personal preferences; application software, namely, a mobile application for creation of 
financial investment products, management and monitoring of investment portfolios and for sending and receiving of 
information on investment products; electronic databases, namely, software, for financial investment and other 
investments services; downloadable electronic publications and information; downloadable files stored on data carriers.

Cl.36;Provision of financial information, also via a computer application software, for investors enabling selection, 
issuing, management and monitoring of products composed on the basis of personal preferences; providing information 
on the financial market and investment products, also via an application software; financial services and monetary affairs, 
also via global computer networks and interactive Internet platforms; investment advice; management service; brokerage 
and services provided by consultants relating to investment; financial management; financial management via an 
application software and via an electronic platform; financial investment and other investment services via an application; 
financial investment brokerage services.

Cl.42;Provision of application software, namely, a mobile application for investors enabling selection, issuing and 
monitoring of financial products assembled on the basis of personal preferences; provision of application software for 
creating financial investment products, controlling and monitoring of investment portfolios and for sending and receiving 
information on investment products; providing a software for banking transactions and financial affairs via an interactive 
Internet platform; application provider services (ASP) using computer software for banking and financial affairs.
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4148505    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460741]
SQ Trade LLC

Leningradskoe highway, Estate 5 RU-141408 Khimki, the Moscow Region Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Amulets [jewellery]; articles of imitation gold jewelry; bangles; key chain tags; brooches [jewellery]; pins 
[jewelry]; ornamental pins; tie pins; pearls made of ambroid [pressed amber]; pearls [jewellery]; tie clips; cuff links; 
badges of precious metal; gold and silver jewelry, other than knives, forks and spoons; ornaments plated with precious 
metals; works of art of precious metal; cloisonné jewelry; jewelry; jewelry of yellow amber; chokers; rings [jewellery]; 
lockets [jewellery]; paste jewelry [costume jewelry]; ornaments [jewellery]; shoe jewellery; hat jewellery; ornaments of jet; 
silver jewelry; ivory jewelry; jewelry cases [caskets], not of precious metal; chains [jewellery]; watch chains.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; trunks [luggage]; suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; walking 
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear for wear.

Cl.35;Import-export agency services; rental of advertising space; demonstration of goods; opinion polling; market 
studies; on-line advertising on a computer network; business investigations; business management and organization 
consultancy; professional business consultancy; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
shop window dressing; business management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; sales 
promotion for others; office machines and equipment rental; publicity material rental; publication of publicity texts; radio 
advertising; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising; television advertising; advertising 
agency services.

Cl.40;Skin dressing; embroidering; tanning; leather staining; fur dyeing; textile dyeing; fur glossing; leather working; 
fur mothproofing; textile mothproofing; fabric waterproofing; crease-resistant treatment for clothing; textile treating; cloth 
edging; clothing alteration; dressmaking; cloth cutting; fur satining; custom tailoring; custom fashioning of fur.

Cl.42;Dress designing.
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Priority claimed from 27/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-163372 ;Japan 

4148506    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460460]
KURASHIKI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA (trading also as KURABO INDUSTRIES LTD.)

7-1, Honmachi, Kurashiki-shi Okayama-ken 710-0054 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Cotton fabrics; waste cotton fabrics; chemical fiber fabrics; mixed fiber fabrics; knitted fabrics.

Cl.25;Clothing.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2018; Application No. : 34677356 ;China 

4148780    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460273]
NANTONG TORCH FITNESS CO., LTD.

GROUP 2, YANGANG VILLAGE, LIUQIAO TOWN, TONGZHOU DISTRICT, NANTONG CITY 215101 JIANGSU PROVINCE 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; sports jerseys; sports singlets; tee-shirts; boxer shorts; vests; tights; layettes [clothing]; clothing for 
gymnastics; swimsuits; waterproof clothing; masquerade costumes; shoes; sports shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves 
[clothing]; mufflers [neck scarves]; girdles.

Cl.28;Bar-bells; punching bags; toys; elbow guards [sports articles]; knee guards [sports articles]; weight lifting belts 
[sports articles]; gloves for games; Christmas trees of synthetic material; fishing tackle; games; chess games; balls for 
games; playing balls; body-building apparatus; dumb-bells; archery implements; machines for physical exercises.
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Priority claimed from 10/04/2018; Application No. : 4444534 ;France 

4148789    08/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460572]
LUMIBIRD

2 RUE PAUL SABATIER F-22300 LANNION France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, machine tools; machines using a laser for industrial or scientific purposes; laser apparatus for welding 
and other apparatus for treatment of materials; laser welding apparatus and machines; laser welding devices.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; optical, electro-optical, optoelectronic, integrated optics and fiber optics apparatus, 
instruments, components and devices; magnetic data carriers, acoustic and optical discs; data processing equipment, 
computers and computer peripherals, software, CD-ROMs; computer hardware and software for devices for cosmetic, 
surgical, dental, veterinary, gynecological, dermatological, neurological, ear, nose and throat, obstetrical, optical and 
other medical applications; optical scanners; lasers, other light-based devices; components of lasers and other light 
provision systems; laser beam and other light-based apparatus; lasers not for medical use; lasers not for medical use, in 
particular in the fields of military, space, science and industry; laser diodes; nanosecond lasers, fiber lasers; fiber 
amplifiers; biometric identification systems; biometric retinal scanners; biometric fingerprint scanners; biometric readers; 
biometric scanners.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; Laser for medical use; medical devices and 
systems using laser technology for ophthalmological and other medical applications; light-based and laser apparatus and 
instruments, and parts, components and accessories for the aforesaid goods; diagnostic tools; medical equipment for 
diagnosis and treatment of ophthalmic diseases; medical, surgical, ophthalmological lasers and other light-based devices 
for medical use; components of lasers for medical use and other light provision systems for medical use; medical 
apparatus for conducting ultrasounds; Laser for medical use.

Cl.37;Installation, repair, maintenance and assistance for devices, equipment and material incorporating lasers and 
other light-based systems; custom construction of laser systems for any industry; maintenance and repair of laser 
measuring apparatus.

Cl.42;Technical project studies; research and development of new products for others; scientific and technological 
services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design, 
elaboration and development of scientific, industrial, military, space laser systems and medical lasers; design, 
elaboration and development of light-based systems for use in the fields of science, industry, military, space; providing 
custom laboratory evaluations and studies in the field of laser technologies and other light-based technologies.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2018; Application No. : 4456840 ;France 

4148792    26/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460568]
FONROCHE LIGHTING

ZAC des Champs de Lescaze F-47310 ROQUEFORT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, storing, regulating or controlling electric or 
solar current; light switches; lighting control apparatus; electric or solar light dimmers; mobile application (recorded 
software); downloadable computer software applications; apparatus and instruments for the exchange, storage, 
transmission and collection of data in the field of energy, the environment and sustainable development; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, storing, regulating or controlling current; photovoltaic cells and 
modules; camera; electronic surveillance apparatus; alarm monitoring systems; monitoring apparatus other than for 
medical use; access control and alarm surveillance systems; wireless control devices for the remote monitoring and 
control of the operation and condition of other electrical, electronic and mechanical systems or devices.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus; installations for the treatment of waste (transformation into energy, in particular by 
methanization) and production of energy and biogas; installations intended for the purification of gas; installations for the 
distribution of energy in the form of gas and biogas.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of apparatus for lighting; installation, maintenance and repair of methanization 
plants; providing information with respect to the repair or maintenance of apparatus for lighting; repair of machines and 
plants producing biogas; installation, repair and maintenance of installations for the treatment of waste and the 
production of energy; installation, repair and maintenance of installations for the purification and storage of gas and 
biogas; installation, repair and maintenance of installations for the distribution of energy in the form of gas and biogas; 
installation, repair and maintenance of apparatus for anaerobic digestion and fermentation; installation, repair and 
maintenance of installations for the recycling of waste; construction; building (construction) supervision; demolition of 
buildings; construction, installation, servicing, repair, maintenance, remediation, decontamination, deworming, 
disinfection, dismantling and renovation of geothermal power plants and biomass power plants; construction, 
maintenance and repair of installations for the provision and/or storage and/or production and/or distribution of energy 
especially from renewable sources; inspection services for building construction projects; installation and maintenance 
services for all protection systems of safety installations (especially in buildings and installations for providing and/or 
producing and/or distributing energy); construction, maintenance and repair of gas transportation pipelines, fluids and 
solids, in the field of renewable energy; information on construction, maintenance and repair of apparatus and 
installations in the field of renewable energy, sustainable development, environmental protection, natural resource 
preservation and efforts to combat climate change; construction consultancy; advice in constructing installations for the 
producing, distribution and storage of energy, geothermal power plants and biomass power plants; monitoring, 
management of installation work, servicing, maintenance and repair of apparatus for producing, provision, storage and 
distribution of energy; maintenance of installations for technical management of buildings; construction, installation, 
repair, maintenance, servicing, inspection of installations and equipment for the production, storage and distribution of 
renewable energy; home automation installation services for operating and management of installations for the 
production and storage of energy from renewable sources; information on construction, maintenance and repair of 
apparatus and installations in the field of renewable energy, sustainable development, environmental protection, natural 
resource preservation and efforts to combat climate change; works to exploit geothermal resources; supervision, 
management of installation, servicing, maintenance and repair works on apparatus for the production, provision and 
distribution of energy; consultations, advice, information and assistance relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Lighting system design; research with respect to renewable energy; technical studies and design of installations 
for waste treatment and production of energy and production of biogas; engineering and appraisal relating to waste 
treatment and production of energy and biogas; development, rental, maintenance and updating of software (enabling the 
control of installation) for waste treatment and energy production; research and development of new products for others 
in the field of environment and energy as well as biogas; research and development in the field of electrical engineering, 
production, storage and distribution of energy, geothermal energy, energy obtained from biomass, renewable energies; 
technical consulting and technical appraisals in the field of production, storage and distribution of energy, geothermal 
energy, thermal energy, renewable energies; technical advice and consulting on environmental protection and the 
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development of renewable energy; technical information and advice on installations for the production, transport, 
provision, distribution and storage of energy, in particular electric, solar, thermal, geothermal energy, bioenergy, 
renewable energies, biomass energy, solar energy, biogas; technical advice and appraisals in the fields of production, 
storage and distribution of energy, in particular solar, thermal, geothermal energy, bioenergy, renewable energies, 
biomass energy, solar energy, biogas; design (development) of computer and telecommunication systems in the field of 
renewable energy; elaboration (design) and hosting of data banks in the field of renewable energies; design, 
development, expansion, installation, maintenance, updating or rental of software in the field of renewable energy; 
consultations, advice, information and assistance relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

4148798    10/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460711]
Meesenburg Großhandel KG

Westerallee 162 24941 Flensburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Retail services in relation to metal hardware; retail services in relation to lubricants; retail services in relation to 
safes; retail services in relation to building materials; retail services in relation to paints; retail services in relation to 
sanitary installations; retail services in relation to hand-operated implements for construction; retail services in relation to 
hand-operated tools for construction; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via 
telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; wholesale services in relation to metal hardware; 
wholesale services in relation to construction equipment; wholesale services in relation to information technology 
equipment; wholesale services in relation to audio-visual equipment; wholesale services in relation to hand-operated 
implements for construction; wholesale services in relation to hand-operated tools for construction; retail services in 
relation to construction equipment.

Cl.37;Installation of security and safety equipment; advisory services relating to the installation of security and safety 
equipment; information services relating to installation of security systems; installation of security systems; installation 
of residential security apparatus; application of security window films; refurbishment of buildings; installation of glazed 
building structures; installation of fixtures and fittings for buildings; installation of doors and windows; installation of lock 
fittings; installation, changing, replacement and repair of locks; installation of door closers; installation of door openers; 
installation of windows; installation of secondary glazing; installation of glass; installation of window frames; application 
of window coatings; alarm, lock and safe installation, maintenance and repair; services for the installation of alarms; 
installation, maintenance and repair of burglar alarms; repair of alarms; installation of doors; installation of doors and 
windows; glazing, installation, maintenance and repair of glass, windows and blinds; replacement of windows; 
replacement of window frames; installation of window fittings; installation of burglar alarms; burglar alarm repair; burglar 
alarm installation and repair; installation of theft prevention devices; installation of burglar alarms; installation of burglar 
alarms.

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of security software; civil engineering planning services; civil engineering drawing 
services; technical consultancy services relating to civil engineering; civil engineering; building design services; advisory 
services relating to building design; estates (planning of building -); engineering design and consultancy; technical 
consultancy services relating to structural engineering; technical project planning; testing services for alarm and 
monitoring systems.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/08/2018; Application No. : 725996 ;Switzerland 

4148804    11/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460545]
Aruvant Sciences GmbH

Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biological preparations for medical or therapeutic use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; pharmaceutical, biomedical and 
biological therapeutic research services; research in the field of pharmaceutical and biological therapeutic products, 
clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching of 
medicines; pharmaceutical research and development; providing scientific research information in the field of 
pharmaceuticals, biomedicine, clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or 
commercial post-launching of medicines.

Cl.44;Providing health and medical information; providing information relating to the diagnostic, prophylactic and 
therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical and biological products for the prevention and treatment of diseases, disorders 
and conditions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/02/2018; Application No. : 4430682 ;France 

4148806    06/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460525]
COMPAGNIE PLASTIC OMNIUM

19 boulevard Jules Carteret F-69007 LYON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools, machines for painting, gluing, welding, punching, cutting and machining; spray guns for paint and 
distribution of glue; vulcanization, lifting and brazing apparatus, soldering apparatus included in this class, vaporization 
apparatus, apparatus for machining and mechanical tools for the automobile industry and the production of parts for 
motor vehicles; anti-pollution devices for engines; electric, pneumatic and hydraulic devices for opening vehicle doors 
and windows; automatic distribution machines; robots for the automotive industry and the manufacture of parts for motor 
vehicles; industrial presses for the manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; molds (parts of machines) for the automotive 
industry and for the manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; components, 
parts of vehicles, systems, control units and vehicle modules included in this class, namely, all parts relating to de-
pollution; valves, canisters, filters and modules for pumping, gauging, filtration, pressure regulation, mechanical, thermal 
or chemical protection.

Cl.9;Registered on-board computer and calculator programs; software (recorded programs); gasoline gages; electric 
regulating apparatus; electric monitoring apparatus; voltage regulators for vehicles; sensors; electric batteries; control 
units, sensors and actuators used to control, monitor, regulate and diagnose, on board vehicles, systems, modules and 
components relating to the production, storage, supply and transformation of energy, and the decontamination of 
vehicles; on-board computer and calculator programs and software for the control, monitoring, regulation and diagnosis, 
on board vehicles, of systems, modules, control units and vehicle components relating to the production, storage, supply 
and conversion of energy, and the decontamination of vehicles; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for 
weighing, measuring and control; apparatus for reading, recording, transmitting and reproducing data; all of the aforesaid 
goods/services never in the audiovisual, television, press, cinema and entertainment fields; components, parts of 
vehicles, systems, control units and vehicle modules included in this class, namely, all parts relating to the production, 
storage, supply and conversion of any form of energy on board the vehicles; fuel cells for vehicles; energy conversion 
apparatus for vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motor vehicles, motorcycles, vans, trucks; parts of 
vehicles; parts and constituents for vehicles, namely, body parts, constituent parts of bodies, bumpers, shields, hoods, 
tailgates, doors, fenders, fender extensions, protective panels, spoilers, roofs, trunk floors, floors, shock absorbers; 
modules (parts) of vehicles; roof opening mechanisms for vehicles; structural elements for motor vehicles; aerodynamic 
elements for vehicles, deflectors, spoilers, air guides for vehicles; grille; vehicle chassis; fuel tanks for vehicles; caps for 
vehicle gasoline tanks; tanks, tubing.

Cl.19;Foundry molds not of metal.

Cl.35;Retail or wholesale services relating to vehicle components, component parts, systems, control units and 
modules; wholesale or retail of vehicle components, component parts, systems, control units and modules in connection 
with the production, storage, supply and processing of all forms of energy on board vehicles, as well as vehicle 
decontamination; business organization consultancy; consultancy services in business management; assistance in 
business management and business consulting for companies; compilation of statistical reports and market studies; 
computer data management; collection and systematization of data in a central file; all of the aforesaid goods/services 
never in the audiovisual, television, press, cinema and entertainment fields.

Cl.37;Building construction supervision.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; provision of access to databases; electronic 
transmission of data related to land vehicles; rental of telecommunication equipment; telecommunication services for 
radio location and/or identification of land vehicles; radio, telephone communications; message transmission; providing 
private access to computer databases; all of the aforesaid goods/services never in the audiovisual, television, press, 
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cinema and entertainment fields.

Cl.40;Treatment of plastics, metals, composite materials; plastic recycling services.

Cl.42;Providing of technical know-how (scientific and technological services) for the maintenance, installation and 
replacement of parts of vehicles, parts and components for vehicles, namely, body parts, component parts of bodies, 
bumpers, shields, hoods, tailgates, doors, fenders, fender extensions, protective panels, spoilers, roofs, boot floors, 
floors, shock absorbers, modules for vehicles, roof opening mechanisms for vehicles, structural elements for motor 
vehicles, aerodynamic elements for vehicles, deflector, spoiler, air guide for vehicles, grille, chassis for vehicles, fuel 
tanks for vehicles, caps for vehicle gasoline tanks, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control units and vehicle 
modules, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control unit and vehicle modules, namely, all parts relating to the 
production, storage, supply and conversion of any form of energy on board the vehicles, as well as de-pollution, tanks, 
tubing, valves, canisters, filters and units for pumping, gauging, filtration, pressure regulation, mechanical, thermal or 
chemical protection, fuel cells for vehicles, energy conversion apparatus for vehicles; planning with respect to urban and 
commercial development, technical planning and technical advice; work planning (engineers' services) and technical 
project planning; technical advice services with respect to environmental protection; industrial analysis services; 
industrial analysis services and consultancy in the field of environmental conservation and safety; scientific and 
technological information and technical advice services in connection with environmental awareness; design, 
development, updating and rental of software and databases; research and development of new products for others; 
technical research and development; research and development in mechanics; research and development in physics; 
research and development in chemistry, bio-chemistry and electrochemistry; advice related to energy saving; research 
and development relating to environmental protection; testing of materials; research and development of systems, 
modules, components, computer programs and software for vehicles; research and development in the field of reducing 
vehicle weight and emissions; research and development of sensors, actuators, control units; research and development 
of tooling and production lines for the automotive industry; advice relating to the development and product development, 
manufacturing devices, control devices, fuel system control as well as control consultancy; advice on monitoring the 
process of fuel system tank filling, emission measures of vehicles and fuel systems as well as spare parts of the fuel 
system; research and development of parts of vehicles, parts and components for vehicles, namely, body parts, 
component parts of bodies, bumpers, shields, hoods, tailgates, doors, fenders, fender flares, protective panels, spoilers, 
roofs, boot floors, floors, shock absorbers, modules for vehicles, roof opening mechanisms for vehicles, structural 
elements for motor vehicles, aerodynamic elements for vehicles, deflector, spoiler, air guide for vehicles, grille, chassis 
for vehicles, fuel tanks for vehicles, caps for vehicle gasoline tanks, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control units 
and vehicle modules, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control unit and vehicle modules, namely, all parts relating 
to the production, storage, supply and conversion of any form of energy in vehicles, as well as de-pollution, tanks, tubing, 
valves, canisters, filters and units for pumping, gauging, filtration, pressure regulation, mechanical, thermal or chemical 
protection, fuel cells for vehicles, energy conversion apparatus for vehicles; all of the aforesaid goods/services never in 
the audiovisual, television, press, cinema and entertainment fields.

Cl.45;Security consultancy.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 026 520 ;Germany 

4148807    17/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460740]
BASF SE

Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38 67063 Ludwigshafen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially plant fortifying preparations, chemical and/or 
biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, chemical preparations for 
the treatment of seeds, surfactants.

Cl.5;Preparations for destroying and combating vermin, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, pesticides.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products namely seeds, grains, seeds and vegetative parts of plants 
treated with pesticides and/or chemical/biological products; included in this class.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/02/2018; Application No. : 4430685 ;France 

4148949    06/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460978]
COMPAGNIE PLASTIC OMNIUM

19 boulevard Jules Carteret F-69007 LYON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools, machines for painting, gluing, welding, punching, cutting and machining; spray guns for paint and 
distribution of glue; vulcanization, lifting and brazing apparatus, soldering apparatus included in this class, vaporization 
apparatus, apparatus for machining and mechanical tools for the automobile industry and the production of parts for 
motor vehicles; anti-pollution devices for engines; electric, pneumatic and hydraulic devices for opening vehicle doors 
and windows; automatic distribution machines; robots for the automotive industry and the manufacture of parts for motor 
vehicles; industrial presses for the manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; molds (parts of machines) for the automotive 
industry and for the manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; components, 
parts of vehicles, systems, control units and vehicle modules included in this class, namely, all parts relating to de-
pollution; valves, canisters, filters and modules for pumping, gauging, filtration, pressure regulation, mechanical, thermal 
or chemical protection.

Cl.9;Registered on-board computer and calculator programs; software (recorded programs); gasoline gages; electric 
regulating apparatus; electric monitoring apparatus; voltage regulators for vehicles; sensors; electric batteries; control 
units, sensors and actuators used to control, monitor, regulate and diagnose, on board vehicles, systems, modules and 
components relating to the production, storage, supply and transformation of energy, and the decontamination of 
vehicles; on-board computer and calculator programs and software for the control, monitoring, regulation and diagnosis, 
on board vehicles, of systems, modules, control units and vehicle components relating to the production, storage, supply 
and conversion of energy, and the decontamination of vehicles; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for 
weighing, measuring and control; apparatus for reading, recording, transmitting and reproducing data; components, parts 
of vehicles, systems, control units and vehicle modules included in this class, namely, all parts relating to the production, 
storage, supply and conversion of any form of energy on board the vehicles; fuel cells for vehicles; energy conversion 
apparatus for vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motor vehicles, motorcycles, vans, trucks; parts of 
vehicles; parts and constituents for vehicles, namely, body parts, constituent parts of bodies, bumpers, shields, hoods, 
tailgates, doors, fenders, fender extensions, protective panels, spoilers, roofs, trunk floors, floors, shock absorbers; 
modules (parts) of vehicles; roof opening mechanisms for vehicles; structural elements for motor vehicles; aerodynamic 
elements for vehicles, deflectors, spoilers, air guides for vehicles; grille; vehicle chassis; fuel tanks for vehicles; caps for 
vehicle gasoline tanks; tanks, tubing.

Cl.19;Foundry molds not of metal.

Cl.35;Retail or wholesale services relating to vehicle components, component parts, systems, control units and 
modules; wholesale or retail of vehicle components, component parts, systems, control units and modules in connection 
with the production, storage, supply and processing of all forms of energy on board vehicles, as well as vehicle 
decontamination; business organization consultancy; consultancy services in business management; assistance in 
business management and business consulting for companies; compilation of statistical reports and market studies; 
computer data management; collection and systematization of data in a central file.

Cl.37;Building construction supervision.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; provision of access to databases; electronic 
transmission of data related to land vehicles; rental of telecommunication equipment; telecommunication services for 
radio location and/or identification of land vehicles; radio, telephone communications; message transmission; providing 
private access to computer databases.
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Cl.40;Treatment of plastics, metals, composite materials; plastic recycling services.

Cl.42;Providing of technical know-how (scientific and technological services) for the maintenance, installation and 
replacement of parts of vehicles, parts and components for vehicles, namely, body parts, component parts of bodies, 
bumpers, shields, hoods, tailgates, doors, fenders, fender extensions, protective panels, spoilers, roofs, boot floors, 
floors, shock absorbers, modules for vehicles, roof opening mechanisms for vehicles, structural elements for motor 
vehicles, aerodynamic elements for vehicles, deflector, spoiler, air guide for vehicles, grille, chassis for vehicles, fuel 
tanks for vehicles, caps for vehicle gasoline tanks, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control units and vehicle 
modules, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control unit and vehicle modules, namely, all parts relating to the 
production, storage, supply and conversion of any form of energy on board the vehicles, as well as de-pollution, tanks, 
tubing, valves, canisters, filters and units for pumping, gauging, filtration, pressure regulation, mechanical, thermal or 
chemical protection, fuel cells for vehicles, energy conversion apparatus for vehicles; planning with respect to urban and 
commercial development, technical planning and technical advice; work planning (engineers' services) and technical 
project planning; technical advice services with respect to environmental protection; industrial analysis services; 
industrial analysis services and consultancy in the field of environmental conservation and safety; scientific and 
technological information and technical advice services in connection with environmental awareness; design, 
development, updating and rental of software and databases; research and development of new products for others; 
technical research and development; research and development in mechanics; research and development in physics; 
research and development in chemistry, bio-chemistry and electrochemistry; advice related to energy saving; research 
and development relating to environmental protection; testing of materials; research and development of systems, 
modules, components, computer programs and software for vehicles; research and development in the field of reducing 
vehicle weight and emissions; research and development of sensors, actuators, control units; research and development 
of tooling and production lines for the automotive industry; advice relating to the development and product development, 
manufacturing devices, control devices, fuel system control as well as control consultancy; advice on monitoring the 
process of fuel system tank filling, emission measures of vehicles and fuel systems as well as spare parts of the fuel 
system; research and development of parts of vehicles, parts and components for vehicles, namely, body parts, 
component parts of bodies, bumpers, shields, hoods, tailgates, doors, fenders, fender flares, protective panels, spoilers, 
roofs, boot floors, floors, shock absorbers, modules for vehicles, roof opening mechanisms for vehicles, structural 
elements for motor vehicles, aerodynamic elements for vehicles, deflector, spoiler, air guide for vehicles, grille, chassis 
for vehicles, fuel tanks for vehicles, caps for vehicle gasoline tanks, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control units 
and vehicle modules, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control unit and vehicle modules, namely, all parts relating 
to the production, storage, supply and conversion of any form of energy in vehicles, as well as de-pollution, tanks, tubing, 
valves, canisters, filters and units for pumping, gauging, filtration, pressure regulation, mechanical, thermal or chemical 
protection, fuel cells for vehicles, energy conversion apparatus for vehicles.

Cl.45;Security consultancy.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/07/2018; Application No. : 017934064 ;European Union 

4148972    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460550]
Nightjar Productions Limited

The River Wing Latimer Park, Latimer Road, Chesham Buckinghamshire HP5 1TU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery; costume jewellery; rings (jewellery); earrings; body-piercing rings; bracelets (jewellery); bangles; 
necklaces (jewellery); chains (jewellery); chokers (jewellery); pendants; anklets (jewellery); badges of precious metal; 
brooches (jewellery); cufflinks; key rings; key chains; charms for key chains; horological and chronometric instruments; 
clocks; watches; statues and figurines of precious metal or coated therewith; ornaments made of or coated with precious 
or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; jewellery boxes; jewellery cases; jewellery stands; jewellery 
rolls; parts, fittings and accessories for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; t-shirts; shirts; trousers; pants; jackets; coats; parkas; hoodies; sportswear; 
loungewear; sleepwear; bathrobes; dressing gowns; undergarments; underwear; shoes; slippers; socks; scarves and 
neckwear; neckties; wristbands; headbands; hats; caps; visors; belts (clothing); braces for clothing (suspenders); gloves; 
swimwear; beachwear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/08/2018; Application No. : 4474632 ;France 

4150880    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460520]
NEOVIA

Talhouët F-56250 SAINT-NOLFF France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bacterial preparations for use in aquaculture; microorganisms and enzymes for incorporation in aquaculture food; 
microorganisms and enzymes for use in the removal of waste generated by fish and shrimp breeding; probiotic 
preparations other than for medical use for the treatment of water, bottom and soil of aquaculture pools and ponds.

Cl.5;Dietary supplements for animals; Nutritional supplements; additives for animal feed not for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances for animals not for medical purposes; probiotic bacterial formulations for veterinary use; Dietetic 
substances for medical use; Veterinary preparations; nutritional supplements for animals [for medical use]; additives for 
animal feed for medical purposes; Veterinary preparations for the treatment of intestinal bacteria.

Cl.31;Foodstuffs for animals; preparations for use in aquaculture, namely, food for fish and shrimp.

Cl.44;Technical support and consulting relating to aquaculture foodstuffs, breeding health and hygiene.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

4150908    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460852]
TERIUS BUSINESS LIMITED

Vanerpool Plaza, Wickhams Cay 1, 2 Floor, Road Town Tortola

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic foods; dietetic beverages; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; albuminous foodstuffs for medical 
purposes; food for babies.

Cl.29;Milk; albumin milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

 

4150925    16/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460244]
Schirm GmbH

Geschwister-Scholl-Strasse 127 39218 Schönebeck Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Packaging and storage of goods; transport of goods and samples and delivery of the same to the recipient; 
storage of goods.

Cl.40;Preparation of materials; material processing and finishing, in particular compacting, granulating, compressing 
and pelleting, milling, sieving and mixing of materials; recycling of residual substances.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/07/2018; Application No. : 725116 ;Switzerland 

4150930    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460584]
Roivant Sciences GmbH

Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biological preparations for medical or therapeutic use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; pharmaceutical, biomedical and 
biological therapeutic research services; research in the field of pharmaceutical and biological therapeutic products, 
clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching of 
medicines; pharmaceutical research and development; providing scientific research information in the field of 
pharmaceuticals, biomedicine, clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or 
commercial post-launching of medicines.

Cl.44;Providing health and medical information; providing information relating to the diagnostic, prophylactic and 
therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical and biological products for the prevention and treatment of diseases, disorders 
and conditions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/11/2017; Application No. : 710827 ;Switzerland 

4150936    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460602]
Trias Holding AG

Baarerstrasse 88 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cases for smartphones; loudspeakers; amplifiers; headphones; ear buds; covers for tablet computers; bags 
adapted for laptops; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; cell phone straps; hands-free 
kits for telephones; protective helmets for sports.

Cl.14;Badges of precious metal; bracelets (jewelry); brooches (jewelry); chains (jewelry); charms for key rings; cuff 
links; earrings; jewelry articles for headgear; key rings (split rings with trinket or decorative fob); medals; necklaces 
(jewelry); ornamental pins; pins (jewelry); unwrought or semi-wrought precious metals; precious stones; presentation 
boxes for watches; presentation boxes for jewelry; rings (jewelry); threads of precious metal (jewelry); tie clips; tie pins; 
watch straps; watch chains; watch cases [parts of watches]; watches.

Cl.28;Dolls, balls for games; gloves (accessories for games); golf clubs; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf gloves; 
golf bag trolleys; masks (toys); ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; plush toys; 
stuffed toys; candle holders for Christmas trees.
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Cl.35;Retail services for perfumery, diffusers, scented candles, retail services for cosmetics, retail services for 
sunglasses, retail services for cellular phone cases, retail services for chronometric instruments, retail services for 
stationery, retail services for jewelry products, retail services for bags, retail services for leather or imitation leather 
goods, retail services for tableware, retail services for fabric, retail services for footwear, retail services for headgear, 
retail services for clothing, retail services for toys, business management of retail outlets, computerized online retail store 
services, sales promotion for others, online retail services for perfumery articles, online retail services for cosmetics, 
online retail services for sunglasses, online retail services for cellular phone cases, online retail services for chronometric 
instruments, online retail services for stationery, online retail services for jewelry products, online retail services for bags, 
online retail services for leather or imitation leather goods, online retail services for tableware, online retail services for 
fabric, online retail services for footwear, online retail services for headgear, online retail services for clothing, online 
retail services for toys, business management assistance in the field of franchising; business management services 
relating to franchising; advertising; public relations; online advertising on a computer network; distribution of samples; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organizing fashion shows for advertisements or sales; marketing; secretarial services, rental of 
sales stands; demonstration of goods; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the 
transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/08/2018; Application No. : 726395 ;Switzerland 

4150938    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460579]
Givaudan SA

Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier-Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products used for the manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics, shampoos, soaps, detergents, deodorants 
other than for personal use; chemical products used for the manufacture of compositions of perfumery, cosmetics, 
shampoos, soaps, detergents, deodorants other than for personal use; chemical products used for the manufacture of 
perfume compositions and preparations for masking and neutralizing odors.

Cl.3;Perfumery products, base for perfumes, perfume compositions intended for neutralizing and masking odors; 
perfumes, essential oils, shampoos, soaps, detergents; perfumes for cosmetic industry, perfume industry and for the 
detergents and cleaning products industry.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 2019702382 ;Russian Federation 

4150941    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460261]
CHOI, JONG ILL

B-4101(Mokdong, Trapalace Western Avenue), 299, Ohmok-ro, Yangcheon-Gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Abacuses; locks, electric; physical and chemical laboratory apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and 
instruments except for glasses and photographic apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments; video cameras; 
weighing apparatus and instruments for standard unit; automatic control apparatus and instruments; eyeglasses; contact 
lenses; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; life jackets; survival suits; heat sensors; reflecting discs for wear, for 
the prevention of accidents; electric power distribution machines; electric batteries; electric audio and visual apparatus 
and instruments; telecommunication machines and apparatus; telephone sets; computer programs, downloadable; 
computer software applications, downloadable; computer game software; computer application software for mobile 
phones; computer software; computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; magnets; video game cartridges; 
signalling whistles; glove for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; helmets; clothing for protection against 
accidents, irradiation and fire; downloadable music files; pre-recorded music recorded on electronic media; recorded 
videotapes (other than music); pre-recorded non-musical electronic media (excluding computer software); magnetic 
credit cards; downloadable ticket; films, exposed; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable electronic books; 
downloadable electronic newspapers; downloadable electronic study books or papers; animated cartoons; fire escapes; 
underwater breathing apparatus; electric door bells; protection masks.

Cl.28;Butterfly nets; toys for pets; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; 
fairground ride apparatus; toys (playthings); dolls; toys; games; sporting articles (other than golf articles, climbing 
articles); ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; climbers' harness; golf bags with or without wheels; golf balls; golf 
gloves; golf equipment; fishing tackle; twirling batons.
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4150942    19/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460252]
Sodick Co., Ltd.

12-1, Nakamachidai 3-chome, Tsuzuki-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa 224-8522 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel]; electric discharge machining (EDM) oil for use in 
metalworking; cutting oil for industrial metal working; lubricating oils and greases.

Cl.6;Metals in foil or powder form for 3D printers.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; electric discharge machines (EDM) for metalworking; wire electric discharge 
machines (EDM); sinker electric discharge machines (EDM); small hole drilling electric discharge machines (EDM); 
electron beam machines, namely, machines for cutting, polishing, or finishing part of metal and ceramics; machining 
centers for metal working; metal three dimensional (3D) printers; laser processing machines for metal working; injection 
molding machines, namely, plastic injection molding machines and metal injection molding machines; die casting 
machines; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; presses [machines for industrial purposes]; 
semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; machines 
for packaging food; noodle making machines; tofu manufacturing machines; pulverizers for food processing; food mixing 
machines for commercial use; kneading machines; press dies for metal forming; moulds being parts of machines for 
processing plastics; AC motors and DC motors [not including those for land vehicles but including parts for any AC 
motors and DC motors]; linear motors; toolholders for metalworking machines [machine parts]; clamping tools for 
holding piece parts during machining; chucks [parts of machines]; pulleys being parts of machines; conveyer belts; 
cartridges for filtering machines; cutting tools for machinery; diamond tools.

Cl.17;Packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics; waterproof packings; flexible hoses, not of metal; 
filtering materials [semi-processed foams of plastic].
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 2019702383 ;Russian Federation 

4150986    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460092]
CHOI, JONG ILL

B-4101(Mokdong, Trapalace Western Avenue), 299, Ohmok-ro, Yangcheon-Gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Abacuses; locks, electric; physical and chemical laboratory apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and 
instruments except for glasses and photographic apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments; video cameras; 
weighing apparatus and instruments for standard unit; automatic control apparatus and instruments; eyeglasses; contact 
lenses; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; life jackets; survival suits; heat sensors; reflecting discs for wear, for 
the prevention of accidents; electric power distribution machines; electric batteries; electric audio and visual apparatus 
and instruments; telecommunication machines and implements; telephone sets; computer programs, downloadable; 
computer software applications, downloadable; computer game software; computer application software for mobile 
phones; computer software; computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; magnets; video game cartridges; 
signalling whistles; protective gloves; helmets; protective clothing; downloadable music files; pre-recorded music 
electronic media; recorded videotapes (other than music); pre-recorded non-musical electronic media (excluding 
computer software); magnetic credit cards; downloadable ticket; films, exposed; electronic publications, downloadable; 
downloadable electronic books; downloadable electronic newspapers; downloadable electronic study books or papers; 
animated cartoons; fire escapes; underwater breathing apparatus; electric door bells; protection masks.

Cl.28;Butterfly nets; insect collector's articles; toys for pets; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles 
and confectionery; fairground ride apparatus; toys (playthings); dolls; toys; games; sporting articles (other than golf 
articles, climbing articles); ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; climbers' harness; golf bags with or without wheels; 
golf balls; golf gloves; golf equipment; fishing tackle; twirling batons.
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4151007    11/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460214]
PORTERS CORPORATION

TODA BUILDING Aoyama 3rd floor, 8-5-34, Akasaka, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-0052 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; marketing; business management analysis and business consultancy; 
marketing research and analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; job placement; job placement 
consultancy; employment recruiting services; management of computerized files; compiling of information into computer 
databases; providing employment information.

Cl.41;Teaching and educational services; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; providing on-line 
electronic publications, not downloadable; reference libraries of literature and documentary records; book rental; 
publication of books; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports [not for 
movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; organization of entertainment events excluding 
movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; providing 
facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training.

Cl.42;Design of machines, apparatus and instruments; graphic arts designing, other than for advertising purposes; 
computer software design; computer programming; maintenance of computer software; computer software consultancy; 
technological advice relating to computers; rental of computers; providing computer programs on data networks; 
software as a service [SaaS]; testing and research services relating to machines, apparatus and instruments.
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Priority claimed from 05/04/2018; Application No. : VA201800782 ;Denmark 

4151008    05/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460962]
Keepit A/S

Per Henrik Lings Allé 4, 7. DK-2100 København Ø Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; data processing equipment; data registering, data input, data output, data transmission and data 
storage apparatus; apparatus for transferring data to cloud servers; monitors; graphics cards; electronic cards for storing 
files; interface cards; computer interface apparatus; hard discs; data storage devices; keyboards; mice; optical readers; 
barcode readers; text readers; scanners; printers; compact disc recorders; plotters; hard disc, tape and floppy disc 
drives; power supplies, modems and other computer peripheral devices for computers; telecommunications apparatus; 
apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images, and electric and electronic components and 
parts for the aforesaid goods; data carriers for electronic media, including recording discs, DVD's and CD ROM's.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; providing computer programs on data networks; consultancy in the design and 
development of computer hardware; computer systems design, electronic data security and data storage; computer 
software design; electronic data programming consultancy; providing computer facilities for digital data editing; 
providing facilities for digital data processing; computer consultancy; computer programming; consultancy in the design 
and development of computer hardware and software; implementation of computer programs on networks; installation of 
computer programs; conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); webpage design; duplication 
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of computer programs; servicing and installation of software; technical project management in the field of electronic data 
processing; rental of computer software; computer software maintenance.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software (legal services).
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Priority claimed from 29/09/2018; Application No. : 33820795 ;China 

4151016    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460634]
GUANGDONG TRANSTEK MEDICAL ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

ZONE A, NO. 105, DONGLI ROAD, TORCH DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, ZHONGSHAN GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, recorded; smartwatches; pedometers; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; weighing 
machines; weighing apparatus and instruments; scales; smartphone software applications, downloadable; batteries, 
electric; wearable activity trackers; wearable computers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; 
smartphones in the shape of a watch; wristband smart phones.

Cl.10;Physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments; arterial blood pressure 
measuring apparatus; heart rate monitoring apparatus; dental apparatus and instruments; galvanic therapeutic 
appliances; hearing aids; babies' bottles; contraceptives, non-chemical; orthopaedic [orthopedic] belts.

Cl.14;Boxes of precious metal; precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; jewellery; sports watches; chronographs 
[watches]; necklaces [jewellery]; clocks; wristwatches; watch bands; presentation boxes for watches.
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Priority claimed from 17/08/2018; Application No. : 017945095 ;European Union 

4151021    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460839]
Samsonite IP Holdings S.a r.l.

13-15, avenue de la Liberté L-1931 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Bags adapted for laptops; laptop carrying cases; computer carrying cases; sleeves for laptops; cell phone cases; 
cases for mobile phones; cases for electronic diaries; camera cases; cases for photographic apparatus; notebook 
computer carrying cases; carrying cases for contact lenses; cases for eyeglasses and sunglasses; credit card cases 
[fitted holders]; battery cases; mobile phone covers; covers for glasses; covers for sunglasses; covers for smartphones; 
covers for tablet computers; electronic book reader covers; covers for mp3 players; covers for music storage devices; 
covers for digital media players; covers for personal digital assistants; covers for portable media players; covers for data 
storage devices; protective covers for portable media players; hands-free holders for cell phones; protective films 
adapted for computer screens; stands adapted for mobile phones; stands adapted for tablet computers; cell phone 
straps; mobile phone straps; battery adapters; battery chargers; plug adaptors; phone plugs; electronic locks; 
combination locks (metal -) [electric]; combination locks (non-metallic -) [electric]; metal locks [electric]; converters for 
electric plugs; electric converters; electrical converters; ear plugs for divers; scales; electric charging cables; electronic 
cables; usb cables; earphones; headphones; electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; global 
positioning system [gps] apparatus; application software.
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Cl.18;Luggage; suitcases; bags; all-purpose carrying bags; carry-on bags; traveling bags; backpacks; travel cases; 
wallets; luggage tags; luggage straps; luggage covers; suitcase handles; umbrellas.
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Priority claimed from 06/07/2018; Application No. : 725840 ;Switzerland 

4151027    07/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460644]
Tyco Fire & Security GmbH

Victor von Bruns-Strasse 21 CH-8212 Neuhausen am Rheinfall Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Security and alarm systems, and equipment, apparatus and spare parts and accessories therefor; sprinkler 
systems for fire protection; voice and video communication platforms (software); environmental sensors and detectors 
for the detection of heat, temperature, water, smoke, gas, pressure and movement; lighting control devices; computer 
software used to operate, manage and monitor security systems, fire alarms, central alarm boxes, burglar alarms, anti-
theft alarms, personal security alarms, smoke and gas alarms, home and office monitoring systems, lighting control 
devices and automation devices for home and office; electronic access control systems and apparatus; computer 
software used for tracking physical activity, health status and environmental conditions, and used for transmitting 
messages and electronic data via communication networks; automated control systems for home and office including 
wireless and wired controllers and controlled devices; software for lighting, heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC), security and other monitoring and control applications for home and office; diagnostic apparatus and 
instruments, insofar as they are included in this class; cameras, including video, television and monitoring cameras; 
video and television monitors; monitoring, detection and control apparatus and parts, fittings and accessories therefor, 
namely, video cameras, television apparatus, monitoring cameras, video monitors, television monitors; electronic 
equipment for tracking and monitoring of personnel and for tracking and monitoring of merchandise.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of material assets and persons; verification services for alarms and 
intervention subsequent to the triggering thereof; breach and security alarm monitoring, burglar alarm monitoring, flood 
alarm monitoring, fire alarm monitoring, carbon monoxide and low temperature alarm monitoring; alarm center services in 
case of intrusion or fire; access and security monitoring of buildings; safety monitoring relating to temperature, water, 
smoke, gas, pressure, ventilation and air conditioning of buildings; monitoring of telephone calls from subscribers and 
triggering emergency services; monitoring services for homes, persons and offices; consulting services relating to all the 
aforesaid services.
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4151080    11/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460280]
Shenzhen Beihanlin Technology Co., Ltd.

3/F, Block 5, Buchong Industrial Zone D, Shajing, Bao'an District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mixing machines; bread cutting machines; blenders, electric, for household purposes; crushing machines; coffee 
grinders, other than hand-operated; meat choppers [machines]; whisks, electric, for household purposes; fruit presses, 
electric, for household purposes; food processors, electric; soya milk making machines for household purposes.

Cl.11;Roasters; hot plates; bread toasters; coffee machines, electric; electric hot-water bottles; kettles, electric; bread 
baking machines; pressure cookers, electric; blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; roasting apparatus; cooking 
apparatus and installations; radiators, electric; electric appliances for making yogurt; refrigerating chambers; 
multicookers; food steamers, electric; disinfectant apparatus; water purification installations; water filtering apparatus; 
water sterilizers; filters for drinking water; water purifying apparatus and machines; water softening apparatus and 
installations; water dispensers, namely, heating apparatus for dispensing hot water.

Cl.21;Cutting boards for the kitchen; coasters, not of paper or textile; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; 
steamer baskets; kitchen utensils; chopsticks; crockery, namely, basins, bowls, dishes, jars, pots, casserole pans, kettles 
and stoneware; candelabra [candlesticks]; brushes; gloves for household purposes; utensils for household purposes; 
containers for household or kitchen use; stew-pans; cauldrons; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; cooking 
pots; woks, non-electric; drinking vessels; liqueur sets; tea services [tableware]; china ornaments.
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4151081    31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460279]
Li Shizhen Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd.

Pen-ts'ao Kan-mu Biological Park, Qichun Hubei Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bath preparations, not for medical purposes; cleaning preparations; ethereal oils; cosmetics; dentifrices; incense; 
shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations]; air fragrancing preparations; abrasives; polish for furniture 
and flooring.

Cl.5;Chinese patent medicine; moxa rolls for medical purposes; medicinal wine; dietetic substances adapted for 
medical use; food for babies; depuratives; pesticides; animal washes [insecticides]; dressings, medical.

Cl.10;Nursing appliances; dental apparatus and instruments; electric acupuncture instruments; beds, specially made 
for medical purposes; respirators for artificial respiration; teats; contraceptives, non-chemical; artificial skin for surgical 
purposes; tips for crutches for invalids; suture materials; medicinal pillow.

Cl.29;Meat; fish-based foodstuffs; fruits, tinned; vegetables, cooked; milk products; edible fats; fruit jellies; dried edible 
mushrooms; fruit-based or vegetable-based or meat-based instant cuisine.

Cl.30;Coffee-based beverages; pastries; confectionery; cereal-based snack food; cereal preparations; instant noodles; 
cooking salt; seasonings; ginger juice (beverage).

Cl.31;Grains [cereals]; pollen [raw material]; garden herbs, fresh; live animals; fruit, fresh; vegetables, fresh; fresh 
edible flowers; plant seeds; animal foodstuffs; malt for brewing and distilling.

Cl.32;Beer; aerated water; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; purified water (beverage); carbonated beverages, 
non-alcoholic; plant-based beverages; bean-based beverages; rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; syrups 
for beverages.

Cl.33;Fruit extracts, alcoholic; aperitifs; distilled beverages; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; alcoholic beverages, 
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except beer; rice alcohol; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; yellow rice wine; alcohol for drinking.

Cl.35;Relocation services for businesses; rental of vending machines.

Cl.44;Nursing, medical; medical assistance; physiotherapy; health counseling; convalescent home services.
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2018; Application No. : 725120 ;Switzerland 

4151083    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460647]
Roivant Sciences GmbH

Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biological preparations for medical or therapeutic use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; pharmaceutical, biomedical and 
biological therapeutic research services; research in the field of pharmaceutical and biological therapeutic products, 
clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching of 
medicines; pharmaceutical research and development; providing scientific research information in the field of 
pharmaceuticals, biomedicine, clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or 
commercial post-launching of medicines.

Cl.44;Providing health and medical information; providing information relating to the diagnostic, prophylactic and 
therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical and biological products for the prevention and treatment of diseases, disorders 
and conditions.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2018; Application No. : 3724981 ;European Union 

4151088    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460281]
SEGURIDAD INDUSTRIAL, S.A.

Elizguibel, s/n, E-31638 EUGUI (NAVARRA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sensors; sensors for establishing velocity; wear sensors for brake pads; pressure sensors; temperature sensors.

Cl.12;Vehicle parts and accessories; brake components for vehicles; braking systems for vehicles and parts therefor; 
drum brakes for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; transmission parts for land vehicles (belts); transmission 
parts for land vehicles (other than belts); steering mechanisms for land vehicles; steering columns for vehicles; shock 
absorbers, part of vehicle suspension; shock absorbing springs for automobiles.

Cl.17;Articles made of synthetic rubber for insulation purposes; articles made of synthetic rubber for eliminating 
vibrations; articles made of synthetic rubber for damping impacts; washers of rubber; rubber hoses; rubber tubes and 
pipes; valves of rubber.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2018; Application No. : 4472240 ;France 

4152968    13/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460603]
BE-BOUND

80 rue de Lourmel F-75015 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application Ssoftware for providing an electronic blockchain platform allowing the execution of payment 
operations, financial operations, value and information exchanges, on a computerdata network; software for purchase, 
sale, purchase, management, payment, ´ management, payment, downloading, recording and administering of tokens of 
value.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; dissemination of 
advertising material (leaflets, forms, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); subscription services to newspapers (for 
others); a subscription services toof telecommunication services for othersthird parties; presentation of goods on all 
means of communication for retail sale; business management and organization consultancy; accounting; document 
reproduction; employment agencies; computer file management; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; on line advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on all communication media; 
publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertisements; public relations.

Cl.36;Financial sServices, namely providing decentralized crypto-currency supply and in open source on a global 
computerdata network using a "blockchain"; administration, and management services, electronic exchange and 
electronic transfer of cypto-currency used by members of an on-line community using "blockchain" viaon a global 
computerdata network; crypto-currency payment verification services, namely transfer of payments and donations to and 
between a source and a destination; issuanceing services for of tokens of value; exchange of services of tokens of value 
tokens; transfer ofservices for value tokens; trade of value tokens in real time and online.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information with respectrelating to telecommunications; communications via computer 
terminals or via fiber-optic networks; radio or ´ telephone communications; mobile radioradiotelephony services; 
provision of user access to global computer networks; provision of Internet chat rooms; provision of access to 
databases; access to electronic transaction platforms, communications and information platforms on the Internet, 
namely, on line financial platforms forof value tokens and digital currencies between peers, using a blockchain; electronic 
display services (telecommunications); telecommunications connections to a global datacomputer network; news or 
information agencies; rental of telecommunications apparatus; transmission (or broadcastingdistribution) of radio or 
television programs; teleconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer 
networks.

Cl.42;´Evaluations, assessmentestimates and research in theto scientific and technological fields provided by 
engineers; design and development ´ and design of computers hardware and software; research and development of new 
products for others; ´studies for technical projects studies; architecture; interior design; development (design), 
installation, providing maintenance, updating or rental of software; computer programming; analysis of computer 
systems; design of computer systems; computer consulting; data conversion of data and computer programs other than 
physical conversion; data conversion of data or physical support documents to anfor electronic mediumsupport; 
technical control of motor vehicles; graphic arts designing; styling (industrial design); authentication of works of art.
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4153533    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461037]
RED HAT, INC.

100 EAST DAVIE STREET RALEIGH NC 27601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for automating, provisioning, deploying, configuration of, orchestrating, monitoring and 
measuring of, compliance of, reporting on, and updating of, physical, virtual, public cloud, and private cloud resources.

Cl.42;Computer software consulting; computer software installation and maintenance; providing on-line non-
downloadable software for operating system configuration management; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for operating system configuration management; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of 
computer software problems; technology consultation in the field of configuration management for computer hardware 
and software.
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4153546    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461035]
SHENZHEN BENKS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

1-4, 4/F, BLK Y3, BANTIAN CREATIVE IND PARK, YAYUAN RD, BANTIAN STREET, LONGGANG DIST, SHENZHEN 518129 
GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sleeves for laptops; computer peripheral devices; cell phone cases; earphones; diaphragms [acoustics]; batteries, 
electric; battery chargers; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; speed checking apparatus for 
vehicles; USB cables for cell phones.

Cl.11;Electric lamps; searchlights; air conditioning installations; electric fans for personal use; fans [air-conditioning]; 
solar thermal collectors [heating]; disinfectant apparatus; radiators, electric; heating cushions, electric, not for medical 
purposes; pocket warmers.
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4153550    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461101]
GUANGDONG PHONPA HOME TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

F1, F2, F3, F4, F7, No. 1, Jiahe South Road, Lubao Town, Sanshui District, Foshan City Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Aluminium; alloys of common metal; sheets and plates of metal; tubes of metal; aviaries [structures] of metal; 
palings of metal; cabanas of metal; buildings, transportable, of metal; window frames of metal; door casings of metal; 
door frames of metal; windows of metal; insect screens of metal; street gutters of metal; bars for metal railings; door 
panels of metal; casement windows of metal; steel buildings; gates of metal; building materials of metal; outdoor blinds 
of metal; doors of metal; jalousies of metal; shutters of metal; porches [structures] of metal; rails of metal; wire gauze; 
railway material of metal; cable joints of metal, non-electric; rivets of metal; ironmongery; latches of metal; latch bars of 
metal; window stops of metal; chains of metal; safety chains of metal; door knockers of metal; sash pulleys; window 
pulleys; window casement bolts; knobs of metal; window fasteners of metal; fittings of metal for windows; door closers, 
non-electric; furniture casters of metal; clothes hooks of metal; door handles of metal; door bolts of metal; door openers, 
non-electric; hinges of metal; turnstiles of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; hooks of metal for clothes rails; towel 
dispensers, fixed, of metal; window openers, non-electric; fittings of metal for beds; door fittings of metal; split rings of 
common metal for keys; ores of metal; locks of metal, other than electric; safes [metal or non-metal]; strap-hinges of 
metal; containers of metal for storing acids; house numbers of metal, non-luminous; bird baths [structures] of metal; rods 
of metal for welding; mooring bollards of metal; identification bracelets of metal; wind vanes of metal; tree protectors of 
metal; traps for wild animals; bronzes [works of art]; enclosures of metal for tombs; folding doors of metal.
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Cl.11;Lamps; oil lamps; cooking apparatus and installations; bath fittings; lighters; cooling appliances and 
installations; air cooling apparatus; hot air apparatus; heating installations; disinfectant apparatus; radiators, electric; 
atomic piles.

Cl.19;Marble; cement; cement slabs; floor tiles, not of metal; refractory construction materials, not of metal; windows, 
not of metal; doors, not of metal; advertisement columns, not of metal; building glass; coatings [building materials]; 
binding agents for making stones; statues of stone, concrete or marble; memorial plaques, not of metal; folding doors, 
not of metal; jalousies, not of metal; shutters, not of metal; gates, not of metal; door panels, not of metal; window frames, 
not of metal; door casings, not of metal; door frames, not of metal; insect screens, not of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture; casks, not of metal; work benches; picture frames; display boards; decorations of plastic for 
foodstuffs; beds for household pets; identification bracelets, not of metal; coffin fittings, not of metal; furniture fittings, 
not of metal; cushions; slatted indoor blinds.

Cl.24;Upholstery fabrics; felt; household linen; quilts; loose covers for furniture; door curtains; fitted toilet lid covers of 
fabric; flags of textile or plastic; shrouds.

Cl.35;Advertising; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agency services; 
provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; personnel 
recruitment; relocation services for businesses; compilation of information into computer databases; accounting; rental 
of vending machines.

Cl.36;Insurance consultancy; financial consultancy; loans [financing]; financing services; banking; financial 
management; capital investment; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; mortgage banking; lease-purchase 
financing; financial analysis; securities brokerage; financial information; investment of funds; stocks and bonds 
brokerage; jewelry appraisal; real estate agency services; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; fiduciary; 
lending against security.
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2017; Application No. : 017204736 ;European Union 

4153554    12/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1408712]
DMK Baby GmbH

Henrich-Focke-Straße 4 28199 Bremen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Laundry preparations; bleaching preparations; furbishing preparations; polishing preparations; grease-removing 
preparations; grinding preparations; soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; cosmetics for children; lotions for hair; 
dentifrices.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; veterinary preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; hygienic preparations and 
articles; dietetic preparations adapted for medical use; infant formula; infant formula; dietetic preparations for children; 
dietetic beverages for babies adapted for medical purposes; dietetic substances for babies; dietetic products for invalids; 
plasters, materials for dressings; dressings, medical; teeth filling material; dental impression materials; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides.

Cl.29;Meat; fish; poultry, not live; game; meat extracts; preserved fruits; dried fruit; cooked fruits; preserved 
vegetables; vegetables, dried; vegetables, cooked; jellies; jams; compotes; eggs; milk; milk products; cheese products; 
butter; curd cheese; quark; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; tapioca flour; sago; artificial coffee; flour; cereal preparations; bread; pastries; 
flour confectionery; confectionery items coated with chocolate; prepared desserts [confectionery]; edible ices; sherbets 
[ices]; frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]; edible fruit ices; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; mixtures for making water 
ices; honey; golden syrup; yeast; baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauce (condiments); spices; ice; puddings; 
mixes for making puddings; instant pudding mixes.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral water [beverages]; aerated water [soda water]; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks; juices; 
syrups for beverages; syrups for making beverages; syrups for making flavoured mineral waters; syrups for making 
whey-based beverages; preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 4020190007206 ;Republic of Korea 

4153555    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461165]
CHOI, Shin Kyu

B-4101, (Mokdong, Trapalace Western Avenue), 299, Ohmok-ro, Yangcheon-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Abacuses; locks, electric; physical and chemical laboratory apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and 
instruments except for glasses and photographic apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments; video cameras; 
weighing apparatus and instruments for standard unit; automatic control apparatus and instruments; eyeglasses; contact 
lenses; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; life jackets; survival suits; heat sensors; reflecting discs for wear, for 
the prevention of accidents; electric power distribution machines; electric batteries; electric audio and visual apparatus 
and instruments; telecommunication machines and implements; telephone sets; computer programs, downloadable; 
computer software applications, downloadable; computer game software; computer application software for mobile 
phones; computer software; computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; magnets; video game cartridges; 
signalling whistles; protective gloves; helmets; protective clothing; downloadable music files; pre-recorded musical 
electronic media; recorded videotapes (other than music); pre-recorded non-musical electronic media (excluding 
computer software); magnetic credit cards; downloadable tickets; films, exposed; electronic publications, downloadable; 
downloadable electronic books; downloadable electronic newspapers; downloadable electronic study books or papers; 
animated cartoons; fire escapes; underwater breathing apparatus; electric door bells; protection masks.

Cl.28;Butterfly nets; insect collector's articles; toys for pets; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles 
and confectionery; fairground ride apparatus; toys (playthings); dolls; toys; games; sporting articles (other than golf 
articles/climbing articles); ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; climbers' harness; golf bags with or without wheels; 
golf balls; golf gloves; golf equipment; fishing tackle; twirling batons.
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4153557    17/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1367146]
GPQ S.r.l.

Via Frà Cristoforo, 14/D I-20142 Milano (Mi) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic creams; cosmetic preparations for skin care; oils for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; 
cosmetic kits; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; non-medicated soaps; 
make-up removing preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; beauty 
masks; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; smoothing stones; 
pomades for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; eyebrow pencils.

Cl.5;Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; acids for pharmaceutical purposes; antiseptics; wart pencils; oxygen 
baths; balms for medical purposes; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; biocides; caustics for 
pharmaceutical purposes; stem cells for medical purposes; disinfectants; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; elixirs 
[pharmaceutical preparations]; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; enzyme preparations for veterinary purposes; 
enzymes for medical purposes; medicinal mud; phenol for pharmaceutical purposes; ferments for pharmaceutical 
purposes; gallic acid for pharmaceutical purposes; petroleum jelly for medical purposes; gelatine for medical purposes; 
glycerine for medical purposes; glycerophosphates; enzyme dietary supplements; protein dietary supplements; mineral 
food supplements; iodides for pharmaceutical purposes; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; cultures of 
microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; nutritive substances for microorganisms; medicinal oils; oxygen for 
medical purposes; lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes; hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes; pomades for medical 
purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; aloe vera preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; 
medicinal hair growth preparations; serums; tinctures for medical purposes; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical 
lotions; remedies for perspiration; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes.

Cl.10;Needles for medical purposes; cannulae; thread, surgical; surgical apparatus and instruments; esthetic massage 
apparatus; gloves for massage; lamps for medical purposes; lasers for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray lamps for 
medical purposes.

Cl.44;Massage; dentistry services; health centre services; health counseling; medical services; health care; hygienic 
and beauty care for human beings; beauty salon services; health spa services.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 031 404 ;Germany 

4153558    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462355]
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH

Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oil; industrial grease; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels [including 
engine fuel] and illuminants; grease for motor vehicles; brake greases.

Cl.7;Agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining machinery; pumps, compressors and 
fans; industrial robots; generators of electricity; moving and handling equipment; machines and machine tools for 
treatment of materials and for manufacturing; engines, powertrains and hydraulic, mechanical and pneumatic controls for 
the operation of machines and engines; dispensing machines; sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; 
machines used in metal, timber, rubber and plastics processing, for the manufacture, repair and disassembly of land and 
sea vehicles, for the manufacture, assembly, repair and disassembly of hoses, for the chemical, agricultural, mining, 
textile, food and beverage, construction and packaging industry; machine tools; printing machines; printing plates; 
machines used in the manufacture of printing plates; printing plates [not light-sensitive]; pressure casting molds 
[machine components]; lithographic printing plates for printing machines; motors and engines [except for land vehicles 
and aerospace vehicles]; components for motors and engines of all types [except for aerospace vehicles] (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); electric motors and their 
components [except for land vehicles and aerospace vehicles]; control units for motors and engines [except for 
aerospace vehicles] (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
electric starters for motors and engines [except for aerospace vehicles]; motor driven electric generators [except for 
aerospace vehicles]; main cylinders; electric motors [except for land vehicles and aerospace vehicles]; pumps 
[machines]; fuel pumps; dosing pumps; regulating and control apparatus for use in connection with pumps and pump 
installations, in particular valves, cocks, control valves; engine actuators [throttle valves, idle governors, linear actuators, 
air control valves, air flap actuators, exhaust gas recirculation valves] [except for aerospace vehicles]; fuel injection 
devices for engines; fuel injection systems for engines; injection nozzles for engines [except for aerospace vehicle 
engines]; spark plugs for combustion engines [except for aerospace vehicles]; glow plugs for diesel engines [except for 
aerospace vehicles]; air filters for engines; oil filters for motors and machines; fuel filters; catalytic converters; exhaust 
gas purification installations; individual components for exhaust gas purification installations, including catalytic 
converters and filters, and fittings for the aforesaid goods, including the necessary mounts and fasteners; devices for 
regulating the mixture composition of fuel-air mixtures for internal combustion engines; converters and conversion 
apparatus and equipment for hot gases being parts of exhaust gas purifiers; electrically heated converters for hot gases 
being parts of exhaust gas purifiers; chargers [turbochargers]; turbo compressors; control units for machines (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); controlled adjusting 
machines for vehicle parts, in particular seats, windows, mirrors, sliding roofs, throttle valves, camshafts; machine 
coupling and transmission components, including shift clutches [except for land vehicles]; drive belts, transmission 
belts, v-belts, v-ribbed belts, variator belts, timing belts, synchronous belts, nubbed belts, double-sided timing belts, flat 
belts other than for land vehicles, lift belts [machine components], conveyor belts; machine components, namely springs, 
shock absorber pistons, vibration dampers; molded parts made from rubber and rubber-metal bondings for vibration 
control as far as included in this class; connecting rods; crank shafts; camshafts; joints [universal -] [cardan joints]; 
propeller shafts (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
engine mounts (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
hydromounts for engines (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); actuators (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); all of the aforementioned goods except for aerospace vehicle power plants, aerospace vehicle piston 
engines, aerospace vehicle turbines and parts and controls therefor; valves [machine components]; transport belts, 
conveyor belts and belts for conveyors; parts and accessories for transport belts, conveyor belts and belts for conveyors; 
passenger conveyors not included in other classes; spray guns for water, oil, gas, paint and other gaseous or liquid 
substances; metal fittings [accessories for spray guns or sprayers]; mechanical vehicle jacks; mechanically operated 
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hand-held crimpers; lawn mowers [machines]; non-hand-operated agricultural equipment; cutting, drilling, abrading, 
sharpening and surface treatment machines and apparatus; reels, mechanical, for flexible hoses; lifting platforms; lifts for 
use with vehicles; tire inflating machines [garage installations]; tire trimming machines; tire pressing machines; tire 
mounting machines; tire vulcanizing machines; automatic tire removing and installing devices; tire removers [machines]; 
electrical, electronic and mechanical actuators, drive shafts and electric motors for machines [except for aerospace 
vehicles and except electrical motors for land vehicles]; electric ignition coils; injection valves for machines; vending 
machines; drives for convertible soft tops, sliding roofs and sun protection devices; electric linear actuators; electrical 
opening and closing devices for motor vehicles, including control units, control elements and electric motors; hydraulic 
controllers; window and headlight cleaning systems for motor vehicles as well as the associated containers, nozzles, 
hoses, hose couplings, pumps, heaters and valves therefor; mechanical actuators; windshield and headlight cleaning 
systems for motor vehicles; mechanical controllers; electrical, electronic and mechanical actuators for vehicles; 
mechanical and hydraulic controllers for vehicles.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, 
checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments as far as included in this class; recorded 
data; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices; magnets, magnetizers and 
demagnetizers; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; diving 
equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring 
instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and 
simulators; measuring devices and instruments [except for aerospace vehicles]; electric control and regulating devices 
[except for aerospace vehicles] including their processors and sensors for the steering and controlling of vehicles, for 
improved driving safety, driving stability, and suspension and noise comfort; electric control and regulating devices 
[except for aerospace vehicles] including their processors and sensors for regulation and control of brakes, accelerator 
pedals, transmissions, chassis and emissions; voltage regulators for vehicles; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles 
[except for aerospace vehicles]; electric and electronic monitoring, regulating and control apparatus and equipment for 
use with exhaust gas catalysts; electric and electronic monitoring, regulating and control apparatus and equipment for 
use with dosing systems; electric and electronic monitoring, regulating and control apparatus and equipment for 
conveyor belts and conveyor belt systems; dosimeters; parts for all the aforesaid goods [included in this class]; electrical 
and electrohydraulic power steering [except for aerospace vehicles]; ammeters, voltmeters, ohmmeters, manometers, 
thermometers, tachometers [except for aerospace vehicles]; compasses; acidimeters; spirit levels; scales; thermostats 
[except for aerospace vehicles]; engine management, idle speed control devices [except for aerospace vehicles]; 
electronic data management devices; data processing devices; measuring devices for vehicles in the form of distance, 
axle load monitoring, acceleration, speed, engine speed, torque, turn rate, pressure, fill level, fluid supply [particularly fuel 
and washer fluid supply], altitude, coolant temperature, charge pressure, power, air quality, air mass, oil level, oil 
pressure, position, rudder position, temperature, travel, travel distance, wind and water depth measuring devices [all of 
the aforesaid except for aerospace vehicles]; display devices for vehicles in the form of distance, axle load monitoring, 
acceleration, speed, engine speed, torque, turn rate, pressure, fill level, fluid supply [particularly fuel and washer fluid 
supply], altitude, coolant temperature, charge pressure, power, air quality, air mass, oil level, oil pressure, position, 
rudder position, temperature, travel, travel distance, wind and water depth display devices [all of the aforesaid except for 
aerospace vehicles]; temperature controlling apparatus for use in vehicle heating systems; distance controlling devices 
and display instruments for vehicles [except for aerospace vehicles]; radar devices [except for aerospace vehicles]; 
reversing monitoring equipment; electronic parking assistance for vehicles; tire pressure measuring devices; automatic 
tire inflating equipment (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); tire monitoring apparatus; tire matching apparatus; tire balancing units for land vehicles; service indicators; 
wear indicators; consumption measuring devices; maintenance indicators; workshop diagnostic and test equipment; air 
conditioning service units for inspection, maintenance and repair of air-conditioners; diesel testers; emission analysers; 
chassis analysers; wheel alignment units; brake testers; test lanes; tire testers; battery testers; battery chargers; devices 
for engine control unit (ECU) diagnostics; apparatus for testing vehicle brakes; apparatus for testing vehicle 
transmissions; test benches; time recording apparatus; accident data recorders; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating and monitoring electricity [except for aerospace vehicles]; 
electrical fuses; electrical relays; transponders; sensors; detectors [except for aerospace vehicles]; pressure switches 
other than for machines; controllers; brake fluid testers; diagnostic apparatus [not for medical purposes]; monitoring and 
diagnostic devices and systems comprised thereof for vehicle engines and drive trains [except for aerospace vehicles]; 
dashboard warning lamps for vehicles; electronic control valves and/or solenoid valves; lasers, not for medical purposes; 
electric batteries and their components, rechargeable batteries and their components; solar batteries; batteries, electric, 
for vehicles; fuel cells and their components; chargers for electric batteries; alarm equipment; burglar alarms, burglary 
detection equipment; central locking systems; electronic immobilizers for motor vehicles; remote control devices; remote 
operation systems for central locking systems; position finding, course tracking and traffic routing devices [except for 
aerospace vehicles]; navigation instruments; navigation devices for vehicles; GPS devices [except for aerospace 
vehicles]; electronic controllers for convertible soft tops, sliding roofs and sun protection devices; data processing 
devices; computers; electronic calendars; facsimile machines; monitors; computer peripheral devices; calculators; 
recorded data, saved computer programs and software; computer networking and data communications equipment; 
computers for autonomous-driving vehicles; computer programs to operate vehicles; computer programs for use in 
autonomous driving of vehicles; computer software for driver assistance systems; accident prevention, comfort driving 
system and navigation software; computer software for mobile applications that enable interaction and interface between 
vehicles and mobile devices; software for diagnostics and troubleshooting; communications software for electronically 
exchanging data, audio, video and image files; application software for computers and wireless devices; application 
software for cloud computing services; cloud computing software; cloud servers; electrical, electronic, opto-electronic 
and mechanical analog and digital display devices and instruments [except for aerospace vehicles]; image transmission 
and reproduction devices; electrical or electronic display devices; display equipment, display modules, display elements, 
display panels, displays, monitors, screens, LCDs, devices with LCDs, flat screens, video screens and monitors; touch 
screens; devices for recording, receiving, transmitting and reproducing analog and/or digital signals, as well as images 
and sound; antennae; radios; television apparatus, telephone apparatus including video telephones; hands-free 
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equipment for telephones; rescue equipment, namely life rafts, rescue ladders, rescue nets, rescue tarpaulins, life belts, 
life buoys, life jackets, fire extinguishing equipment; contact lenses; spectacles; spectacle cases; binoculars; magnifying 
glasses; sunglasses; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; mobile phone connectors for vehicles; multimedia connectors 
for vehicles; projectors; film cameras; photo cameras; photocopiers; electronic translators; electronic pocket translators; 
films, exposed; magnetic, electronic and optical recording media except non-exposed films; phonograph records; 
magnetic cards; cards with integrated circuitry [smart cards]; telephone cards; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus 
including automatic dispensers, cash machines; cash registers; calculating machines; photovoltaic modules; 
photoelectric cells; presence monitoring devices; seat-occupancy detection mats; seat-occupancy detection systems; 
testing and quality control devices; instruments for monitoring traffic; instruments for detecting traffic flows; traffic sign 
recognition systems; head-up-displays [HUD] for motor vehicles; electric and electronic traffic management apparatus, 
comprised of sensors, induction loops, software; traffic control apparatus [luminous]; human machine interface [HMI] 
solutions [software]; electronic control units [ECUS] for automotive engine controlling; speed measuring instruments; 
alarms and warning equipment; combination display instruments for vehicle dashboards; instrument panels [electric]; 
protective suits; protective masks; downloadable electronic newsletters; downloadable electronic brochures; vehicle 
headlight beam adjustment devices; display devices for vehicles, in the form of optical, acoustic and haptic sleep and 
speed display devices; regulated and unregulated electromechanical and electrohydraulic steering systems and their 
components for vehicles; regulators for vehicles.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilation, air- conditioning and 
water supply and sanitary purposes; flues and installations for conveying exhaust gases; sanitary installations, water 
supply and sanitation equipment; burners, boilers and heaters; lighting and lighting reflectors; filters for industrial and 
household use; industrial treatment installations; refrigerating and freezing equipment; regulating and safety accessories 
for water and gas installations; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification equipment [ambient]; 
attachments for water supply equipment for adjusting and changing the water flow volume; end pieces for water supply 
equipment; heating, cooling, air-conditioning and ventilation systems in vehicles; heating and air-conditioners for 
vehicles; fans and ventilation modules for vehicles; non-metalic ventilation nozzles, air deflector elements and air ducts; 
air inlets [vents] for vehicles; electric lamps and luminaires; lightning apparatus for vehicles; vehicle lighting and lighting 
reflectors; LED lamps and LED luminaires and parts therefor [included in this class]; incandescent lamps; tail lamp bulbs; 
vehicle headlights; bicycle lights; vehicle tail lights; interior air filters for vehicles; cooling and heating hoses for vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles [except for aerospace vehicles]; apparatus for transportation on land and [or on water; parts and 
accessories for vehicles [except for aerospace vehicles] and/or apparatus for transportation on land and/or on water as 
far as included in this class; powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; motors and engines for land 
vehicles; vehicle engines except for aerospace vehicles; electric motors for land vehicles; cockpits [vehicle interior 
parts]; instrument panels [vehicle parts]; center consoles [vehicle interior parts]; tires; inner tubes for tires; wheels; wheel 
rims; treads for the retreading of tires; hub caps; rim strips; repair outfits for inner tubes and patches for repairing tires; 
valves for vehicle tires; chassis and parts thereof, included in this class; controlled and non-controlled chassis; 
electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, electrohydraulic and mechanical brakes for vehicles; parts and accessories for 
electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, electrohydraulic and mechanical brakes for vehicles; brake cylinders, brake 
pads, brake calipers, brake disks, brake linings; regulated and unregulated electromechanical and electrohydraulic 
steering systems for vehicles and their components as far as included in this class; hydraulic power steering, steering 
columns, steering gear; safety equipment for motor vehicles, as far as included in this class; airbags, belt tensioners and 
their parts and accessories, as far as included in this class; couplings and transmission mechanism, including shift 
clutches for land vehicles; active and passive, regulated and unregulated dampers and springs for vehicles, wheels and 
their parts, particularly air pressure springs and gas springs; air supply units for air spring systems; shock absorbers and 
suspension struts for vehicles; shock absorber springs for vehicles; suspension springs for vehicles; vibration dampers 
and torsional vibration dampers [except as components of land vehicle engines] for vehicles; steering apparatus, namely 
steering wheels and handlebars; vehicle cabins and driver seats; hydromounts as vehicle components, as far as included 
in this class; axles and axle modules; axle boots; diaphragms [vehicle parts]; drive belts, transmission belts, included in 
this class; fuel lines for vehicles; fuel tanks for vehicles; safety tanks for vehicles; plastic fuel tanks for vehicles; fuel tank 
systems for motor vehicles; vehicle interior lining; airbag covers; paneling for dashboards; steering wheel covers; 
tonneau covers; gear shift covers; interior upholstery for vehicles; motor vehicle seats; seat cushions for the seats of 
vehicles; car seat coverings; seat covers [shaped] for use in motor vehicles; saddle covers for bicycles; cockpit cross 
beams; vehicle workstations [vehicle parts]; driver cabins [vehicle parts]; windshield wipers; windshield wiper blades for 
vehicles; windshield wiper arms (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); rubber or plastic concertina walls for trains and articulated buses; armrests for automobile seats; sun 
shields and visors for cars; sun visors [vehicle parts]; automotive interior trim; protective strips for vehicle bodies; head 
restraints for vehicles; vehicle head rest covers; empty tool trolleys made of metal; electrical, electronic and mechanical 
actuators for vehicles, drive shafts and electric motors [except for aerospace vehicles]; warning devices as parts of 
vehicles for warning about distance, axle load monitoring, acceleration, speed, engine speed, torque, turn rate, pressure, 
fill level, fluid supply [particularly fuel and washer fluid supply], altitude, coolant temperature, charge pressure, power, air 
quality, air mass, oil level, oil pressure, position, rudder position, temperature, travel, travel distance, wind and water 
depth [except for aerospace vehicles]; distance warning devices for vehicles [except for aerospace vehicles]; warning 
devices for vehicles, namely optical, acoustic and haptic sleep and speed warning devices; window lift and window 
positioning systems for vehicles; cigarette lighters for automobiles; warning devices for vehicles, namely sleep warning 
devices; illuminated interior panels for vehicles; drive shafts and electric motors for land vehicles.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; plastic goods [semifinished products]; sealing, packing and 
insulating materials; flexible hoses [not made from metal]; flexible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefor [including 
valves], and fittings for rigid pipes, all non-metallic; seals, rubber sealants and insulation fillers; insulation and barrier 
materials; acoustic insulation articles and materials; flexible pipes, tubes, hoses, and fittings therefor, including valves, 
non-metallic; flexible hose connections [not made from metal]; casings of rubber for hoses; insulators for cables [not 
made from metal]; rubber compensators; line seals; sealing gaiters, sealing rings, diaphragms [not included in other 
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classes]; natural rubber [liquid]; sub-ballast mats made from rubber and rubber substitutes for vibration and shock 
damping in track construction; oil-absorbent mats made of rubber and rubber substitutes; rubber valves; soft top, door, 
window, engine compartment seals; rubber or plastic upholstery materials (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); plastic sheeting [except for packaging purposes], 
including sheeting for sealing and insulating purposes, roof and pond liners; bellows, concertina walls made from rubber 
or plastic for airport passenger bridges; parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods not included in other 
classes; rubber for retreading tires; adhesive tapes, strips, bands and films, other than stationary; decorative plastics 
films being semi-finished products; rubber solutions; torsional vibration dampers made of rubber; brake hoses; cooling, 
heating, brake, fuel, charge air, oil, hydraulic hoses as vehicle components; and accessories as far as included in this 
class.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs and mats; floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; non-textile wallpaper; non-slip underlays; 
protective floor coverings; wall and ceiling coverings; wallpapers; textile wallpapers.

Cl.37;Building construction; installation services in relation to vehicle tires, automobile parts and accessories, 
conveyor belts and conveyor belt systems, power transmission belts, hoses and hose systems comprised thereof, air 
pressure springs and vibration dampers, elastomer-coated surfaces; automotive workshop services, conversion, repair, 
servicing, dismantling, maintenance, care, cleaning and paint work for vehicles [except aerospace vehicles for], engines 
[except aerospace vehicles for engines], brakes, tires and their parts; repair of vehicles [except aerospace vehicles for] as 
part of breakdown assistance; retreading of tires; maintenance, repair of evaluation instruments for diagram plates, 
tachographs, accident data recorders, electronic vehicle logs, test and diagnostic apparatus and instruments; installation, 
maintenance and repair of machines and machine components; installation, maintenance and repair of conveyor belts 
and conveyor systems; installation, maintenance and repair of data systems; maintenance, repair and installation of 
computer network systems, computer hardware systems, wireless network systems, navigation and speech recognition 
systems; provision of information relating to the repair of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely transmission and provision of digital data by means of computer, internet, 
cable, radio, mobile phone communication, GSM, WAP and satellite transmissions; provision of access to content, 
websites and web portals; electronic data interchange; transferring information and data via computer networks and the 
internet; wireless transfer of data via wireless application protocols; electronic transmission and retransmission of 
sounds, images, documents, messages and data; data streaming; communication services between data banks; 
providing internet chatrooms and internet forums; providing of internet-chatrooms for social networks; providing access 
to electronic communications networks and electronic databases; wireless communication services; data transmission 
and reception services via telecommunications means; telecommunications gateway services; provision of 
communications information; all of the aforementioned services except radio and TV broadcasting services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and associated research and drafts; design services; research and 
development services for others; technical inspection of tires; component development for internal combustion engines; 
tire analysis services; technical-scientific experiments and research and development services; technical project 
development; technical data analysis services; engineering services; software development, programming and 
implementation; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer software design, computer 
software engineering, computer software installation; updating of software; maintenance of computer software; hosting 
services; software as a service and rental of software; platform as a service [PaaS], software as a service [SaaS]; 
infrastructure as a service [IaaS]; hosting of databases, web portals, weblogs, digital content on the internet, platforms on 
the internet as well as computerized data, files, applications and information; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; cloud computing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; online data storage; hosting and 
providing of digital data and information in the field of road traffic, road traffic management, motor vehicles and 
autonomous driving of motor vehicles (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); technical consultancy in the field of information technology for the use of franchises; technical 
advice on the granting of usage rights for mobility systems; providing expert opinion for the automotive and rubber 
industry; testing, authentication and quality control, technical supervision and inspection; technical measuring and 
testing; testing of vehicles; vehicle roadworthiness testing; inspection services for new and used vehicles for persons 
buying or selling their vehicles; provision of weather information; provision of digital data regarding an accurate street 
map and topographical data (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); provision of information relating to computer programs; provision of information relating to scientific 
research; provision of information relating to information technology; provision of technical information in relation to 
computers; product testing for others; updating of software components via wireless connection; consultancy in the field 
of energy-saving; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; scientific 
testing services, drafting technical and/or scientific opinions research; research in the field of technology, industrial 
analysis and research services; technical consultancy and/ or project planning relating to the automotive industry, the tire 
industry and the industrial rubber industry; research in the field of environmental protection; research and development 
in the field of treatment, use and regeneration of catalysts for selective catalyst reduction; development of chemical 
processes relating to selective catalytic reduction and catalyst technology; technical advice for evaluation instruments for 
diagram plates, tachographs, accident data recorders, electronic vehicle logs, test and diagnostic apparatus and 
instruments.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2018; Application No. : 4020180103288 ;Republic of Korea 

4153566    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462096]
Dunamu Inc.

5th Floor, Mirim Tower, 14, Teheran-ro 4-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul 06232 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; application software for smartphones; software for blockchain management; software for blockchain-
based platforms; software for managing digital currencies; software for managing distributed ledgers; software for 
platforms for generating and managing digital currencies; software for platforms for generating and managing tokens of 
value; software for platforms for generating and managing blockchains; software for digital currencies; software for 
digital wallets.

Cl.35;Advertising; consultancy services relating to advertising; business advisory services; advisory services for 
business management; commercial information agency services; business consultancy services for start-up companies; 
business intermediary services in the field of product sales via telecommunication networks; updating and maintenance 
of data in computer databases.

Cl.36;Processing of digital currency payments; provision of information relating to digital currency payment 
transactions; management of digital currencies; issue of digital currencies; virtual currency brokerage; brokerage of 
virtual currency exchange transactions; issue and redemption of tokens of value; brokerage of tokens of value; issue of 
financial vouchers; financial trading; payment services provided via the Internet; electronic funds transfer; electronic 
processing of payments; capital investment.

Cl.41;Training services in the field of computer software development; provision of online training; dissemination of 
educational material; education; educational services relating to software for digital currencies; educational services 
relating to software for digital tokens of value; educational services relating to blockchain technology; educational 
services relating to distributed ledgers; distance learning services; correspondence courses; education information; 
provision of video content via the Internet for educational purposes; electronic publishing; publication of books, 
periodical publications, magazines, newspapers and newsletters; arranging and conducting of seminars, conferences and 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; blockchain software as a service [BSaaS]; software as a service [SaaS]; 
platform as a service [PaaS]; hosting of platforms for providing online content; construction of Internet platforms for 
electronic commerce; hosting of blockchain-based platforms; hosting of platforms for generating and managing 
blockchains; hosting of platforms for generating and managing digital currencies; hosting of platforms for generating and 
managing tokens of value; technological research relating to computers; technological research relating to blockchains; 
technological research relating to digital currencies; technological research relating to distributed ledgers; software 
design and development; development and maintenance of web sites; providing information on computer technology via 
a web site; providing information on blockchain technology; providing technical advice relating to computers; information 
technology [IT] engineering.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2018; Application No. : 1944476 ;Australia 

4153572    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461546]
SIGGIE PTY. LTD.

Se304, 135 Macquarie St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software; computer software packages; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; 
computer software products; computer software programs; computer software programs for database management; data 
processing software; data processing software for word processing; downloadable software applications (apps); 
education software; industrial computer software programs; computer programs (downloadable software); integrated 
software packages; interactive computer software; interactive education software; personal computer application 
software; computer databases; computer programs for data processing; computer programs for processing data; 
computer programs for use in database management; computer apparatus for educational use; films bearing recorded 
educational material; computer programs and recorded software distributed online; computer software; computer 
software (programs); computer software applications (downloadable); computer software downloaded from the internet; 
computer software for analysing market information; computer software for business purposes.

Cl.35;Compilation of medical reports; data base management; data collection (for others); data compilation for others; 
data handling; data management; data preparation; data processing; data processing for businesses; data processing for 
the collection of data for business purposes; database management; business data analysis; maintaining data in 
databases; market research data collection services; market research data retrieval services; online data processing 
services; provision of business data; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; updating data in 
databases; business data analysis services; collection of data; compilation of business data; compilation or exploitation 
of statistical data; computer data processing; computerised data processing; computerised database management.

Cl.42;Advisory services relating to computer software; software as a service (saas); medical research; medical 
research (scientific research for medical purposes); computerised data storage services; data storage (other than 
physical storage); development of systems for the processing of data; advisory services relating to computer systems 
analysis; scientific and technical analysis; technical data analysis services; technological analysis services; computer 
software advisory services; computer program advisory services; computer support services (computer hardware, 
software and peripherals advisory and information services); development of computer software; development of 
computer software application solutions; development of software; hosting of software as a service (saas); online 
provision of web-based software (non-downloadable); provision of online non-downloadable software (application service 
provider).
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2017; Application No. : UK00003276739 ;United Kingdom 

4153584    06/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1461528]
F6S Network Limited

152-160 Kemp House, City Road LONDON EC1V 2NX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data, documents, information, video, sound, text and other media or multi-media, all being electronically recorded 
or downloadable from the internet, extranets or other communications networks; downloadable electronic publications; 
computer hardware, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; 
recording discs; data processing equipment; computer software; communications software.

Cl.35;Online business and professional networking and introduction services; business information; career information 
intended to assist advancement in professional careers; business information in connection with founding, financing and 
running a business; commercial information agency services; recruitment information services; professional referral 
services; providing and facilitating the sharing of business and career information intended to enhance opportunities for 
business and professional advancement; providing and facilitating the sharing of business information and professional 
information offering opportunities for business, professional and career advancement, through an online platform; 
compilation, provision and updating of a business and recruitment database for the use of subscribers; advertising, 
marketing and promotion services for businesses; compilation and systemization of information into computer 
databases; provision of business information relating to business funding and growth opportunities and business queries 
and answers via an online searchable database; providing business information about and making referrals therefor 
concerning products, services, events and activities; organizing and conducting business fairs; human resources 
consulting services; business research and survey services; business monitoring services, namely tracking online 
references to businesses, organizations and business topics; promoting the goods and services of others via computer 
and communication networks; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of accounting services, 
financing services, recruiting services, job finding services, business information agency services all offered to business 
users enabling customers to conveniently view, make use of and purchase such services; providing online business 
networking services and information in the fields of business funding and growth; providing online interactive business 
advice; recruitment and placement services; hosting of exhibitions for business purposes; business management; 
accounting; accounts (drawing up of statements of -); administrative processing of purchase orders; arranging 
subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; auditing; bill-posting; business appraisals; business information; 
business inquiries; business investigations; business management and organization consultancy; business management 
assistance; business management consultancy; business organization consultancy; business research; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial information agencies; file management 
(computerized -); marketing; marketing research; marketing studies; on-line advertising on a computer network; 
organization of exhibitions or trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; outsourcing services [business 
assistance]; payroll preparation; personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; photocopying services; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price comparison services; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; publication of publicity 
texts; publicity agencies; rental of advertising time on communication media; tax preparation; business data analysis; 
online advertising and marketing services; business monitoring and consulting services, namely, tracking users and 
advertising of others to provide strategy, insight, marketing guidance; placing advertisements and promotional displays 
in electronic sites accessed via computer networks; providing information regarding careers, employment, and job 
placement; compiling and maintaining online directories; computerized file management; sales promotion (for others); 
computer data recording services; systemization of information into computer databases; business information services; 
providing business information over the internet; advertising, marketing and promotion services, namely, providing 
information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers, links to website of others, and special offers for the goods 
and services of others; providing information featuring user comments concerning business organizations, professional 
service providers, and other resources via an interactive website; providing information, namely, compilations, rankings, 
ratings, reviews, referrals and recommendations relating to business organizations, professional service providers, and 
other resources using a global computer network; online business networking services; accountancy services; tax advice 
and tax planning; business advice related to growth financing; arranging business introductions; agency services for 
arranging business introductions; online business networking services by means of downloadable mobile applications; 
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online business networking services, namely, allowing registered users to share information, photos, audio and video 
content and engage in communication and collaboration between and among themselves; online business networking 
services, allowing registered users to form groups and to engage in business networking; business introduction and 
networking services; providing business information from searchable indices and databases of information, including 
text, electronic documents, databases, graphics and audio visual information, by means of global computer information 
networks or other communications networks.

Cl.36;Providing financing to emerging and startup companies; venture capital funding services to emerging and start-
up companies; financial transaction processing services, namely clearing and reconciling financial transactions via 
computer and communication networks; electronic processing of bill payment data for users of computer and 
communication networks; electronic funds transfer services; bill payment services; financial exchange services, namely, 
providing a virtual currency for use by members of an online community via computer and communication networks; 
providing financial information regarding economic matters from searchable indexes and databases of information, 
including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics and audio visual information, on computer and communication 
networks; financial sponsorship of seminars, presentations and discussion groups and for training in the fields of 
personal development, career development, relationship building, training, recruiting, business consulting, business 
development, and networking; providing financial information from searchable indices and databases of information, 
including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics and audio visual information, by means of global computer 
information networks or other communications networks.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, namely electronic transmission of data, messages and information between and 
among computers, mobile and handheld devices and wired and wireless communication devices; telecommunication 
services, namely, enabling users to transmit messages, comments, multimedia content, videos, movies, films, and 
photos, audio content, animation, pictures, images, text, information, and other user-generated content via a global 
computer network and other computer and communications networks; providing online communications links which 
transfer users to other websites; providing online forums, chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for users to post, 
search, watch, share, critique, rate, and comment on subjects of interest; providing access to computer, electronic and 
online databases; audio, text, video and multimedia broadcasting services over computer and electronic communications 
networks, namely uploading, posting, displaying, tagging and electronically transmitting data, audio, and video; providing 
access to computer databases in the fields of entertainment and education; providing access to computer databases in 
the field of business introductions and networking; providing an interactive on-line forum for the exchange of information 
among businesses, governments, educational institutions and communities through the use of a global computer 
network.

Cl.41;Entertainment and education services; providing educational information, and providing and hosting seminars, 
presentations and discussion groups, and providing training in the fields of business consulting, business development, 
business introductions and networking, financing of business, business growth, career development, relationship 
building, training, recruiting; electronic publishing services for others; electronic and online publishing services; hosting 
of exhibitions, conferences and seminars and networking events for cultural and educational purposes; organising and 
conducting online educational and training events including virtual meetings and seminars; providing online journals and 
blogs and non-downloadable publications; dissemination of educational material in the fields of personal development, 
career development, relationship building, recruiting, business consulting, business development, and networking; 
dissemination of information in the field of training; providing and hosting seminars, presentations and discussion 
groups and providing training in the fields of personal development, career development, relationship building, training, 
recruiting, business consulting, business development, and networking; hosting of exhibitions, conferences and 
seminars and networking events for cultural and educational purposes; organising and conducting online educational 
and training events including virtual meetings and seminars; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; 
providing on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring user-defined content; arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting 
business entertainment events; publication of texts; entertainment; education; provision of cultural information and 
information relating to entertainment; hosting of conferences and seminars for business purposes.

Cl.42;Platform as a service; software as a service; computer services, namely, hosting electronic facilities for others; 
hosting virtual communities for registered users to organize groups, events, participate in discussions, aggregate 
information and resources, and engage in business networking; hosting of digital content online; hosting computer 
software applications of others; hosting an interactive website and online non-downloadable software for uploading, 
downloading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, sharing and transmitting messages, comments, multimedia content, 
videos, movies, films, photos, audio content, animation, pictures, images, text, information, and other user-generated 
content; hosting a website featuring non-downloadable software in the fields of setting up a business, financing a 
business and running a business, business introductions and networking, employment, recruiting, advertising, financing, 
marketing and promotion; providing non-downloadable software enabling users to search, locate and communicate with 
others via electronic communications networks for networking, for conducting polls and surveys, for tracking online 
references to businesses, organizations, career and job opportunities, and business topics; providing online computer 
databases and online searchable databases in the fields of business and professional networking; application service 
provider services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software; computer services in the nature of customized 
web pages featuring user-defined information, personal profiles, audio and images; scientific and industrial research; 
computer programming; computer services, namely, providing business information services which are personalized to 
the recipient (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
providing the use of software; design and development of computer software for others; creating and maintaining 
websites that provide an on-line community for advertising and marketing; hosting an online website community for 
registered users to share information, photos, audio and video content and engage in communication and collaboration 
between and among themselves, to form groups and to engage in business networking; providing computer, electronic 
and online databases for educational, recreational and amusement use in the field of entertainment and in the fields of 
business and community interest groups.
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Cl.45;Licensing of computer software and other technology; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation 
to all of the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 20/08/2018; Application No. : 88084976 ;United States of America 

4153603    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462303]
Google LLC

1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software application and computer software platform for measuring, sharing, and storing fitness and 
health information, goals, and activities; multifunctional electronic devices for measuring, sharing, and storing fitness 
and health information, goals, and activities; pedometers; altimeters; scales.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable computer software application for measuring, sharing, and storing fitness 
and health information, goals, and activities; application service provider featuring application programming interface 
(API) software for the measuring, sharing, and storing of fitness and health information, goals, and activities.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 46330-2018 ;Honduras 

4153605    03/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462227]
ZeniMax Media Inc.

1370 Piccard Drive Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile application software, namely, electronic game programs; computer game software for use with on-line 
interactive games; video games for mobile devices, electronic game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; 
electronic game software; computer game programs; downloadable computer game programs; interactive game 
programs; interactive game software; downloadable computer game software offered via the internet and wireless 
devices; computer game software for use with computers and video game consoles; downloadable computer and video 
game software offered via the internet and wireless devices; electronic devices featuring computer game software for use 
with computers and video game consoles; pre-recorded digital media in the nature of CD-ROMs and DVDs featuring 
computer games and video games, wallpapers, screensavers, digital music files, and graphics, videos, films, multimedia 
files, motion pictures, and animation in the field of video games and computer games; downloadable digital media, 
namely, downloadable images, downloadable artwork, downloadable text files, downloadable audio files, downloadable 
video files, downloadable game software, and downloadable motion pictures.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive computer games; online interactive games 
accessible via mobile phones and wireless devices; entertainment services, namely, providing information and 
entertainment in the nature of news, information, non-downloadable art pictures, non-downloadable video clips, and non-
downloadable trailers relating to electronic computer games via the Internet; providing non-downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of books, magazines, journals and newspapers in the field of novels, comics and cartoons; 
movie film production; movie film distribution; television productions; rental of amusement machines and apparatus; 
rental of game machines and apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 01/05/2018; Application No. : 87902595 ;United States of America 

4153608    08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462308]
Gemological Institute of America, Inc.

5345 Armada Drive Carlsbad CA 92008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Publicity services provided by an association, namely, publicity services for promoting the interests of a 
nonprofit gemological educational institute and its alumni by organizing alumni clubs, events, and activities, improving 
alumni and constituency relations, and providing communications and marketing assistance to alumni; business 
networking; career planning services; providing career information; administration of a program for enabling participants 
to obtain discounts on products and services.

Cl.41;Providing information for alumni of a nonprofit gemological educational institute, via a website, namely, 
information regarding institute and alumni events and activities, current scientific topics and findings in the field of 
gemology, and conferences and educational opportunities in the field of gemology.
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Priority claimed from 10/09/2018; Application No. : 017953169 ;European Union 

4153671    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462338]
ASSYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES GROUPE

23 Place de Wicklow F-78180 Montigny-le-Bretonneux France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; teaching apparatus; electrical and electronic control apparatus.

Cl.35;Collection and systematization of business data for administrative data processing; collating, compiling, 
systematic ordering and maintenance of test data and other data, in particular certification and business data, in 
particular in the field of certification and business consultancy; providing consultancy, assistance, business studies and 
auditing services in the fields of administrative services, and business organization and management, provided to 
industrial and commercial enterprises for conducting their business dealings; organizational and business management 
consulting, creation of cost-price-analyses, distribution of advertising material, presentation of products for advertising 
purposes; advertising in media and the internet; design of advertising materials, distribution and dissemination of 
advertising materials; providing business management start-up support for factories and other businesses; evaluations in 
business matters, namely conducting evaluations of business processes to determine the efficiency or maturity of 
processes against a reference mode; business analysis and evaluation services.

Cl.37;Factory building services; building and construction consultancy; maintenance of computer hardware.

Cl.42;Engineering; providing professional consultancy in the field of scientific research; providing professional 
consultancy in the field of quality assessment and safety testing of products; services of engineers; scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; providing 
information relating to technological research; know-how transfer [training]; industrial testing, analysis and certification; 
technological consultancy and providing advice in the field of technological research and development; provision of 
research services; materials testing; quality control; testing, analysis, evaluation and quality control services of goods 
and services, in particular of materials, substances, operations, procedures, documentation and/or information 
documents of others for the purpose of certification; prototype testing of products, equipment and apparatus, in 
particular with regard to compliance with applicable guidelines; professional consulting and drawing up of plans, not 
related to business affairs, namely professional consulting in the field of quality control and improvement of the design 
and operation of industrial sites and manufacturing facilities; engineering and scientific consultancy on the testing and 
commissioning of facilities; software testing; computer software support services; design and development of computer 
hardware, software, programs; maintenance of computer software and programs; consultation with respect to the use of 
programs or groups of programs; testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of others for the purpose of 
certification; development of methods for testing data processing programs.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer hardware, software and programs.
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2018; Application No. : 4469784 ;France 

4153683    20/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462229]
TELEPERFORMANCE SE

21-25 rue Balzac F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; audiovisual and 
magnetic recording media; digital recording media; compact disks; optical disks; CD-ROMs; pre-recorded or blank video 
disks and video cassettes; prerecorded or blank laser cassettes and laser disks; photographic apparatus and 
instruments; cinematographic cameras; teaching apparatus and instruments; cinematographic films; data processing 
equipment; computers; apparatus and instruments for telecommunications, telephone, data processing; telephone 
apparatus; computer peripheral devices; apparatus for processing, transmission and storage of database information; 
sounding apparatus and machines; downloadable electronic publications; e-books; electronic devices for sending and 
receiving telephone calls, faxes, electronic mail, video content, instant messages, music, audiovisual content and other 
multimedia content, and other digital data; data synchronization programs,; downloadable applications for mobile 
phones, computers and electronic tablets; software downloadable from the Internet; computer programs; cards for 
electronic games designed for use with tablet computers or telephones; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; 
calculating machines; magnetic and electronic pens; electronic agendas; video games (software); apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, distributing, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, software; 
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scientific apparatus (other than for medical purposes); measuring, optical, signaling, checking (supervision), rescue (life-
saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; electronic cards; electronic data carriers; electronic databases recorded 
on data carriers; software for voice databases, data, text and sound banks; bank for images stored electronically; data 
processing equipment; digital, electronic, computer modules enabling connection to a global communication network 
such as the Internet, television and radio channels, telephone networks, telecommunication networks; computer servers; 
computer downloadable applications for social networks; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; software applications 
for use with mobile devices; downloadable applications for use with mobile apparatus; tracking and localization systems 
of the global positioning system [GPS]; memory devices for use with data processing apparatus; data recorders; 
smartwatches; apparatus and instruments for telecommunication and telephone; electronic docking stations; software 
and telecommunication apparatus, including modems, to enable connection to databases, computer networks and the 
Internet.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard (unprocessed, semi-processed or for stationery or printers); cardboard articles; printed 
matter; newspapers; books; manuals [handbooks]; promotional pamphlets; pamphlets; publications of all types and in all 
forms; journals (periodicals); wrapping paper; packaging bags, small bags and sheets of paper or plastics; shields (paper 
seals); signboards of paper or cardboard, labels not of textile; flags (of paper); posters; postcards; transfers 
(decalcomanias); pictures; paper tapes or cards for recording computer programs; printing products (printed matter); 
printing type; photographs; reference books; study guides; index and reports in printed form.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; distribution of advertising material (tracts, prospectuses and 
samples); rental of advertising material; updating of advertising material; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination 
of advertising mail; commercial information agencies; posting of advertising and commercial information on blogs, social 
media and community networks; commercial and industrial company operational assistance; business consultancy, 
information or inquiries; commercial administration; professional business consultancy; office functions; commercial 
information and advice services; electronic business information service; market research and studies; statistical 
evaluation of market research data; geomarketing targeting studies and consulting; negotiating and concluding of 
commercial transactions for others; document reproduction; assistance and advice on business organization and 
management; public relations; address file processing (restructuring, removal of duplicates, enhancement, geocoding); 
rental of targeted address files at points of sale; collection and systematization of data in a central file; subscriptions to a 
database; subscription to audiovisual programs; data entry, formatting, compilation and processing services and, more 
generally, recording, transcription (office work) and systematization of written communications and sound and/or visual 
recordings; database updating services; computer file management services; telemarketing services; telemarketing 
services; all direct and indirect marketing mixes, telemarketing with sales offers and data transmission promotions with 
sales offers; project management of addressed and unaddressed direct mail, telemarketing and e-commerce operations; 
call center services; telephone answering service (for unavailable subscribers); call center services for others; 
administration of telecommunication networks and multimedia networks; administrative operation of data banks; 
operating an administrative data bank; opinion polling; statistical data analysis, research and studies; compilation of 
statistics; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; business promotion services for others, of 
all kinds; realization and implementation of promotional activities; business offers and information on advantageous 
purchase options; sales promotion attached to a customer loyalty program; assistance services to industrial and 
commercial companies for analyzing customer satisfaction; consulting services for analyzing customer satisfaction; 
business analysis of messages posted on websites and social networks to evaluate and improve customer satisfaction; 
research, searching, browsing and retrieving information and other resources available on global computer networks and 
other communication networks, for others; business and commercial information provided on computer networks and 
global communications networks; professional consulting and consulting services in the field of compilation of computer 
databases; business consultancy services, namely, performing statistical work, data processing, stenotype and 
performance as well as analysis of opinion polling and surveys; telephone subscription services; subscriptions to a 
global telecommunications network (the Internet) or a private access network (intranet); subscription services to 
telecommunication services; commercial information service via global (Internet) or private access (Intranet) 
communication networks; magazine subscription service for others; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; outsourcing services (business assistance); outsourcing services (business assistance); 
commercial analysis of the customer experience to determine the audience index and the behavior of consumers on 
various digital means of communication (websites accessible by computer or mobile, mobile applications, televisions); 
marketing strategy services combining several different but complementary channels of a company (store, catalogs, 
website), solicitations and responses to consumers (online and offline); data analysis services; consulting in the field of 
data outsourcing and systematization; commercial intermediation services; consulting services in the field of outsourcing 
and management of human resources.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; telephone communications; communications via 
any kind of remote computing means; communication by fiber-optic networks; communication via cable and via satellite; 
communication services via computer networks; electronic messaging services; communications services, namely news 
and information agencies; audiovisual, video and multimedia communication services; electronic mail services and 
dissemination of information by electronic means; transmission and distribution of multimedia programs (computer 
editing of texts and/or images, whether still or animated, and/or musical or non-musical sounds, for interactive or non-
interactive use); dissemination of audiovisual and multimedia programs for interactive or other use; transmission of 
information by radio, telephone, telegraph, and data transmission means, and by any remote computing means, by 
interactive videography, and, namely, on terminals, computer peripheral apparatus or electronic and/or digital equipment, 
and, namely, videophone, visiophone and videoconferencing; transmission of information contained in databases; 
sending, transmitting dispatches and messages; telex, telegram services; information transmission services using a 
teletypewriter; transmission of information via computer communication networks; information transmission services via 
all means of communication and telecommunication designed for public information; computer communication services 
for the retrieval of information from databases; transmission of information in audiovisual, video and multimedia sectors; 
transmission of information contained in data banks; computer-aided transmission of images and messages; rental of 
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computer, remote computing and data communication apparatus and instruments for message transmission; 
transmission of information provided in the context of exclusive offers for clients benefiting from a program of specific 
services; message consultation services by means of data transmission on specific and/or mobile terminals and 
networks; rental of access time to a database server center; services for the supervision of telecommunications networks 
and multimedia networks; sending and reception of data, signals and information processed by computers or by 
telecommunication apparatus and instruments; data transmission services; downloading of data; provision of access to 
databases; services of application service providers, namely the downloading of computer applications, downloading 
applications for mobile phones and tablet computers, downloading of computer software; providing access to data or 
documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation by any means of telecommunication; rental of 
access time to targeted address files (computer databases) at points of sale; transmission (or broadcast) of radio and 
television programs and, more generally, broadcasting of audiovisual and multimedia programs; transmission of data, 
particularly transmission in packets, dispatch, transmission of computerized documents; services for transferring 
telephone calls; access services to online downloading of audio and audiovisual programs; transmission services for 
written communications and sound and/or visual recordings.

Cl.41;Entertainment; cultural activities; public entertainment services; teaching; training; publishing of texts, 
illustrations, books, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, publications of all kinds and in all forms, including 
electronic and digital publications; motion picture production; videotape editing; organizing seminars, internships and 
courses; organizing conferences, forums, congresses and colloquiums; organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; publication of books; organization of contests, competitions, games and information campaigns 
and professional or amateur events; editing and publishing services for all sound and/or visual recording media, 
transmission or reproduction of sound and/or images and multimedia carriers (interactive discs, digital audio CD-ROMs, 
digital audio compact discs with read-only memory); publication of multimedia programs for interactive or other use; 
lending of books and other publications; franchising services, namely, basic staff training; booking of seats for shows; 
game services provided on-line from a computer network; electronic desktop publishing; rental of films and, more 
generally, of all sound and/or visual media, and multimedia supports (interactive discs, digital audio compact discs with 
read-only memory); entertainment services, namely, news broadcasting services via global telematic networks or the 
Internet.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as related research and design services; industrial research and 
analysis services, namely, research and development of new products; design, development and updating of computers, 
software, new computer products; computer programming services; professional consultation not related to the 
company, namely, with respect to computers; professional consulting with respect to computers to improve customer 
service by managing Internet tools; technical support in the field of computing; expertise in the field of 
telecommunications and information technology; technical advice and advice in the field of computing for a better 
customer service; computer research and troubleshooting services; assistance or monitoring of computer systems for 
fault detection; information in the field of computing; creation (design) and updating of computer programs and software 
to improve customer relationships; technical consulting and advice in the field of information technology; computer 
technical assistance by phone, network and any transmission media; hosting of Web sites; design and hosting of 
websites on the Internet; computer rental; technical research; software maintenance services; technical support (advice) 
and consulting in the fields of computing and telecommunications; graphic art designer services, namely, creation 
(design) of virtual and interactive images; programming for electronic apparatus, electronic apparatus and instruments, 
computers, remote data, teleinformatic and telematic systems, multimedia equipment; multimedia equipment 
programming; development of computer systems in the field of market research, direct telemarketing and geomarketing 
targeting studies; geocoding addresses and e-commerce; consulting with respect to quality control and customer 
satisfaction; design and development of software and computer hardware tools; creation (design) and use of databases; 
creation (design) of sites on global computer networks; software rental; rental of operating systems for multimedia 
products; computer systems analysis; social network analysis services to evaluate and improve customer satisfaction; 
hosting of computer application software in the field of knowledge management for creating information and data 
searchable databases; analysis and evaluation of products and services with respect to possible future applications; 
design of computer hardware and software for commercial analysis and reporting; evaluation of results from quality 
control tests conducted on goods and services; quality assessments; development (design), installation, maintenance 
and update of applications for mobile phones and electronic tablets; application service provider services, namely the 
provision of temporary use of computer applications; services of technical consulting in the field of telecommunications 
(including such services provided over a hotline); design and development of Internet services enabling data 
synchronizing over telecommunication, communication and computer networks.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 017969221 ;European Union 

4153713    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461570]
Rittal GmbH & Co. KG

Auf dem Stützelberg 35745 Herborn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Safes and vaults, in particular safes and vaults for information technology; containers of metal for burglar-proof 
and fire-proof storage and protection, in particular of computer hardware components; buildings of metal, in particular 
security rooms, in particular fire-proof areas; metallic divisions [partitions]; components of metal for furniture; space 
systems consisting of cabinet and housing modules, wall modules, in particular modular security spaces, linings of sheet 
metal, namely doors, walls; door locks of metal; positioning and movement devices of metal, namely bases and rollers; 
fixed or mobile mounting equipment and mounting aids of metal, namely mounting plates, swivel frames for mounting, 
mounting shelves of metal, namely mounting brackets; common metals and their alloys; fastening devices of metal, 
namely bearing angles; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of 
common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes.

Cl.9;Electric switch cabinets and adapted cabinets of metal and/or plastic for electrical apparatus, including racks, 
housings and consoles for use in industry, installation, electronics, computers, interactive terminal systems and data 
transmission, including in connection with support arm systems, including air-conditioned and/or earthquake-proof 
and/or vandal-proof and/or explosion-proof; switch cabinets and switch desks consisting of metal and/or plastic, for use 
in industry, installation, electronics, telecommunications, data processing, interactive terminal systems and data 
transmission; (electric) cable carrying bracket systems of metal and/or plastic, consisting of load bearing profiles and 
wall fixings and/or floor fixings and/or housing fixings and/or wall, connection and/or intermediate joints and/or couplings 
and/or tilting and/or connecting adapters and/or elbows; including all the aforesaid goods being earthquake and/or vandal 
and/or explosion-proof; signalling devices for monitoring and safeguarding switch cupboards; current distribution 
components, included in this class, in particular adaptors for connectors and devices, and load-breakers; modules and 
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system components for energy sub-distribution, power supplies, namely power supply units, power-supplying apparatus, 
including uninterruptible power-supplying apparatus, including in modular form; power converters; power inverters; 
overload protection devices for sensitive electronic apparatus and computers, namely fuses and monitoring units; alarm 
installations, in particular fire alarms, extinguishing apparatus and systems constructed therefrom; water warning 
apparatus and installations constructed thereof; computer control stations; electronic control stations; electric power 
units; electric and/or electronic access control apparatus and installations constructed therefrom, access control 
apparatus and installations constructed therefrom; electric and electronic control apparatus and installations constructed 
thereof, electric and electronic apparatus and instruments (included in this class), namely for control stations, control 
rooms, console workstations, cad workstations; electric apparatus for cupboard and system monitoring, control and 
regulation, monitoring, including in connection with building monitoring; configuration and monitoring software for 
security areas for information technology; auxiliary cabling devices for electrical purposes, of metal or plastic, namely 
cable management modules consisting of cable guide channels, cable rerouting channels and/or cable fasteners, namely 
cable support rails, cable entries; cable bushings for housings for electric fittings; rubber clamping sections, inscription 
panels adapted for housings for electric fittings; plug-in units for sub-racks, namely plug-in cards, bus boards, casettes, 
pin and socket connectors; mains supply circuit, namely power supply units; electronic devices for monitoring gas 
pipelines; parts for all the aforesaid goods; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, 
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data-processing equipment and computers; fire-
extinguishing apparatus; data processing equipment; computers; computer software; components for electric switch 
cabinets, namely rack frames, profiles, support bases, guide rails, support rails, shelves, cable glands of metal; 
components of metal for computer control stations; housings of metal for electric apparatus; casings for CPUs; housings 
of metal for electric apparatus, computer housings.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2018; Application No. : 017934167 ;European Union 

4153834    17/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462208]
Schwank GmbH

Bremerhavener Strasse 43 50735 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Control apparatus for controlling gas, dependant on temperature, pressure and time.

Cl.11;Control apparatus for controlling gas, dependent on temperature, pressure and time; gas apparatus, in particular 
for burning and controlling gas, for example, gas powered heating, cooking, grilling and baking equipment, including the 
aforesaid apparatus for camping; gas infra-red emitters; gas igniters for burners; covering plates for gas infra-red burners 
of glass-ceramics, steel or cast steel; room heaters; household stoves; external face ovens; heating boilers and drying 
installations, all with infra-red burners; burner plates of ceramic material; heat pumps; heat exchangers, other than parts 
of machines; heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and dehumidifying installations; gas-fired air-conditioning apparatus; 
cooling installations, machines and appliances.
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Priority claimed from 22/09/2018; Application No. : 726065 ;Switzerland 

4153835    14/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462138]
Carogusto AG

Fehlwiesstrasse 14 CH-8580 Amriswil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, cooking and steaming; electric apparatus for making cooked dishes; electric cooking 
utensils; electric heating and cooking containers; electric pressure cookers with capsule; electric capsules for cooking 
food and prepared dishes; electric microwave apparatus; parts and components for all these goods.

Cl.29;Preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and dairy products, edible 
oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry 
and confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; 
ice for refreshment.
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Priority claimed from 28/12/2018; Application No. : 2018758468 ;Russian Federation 

4153951    26/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461926]
C.P.C. Creative Perfume Company Holding SA

route des Jeunes 4, c/o TARALEX SA CH-1227 Les Acacias, Geneva Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Amber [perfume]; aromatics [essential oils]; air fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; 
flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; food flavorings [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays; balms, other than for 
medical purposes; lip glosses; sachets for perfuming linen; scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; toilet water; 
depilatory wax; mustache wax; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; heliotropine; make-up; deodorants for 
pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals; depilatory preparations; air fragrance reed diffusers; scented wood; 
perfumes; perfumery; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery]; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic 
pencils; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; hair conditioners; beard dyes; cosmetic 
dyes; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; incense; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic 
purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet 
purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning 
purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; 
cleansing milk for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes 
of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot perspiration; soap; almond soap; mint for perfumery; cosmetic kits; eau 
de Cologne; bases for flower perfumes; joss sticks; dentifrices; lipstick cases; breath freshening strips; teeth whitening 
strips; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; hair straightening preparations; hair waving preparations; color-removing 
preparations; leather bleaching preparations; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for 
slimming purposes; make-up removing preparations; nail care preparations; collagen preparations for cosmetic 
purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; breath freshening preparations for 
personal hygiene; make-up powder; nail varnish removers; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; massage candles 
for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; bath salts, not for medical purposes; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; 
astringents for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; 
hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent waving; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; 
cosmetics; cosmetics for children; cosmetics for animals; mascara; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, 
non medicated; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; bleaching preparations 
[decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; toiletry preparations; phytocosmetic preparations; 
talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated 
grooming preparations]; shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations]; dry shampoos; shampoos; herbal 
extracts for cosmetic purposes; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint essence 
[essential oil].

Cl.4;Nightlights [candles]; perfumed candles; Christmas tree candles; candles.
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4153952    19/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462319]
AIPHONE KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Aiphone Co., Ltd.)

Meiji Yasuda Seimei Nagoya Bldg., 1-1 Shinsakae-machi, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi Aichi-ken 460-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication devices and apparatus; nurse call intercommunication systems; nurse call intercommunication 
systems connected with medical apparatus and instruments; intercommunication apparatus; intercoms; intercoms using 
cable or wireless networks; wireless interphones; video surveillance cameras; security alert device; emergency call 
device; computer software for use in the field of intercommunications; computer software for use in the field of nurse call 
intercommunication systems; computer software for use in the field of surveillance camera; computer software, recorded.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; medical 
apparatus and instruments connected with nurse call intercommunication systems; medical apparatus and instruments 
incorporating an intercommunication function; medical ventilators having functions of detecting breathing issues in 
patients incorporating an operating nurse call intercommunication system; medical apparatus and instruments for 
detecting heart rate, blood pressure, breathing and brain wave issues in patients incorporating an operating nurse call 
intercommunication system.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003348024 ;United Kingdom 

4154087    29/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1461959]
Farah Zafar

Information Technology and Communications Complex, Building CS01, Al Nakhil District, P.O. Box 6847 Riyadh 11452

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; property investment services; property 
investment services relating to property and real estate developments; real estate services; real estate property services; 
estate agent services; property dealers and managing agents, in all types of properties, developments, land and real 
estate; real estate services provided over a global computer network or the Internet; valuation services; real estate 
valuation services; financial valuation services relating to the surveying of buildings, land and properties; appraisal 
services, being financial appraisals, brokerage services, evaluation, consultancy, finance services in relation to real 
estate; services relating to the provision of finance for the purchase of buildings, homes, real estate and land; real estate 
and land mortgage brokers; financial services; arranging of loans and lending services; refinancing services; financial, 
mortgage and loan brokerage; real estate investment trust services; real estate investment trust management services; 
real estate brokerage, management, leasing and letting services; estate agency and property letting services; rental of 
permanent accommodation; rent collection services; management of rental property; property portfolio management; 
land acquisition services; real estate services relating to the management of land; commercial investment services; 
property and real estate investment services; advice, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.39;Transport services; transportation logistics services; travel services; travel agency and tourist services for the 
organization of travel; arranging for the movement and storage of freight; packaging and storage of goods; arranging 
transport by car, van, motorcycle, scooter, bus, minibus, caravan and other land vehicles; airport transfer services; 
arranging car parking; travel and transport reservation services; booking and reservation services for holiday and 
business travel; booking and reservation services for passenger transport; traffic and route planning services; rental of 
cars, airplanes, ships and boats; boat rental; boat storage; boat transport services; boat marina services; vehicle rental; 
vehicle storage; vehicle transport services; aircraft rental; aircraft storage; aircraft transport services; chauffeur services; 
arranging cruises, excursions and conducting travel tours; airline reservation services; resort services in the nature of 
car and bicycle rental, transportation shuttle services, delivery of goods from supermarkets and shops; organisation and 
booking of travel for package holidays; conducting sightseeing travel tours; escorting traveler services; transportation of 
passengers' luggage; delivery of goods; parcel delivery services; parking services; advice, consultancy and information 
services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.43;Services for the provision of food and drink; bistro services; brasserie services; café services; cafeteria services; 
canteen services; catering services; coffee shop services; restaurant services; temporary accommodation services; 
accommodation reservation services; temporary accommodation services; holiday accommodation services; temporary 
accommodation bureaux services; rental of holiday accommodation; provision of temporary furnished or unfurnished 
accommodation; accommodation exchange services; provision of accommodation for conferences, exhibitions, lectures 
and seminars; rental of temporary accommodation; rental of meeting rooms; provision of conference, exhibition and 
meeting facilities; accommodation letting agency services; booking of temporary accommodation; booking of temporary 
accommodation via the Internet; booking of accommodation for travellers; hotel reservation services; restaurant 
reservation services; hotel services; hotel information; hotel reservations; holiday camp temporary accommodation 
services in the nature of rental of camp site pitches; travel agencies services for arranging and booking accommodation; 
animal [kennel] accommodation services; rental and reservation of lodging in resorts; hotel reservation services; advice, 
consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 05/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 026 301 ;Germany 

4154732    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461336]
Heraeus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG

Heraeusstraße 12 - 14 63450 Hanau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for use in industry; chemical preparations and materials for film, photography and printing; 
unprocessed plastics; adhesives for use in industry; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations; 
salts for industrial purposes; unprocessed artificial and synthetic resins; chemicals for use in electrophotography; 
conductive resins.

Cl.2;Dyes, colorants, pigments and inks; materials for use as constituents of printing inks; printing pastes.

Cl.17;Semi-worked plastic substances; foils of plastics [semi-finished products]; artificial resins in the form of sheets 
for use in manufacture.
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Priority claimed from 10/08/2018; Application No. : 88074308 ;United States of America 

4154734    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461605]
Cyndx HoldCo, Inc.

757 Third Avenue, Suite 1502 New York NY 10017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business information services; analysis and evaluation of business information; provision of business 
information reports; analysis and evaluation of marketing, business and commercial data; provision of reports relating to 
the aforesaid; providing analysis, studies, forecasts, and reports in the field of business strategy; providing information in 
the fields of business competitive intelligence, economics, business strategy, and trade; providing statistical information 
for business or commercial purposes.

Cl.36;Providing information, advisory, consultancy and research services relating to finance and investments, venture 
capital financing and investment brokerage services; financial consulting and advising in the fields of mergers and 
acquisitions, restructuring and recapitalization, fairness opinions and divestitures; financial services, namely, raising 
debt and equity capital for others; providing analysis, studies, forecasts, and reports in the fields of finance, securities 
and investing; providing information in the fields of finance and securities.

Cl.41;Providing on-line non-downloadable electronic customized newsletters, reports, and studies in the fields of 
competitive intelligence, finance, securities, economics, business strategy, trade, current events, marketing and politics; 
providing non-downloadable on-line electronic publications in the nature of articles, newsletters, guides, and datasheets 
in the fields of competitive intelligence, finance, securities, economics, business strategy, trade, current events, 
marketing and politics.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in analyzing transaction data for the purpose of 
enabling financial institutions to obtain curated information about institutional investors; SAAS services featuring 
software for the collection, analysis, storage, and sharing of financial and business data; computer services, namely, 
creating an on-line community for registered users to identify, communicate with and share information with other users 
related to financial and business affairs.
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Priority claimed from 21/02/2018; Application No. : 017847914 ;European Union 

4154736    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1461668]
KOMIX s.r.o.

Drtinova 467/2a CZ-150 00 Praha 5 Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Hardware, software.

Cl.35;Brokerage in the field of information technology, recording, processing and evaluation of data, design of 
database systems, collation of information for the benefit of others, brokering of trade by means of software.

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of hardware and software; design, development and creation of software; web hosting; 
electronic storage of documents and archived emails; testing, analysis and evaluation of goods for others; consultancy in 
the field of automation, computer software design; development, creation, maintenance and reconstruction of database 
systems; information technology [IT] consultancy services; computer software installation and maintenance, output, 
processing, displaying and storing of data, rental and maintenance of computer software, providing information on the 
design and development of computer software, systems and networks, maintenance of data processing software.
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4154739    18/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461348]
BASF SE

Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38 Ludwigshafen am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical and organic compositions for use in the manufacture of food and beverages; Chemical substances, 
chemical materials and chemical preparations.

Cl.5;Dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; Pharmaceuticals and natural remedies.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto for the pharmaceutical, chemical 
and food industry; industrial analysis and research services for the pharmaceutical, chemical and food industry.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

954998 954998 - (1360-0) 
User date amended on the basis of TM 16 dated 03/06/2013 and user affidavit filed. 

2640513 2640513 - (1898-0) 
GOODS AMENDED ON THE BASIS OF TM M DATED 08/05/2019. 

2743713 2743713 - (1884-0) 
clerical error in goods corrected on the basis of TM 1. 

2791276 2791276 - (1892-0) 
Proprietor name amended on the basis of TM M. 

2805095 2805095 - (1897-0) 
Status of the Applicant amended as per TM M. 

2808052 2808052 - (1896-0) 
condition amended as per TM M. 

2808054 2808054 - (1896-0) 
condition amended as per TM M 

2833269 2833269 - (1888-0) 
address of the proprietor amended as per TM 1. 

2833275 2833275 - (1888-0) 
address of the proprietor amended as per TM 1. 

2891174 2891174 - (1885-0) Goods to be read as SCIENTIFIC, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, 
PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, 
CHECKING (SUPERVISION), TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN 
HOSPITALS AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, 
TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES FOR USE IN HOSPITALS 
AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS FOR FUNCTIONS 
PERTAINING TO HOSPITAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES, RECORDING DISCS; CASH 
REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND 
COMPUTERS FOR USE IN HOSPITALS AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES 

2909410 2909410 - (1889-0) 
proprietor name amended on the basis of Assignment deed and affidavit. 

2917421 2917421 - (1892-0) 
Proprietor name amended on the basis of TM M. 

2944911 2944911 - (1892-0) 
Proprietor name amended on the basis of Assignment Deed and Affidavit. 

2950537 2950537 - (1888-0) 
GOODS DESCRIPTION AMENDED ON THE BASIS OF TM 51. 

3019034 3019034 - (1895-0) 
TRADE DESCRIPTION AMENDED AS PER TM 1 . 

3042176 3042176 - (1897-0) 
services amended on the basis of TM M dated 09/04/2019. 

3261847 3261847 - (1887-0) Applicant name and address has been changed to read as ANAX 
LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD. 407, SWARNIM THE BUSINESS HUB, OPP.-S.M.S. HOSPITAL, 
VISAT-TAPOVAN HIGHWAY, MOTERA, AHMEDABAD-380 005. GUJARAT. INDIA. 
Conversion of existing partnership firm to limited company as per supporting documents 
filed along with TM-M. 

3391095 3391095 - (1901-0) Data corrected to read as BUILDING HARDWARE, FURNITURE 
FITTINGS AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS (MADE OF METAL) FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF 
MAHARASHTRA ONLY. Data corrected as per TM-1. 

3906353 3906353 - (1879-0) 
Condition added as per TM M to specify the goods. 

4000652 4000652 - (1880-0) Applicant name has been changed to read as ANAX LIFESCIENCE PVT. 
LTD. Conversion of existing partnership firm to limited company as per supporting 
documents filed along with TM-M. 

4000653 4000653 - (1890-0) Applicant name has been changed to read as ANAX LIFESCIENCE PVT. 
LTD. Conversion of existing partnership firm to limited company as per supporting 
documents filed along with TM-M. 

4031991 4031991 - (1885-0) 
clerical error corrected in the proprietor name. 
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4085477 4085477 - (1892-0) 
clerical error in the name amended. 

4085824 4085824 - (1898-0) 
GOODS AMENDED AS PER TM M. 

4086769 4086769 - (1901-0) 
goods amended as per TM M. 

4097760 clerical error in the trademark corrected . 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
402886 733673 764519 778454 890721
896372 896544 901129 911382 975330
1183714 1184719 1186740 1258037 1278600
1289096 1289097 1366027 1366028 1458919
1494007 1636324 1636370 1763952 1788772
1838558 1869610 1947029 1965400 2079217
2146225 2154041 2154183 2180180 2184935
2185707 2221406 2226317 2226971 2229030
2229051 2229057 2229061 2229072 2268344
2281710 2284854 2293145 2308689 2311178
2313699 2316680 2321863 2321864 2323204
2325419 2326314 2326509 2326544 2326545
2350541 2351079 2358781 2359693 2359694
2360468 2361312 2363688 2385126 2391244
2391881 2402540 2403700 2405222 2406465
2409986 2411515 2416849 2421876 2427999
2430011 2433128 2435557 2438331 2439440
2441446 2441447 2441448 2441450 2445736
2445745 2453526 2463853 2468086 2470459
2472333 2473610 2474499 2476891 2476892
2479116 2485937 2486472 2489648 2489780
2491607 2492139 2493420 2495535 2496021
2496636 2497509 2498068 2506086 2506298
2508598 2509056 2509127 2510511 2516194
2518285 2520110 2520837 2521464 2525062
2526273 2526427 2528256 2530445 2530998
2530999 2531308 2534265 2534304 2536796
2537568 2539212 2541560 2542021 2543394
2543505 2547947 2550792 2551494 2551704
2551778 2552046 2553047 2553101 2555376
2555622 2562296 2565790 2566898 2567908
2570845 2571196 2573294 2579191 2579553
2581969 2581978 2582959 2586227 2586937
2588993 2596497 2597778 2598069 2599777
2605138 2606694 2608799 2609309 2609360
2609874 2609876 2611951 2611953 2611954
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
2611955 2611984 2612194 2612360 2612470
2612471 2612472 2612874 2614587 2620094
2622506 2622508 2623379 2624316 2625932
2626367 2627743 2628470 2628528 2629190
2631948 2631949 2632283 2634927 2636322
2638249 2638254 2639194 2640647 2644149
2644919 2648102 2648829 2649637 2649894
2651269 2652501 2653450 2654245 2654615
2654639 2654767 2655044 2655733 2655838
2656223 2656988 2657034 2659299 2659962
2661115 2662397 2662539 2663303 2665554
2666744 2667133 2668042 2668545 2669536
2669537 2670416 2672163 2672315 2672647
2673719 2674045 2674488 2674496 2674521
2674640 2678080 2685512 2685513 2690188
2690348 2693808 2742094 2742512 2805109
2806695 2807430 2808877 2808950 2810162
2810427 2810994 2811213 2812184 2812499
2813790 2813797 2814306 2814308 2814388
2815015 2815151 2815152 2815452 2815670
2815683 2815689 2815691 2815692 2815708
2815712 2815718 2815863 2816270 2816764
2816919 2816997 2817643 2817790 2818408
2818766 2819131 2819132 2819156 2819157
2819452 2819912 2820866 2821020 2821022
2822074 2822219 2823126 2823794 2824806
2825075 2825082 2825156 2825157 2825196
2825201 2825416 2826186 2826733 2826832
2826833 2826864 2826898 2826977 2827209
2827268 2827382 2827889 2828022 2828281
2828531 2828574 2829725 2829726 2829727
2829759 2830050 2830052 2830054 2830056
2830316 2830744 2831482 2831907 2832380
2832933 2832935 2833092 2833249 2833852
2834767 2834781 2834897 2835257 2835259
2835546 2835993 2836175 2836179 2836247
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2836250 2836253 2837351 2837353 2837481
2837925 2838693 2838730 2838734 2838736
2838737 2838945 2839807 2840248 2840619
2840624 2841891 2841893 2841900 2841903
2841904 2841905 2841906 2841907 2841908
2841910 2841914 2841970 2841975 2842476
2842477 2842478 2842511 2842512 2842722
2842728 2843022 2843023 2843031 2843716
2843780 2843860 2844808 2845080 2845082
2845099 2845100 2845101 2845110 2845111
2845168 2845420 2846065 2846479 2846514
2847514 2847542 2847545 2847558 2847596
2847718 2847939 2848572 2848592 2848595
2848611 2848686 2848766 2848798 2848799
2848801 2848834 2848842 2849125 2849130
2849643 2849645 2849806 2849831 2849847
2849848 2849849 2849851 2849922 2850599
2850600 2850608 2850674 2850759 2851050
2851054 2851057 2851262 2851976 2852192
2853047 2853184 2853186 2853334 2853346
2854346 2854484 2854555 2854558 2854561
2855119 2855131 2856028 2856058 2856817
2856860 2856861 2857293 2857400 2857402
2857502 2857652 2857654 2857664 2857668
2857690 2857972 2858192 2858483 2858526
2858674 2859688 2860153 2860318 2860319
2860697 2860805 2860849 2861046 2861306
2861307 2861407 2861410 2861417 2861419
2861842 2862061 2862473 2862474 2862592
2862593 2862595 2863031 2863035 2863089
2863309 2863386 2863600 2863678 2864001
2864432 2864435 2864439 2864447 2864470
2865078 2865082 2865360 2865382 2865688
2865957 2865985 2865995 2866547 2867161
2867346 2867644 2867867 2867868 2868093
2868474 2868489 2868850 2868939 2868951
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2868964 2869445 2869931 2870017 2870018
2870110 2870870 2870882 2870941 2870995
2870996 2870997 2870999 2871000 2871002
2871003 2871160 2871219 2871390 2871433
2871440 2871441 2871494 2871507 2871532
2871713 2872320 2872321 2872689 2872856
2873014 2873031 2873552 2873554 2873959
2873962 2874224 2874230 2874804 2874994
2875191 2875342 2875348 2876311 2876364
2876367 2876372 2876377 2876380 2876383
2876477 2876478 2876514 2876574 2877228
2878009 2878017 2878071 2878073 2878077
2878461 2878980 2879050 2879477 2881085
2881086 2881129 2881252 2881456 2882167
2882363 2882372 2882374 2882378 2882413
2882845 2882846 2882879 2882892 2883014
2883033 2883400 2883423 2883467 2883591
2883686 2883791 2883859 2884126 2884127
2884130 2884276 2884277 2884368 2884937
2884942 2885345 2885831 2885848 2885857
2885860 2886094 2886317 2886426 2886427
2886483 2886621 2886623 2886624 2888488
2888515 2888543 2888545 2888550 2888551
2888905 2888959 2889105 2889108 2889117
2889779 2889780 2889800 2889843 2890864
2891242 2891332 2891434 2891700 2891701
2891715 2891837 2891990 2892055 2892057
2892109 2892597 2892598 2892605 2892771
2892778 2893156 2893465 2893467 2893701
2894032 2894482 2894525 2894691 2894711
2895035 2895381 2895709 2895711 2895720
2895726 2895735 2895973 2895977 2896548
2896914 2896927 2896934 2896940 2896984
2896986 2896992 2897128 2897228 2897230
2897233 2897268 2897542 2897968 2898032
2898039 2899838 2906187 2906188 2906901
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2908218 2908432 2908830 2909103 2912436
2913028 2913038 2913042 2916399 2916400
2918503 2925867 2927118 2927119 2933343
2933988 2944770 2946038 2946546 2947107
2947434 2947667 2947803 2948173 2949134
2950639 2950640 2952530 2955372 2957257
2957970 2959123 2961026 2961684 2965451
2965741 2971678 2973255 2977029 2977589
3136457 3136528 3167432 3181302 3200391
3334547 3335646 3335648 3335649 3335650
3337955 3337956 3338321 3338440 3338446
3338448 3339317 3339522 3339691 3340244
3340273 3340276 3340631 3340640 3341104
3341114 3341119 3341120 3341175 3341384
3341406 3341478 3341480 3341670 3341673
3341951 3341954 3341957 3341960 3341964
3342126 3342777 3342840 3342844 3343070
3343077 3343313 3343479 3343481 3343691
3344460 3344565 3344595 3344596 3344602
3344603 3344623 3344630 3344651 3344653
3344708 3344960 3344964 3345158 3345477
3345479 3345640 3345673 3346110 3346842
3347185 3347476 3347556 3347557 3347563
3347620 3347621 3347629 3347663 3347721
3348257 3348590 3348599 3348602 3348785
3348989 3348999 3349261 3349266 3349275
3349629 3349704 3349706 3349707 3349854
3349857 3350000 3350136 3350138 3350139
3350140 3350157 3350159 3350162 3350201
3350218 3350459 3350460 3350461 3350462
3351159 3351207 3351227 3351273 3351275
3351578 3351823 3351824 3351943 3351954
3352009 3352054 3352055 3352056 3352384
3353515 3353887 3353897 3354251 3354431
3354544 3354632 3355143 3355147 3355273
3355281 3355306 3355464 3355465 3355472
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3355915 3356133 3356142 3356143 3356148
3356168 3356169 3356173 3356768 3356853
3356919 3356943 3356975 3356976 3357146
3357153 3357341 3357361 3357362 3357363
3358403 3358406 3358993 3359127 3359316
3359481 3359797 3359817 3359860 3360017
3360060 3360062 3360068 3360256 3360673
3360697 3360698 3360715 3360800 3360872
3361011 3361012 3361082 3361162 3361189
3361231 3361232 3361234 3361289 3361290
3361292 3361299 3361300 3361302 3361306
3361537 3362126 3362139 3362147 3362218
3362222 3362225 3362226 3362694 3362828
3363010 3363330 3363362 3363688 3363952
3364357 3364598 3364615 3364627 3364664
3364666 3365251 3365256 3365522 3365921
3365922 3365977 3365982 3366213 3366223
3366242 3366248 3366251 3366520 3366531
3366538 3366671 3366753 3366799 3366849
3367605 3368065 3368306 3368444 3368513
3369189 3369243 3369244 3369354 3369464
3369465 3369466 3369469 3369473 3369474
3369475 3369480 3369716 3369811 3369870
3370116 3370117 3370304 3370325 3370395
3370556 3370572 3370573 3370829 3370830
3370831 3371287 3371288 3371351 3371353
3371365 3371366 3371371 3371498 3371500
3371546 3371550 3371567 3371578 3371710
3371752 3371753 3371974 3371984 3372033
3372079 3372118 3372489 3372490 3372491
3372492 3372493 3372645 3373124 3373126
3373127 3373152 3373166 3373315 3373719
3373721 3373722 3373725 3373726 3373870
3373891 3373898 3373899 3374037 3374175
3374223 3374227 3374363 3374560 3374650
3374655 3374703 3374705 3374706 3374708
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3374712 3374738 3374744 3375012 3375030
3375083 3375165 3375502 3375531 3375572
3375601 3375623 3375947 3376100 3376104
3376154 3376369 3376412 3376978 3376979
3376980 3377038 3377039 3377064 3377134
3377189 3377295 3377318 3377556 3377947
3378680 3378682 3378705 3378708 3378714
3378718 3378728 3378751 3378836 3378840
3378868 3378891 3378892 3378953 3378956
3378965 3378971 3378972 3378990 3379122
3379211 3379305 3379307 3379310 3379373
3379374 3379439 3379787 3379851 3379854
3379966 3379967 3379972 3379973 3380240
3380307 3380522 3380789 3380790 3380791
3380792 3380857 3381085 3381086 3381089
3381090 3381134 3381171 3381173 3381201
3381202 3381267 3381277 3381434 3381861
3381866 3382184 3382780 3383059 3383698
3383699 3383999 3384005 3384006 3384167
3384214 3384896 3384897 3384898 3385597
3385966 3386824 3387694 3387719 3388141
3388179 3388736 3388738 3389896 3390049
3390595 3390634 3390888 3390964 3390967
3391069 3391784 3392276 3393041 3395099
3395101 3395103 3395104 3395503 3395506
3396055 3396056 3396057 3396059 3396060
3396062 3396068 3396069 3396072 3396074
3396075 3396076 3396078 3396079 3396080
3396081 3396085 3396086 3396087 3396088
3396409 3396411 3396646 3396862 3397377
3398017 3398301 3398302 3399323 3399386
3399535 3399536 3399998 3400600 3401437
3401683 3401685 3401845 3404314 3404317
3404492 3404493 3404494 3404495 3404646
3405673 3407559 3407562 3407906 3407908
3407911 3408080 3408605 3408712 3408717
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3408729 3410250 3410957 3411664 3412762
3412764 3412766 3416810 3419450 3421446
3423700 3424152 3425308 3425638 3425640
3426747 3427012 3427882 3433126 3434654
3435614 3436329 3441957 3441964 3445283
3445458 3445471 3445691 3446566 3446567
3447041 3447045 3447047 3448550 3448553
3449110 3449121 3449123 3453138 3459067
3459406 3460231 3522015 3546532 3547463
3549066 3550661 3554104 3556629 3564568
3583112 3603274 3604165 3609328 3642619
3649979 3690213 3699232 3704059 3714781
3723025 3725903 3728876 3736639 3736903
3736905 3736917 3737004 3757892 3761992
3765090 3770505 3771254 3786820 3787593
3788128 3791651 3798231 3800902 3801489
3809957 3812231 3815785 3818157 3820142
3821628 3824035 3828499 3829803 3829804
3830069 3831285 3833309 3833362 3833561
3833865 3834783 3841363 3841469 3844907
3846939 3847251 3849001 3851354 3853634
3854218 3854619 3855991 3858246 3858735
3858839 3860544 3860602 3860820 3862546
3862550 3862554 3862856 3863391 3864796
3865326 3865363 3865369 3865459 3865686
3867024 3867214 3867215 3867218 3867428
3867490 3868121 3868379 3868381 3868383
3871163 3871716 3872215 3873824 3874061
3874241 3874433 3874913 3874995 3874996
3874998 3874999 3875000 3875093 3875134
3876043 3877017 3877475 3877548 3877550
3877993 3878373 3878685 3879364 3880635
3881576 3881981 3882723 3882727 3883088
3883089 3883511 3886443 3886535 3887395
3887744 3888098 3888277 3889470 3889493
3891025 3891626 3892508 3892704 3893224
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3893225 3893565 3894495 3894556 3894841
3896030 3897753 3898061 3898062 3898945
3899428 3900012 3900366 3900506 3900872
3900952 3901400 3901504 3901875 3902109
3902254 3902530 3904052 3904093 3904866
3904881 3905030 3905120 3905155 3905718
3906353 3907210 3907361 3908760 3908926
3909935 3909985 3910347 3910511 3910926
3911016 3911243 3911244 3911774 3912209
3912472 3912542 3913475 3913707 3913842
3914360 3914775 3914776 3914783 3915232
3915355 3915928 3916856 3917174 3917228
3917229 3917230 3917231 3917426 3917531
3918421 3918702 3918874 3919207 3919208
3919210 3919215 3919276 3919282 3919367
3919764 3919921 3920017 3920142 3920180
3920203 3920205 3920216 3920217 3920607
3920723 3920906 3920986 3921577 3921793
3921988 3922326 3922414 3922533 3922534
3923017 3923314 3923829 3924186 3924292
3924423 3924644 3924700 3924701 3924709
3925231 3925493 3926245 3926643 3926775
3926782 3927069 3927455 3928209 3928273
3928330 3928720 3928899 3929143 3929256
3929289 3929290 3929291 3929372 3930711
3931060 3931068 3931144 3931145 3931249
3931484 3931572 3931846 3931855 3931857
3931859 3931898 3931961 3931980 3931981
3932070 3932071 3932095 3932245 3932581
3932858 3932919 3932920 3933404 3933420
3933444 3933445 3933608 3933674 3933675
3933765 3933848 3933872 3933953 3934566
3934786 3935179 3935321 3935445 3935464
3935468 3935480 3935482 3935486 3935560
3935562 3935563 3935584 3935777 3935784
3935844 3935848 3935861 3935865 3935866
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3935883 3935888 3935912 3936104 3936151
3936221 3936394 3936451 3936452 3936460
3936461 3936627 3936649 3936650 3936651
3936666 3936777 3936789 3936892 3936930
3936931 3936970 3937076 3937147 3937157
3937159 3937168 3937202 3937203 3937264
3937337 3937485 3937607 3937615 3937628
3937654 3937661 3937731 3937736 3937737
3937738 3937835 3937842 3937951 3937966
3938192 3938193 3938194 3938248 3938288
3938368 3938418 3938421 3938439 3938515
3938552 3938567 3938594 3938606 3938607
3938614 3938654 3938655 3938685 3938687
3938738 3938739 3938740 3938797 3938820
3938929 3938933 3938934 3938958 3938970
3938977 3939004 3939010 3939033 3939034
3939203 3939215 3939219 3939222 3939225
3939256 3939257 3939310 3939311 3939312
3939319 3939322 3939358 3939361 3939362
3939377 3939378 3939390 3939400 3939401
3939404 3939405 3939458 3939470 3939498
3939526 3939530 3939550 3939554 3939603
3939610 3939753 3939787 3939788 3939797
3939808 3939853 3939866 3939869 3939870
3939896 3939899 3939900 3939903 3939904
3940176 3940183 3940206 3940241 3940259
3940260 3940280 3940282 3940286 3940290
3940307 3940317 3940318 3940320 3940322
3940326 3940329 3940331 3940332 3940333
3940336 3940383 3940458 3940516 3940526
3940534 3940537 3940542 3940575 3940755
3940768 3940802 3940806 3940812 3940830
3940878 3940893 3940898 3940902 3940972
3941213 3941214 3941215 3941256 3941319
3941341 3941342 3941344 3941369 3941412
3941414 3941449 3941551 3941555 3941580
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3941623 3941625 3941633 3941793 3941890
3941907 3941920 3942217 3942311 3942312
3942316 3942323 3942339 3942389 3942396
3942446 3942447 3942504 3942509 3942547
3942652 3942663 3942691 3942733 3942790
3942799 3942875 3942902 3942914 3942945
3943065 3943067 3943069 3943070 3943125
3943135 3943185 3943187 3943189 3943208
3943211 3943302 3943377 3943381 3943389
3943408 3943572 3943576 3943582 3943619
3943637 3943679 3943699 3943747 3943794
3943830 3943836 3943857 3943944 3943964
3944073 3944074 3944079 3944084 3944100
3944146 3944266 3944295 3944389 3944397
3944398 3944409 3944414 3944420 3944445
3944534 3944535 3944536 3944537 3944538
3944592 3944610 3944713 3944735 3944772
3944814 3944817 3944830 3944831 3944841
3945048 3945064 3945119 3945135 3945152
3945335 3945341 3945342 3945431 3945445
3945446 3945448 3945511 3945589 3945597
3945613 3945647 3945648 3945661 3945907
3945962 3945998 3946013 3946020 3946131
3946145 3946277 3946312 3946317 3946365
3946366 3946370 3946454 3946462 3946463
3946583 3946593 3946691 3946759 3946929
3946951 3946968 3946970 3946988 3947032
3947423 3947436 3947488 3947489 3947491
3947533 3947649 3947670 3947751 3947843
3947958 3947959 3948001 3948086 3948087
3948090 3948177 3948434 3948443 3948452
3948580 3948596 3948597 3948662 3948857
3949013 3949016 3949019 3949081 3949256
3949500 3949527 3949672 3949834 3949908
3949913 3950066 3950069 3950077 3950180
3950182 3950186 3950188 3950243 3950263
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3950386 3950392 3950399 3950485 3950770
3951002 3951291 3951296 3951529 3951552
3951762 3952033 3952176 3952180 3952314
3952315 3952317 3952318 3952445 3952448
3952486 3952543 3952612 3952666 3952667
3952907 3953122 3953450 3953687 3953689
3954200 3954590 3954603 3954605 3955639
3955881 3956032 3956253 3956512 3956536
3956642 3956875 3957189 3957203 3957892
3957964 3958461 3959039 3959933 3959973
3960073 3960384 3961035 3961065 3962152
3964011 3964240 3964242 3964246 3965112
3966142 3966656 3967042 3967371 3968562
3968599 3969345 3969791 3970094 3970291
3971238 3971258 3973182 3973357 3973517
3973606 3973869 3974088 3974098 3974288
3974717 3975039 3975114 3975146 3976375
3976376 3976929 3977546 3977974 3978006
3978146 3978286 3978290 3978525 3978814
3978823 3978824 3978825 3979067 3979288
3979498 3979786 3979788 3979789 3979932
3980360 3980687 3980798 3981002 3981252
3981287 3981479 3981819 3982194 3982348
3982353 3982355 3982357 3982358 3982359
3982361 3982362 3982364 3982365 3982366
3982619 3982735 3982823 3982824 3982836
3982851 3982858 3982874 3982903 3982904
3982906 3982972 3983293 3983295 3983358
3983445 3983609 3983782 3983787 3983830
3983859 3983899 3983902 3983924 3983928
3983953 3983994 3984193 3984257 3984410
3984438 3984441 3984645 3984806 3984810
3984915 3984918 3985180 3985183 3985185
3985188 3985294 3985310 3985494 3985498
3985735 3985848 3985895 3985904 3985923
3985962 3986016 3986080 3986543 3986613
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3987148 3987159 3987160 3987251 3987566
3987632 3987697 3987711 3987739 3987742
3987746 3987750 3987780 3987883 3987894
3987895 3987975 3987976 3987985 3987998
3988073 3988121 3988122 3988285 3988286
3988375 3988497 3988498 3988525 3988584
3988590 3988599 3988613 3988615 3988639
3988640 3988688 3988689 3988757 3988758
3988762 3988763 3988770 3988771 3988772
3988773 3988779 3988791 3988806 3988856
3988861 3988863 3988869 3988870 3988872
3988873 3988880 3988894 3988955 3988956
3988957 3988958 3988959 3988960 3988967
3988975 3989006 3989016 3989017 3989021
3989023 3989045 3989076 3989077 3989078
3989084 3989085 3989086 3989108 3989109
3989110 3989111 3989112 3989113 3989114
3989115 3989116 3989117 3989138 3989139
3989141 3989143 3989145 3989147 3989154
3989234 3989258 3989294 3989305 3989368
3989387 3989393 3989394 3989400 3989449
3989502 3989503 3989543 3989545 3989566
3989582 3989586 3989587 3989588 3989589
3989608 3989610 3989626 3989632 3989638
3989639 3989640 3989641 3989675 3989823
3989825 3989858 3989874 3989879 3989887
3989911 3989912 3989919 3989920 3989928
3989989 3990008 3990009 3990011 3990012
3990021 3990068 3990069 3990137 3990141
3990159 3990160 3990161 3990163 3990164
3990165 3990167 3990171 3990175 3990217
3990224 3990370 3990420 3990428 3990429
3990430 3990432 3990433 3990561 3990572
3990657 3990683 3990781 3990802 3990820
3990821 3990828 3990885 3990907 3990908
3990909 3990910 3990932 3990955 3990957
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3990958 3990959 3990960 3990961 3990962
3990963 3990964 3990965 3991057 3991058
3991060 3991064 3991074 3991076 3991080
3991082 3991086 3991091 3991093 3991151
3991152 3991212 3991259 3991356 3991359
3991362 3991363 3991368 3991371 3991374
3991377 3991378 3991383 3991385 3991392
3991490 3991538 3991539 3991541 3991544
3991594 3991643 3991645 3991655 3991682
3991688 3991693 3991711 3991728 3991739
3991740 3991755 3991761 3991762 3991769
3991800 3991801 3991803 3991804 3991805
3991810 3991831 3991833 3991835 3991837
3991839 3991841 3991843 3991845 3991848
3991856 3991857 3991870 3991872 3991877
3991879 3991880 3991883 3991885 3991889
3991893 3991898 3991899 3991904 3991907
3991913 3991917 3991918 3991965 3991967
3991975 3992045 3992046 3992047 3992048
3992051 3992052 3992053 3992054 3992055
3992101 3992120 3992132 3992145 3992164
3992165 3992295 3992303 3992326 3992411
3992412 3992414 3992415 3992416 3992417
3992480 3992538 3992541 3992542 3992559
3992574 3992582 3992636 3992689 3992712
3992718 3992719 3992768 3992776 3992807
3992808 3992817 3992819 3992933 3992938
3992939 3992956 3992957 3992959 3992962
3993004 3993190 3993191 3993192 3993193
3993197 3993337 3993340 3993373 3993374
3993383 3993384 3993413 3993430 3993435
3993438 3993439 3993440 3993513 3993516
3993520 3993583 3993584 3993597 3993642
3993726 3993727 3993729 3993730 3993732
3993847 3993884 3993887 3993890 3993894
3993914 3994014 3994160 3994164 3994179
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3994180 3994181 3994186 3994187 3994199
3994209 3994265 3994272 3994282 3994285
3994339 3994340 3994353 3994534 3994535
3994541 3994542 3994543 3994544 3994636
3994641 3994644 3994665 3994667 3994668
3994669 3994670 3994673 3994724 3994735
3994755 3994759 3994760 3994764 3994773
3994774 3994779 3994842 3994874 3994887
3994908 3994911 3994916 3994917 3994922
3994930 3994939 3994949 3994952 3994972
3995008 3995012 3995014 3995015 3995018
3995020 3995041 3995051 3995055 3995060
3995070 3995140 3995141 3995142 3995143
3995147 3995200 3995204 3995330 3995331
3995381 3995391 3995468 3995481 3995482
3995530 3995553 3995582 3995596 3995597
3995598 3995638 3995639 3995689 3995690
3995695 3995696 3995703 3995741 3995783
3995785 3995794 3995795 3995796 3995832
3995834 3995835 3995836 3995837 3995838
3995842 3995850 3995852 3995853 3995914
3995916 3995921 3995930 3995931 3995932
3995934 3995936 3995937 3995940 3995943
3995960 3995961 3995962 3995967 3995969
3995972 3995999 3996034 3996051 3996085
3996086 3996187 3996188 3996190 3996192
3996193 3996194 3996209 3996212 3996214
3996238 3996239 3996240 3996241 3996244
3996245 3996246 3996250 3996254 3996302
3996311 3996317 3996327 3996336 3996356
3996360 3996361 3996366 3996395 3996397
3996398 3996413 3996416 3996425 3996494
3996499 3996516 3996525 3996532 3996535
3996539 3996544 3996545 3996550 3996551
3996568 3996573 3996575 3996580 3996634
3996637 3996639 3996641 3996650 3996651
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3996663 3996699 3996743 3996744 3996746
3996770 3996781 3996782 3996784 3996786
3996793 3996794 3996835 3996898 3996900
3996901 3996904 3996920 3996922 3996926
3996973 3996975 3996979 3996981 3996982
3996983 3996985 3997008 3997010 3997012
3997047 3997049 3997051 3997052 3997053
3997062 3997077 3997087 3997088 3997089
3997092 3997093 3997113 3997114 3997115
3997116 3997117 3997118 3997119 3997120
3997121 3997125 3997127 3997129 3997132
3997135 3997151 3997232 3997272 3997274
3997276 3997278 3997282 3997283 3997284
3997286 3997301 3997302 3997303 3997310
3997311 3997312 3997314 3997317 3997324
3997339 3997340 3997341 3997403 3997404
3997430 3997435 3997438 3997443 3997447
3997452 3997466 3997467 3997471 3997473
3997477 3997478 3997480 3997481 3997488
3997489 3997493 3997508 3997537 3997538
3997540 3997542 3997544 3997561 3997592
3997624 3997625 3997626 3997628 3997629
3997633 3997637 3997682 3997779 3997844
3997845 3997846 3997851 3997852 3997857
3997865 3997957 3998024 3998034 3998035
3998036 3998038 3998069 3998075 3998088
3998090 3998096 3998103 3998105 3998106
3998108 3998144 3998179 3998214 3998215
3998216 3998217 3998231 3998257 3998258
3998259 3998264 3998283 3998286 3998289
3998300 3998301 3998302 3998307 3998308
3998310 3998313 3998316 3998346 3998347
3998355 3998365 3998374 3998375 3998379
3998383 3998388 3998389 3998393 3998403
3998422 3998425 3998426 3998429 3998430
3998440 3998465 3998469 3998470 3998474
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3998488 3998525 3998567 3998572 3998574
3998577 3998590 3998622 3998623 3998624
3998639 3998654 3998678 3998699 3998722
3998726 3998751 3998752 3998754 3998755
3998756 3998757 3998761 3998762 3998763
3998765 3998766 3998807 3998816 3998817
3998821 3998825 3998839 3998840 3998841
3998858 3998886 3998891 3998893 3998894
3998895 3998896 3998897 3998909 3998913
3998919 3998934 3998942 3998944 3998954
3998957 3998982 3998983 3998984 3998986
3998988 3998991 3998997 3999005 3999006
3999008 3999012 3999023 3999024 3999034
3999053 3999061 3999062 3999067 3999068
3999069 3999074 3999076 3999077 3999082
3999094 3999101 3999106 3999107 3999108
3999112 3999113 3999116 3999169 3999171
3999174 3999175 3999178 3999179 3999190
3999221 3999225 3999226 3999227 3999235
3999239 3999244 3999246 3999259 3999282
3999287 3999290 3999316 3999317 3999318
3999320 3999332 3999333 3999334 3999337
3999341 3999382 3999386 3999387 3999389
3999396 3999400 3999418 3999420 3999426
3999427 3999428 3999430 3999431 3999432
3999434 3999502 3999503 3999504 3999505
3999506 3999507 3999508 3999509 3999511
3999513 3999518 3999527 3999556 3999558
3999559 3999561 3999562 3999582 3999583
3999584 3999589 3999591 3999600 3999609
3999610 3999615 3999616 3999620 3999621
3999641 3999643 3999645 3999648 3999649
3999650 3999651 3999654 3999666 3999692
3999730 3999762 3999768 3999771 3999774
3999778 3999794 3999795 3999813 3999816
3999817 3999818 3999820 3999825 3999826
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3999828 3999831 3999833 3999834 3999836
3999844 3999845 3999846 3999847 3999848
3999849 3999850 3999851 3999857 3999864
3999865 3999894 3999895 3999896 3999901
3999902 3999912 3999915 3999916 3999917
3999923 3999924 3999933 3999934 3999935
3999937 3999943 3999996 3999997 3999998
4000007 4000020 4000023 4000026 4000027
4000028 4000029 4000035 4000041 4000045
4000046 4000050 4000058 4000059 4000064
4000074 4000078 4000080 4000081 4000087
4000091 4000102 4000110 4000111 4000173
4000174 4000178 4000181 4000183 4000207
4000234 4000235 4000245 4000246 4000247
4000248 4000249 4000269 4000270 4000271
4000272 4000273 4000274 4000275 4000276
4000278 4000287 4000298 4000318 4000319
4000325 4000334 4000335 4000337 4000351
4000352 4000353 4000354 4000355 4000356
4000359 4000362 4000365 4000368 4000422
4000424 4000425 4000428 4000429 4000438
4000439 4000440 4000446 4000448 4000449
4000453 4000454 4000455 4000456 4000458
4000459 4000460 4000462 4000463 4000500
4000522 4000523 4000526 4000527 4000528
4000530 4000532 4000537 4000540 4000541
4000546 4000547 4000556 4000579 4000581
4000584 4000585 4000586 4000632 4000642
4000652 4000661 4000662 4000663 4000664
4000665 4000668 4000675 4000705 4000707
4000708 4000709 4000714 4000731 4000746
4000750 4000753 4000757 4000758 4000759
4000761 4000762 4000764 4000766 4000771
4000777 4000778 4000779 4000788 4000794
4000814 4000815 4000829 4000839 4000857
4000859 4000860 4000867 4000873 4000887
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4000899 4000904 4000905 4000910 4000924
4000935 4000956 4000957 4001022 4001024
4001028 4001046 4001047 4001051 4001053
4001055 4001057 4001058 4001060 4001061
4001064 4001069 4001073 4001085 4001086
4001087 4001109 4001111 4001112 4001117
4001119 4001134 4001135 4001136 4001137
4001138 4001148 4001149 4001151 4001153
4001154 4001156 4001157 4001179 4001182
4001183 4001185 4001187 4001189 4001192
4001199 4001202 4001210 4001211 4001212
4001216 4001217 4001218 4001234 4001236
4001237 4001238 4001239 4001240 4001241
4001244 4001247 4001252 4001253 4001303
4001319 4001321 4001327 4001341 4001342
4001343 4001345 4001346 4001347 4001351
4001352 4001353 4001372 4001377 4001408
4001409 4001410 4001411 4001415 4001416
4001425 4001427 4001454 4001456 4001460
4001461 4001462 4001479 4001482 4001486
4001489 4001501 4001503 4001505 4001506
4001514 4001553 4001559 4001560 4001569
4001584 4001594 4001602 4001604 4001611
4001612 4001617 4001618 4001621 4001624
4001625 4001627 4001645 4001649 4001664
4001676 4001677 4001678 4001688 4001692
4001693 4001703 4001704 4001717 4001738
4001750 4001751 4001752 4001753 4001754
4001755 4001781 4001782 4001783 4001794
4001796 4001798 4001799 4001800 4001803
4001808 4001809 4001810 4001832 4001874
4001880 4001896 4001929 4001930 4001941
4001943 4001950 4001952 4001958 4001968
4001971 4001980 4002007 4002008 4002009
4002010 4002011 4002012 4002014 4002020
4002040 4002072 4002076 4002081 4002083
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4002084 4002105 4002106 4002113 4002115
4002126 4002127 4002140 4002153 4002154
4002155 4002157 4002162 4002163 4002168
4002175 4002184 4002193 4002195 4002199
4002200 4002201 4002202 4002205 4002210
4002214 4002223 4002224 4002225 4002242
4002243 4002244 4002245 4002246 4002247
4002290 4002293 4002305 4002313 4002317
4002352 4002358 4002369 4002372 4002374
4002381 4002402 4002421 4002422 4002423
4002424 4002425 4002426 4002427 4002429
4002430 4002433 4002436 4002443 4002489
4002499 4002502 4002503 4002507 4002515
4002516 4002519 4002522 4002528 4002529
4002531 4002534 4002535 4002536 4002549
4002550 4002551 4002552 4002588 4002601
4002602 4002604 4002613 4002618 4002620
4002625 4002626 4002644 4002660 4002662
4002669 4002677 4002681 4002684 4002687
4002688 4002689 4002699 4002708 4002712
4002717 4002718 4002719 4002720 4002740
4002741 4002743 4002745 4002756 4002757
4002778 4002786 4002789 4002790 4002791
4002799 4002844 4002846 4002877 4002899
4002904 4002916 4002928 4002934 4002935
4002939 4002941 4002949 4002979 4002982
4002983 4002986 4002987 4002988 4002990
4002991 4002992 4003004 4003007 4003012
4003013 4003014 4003019 4003024 4003048
4003049 4003051 4003085 4003086 4003087
4003088 4003089 4003092 4003094 4003123
4003124 4003127 4003129 4003132 4003133
4003134 4003135 4003136 4003138 4003140
4003141 4003142 4003143 4003145 4003146
4003169 4003179 4003180 4003188 4003222
4003225 4003226 4003229 4003231 4003233
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4003250 4003294 4003298 4003304 4003306
4003312 4003319 4003320 4003326 4003370
4003386 4003387 4003392 4003393 4003408
4003409 4003411 4003416 4003417 4003418
4003419 4003420 4003438 4003439 4003443
4003448 4003450 4003453 4003461 4003466
4003468 4003472 4003473 4003483 4003484
4003485 4003487 4003492 4003494 4003498
4003499 4003521 4003522 4003525 4003526
4003527 4003528 4003533 4003543 4003567
4003568 4003569 4003590 4003591 4003592
4003632 4003639 4003648 4003652 4003654
4003657 4003662 4003663 4003665 4003669
4003680 4003683 4003687 4003709 4003711
4003712 4003713 4003717 4003718 4003719
4003720 4003721 4003722 4003723 4003724
4003725 4003726 4003727 4003733 4003735
4003736 4003737 4003750 4003752 4003754
4003755 4003758 4003762 4003763 4003765
4003777 4003778 4003779 4003780 4003781
4003782 4003787 4003789 4003790 4003791
4003806 4003844 4003851 4003855 4003860
4003867 4003868 4003870 4003872 4003873
4003874 4003875 4003877 4003880 4003882
4003897 4003898 4003908 4003913 4003915
4003916 4003917 4003918 4003924 4003929
4003930 4003932 4003937 4003949 4003959
4003966 4003967 4003970 4003976 4003980
4003981 4003982 4003983 4003984 4003987
4003989 4003990 4003991 4003992 4004009
4004015 4004018 4004025 4004060 4004064
4004077 4004084 4004096 4004100 4004103
4004112 4004114 4004115 4004123 4004125
4004131 4004132 4004134 4004145 4004146
4004155 4004156 4004157 4004162 4004178
4004179 4004185 4004196 4004201 4004205
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4004211 4004213 4004221 4004224 4004226
4004227 4004231 4004236 4004240 4004243
4004254 4004262 4004263 4004264 4004269
4004272 4004273 4004274 4004275 4004277
4004278 4004281 4004282 4004285 4004286
4004287 4004323 4004328 4004329 4004343
4004345 4004349 4004350 4004354 4004355
4004365 4004368 4004370 4004384 4004390
4004393 4004396 4004397 4004401 4004402
4004403 4004407 4004408 4004410 4004411
4004412 4004415 4004436 4004459 4004470
4004527 4004537 4004564 4004577 4004586
4004587 4004599 4004615 4004617 4004618
4004622 4004637 4004654 4004655 4004657
4004660 4004685 4004690 4004695 4004704
4004713 4004714 4004715 4004716 4004734
4004740 4004779 4004780 4004785 4004786
4004789 4004790 4004792 4004793 4004794
4004795 4004842 4004849 4004855 4004860
4004861 4004863 4004864 4004882 4004883
4004888 4004889 4004890 4004895 4004896
4004897 4004898 4004909 4004910 4004911
4004913 4004914 4004916 4004917 4004920
4004921 4004938 4004940 4004941 4004942
4004943 4004945 4004946 4004951 4004953
4004954 4004980 4004984 4004985 4004986
4004992 4004993 4004994 4004995 4004996
4005003 4005009 4005021 4005022 4005027
4005030 4005033 4005044 4005053 4005054
4005055 4005057 4005058 4005060 4005061
4005063 4005067 4005088 4005095 4005100
4005101 4005102 4005104 4005116 4005123
4005134 4005135 4005140 4005141 4005142
4005145 4005150 4005151 4005153 4005171
4005173 4005175 4005176 4005177 4005179
4005182 4005183 4005184 4005188 4005208
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4005211 4005212 4005213 4005215 4005216
4005218 4005222 4005223 4005224 4005226
4005228 4005229 4005230 4005234 4005242
4005244 4005264 4005269 4005270 4005271
4005275 4005277 4005278 4005279 4005280
4005281 4005283 4005297 4005307 4005308
4005309 4005312 4005315 4005316 4005317
4005323 4005325 4005326 4005345 4005346
4005350 4005353 4005387 4005408 4005410
4005423 4005424 4005432 4005433 4005434
4005435 4005436 4005437 4005438 4005439
4005440 4005454 4005455 4005458 4005461
4005466 4005474 4005475 4005477 4005484
4005511 4005518 4005520 4005521 4005522
4005523 4005524 4005525 4005535 4005540
4005544 4005547 4005548 4005551 4005554
4005557 4005573 4005574 4005575 4005577
4005580 4005581 4005582 4005593 4005604
4005620 4005621 4005622 4005623 4005624
4005626 4005627 4005628 4005631 4005638
4005653 4005658 4005659 4005663 4005675
4005677 4005680 4005681 4005689 4005691
4005694 4005718 4005723 4005724 4005728
4005729 4005738 4005758 4005760 4005766
4005778 4005782 4005783 4005789 4005799
4005800 4005801 4005805 4005806 4005816
4005820 4005865 4005881 4005911 4005919
4005921 4005922 4005925 4005926 4005932
4005942 4005948 4005955 4005965 4006021
4006032 4006040 4006049 4006050 4006055
4006057 4006071 4006073 4006076 4006078
4006082 4006084 4006085 4006103 4006116
4006122 4006131 4006132 4006134 4006146
4006162 4006163 4006186 4006200 4006208
4006211 4006217 4006219 4006222 4006224
4006229 4006253 4006256 4006257 4006266
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4006269 4006273 4006274 4006278 4006279
4006280 4006285 4006288 4006333 4006341
4006343 4006345 4006346 4006347 4006349
4006351 4006356 4006359 4006372 4006381
4006398 4006400 4006403 4006406 4006415
4006416 4006419 4006420 4006426 4006433
4006434 4006453 4006457 4006464 4006468
4006469 4006470 4006482 4006491 4006502
4006504 4006505 4006508 4006512 4006513
4006514 4006519 4006525 4006527 4006529
4006537 4006538 4006559 4006560 4006564
4006565 4006566 4006589 4006592 4006595
4006621 4006623 4006626 4006627 4006633
4006640 4006684 4006685 4006698 4006724
4006728 4006731 4006732 4006736 4006741
4006742 4006773 4006774 4006778 4006779
4006783 4006785 4006787 4006789 4006791
4006792 4006795 4006798 4006803 4006807
4006808 4006809 4006810 4006811 4006822
4006824 4006830 4006840 4006860 4006861
4006867 4006868 4006869 4006871 4006882
4006910 4006916 4006934 4006954 4006959
4006980 4006986 4006988 4006989 4006991
4007003 4007004 4007006 4007008 4007011
4007012 4007014 4007015 4007018 4007019
4007021 4007023 4007026 4007027 4007041
4007044 4007050 4007053 4007054 4007063
4007094 4007095 4007096 4007120 4007121
4007122 4007123 4007124 4007126 4007127
4007128 4007130 4007146 4007152 4007157
4007161 4007169 4007171 4007176 4007199
4007247 4007248 4007249 4007250 4007251
4007252 4007276 4007277 4007281 4007282
4007291 4007293 4007295 4007299 4007314
4007315 4007320 4007323 4007325 4007341
4007350 4007352 4007353 4007354 4007355
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4007356 4007360 4007365 4007366 4007367
4007368 4007369 4007370 4007371 4007385
4007391 4007393 4007395 4007396 4007397
4007401 4007412 4007431 4007439 4007441
4007442 4007444 4007446 4007448 4007450
4007453 4007454 4007472 4007486 4007495
4007496 4007499 4007500 4007501 4007504
4007507 4007508 4007509 4007514 4007515
4007516 4007550 4007553 4007554 4007555
4007556 4007592 4007600 4007601 4007604
4007606 4007612 4007614 4007615 4007617
4007635 4007657 4007664 4007712 4007714
4007716 4007717 4007718 4007722 4007725
4007726 4007728 4007730 4007732 4007733
4007742 4007744 4007745 4007746 4007748
4007750 4007766 4007767 4007771 4007778
4007783 4007791 4007792 4007793 4007794
4007795 4007803 4007804 4007828 4007829
4007831 4007837 4007839 4007841 4007846
4007848 4007849 4007934 4007943 4007949
4007951 4007956 4007986 4008045 4008048
4008049 4008050 4008051 4008052 4008053
4008098 4008099 4008100 4008107 4008111
4008117 4008122 4008125 4008130 4008139
4008180 4008181 4008193 4008194 4008200
4008201 4008205 4008207 4008227 4008229
4008233 4008234 4008240 4008262 4008263
4008268 4008269 4008270 4008296 4008303
4008305 4008306 4008307 4008308 4008310
4008314 4008315 4008317 4008335 4008336
4008342 4008356 4008373 4008379 4008427
4008439 4008440 4008441 4008443 4008445
4008461 4008464 4008470 4008472 4008474
4008476 4008477 4008479 4008494 4008496
4008507 4008508 4008509 4008511 4008533
4008535 4008539 4008540 4008542 4008543
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4008544 4008557 4008568 4008576 4008593
4008595 4008596 4008597 4008611 4008618
4008620 4008626 4008656 4008658 4008662
4008679 4008680 4008681 4008687 4008689
4008709 4008710 4008711 4008712 4008713
4008715 4008716 4008718 4008729 4008743
4008744 4008745 4008761 4008762 4008801
4008802 4008810 4008816 4008817 4008823
4008835 4008839 4008841 4008844 4008845
4008847 4008850 4008854 4008855 4008862
4008875 4008876 4008891 4008892 4008898
4008899 4008900 4008901 4008907 4008913
4008915 4008918 4008919 4008920 4008925
4009066 4009067 4009071 4009072 4009076
4009098 4009100 4009101 4009104 4009105
4009106 4009107 4009108 4009129 4009130
4009132 4009133 4009134 4009135 4009136
4009143 4009146 4009153 4009154 4009156
4009176 4009178 4009179 4009180 4009181
4009185 4009208 4009215 4009216 4009217
4009218 4009219 4009221 4009223 4009224
4009225 4009265 4009266 4009268 4009272
4009281 4009293 4009304 4009305 4009306
4009318 4009319 4009322 4009323 4009326
4009327 4009328 4009329 4009330 4009331
4009452 4009457 4009459 4009461 4009468
4009488 4009489 4009490 4009512 4009519
4009520 4009521 4009522 4009526 4009531
4009533 4009541 4009542 4009543 4009544
4009545 4009546 4009547 4009558 4009559
4009560 4009561 4009574 4009661 4009664
4009665 4009672 4009674 4009675 4009676
4009679 4009680 4009682 4009684 4009685
4009686 4009687 4009702 4009768 4009769
4009770 4009780 4009789 4009793 4009797
4009802 4009803 4009811 4009820 4009821
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4009832 4009834 4009835 4009837 4009838
4009840 4009841 4009915 4009917 4009919
4009920 4009964 4009966 4009967 4009968
4009969 4009976 4009980 4010017 4010040
4010041 4010042 4010043 4010051 4010053
4010054 4010062 4010065 4010123 4010126
4010137 4010138 4010145 4010160 4010163
4010168 4010174 4010188 4010190 4010193
4010228 4010229 4010230 4010231 4010232
4010233 4010279 4010281 4010282 4010293
4010296 4010297 4010298 4010299 4010303
4010316 4010319 4010324 4010335 4010343
4010351 4010353 4010366 4010368 4010372
4010374 4010375 4010376 4010381 4010410
4010412 4010413 4010414 4010419 4010421
4010423 4010429 4010440 4010447 4010448
4010468 4010470 4010471 4010472 4010478
4010485 4010486 4010488 4010489 4010495
4010502 4010505 4010545 4010549 4010563
4010564 4010574 4010598 4010599 4010601
4010605 4010606 4010608 4010616 4010618
4010633 4010634 4010636 4010637 4010638
4010640 4010650 4010651 4010655 4010663
4010664 4010685 4010686 4010687 4010689
4010690 4010722 4010724 4010734 4010735
4010736 4010737 4010738 4010739 4010740
4010741 4010742 4010743 4010758 4010759
4010762 4010763 4010765 4010778 4010779
4010782 4010783 4010784 4010785 4010793
4010830 4010834 4010838 4010870 4010881
4010883 4010889 4010890 4010891 4010892
4010893 4010895 4010911 4010917 4010918
4010919 4010921 4010929 4010960 4010968
4010995 4010998 4011000 4011001 4011005
4011009 4011014 4011015 4011017 4011018
4011019 4011038 4011044 4011045 4011069
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4011076 4011078 4011079 4011081 4011086
4011088 4011091 4011092 4011101 4011103
4011115 4011117 4011118 4011126 4011127
4011130 4011139 4011140 4011144 4011145
4011153 4011172 4011175 4011180 4011192
4011219 4011221 4011222 4011231 4011237
4011238 4011239 4011240 4011241 4011242
4011243 4011244 4011250 4011254 4011260
4011262 4011264 4011265 4011266 4011267
4011268 4011269 4011273 4011281 4011285
4011297 4011298 4011299 4011321 4011324
4011360 4011364 4011366 4011367 4011368
4011369 4011377 4011390 4011395 4011396
4011426 4011427 4011432 4011436 4011442
4011444 4011445 4011476 4011477 4011507
4011570 4011576 4011578 4011580 4011589
4011599 4011605 4011611 4011612 4011615
4011632 4011633 4011634 4011698 4011721
4011725 4011726 4011728 4011729 4011732
4011763 4011768 4011783 4011784 4011785
4011786 4011787 4011788 4011792 4011795
4011803 4011806 4011807 4011808 4011809
4011820 4011821 4011822 4011823 4011826
4011831 4011833 4011834 4011865 4011875
4011876 4011899 4011900 4011907 4011963
4011965 4011970 4011984 4012009 4012056
4012057 4012058 4012059 4012060 4012071
4012072 4012074 4012083 4012084 4012085
4012086 4012087 4012088 4012089 4012090
4012091 4012093 4012094 4012095 4012099
4012100 4012101 4012102 4012103 4012104
4012105 4012127 4012128 4012129 4012130
4012131 4012132 4012133 4012134 4012135
4012147 4012148 4012149 4012150 4012151
4012152 4012153 4012154 4012155 4012156
4012157 4012158 4012159 4012160 4012164
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
4012165 4012166 4012176 4012179 4012180
4012181 4012184 4012186 4012190 4012193
4012194 4012200 4012246 4012247 4012248
4012284 4012286 4012311 4012320 4012323
4012324 4012325 4012327 4012332 4012333
4012339 4012340 4012342 4012343 4012344
4012345 4012346 4012347 4012365 4012366
4012367 4012368 4012371 4012374 4012376
4012377 4012378 4012380 4012381 4012383
4012488 4012489 4012492 4012518 4012523
4012524 4012535 4012611 4012616 4012636
4012723 4012736 4012757 4012758 4012759
4012760 4012775 4012776 4012870 4012873
4012881 4012882 4012883 4012886 4012933
4012969 4012970 4012971 4012972 4012973
4012974 4012975 4012976 4012977 4012987
4012988 4012989 4012990 4012991 4012992
4012993 4012994 4012996 4012997 4012998
4012999 4013000 4013001 4013027 4013028
4013029 4013030 4013043 4013045 4013050
4013053 4013101 4013111 4013123 4013127
4013132 4013133 4013135 4013136 4013138
4013150 4013308 4013311 4013312 4013372
4013404 4013405 4013407 4013408 4013410
4013501 4013504 4013505 4013506 4013519
4013520 4013648 4013651 4013654 4013655
4013657 4013660 4013664 4013665 4013667
4013833 4013847 4013896 4013980 4013985
4014060 4014122 4014123 4014138 4014140
4014143 4014195 4014205 4014206 4014219
4014224 4014225 4014227 4014262 4014265
4014266 4014267 4014268 4014269 4014270
4014272 4014275 4014327 4014358 4014359
4014361 4014363 4014365 4014366 4014367
4014368 4014369 4014370 4014371 4014372
4014381 4014387 4014388 4014389 4014394
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
4014395 4014396 4014438 4014439 4014440
4014441 4014443 4014444 4014551 4014552
4014553 4014555 4014556 4014579 4014581
4014582 4014607 4014608 4014610 4014621
4014622 4014624 4014627 4014633 4014634
4014635 4014637 4014638 4014644 4014645
4014646 4014647 4014648 4014683 4014684
4014693 4014696 4014751 4014753 4014756
4014766 4014767 4014768 4014769 4014822
4014824 4014832 4014862 4014863 4014870
4014871 4014872 4014883 4014885 4014886
4014888 4014890 4014891 4014978 4014979
4014981 4014982 4014985 4015000 4015001
4015009 4015019 4015025 4015026 4015027
4015028 4015255 4015261 4015266 4015280
4015346 4015353 4015364 4015365 4015382
4015409 4015449 4015471 4015575 4015576
4015577 4015578 4015579 4015580 4015581
4015582 4015600 4015602 4015603 4015604
4015628 4015630 4015642 4015647 4015649
4015651 4015663 4015670 4015671 4015672
4015678 4015679 4015680 4015712 4015713
4015720 4015721 4015722 4015723 4015724
4015728 4015770 4015786 4015787 4015796
4015827 4015831 4015859 4015860 4015861
4015864 4015866 4015910 4015911 4015912
4015915 4015918 4015919 4015990 4015992
4016045 4016046 4016047 4016048 4016051
4016052 4016133 4016178 4016195 4016255
4016257 4016264 4016268 4016282 4016330
4016332 4016346 4016394 4016396 4016397
4016398 4016399 4016400 4016402 4016405
4016407 4016408 4016410 4016413 4016415
4016420 4016423 4016424 4016425 4016479
4016480 4016481 4016482 4016483 4016489
4016491 4016499 4016545 4016560 4016586
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
4016587 4016642 4016643 4016648 4016650
4016656 4016657 4016666 4016693 4016698
4016699 4016701 4016766 4016770 4016789
4016792 4016794 4016795 4016797 4016819
4016821 4016825 4016868 4016870 4016871
4016872 4016874 4016875 4016876 4016884
4016885 4016925 4016927 4016977 4016978
4016979 4016985 4016991 4017092 4017093
4017094 4017097 4017100 4017101 4017102
4017206 4017207 4017208 4017209 4017223
4017227 4017228 4017230 4017238 4017276
4017338 4017565 4017637 4017649 4017656
4017664 4017665 4017666 4017667 4017673
4017674 4017707 4017710 4017712 4017713
4017714 4017716 4017718 4017740 4017779
4017781 4017782 4018138 4018139 4018147
4018192 4018193 4018217 4018312 4018313
4018316 4018361 4018364 4018366 4018368
4018369 4018660 4018661 4018663 4018664
4018666 4018768 4018842 4018895 4018961
4018978 4018985 4018986 4018989 4019000
4019343 4019344 4019350 4019356 4019388
4019466 4019467 4019471 4019811 4019812
4019940 4020484 4020494 4020575 4020664
4020666 4020731 4020732 4020734 4020737
4020874 4020883 4020884 4020906 4020907
4020920 4020943 4020944 4021096 4021225
4021238 4021239 4021243 4021244 4021305
4021307 4021345 4021348 4021350 4021419
4021468 4021469 4021600 4021605 4021710
4021817 4021830 4022197 4022454 4022462
4022463 4022468 4022469 4022562 4022563
4023023 4023029 4023041 4023044 4023045
4023046 4023271 4023272 4023274 4023275
4023279 4023299 4023464 4023468 4023482
4023483 4023942 4023943 4024046 4024050
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
4024169 4024478 4024543 4024551 4024554
4024563 4024574 4024585 4024586 4025337
4025338
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
110308 30 16/05/2019
110358 5 18/05/2019
133412 9 23/04/2015
153928 16 13/05/2019
153930 16 13/05/2019
153934 16 13/05/2019
153935 16 13/05/2019
153938 16 13/05/2019
153942 16 13/05/2019
153944 16 13/06/2019
153946 16 13/05/2019
159215 5 11/06/2019
196872 4 08/07/2019
214709 5 02/04/2015
217291 3 24/08/2015
241577 34 12/04/2019
242415 25 29/05/2019
242477 5 01/06/2019
242729 5 17/06/2019
243937 7 29/08/2019
243938 12 29/08/2019
243939 17 29/08/2019
244412 16 21/09/2019
245378 3 07/11/2019
266085 25 03/08/2015
293860 6 29/01/2019
294084 32 07/02/2019
295031 11 20/03/2019
297221 21 29/06/2019
300360 5 01/11/2019
301715 3 27/12/2019
319762 7 27/10/2014
319763 17 27/10/2014
319764 4 27/10/2014
319765 12 27/10/2014
368482 16 13/11/2018
372715 31 24/02/2019
377692 25 29/06/2019
378649 28 21/07/2019
378650 15 21/07/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
381107 12 21/09/2019
381158 25 22/09/2009
384898 25 02/01/2020
421308 1 02/05/2015
421925 5 14/05/2015
423524 1 22/06/2015
484219 5 14/01/2019
484220 5 14/01/2019
484221 5 14/01/2019
484395 25 19/01/2019
485882 5 15/02/2019
490436 22 04/05/2019
491360 6 20/05/2019
491362 6 20/05/2019
491363 6 20/05/2019
492591 10 10/06/2019
492883 16 15/06/2019
493214 1 21/06/2019
493215 2 21/06/2019
493245 1 22/06/2019
493286 7 22/06/2019
493925 25 05/07/2019
493926 18 05/07/2019
493927 18 05/07/2019
493928 25 05/07/2019
494139 7 11/07/2019
494140 11 11/07/2019
494610 5 20/07/2019
494873 30 26/07/2019
495263 16 01/08/2019
500150 31 31/10/2019
503598 32 09/01/2020
503869 3 13/01/2019
509583 28 02/05/2019
509588 14 02/05/2019
510176 32 11/05/2019
511281 6 05/06/2019
514186 1 01/08/2019
526899 25 27/03/2014
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
549249 5 18/04/2015
549252 5 18/04/2015
549253 5 18/04/2015
549255 5 18/04/2015
575217 25 15/06/2019
577777 30 24/07/2019
582253 8 01/10/2019
585606 9 25/11/2019
591636 23 26/02/2003
601968 7 19/07/2013
607885 11 27/09/2013
619338 30 11/02/2014
627233 18 04/05/2004
641184 20 26/09/2014
651712 34 11/01/2015
655146 4 10/02/2015
658303 13 03/10/2019
660699 14 28/03/2015
662284 9 17/04/2015
663609 6 25/04/2015
663610 9 25/04/2015
664300 7 01/05/2015
664685 30 04/05/2015
664980 6 08/05/2015
665542 12 12/05/2019
665833 25 16/05/2019
667794 12 31/05/2019
668330 29 07/06/2019
668331 29 07/06/2019
669179 5 15/06/2019
669187 1 15/06/2019
669339 30 16/06/2019
669340 30 16/06/2019
669689 14 20/06/2019
669690 14 20/06/2019
671085 7 28/06/2019
674442 7 25/07/2019
674468 23 26/07/2019
674470 29 26/07/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
674471 31 26/07/2019
674472 32 26/07/2019
674473 33 26/07/2019
674474 34 26/07/2019
677471 25 21/08/2019
687809 7 22/11/2019
687811 7 22/11/2019
704607 1 12/04/2016
742915 5 07/10/2016
750944 3 13/01/2017
758886 10 15/04/2017
787527 31 14/01/2008
792857 10 26/02/2018
802545 24 18/05/2015
820092 6 21/09/2018
823488 5 15/10/2008
834781 30 31/12/2018
837632 10 21/01/2019
837633 10 21/01/2019
841259 3 16/02/2019
841712 5 18/02/2019
852049 19 19/04/2019
854553 30 04/05/2019
854554 30 04/05/2019
854555 30 04/05/2019
854734 16 05/05/2019
854735 20 05/05/2019
854736 24 05/05/2019
855098 3 07/05/2009
855498 3 10/05/2019
855601 29 10/05/2019
855651 1 11/05/2019
855654 1 11/05/2019
855662 1 11/05/2019
855774 7 11/05/2019
855776 25 11/05/2019
855777 11 11/05/2019
855782 11 11/05/2019
855804 9 11/05/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
855805 6 11/05/2019
855806 11 11/05/2019
855815 9 11/05/2019
855816 16 11/05/2019
855818 16 11/05/2019
855842 30 11/05/2019
855843 29 11/05/2019
855844 3 11/05/2019
855845 3 11/05/2019
855847 3 11/05/2019
855848 3 11/05/2019
855849 3 11/05/2019
856274 9 14/05/2019
856355 5 14/05/2019
856622 7 17/05/2019
857281 21 21/05/2019
857569 7 24/05/2019
857636 16 24/05/2019
857637 16 24/05/2019
857929 31 25/05/2019
857930 29 25/05/2019
857938 29 25/05/2019
857939 29 25/05/2019
857940 31 25/05/2019
857941 31 25/05/2019
857942 29 25/05/2019
858004 12 26/05/2019
858205 25 27/05/2019
858498 3 28/05/2019
858773 1 01/06/2019
858774 1 01/06/2019
858775 1 01/06/2019
858776 1 01/06/2019
858777 2 01/06/2019
859357 3 03/06/2019
859358 34 03/06/2019
859359 34 03/06/2019
859882 11 07/06/2019
860822 14 14/06/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
861232 16 16/06/2019
862244 9 23/06/2019
862312 5 23/06/2019
862313 5 23/06/2019
862314 5 23/06/2019
862978 9 28/06/2019
863505 19 01/07/2019
863994 3 05/07/2019
863995 5 05/07/2019
865093 29 12/07/2019
865094 29 12/07/2019
865095 29 12/07/2019
865096 30 12/07/2019
865097 30 12/07/2019
865359 5 13/07/2019
866293 12 16/07/2019
866294 17 16/07/2019
867120 16 21/07/2019
867181 31 21/07/2019
867182 31 21/07/2019
867637 24 23/07/2019
867975 34 26/07/2019
869467 28 04/08/2019
871344 11 16/08/2019
871825 24 18/08/2019
871826 24 18/08/2019
871827 24 18/08/2019
874814 5 06/09/2019
874815 3 06/09/2019
875272 10 07/09/2019
875273 10 07/09/2019
875274 10 07/09/2019
877335 31 20/09/2019
879172 1 30/09/2019
879173 2 30/09/2019
879174 3 30/09/2019
879175 4 30/09/2019
879178 7 30/09/2019
879179 8 30/09/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
879181 10 30/09/2019
879183 12 30/09/2019
879184 13 30/09/2019
879186 15 30/09/2019
879187 16 30/09/2019
879188 17 30/09/2019
879189 18 30/09/2019
879190 19 30/09/2019
879191 20 30/09/2019
879192 21 30/09/2019
879193 22 30/09/2019
879194 23 30/09/2019
879195 24 30/09/2019
879196 25 30/09/2019
879197 26 30/09/2019
879198 27 30/09/2019
879199 28 30/09/2019
879200 29 30/09/2019
879201 30 30/09/2019
879202 31 30/09/2019
879203 32 30/09/2019
879204 33 30/09/2019
879205 34 30/09/2019
879207 1 30/09/2019
879208 2 30/09/2019
879210 4 30/09/2019
879211 5 30/09/2019
879212 6 30/09/2019
879213 7 30/09/2019
879214 8 30/09/2019
879215 9 30/09/2019
879216 10 30/09/2019
879217 11 30/09/2019
879218 12 30/09/2019
879219 13 30/09/2019
879220 14 30/09/2019
879221 15 30/09/2019
879222 16 30/09/2019
879223 17 30/09/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
879224 18 30/09/2019
879225 19 30/09/2019
879226 20 30/09/2019
879227 21 30/09/2019
879228 22 30/09/2019
879229 23 30/09/2019
879230 24 30/09/2019
879231 25 30/09/2019
879232 26 30/09/2019
879233 27 30/09/2019
879234 28 30/09/2019
879235 29 30/09/2019
879236 30 30/09/2019
879237 7 30/09/2019
879238 32 30/09/2019
879239 33 30/09/2019
879240 34 30/09/2019
880272 25 06/10/2019
883312 3 25/10/2019
883313 3 25/10/2019
883314 3 25/10/2019
883315 3 25/10/2019
883316 3 25/10/2019
883317 3 25/10/2019
883319 3 25/10/2019
883320 3 25/10/2019
883321 3 25/10/2019
883322 3 25/10/2019
883324 3 25/10/2019
883325 3 25/10/2019
883327 5 25/10/2019
883328 5 25/10/2019
883330 5 25/10/2019
883333 5 25/10/2019
883334 5 25/10/2019
883335 5 25/10/2019
883339 5 25/10/2019
883340 5 25/10/2019
883341 5 25/10/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
883342 5 25/10/2019
884335 10 29/10/2019
884337 5 29/10/2019
886339 25 12/11/2019
890532 25 08/12/2019
891298 3 13/12/2019
891299 3 13/12/2019
892027 29 15/12/2019
895137 26 30/12/2019
895140 26 31/12/2019
895218 5 30/12/2019
912870 5 27/03/2020
912872 5 27/03/2020
912873 5 27/03/2020
912875 5 27/03/2020
912876 5 27/03/2020
912877 5 27/03/2020
915058 33 31/03/2020
915737 33 03/04/2020
916127 5 05/04/2020
933565 11 21/06/2010
997716 34 19/03/2011
997717 34 19/03/2011
997718 34 19/03/2011
997719 34 19/03/2011
1025201 31 10/07/2011
1045078 5 17/09/2011
1066461 1 12/12/2011
1122021 16 29/07/2012
1122957 3 31/07/2012
1128635 6 26/08/2012
1155241 15 03/12/2012
1182632 7 12/03/2013
1202836 18 02/06/2013
1266930 33 13/02/2014
1292593 3 28/06/2014
1303734 99 19/08/2014
1315551 32 15/10/2014
1319839 1 09/11/2014
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1328622 12 28/12/2014
1349228 9 06/04/2015 14:32:00
1351855 99 19/04/2015
1352034 12 20/04/2015
1352036 12 20/04/2015
1352037 12 20/04/2015
1352908 37 25/04/2015
1353049 99 25/04/2015
1353870 5 28/04/2015
1354388 12 02/05/2015
1354389 12 02/05/2015
1354888 21 03/05/2015
1359086 42 24/05/2015
1362444 25 08/06/2015
1394674 41 26/10/2015
1492471 5 29/09/2016
1686216 5 12/05/2018
1688300 41 16/05/2018
1688311 41 16/05/2018
1695405 35 05/06/2018
1698202 12 12/06/2018
1698830 29 13/06/2018
1703105 99 24/06/2018
1708074 5 08/07/2018
1708083 5 08/07/2018
1708085 5 08/07/2018
1708087 5 08/07/2018
1708088 5 08/07/2018
1708093 5 08/07/2018
1727534 42 01/09/2018
1740603 37 06/10/2018
1742227 14 10/10/2018
1750405 35 04/11/2018
1750553 10 04/11/2018
1753002 37 12/11/2018
1760358 5 04/12/2018
1783428 7 10/02/2019
1783430 7 10/02/2019
1787208 31 19/02/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1787210 31 19/02/2019
1787628 16 20/02/2019
1787629 1 20/02/2019
1787630 37 20/02/2019
1787631 7 20/02/2019
1787632 11 20/02/2019
1789120 36 24/02/2019
1789121 41 24/02/2019
1789122 42 24/02/2019
1789123 37 24/02/2019
1789413 10 25/02/2019
1790430 3 27/02/2019
1792547 25 05/03/2019
1792949 17 06/03/2019
1796900 9 18/03/2019
1798018 35 20/03/2019
1798019 39 20/03/2019
1798142 19 20/03/2019
1802134 1 01/04/2019
1806502 35 15/04/2019
1806503 35 15/04/2019
1806505 35 15/04/2019
1806507 35 15/04/2019
1806508 35 15/04/2019
1806510 35 15/04/2019
1806511 35 15/04/2019
1812074 30 28/04/2019
1812750 5 29/04/2019
1813105 99 30/04/2019
1813602 99 01/05/2019
1813719 35 04/05/2019
1814066 41 04/05/2019
1814143 5 04/05/2019
1814282 14 04/05/2019
1814475 42 05/05/2019
1814736 25 05/05/2019
1814812 5 05/05/2019
1815219 9 06/05/2019
1816328 35 11/05/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1816350 35 11/05/2019
1816355 35 11/05/2019
1816356 35 11/05/2019
1816441 41 11/05/2019
1816442 35 11/05/2019
1816443 35 11/05/2019
1816444 41 11/05/2019
1816445 35 11/05/2019
1816446 41 11/05/2019
1816448 35 11/05/2019
1816449 41 11/05/2019
1816463 5 11/05/2019
1816464 5 11/05/2019
1816465 5 11/05/2019
1816468 5 11/05/2019
1816469 5 11/05/2019
1816495 31 11/05/2019
1816496 31 11/05/2019
1816556 9 11/05/2019
1816580 5 11/05/2019
1816581 5 11/05/2019
1816582 5 11/05/2019
1816689 25 11/05/2019
1816697 30 11/05/2019
1816698 30 11/05/2019
1816700 5 11/05/2019
1816707 24 11/05/2019
1816766 11 11/05/2019
1816845 45 11/05/2019
1816905 12 12/05/2019
1816923 29 12/05/2019
1817000 42 12/05/2019
1817077 5 12/05/2019
1817078 5 12/05/2019
1817091 9 12/05/2019
1817140 25 12/05/2019
1817147 5 12/05/2019
1817198 38 12/05/2019
1817220 41 12/05/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1817221 42 12/05/2019
1817231 5 12/05/2019
1817257 5 12/05/2019
1817259 30 12/05/2019
1817288 9 12/05/2019
1817289 9 12/05/2019
1817336 12 13/05/2019
1817346 9 13/05/2019
1817349 5 13/05/2019
1817392 2 13/05/2019
1817403 5 13/05/2019
1817404 5 13/05/2019
1817456 7 13/05/2019
1817468 5 13/05/2019
1817506 7 13/05/2019
1817518 6 13/05/2019
1817535 3 13/05/2019
1817536 5 13/05/2019
1817537 5 13/05/2019
1817538 18 13/05/2019
1817539 5 13/05/2019
1817540 5 13/05/2019
1817553 7 13/05/2019
1817561 7 13/05/2019
1817583 25 13/05/2019
1817609 5 13/05/2019
1817610 5 13/05/2019
1817636 5 13/05/2019
1817637 5 13/05/2019
1817638 5 13/05/2019
1817639 5 13/05/2019
1817712 5 13/05/2019
1817713 30 13/05/2019
1817720 99 13/05/2019
1817750 5 13/05/2019
1817754 5 13/05/2019
1817755 5 13/05/2019
1817756 5 13/05/2019
1817757 5 13/05/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1817759 5 13/05/2019
1817766 5 13/05/2019
1817772 25 13/05/2019
1817782 5 13/05/2019
1817783 5 13/05/2019
1817954 3 14/05/2019
1818103 6 14/05/2019
1818105 25 14/05/2019
1818201 39 14/05/2019
1818226 44 14/05/2019
1818246 3 14/05/2019
1818257 14 14/05/2019
1818260 1 14/05/2019
1818261 5 14/05/2019
1818262 5 14/05/2019
1818263 5 14/05/2019
1818265 5 14/05/2019
1818283 6 14/05/2019
1818286 3 14/05/2019
1818337 5 14/05/2019
1818367 18 14/05/2019
1818369 18 14/05/2019
1818371 99 14/05/2019
1818446 16 15/05/2019
1818457 42 15/05/2019
1818577 42 15/05/2019
1818633 16 15/05/2019
1818640 42 15/05/2019
1818641 38 15/05/2019
1818642 9 15/05/2019
1818643 42 15/05/2019
1818644 38 15/05/2019
1818645 9 15/05/2019
1818648 41 15/05/2019
1818650 25 15/05/2019
1818718 9 15/05/2019
1818719 9 15/05/2019
1818817 5 15/05/2019
1818837 99 15/05/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1818848 42 15/05/2019
1818849 42 15/05/2019
1819062 40 18/05/2019
1819063 40 18/05/2019
1819095 7 18/05/2019
1819115 45 18/05/2019
1819152 1 18/05/2019
1819200 5 18/05/2019
1819316 5 18/05/2019
1819487 25 19/05/2019
1819575 6 19/05/2019
1819589 21 19/05/2019
1819854 2 19/05/2019
1819857 36 19/05/2019
1819858 36 19/05/2019
1819895 29 20/05/2019
1819990 25 20/05/2019
1820300 30 20/05/2019
1820301 42 20/05/2019
1820323 2 20/05/2019
1820369 42 21/05/2019
1820370 42 21/05/2019
1820544 42 21/05/2019
1820545 31 21/05/2019
1820567 9 21/05/2019
1820568 11 21/05/2019
1820569 9 21/05/2019
1820570 11 21/05/2019
1820683 7 21/05/2019
1820723 99 21/05/2019
1820784 5 21/05/2019
1820901 5 22/05/2019
1820921 40 22/05/2019
1821030 40 22/05/2019
1821104 41 22/05/2019
1821105 16 22/05/2019
1821140 17 22/05/2019
1821143 17 22/05/2019
1821144 17 22/05/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1821147 17 22/05/2019
1821149 17 22/05/2019
1821160 3 22/05/2019
1821164 24 22/05/2019
1821165 24 22/05/2019
1821166 25 22/05/2019
1821168 24 22/05/2019
1821182 16 22/05/2019
1821215 5 22/05/2019
1821476 35 25/05/2019
1821620 36 25/05/2019
1821750 9 25/05/2019
1821751 35 25/05/2019
1821752 42 25/05/2019
1821756 41 25/05/2019
1821886 3 26/05/2019
1821887 5 26/05/2019
1822102 5 26/05/2019
1822367 11 26/05/2019
1822400 42 26/05/2019
1822418 35 26/05/2019
1822419 35 26/05/2019
1822493 36 27/05/2019
1822706 5 27/05/2019
1822781 29 27/05/2019
1822782 31 27/05/2019
1822902 35 28/05/2019
1822903 35 28/05/2019
1822933 2 28/05/2019
1822934 2 28/05/2019
1822952 5 28/05/2019
1822956 5 28/05/2019
1822958 5 28/05/2019
1822959 5 28/05/2019
1822969 35 28/05/2019
1822988 10 28/05/2019
1822989 10 28/05/2019
1822995 5 28/05/2019
1823118 7 28/05/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1823121 11 28/05/2019
1823123 42 28/05/2019
1823617 5 29/05/2019
1823619 5 29/05/2019
1823690 5 29/05/2019
1823691 5 29/05/2019
1823692 5 29/05/2019
1823693 5 29/05/2019
1823695 5 29/05/2019
1823696 5 29/05/2019
1823697 5 29/05/2019
1823701 5 29/05/2019
1823702 5 29/05/2019
1823703 5 29/05/2019
1823837 25 01/06/2019
1823898 5 01/06/2019
1823899 5 01/06/2019
1823900 5 01/06/2019
1824037 1 01/06/2019
1824111 29 01/06/2019
1824127 20 01/06/2019
1824128 19 01/06/2019
1824129 35 01/06/2019
1824146 7 01/06/2019
1824367 99 01/06/2019
1824368 99 01/06/2019
1824392 5 01/06/2019
1824393 5 01/06/2019
1824427 33 02/06/2019
1824428 33 02/06/2019
1824692 6 02/06/2019
1824787 42 02/06/2019
1825075 36 03/06/2019
1825076 36 03/06/2019
1825085 10 03/06/2019
1825086 10 03/06/2019
1825239 4 03/06/2019
1825295 25 03/06/2019
1825646 11 04/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1825975 12 05/06/2019
1826033 35 05/06/2019
1826048 99 05/06/2019
1827190 9 09/06/2019
1827425 7 10/06/2019
1827427 39 10/06/2019
1827450 3 10/06/2019
1827853 99 10/06/2019
1828961 42 15/06/2019
1829696 19 16/06/2019
1829813 7 16/06/2019
1830044 25 17/06/2019
1830356 4 18/06/2019
1830415 42 18/06/2019
1830447 41 18/06/2019
1831058 11 19/06/2019
1831087 29 19/06/2019
1831088 29 19/06/2019
1831152 5 19/06/2019
1831153 5 19/06/2019
1831156 5 19/06/2019
1831505 9 22/06/2019
1831573 31 22/06/2019
1831659 42 23/06/2019
1832157 10 23/06/2019
1832167 10 23/06/2019
1832418 42 24/06/2019
1832419 42 24/06/2019
1832420 42 24/06/2019
1832421 42 24/06/2019
1832655 30 24/06/2019
1832658 29 24/06/2019
1833176 34 25/06/2019
1833177 34 25/06/2019
1833178 34 25/06/2019
1833602 18 26/06/2019
1833633 43 26/06/2019
1833634 30 26/06/2019
1834961 5 30/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1834963 3 30/06/2019
1835061 5 30/06/2019
1835147 35 01/07/2019
1835266 17 01/07/2019
1835903 42 02/07/2019
1835907 99 02/07/2019
1836316 5 03/07/2019
1836458 24 03/07/2019
1836461 24 03/07/2019
1836510 5 03/07/2019
1836519 19 03/07/2019
1836555 39 06/07/2019
1836814 5 06/07/2019
1836815 5 06/07/2019
1836816 5 06/07/2019
1836817 5 06/07/2019
1836821 29 06/07/2019
1836973 5 06/07/2019
1837083 36 07/07/2019
1837176 99 07/07/2019
1837485 5 08/07/2019
1837541 99 08/07/2019
1837728 99 08/07/2019
1838097 24 09/07/2019
1838112 7 09/07/2019
1838146 34 09/07/2019
1838460 9 10/07/2019
1838791 42 13/07/2019
1838792 42 13/07/2019
1838982 5 13/07/2019
1839392 39 14/07/2019
1839421 30 14/07/2019
1839495 5 14/07/2019
1839496 5 14/07/2019
1839498 5 14/07/2019
1839501 5 14/07/2019
1839502 5 14/07/2019
1839503 5 14/07/2019
1839504 5 14/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1839505 5 14/07/2019
1839506 5 14/07/2019
1839507 5 14/07/2019
1839508 5 14/07/2019
1839509 5 14/07/2019
1839511 5 14/07/2019
1839512 5 14/07/2019
1839513 5 14/07/2019
1839515 5 14/07/2019
1839516 5 14/07/2019
1839517 5 14/07/2019
1839518 5 14/07/2019
1839519 5 14/07/2019
1839520 5 14/07/2019
1839521 5 14/07/2019
1839522 5 14/07/2019
1839525 5 14/07/2019
1839526 5 14/07/2019
1839527 5 14/07/2019
1839530 5 14/07/2019
1839531 5 14/07/2019
1839532 5 14/07/2019
1839533 5 14/07/2019
1839536 5 14/07/2019
1840553 9 16/07/2019
1840554 9 16/07/2019
1841188 25 20/07/2019
1841501 99 20/07/2019
1841725 99 20/07/2019
1841846 19 20/07/2019
1842335 99 21/07/2019
1842683 25 22/07/2019
1842867 12 22/07/2019
1842868 12 22/07/2019
1843347 35 24/07/2019
1843354 35 24/07/2019
1843356 35 24/07/2019
1843665 4 24/07/2019
1843667 30 24/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1844271 36 27/07/2019
1844508 9 27/07/2019
1844509 30 27/07/2019
1844510 99 27/07/2019
1844754 42 28/07/2019
1844881 99 28/07/2019
1844882 99 28/07/2019
1844904 6 28/07/2019
1844972 6 29/07/2019
1845818 12 30/07/2019
1846067 14 31/07/2019
1846416 41 03/08/2019
1848494 25 07/08/2019
1849210 21 11/08/2019
1849935 10 12/08/2019
1849936 10 12/08/2019
1851069 19 17/08/2019
1851273 12 17/08/2019
1851587 10 18/08/2019
1852479 17 19/08/2019
1852541 10 20/08/2019
1852651 5 20/08/2019
1853427 28 21/08/2019
1854067 99 24/08/2019
1855134 14 26/08/2019
1855244 7 26/08/2019
1855737 99 27/08/2019
1855772 10 27/08/2019
1855814 24 28/08/2019
1856149 31 28/08/2019
1858850 25 04/09/2019
1859396 3 07/09/2019
1859665 3 07/09/2019
1859666 3 07/09/2019
1860809 2 09/09/2019
1861491 37 11/09/2019
1861870 20 11/09/2019
1862170 16 14/09/2019
1862280 5 14/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1862373 6 14/09/2019
1862392 99 14/09/2019
1862641 5 15/09/2019
1862644 3 15/09/2019
1863116 5 16/09/2019
1863256 1 16/09/2019
1864075 44 18/09/2019
1864343 1 18/09/2019
1864670 25 22/09/2019
1866282 35 23/09/2019
1866568 5 24/09/2019
1866569 5 24/09/2019
1867871 5 29/09/2019
1868691 1 01/10/2019
1868692 1 01/10/2019
1868695 5 01/10/2019
1869457 35 05/10/2019
1870139 31 06/10/2019
1870141 31 06/10/2019
1870591 5 07/10/2019
1874433 99 19/10/2019
1874523 99 20/10/2019
1874612 44 20/10/2019
1874939 18 21/10/2019
1874940 14 21/10/2019
1874941 42 21/10/2019
1874942 25 21/10/2019
1875795 30 23/10/2019
1876136 17 26/10/2019
1876137 11 26/10/2019
1876199 10 26/10/2019
1876200 10 26/10/2019
1876682 37 27/10/2019
1876683 7 27/10/2019
1877870 18 29/10/2019
1878824 6 30/10/2019
1878825 7 30/10/2019
1878826 9 30/10/2019
1878827 11 30/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1879021 11 03/11/2019
1881285 99 06/11/2019
1884487 5 16/11/2019
1884489 5 16/11/2019
1884490 5 16/11/2019
1884491 5 16/11/2019
1884492 5 16/11/2019
1884493 5 16/11/2019
1884688 5 16/11/2019
1886782 5 20/11/2019
1886792 5 20/11/2019
1886794 5 20/11/2019
1886795 5 20/11/2019
1886796 5 20/11/2019
1886797 5 20/11/2019
1886799 5 20/11/2019
1886804 35 20/11/2019
1888317 12 25/11/2019
1889560 30 27/11/2019
1889561 43 27/11/2019
1889643 42 27/11/2019
1896987 9 17/12/2019
1898275 36 18/12/2019
1902379 11 30/12/2019
1902380 17 30/12/2019
1902496 35 30/12/2019
1906042 30 07/01/2020
1908142 22 12/01/2020
1908607 42 13/01/2020
1912401 16 22/01/2020
1913512 29 25/01/2020
1913513 30 25/01/2020
1913514 32 25/01/2020
1913515 43 25/01/2020
1917244 43 04/02/2020
1917912 41 05/02/2020
1917913 41 05/02/2020
1917914 41 05/02/2020
1917915 41 05/02/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1917916 41 05/02/2020
1917917 41 05/02/2020
1918519 32 08/02/2020
1925768 34 22/02/2020
1929911 5 03/03/2020
1929912 5 03/03/2020
1937922 25 18/03/2020
1938013 21 18/03/2020
1938019 19 18/03/2020
1938020 20 18/03/2020
1938753 99 19/03/2020
1938754 99 19/03/2020
1938755 99 19/03/2020
1938756 99 19/03/2020
1940877 1 24/03/2020
1940878 3 24/03/2020
1940879 5 24/03/2020
1940880 29 24/03/2020
1940881 30 24/03/2020
1941088 43 25/03/2020
1943790 5 30/03/2020
1943791 5 30/03/2020
1943792 5 30/03/2020
1943793 5 30/03/2020
1943794 5 30/03/2020
1943795 5 30/03/2020
1945961 5 05/04/2020
1947786 5 08/04/2020
1947787 5 08/04/2020
1950183 6 13/04/2020
1952288 9 19/04/2020
1952685 19 19/04/2020
1954356 16 22/04/2020
1954357 41 22/04/2020
1954360 16 22/04/2020
1954361 41 22/04/2020
1955338 3 23/04/2020
1955339 3 23/04/2020
1955340 3 23/04/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1956688 30 27/04/2020
1960136 5 03/05/2020
1960137 5 03/05/2020
1960138 29 03/05/2020
1960139 30 03/05/2020
1961741 5 06/05/2020
1961742 16 06/05/2020
1961743 35 06/05/2020
1961744 36 06/05/2020
1961746 5 06/05/2020
1961747 16 06/05/2020
1961748 35 06/05/2020
1961749 36 06/05/2020
1961750 42 06/05/2020
1961751 5 06/05/2020
1961752 16 06/05/2020
1961753 35 06/05/2020
1961754 36 06/05/2020
1961755 42 06/05/2020
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
294803 - 8: Proprietor Altered to BIKRAM TRADERS PVT. LTD. , 3379-5A, STREET HAKIM BAQA, 
HAUZ QUZl, DELHI-110006. 
GAJENDER KUMAR JAIN

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
856619 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 137, BANARSI DAS BUILDING, OPPOSITE SURYA INN, 
GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110031. 
H.K. HOSIERY FACTORY.

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
1261058 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMING; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATA (NOT PHYSICAL 
CONVERSION); COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN; CONVERSION OF DATA OR DOCUMENTS FROM 
PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA; CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES FOR OTHERS, 
HOSTING COMPUTER SITES; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; ' of class 42 from the 
goods for which the trademark is registered. 

337996 - 25: Address for Service is altered to S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, 
D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.,

569448 - 30: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, 
POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015,

1419043 - 27: Address for Service is altered to F-8 & 9, 1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER OPP. JWALA 
HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063,
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
156550 5 23/05/2019 15:04:38
161655 5 22/05/2019 10:06:38
161709 2 22/05/2019 14:14:54
161818 3 24/05/2019 12:04:53
161820 5 24/05/2019 12:05:56
199138 5 20/05/2019 10:52:26
199202 34 20/05/2019 16:07:08
199303 5 22/05/2019 14:15:27
199366 7 23/05/2019 10:55:52
199390 8 23/05/2019 15:07:03
199479 12 24/05/2019 15:24:31
245678 5 20/05/2019 16:07:40
245708 5 21/05/2019 11:24:43
245751 13 22/05/2019 10:10:30
245777 7 22/05/2019 10:33:24
245788 9 22/05/2019 11:42:02
245791 7 22/05/2019 11:42:58
245797 23 22/05/2019 14:15:54
245922 6 24/05/2019 12:11:13
245923 6 24/05/2019 12:15:42
245924 6 24/05/2019 12:16:08
300954 10 21/05/2019 11:25:37
300955 17 21/05/2019 11:26:05
300956 29 21/05/2019 11:27:09
300958 29 21/05/2019 11:27:46
300959 30 21/05/2019 11:28:12
300960 30 21/05/2019 11:28:40
300980 7 21/05/2019 14:25:20
301013 7 21/05/2019 16:08:10
301147 29 23/05/2019 10:56:23
301183 3 23/05/2019 11:47:05
301186 30 23/05/2019 11:47:41
301220 25 23/05/2019 11:48:05
301227 34 23/05/2019 15:08:36
301240 3 23/05/2019 15:09:04
301338 12 24/05/2019 15:25:04
383364 9 20/05/2019 14:30:45
383378 9 20/05/2019 14:31:33
383379 9 20/05/2019 14:31:57
383381 24 20/05/2019 14:32:41
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
383421 3 20/05/2019 16:08:12
383429 24 21/05/2019 11:29:08
383448 9 21/05/2019 11:29:35
383449 7 21/05/2019 11:30:01
383450 6 21/05/2019 11:30:28
383453 9 21/05/2019 11:30:55
383455 6 21/05/2019 11:31:22
383474 7 21/05/2019 11:31:46
383491 16 21/05/2019 11:34:59
383502 5 21/05/2019 14:27:16
383539 7 21/05/2019 14:27:46
383561 30 21/05/2019 16:09:38
383690 5 22/05/2019 11:45:57
383693 16 22/05/2019 11:46:37
383709 7 22/05/2019 11:47:18
383765 34 23/05/2019 10:14:17
383903 7 23/05/2019 15:11:15
383977 30 24/05/2019 12:17:38
383983 5 24/05/2019 12:18:02
384030 30 24/05/2019 15:25:37
384060 7 24/05/2019 15:26:10
501072 24 20/05/2019 10:54:15
501092 23 20/05/2019 10:54:40
501093 23 20/05/2019 10:55:02
501130 11 20/05/2019 16:10:59
501150 30 20/05/2019 16:11:24
501151 7 20/05/2019 16:11:50
501153 6 20/05/2019 16:12:16
501154 6 20/05/2019 16:13:54
501158 6 20/05/2019 16:14:54
501160 14 20/05/2019 16:15:20
501187 7 20/05/2019 16:17:39
501198 30 21/05/2019 11:35:24
501224 10 21/05/2019 11:35:48
501226 24 21/05/2019 11:37:29
501258 24 21/05/2019 11:40:10
501263 1 21/05/2019 11:40:54
501329 7 22/05/2019 10:15:03
501338 20 22/05/2019 10:15:42
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
501339 19 22/05/2019 10:16:36
501340 11 22/05/2019 10:17:00
501353 12 22/05/2019 10:17:28
501390 7 22/05/2019 10:18:21
501391 8 22/05/2019 10:18:49
501397 11 22/05/2019 10:19:48
501515 7 22/05/2019 10:37:19
501664 7 22/05/2019 14:16:25
501675 30 23/05/2019 10:14:59
501685 34 23/05/2019 10:15:23
501708 12 23/05/2019 10:16:24
501728 9 23/05/2019 10:16:51
501764 1 23/05/2019 15:12:25
501782 5 23/05/2019 15:12:47
501801 12 23/05/2019 15:13:57
501822 7 23/05/2019 15:14:27
501824 1 23/05/2019 16:04:21
501860 32 23/05/2019 16:04:52
501870 2 23/05/2019 16:05:19
501904 5 24/05/2019 10:56:44
501929 9 24/05/2019 10:57:15
501930 1 24/05/2019 10:57:40
501933 1 24/05/2019 10:58:04
501969 19 24/05/2019 12:20:10
501971 19 24/05/2019 12:20:36
501973 19 24/05/2019 12:21:03
501987 24 24/05/2019 12:21:54
502019 17 24/05/2019 16:05:37
502020 24 24/05/2019 16:06:09
502022 24 24/05/2019 16:06:30
502023 23 24/05/2019 16:06:52
502030 5 24/05/2019 16:07:14
502033 5 24/05/2019 16:09:26
502034 5 24/05/2019 16:09:51
502035 5 24/05/2019 16:10:32
502037 5 24/05/2019 16:11:06
502038 5 24/05/2019 16:11:32
502039 5 24/05/2019 16:11:54
502040 5 24/05/2019 16:12:55
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
502044 16 24/05/2019 16:14:41
502046 5 24/05/2019 16:16:57
502047 10 24/05/2019 16:17:16
502079 9 24/05/2019 16:17:50
502080 16 24/05/2019 16:21:34
502103 12 24/05/2019 16:22:33
520226 30 20/05/2019 14:35:14
520304 2 21/05/2019 16:22:37
520305 2 21/05/2019 16:23:11
520397 24 21/05/2019 16:24:55
520415 10 22/05/2019 10:21:41
520659 9 22/05/2019 14:18:14
520931 16 24/05/2019 11:04:19
520977 9 24/05/2019 12:23:09
583948 34 20/05/2019 10:57:37
585424 20 20/05/2019 14:35:56
585478 32 20/05/2019 14:36:59
585480 11 20/05/2019 14:37:43
585687 14 21/05/2019 14:29:03
585839 9 22/05/2019 11:50:11
586070 2 23/05/2019 10:18:56
586087 16 23/05/2019 10:19:43
586124 18 23/05/2019 10:58:04
586278 5 24/05/2019 11:09:30
586350 12 24/05/2019 11:09:59
686096 18 22/05/2019 10:37:52
687976 5 20/05/2019 14:38:54
688152 12 21/05/2019 10:12:26
688304 4 21/05/2019 16:26:28
688334 7 21/05/2019 16:26:54
688338 12 21/05/2019 16:27:17
688340 12 21/05/2019 16:27:40
688356 24 21/05/2019 16:28:04
688361 31 21/05/2019 16:29:10
688371 1 22/05/2019 10:23:10
688404 11 22/05/2019 10:23:40
688581 14 22/05/2019 10:38:21
688584 7 22/05/2019 10:38:59
688637 26 22/05/2019 10:39:33
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
688670 12 22/05/2019 10:39:57
688723 18 22/05/2019 11:50:36
688763 16 22/05/2019 11:51:02
688764 9 22/05/2019 11:51:26
688765 18 22/05/2019 11:51:51
688814 7 22/05/2019 11:52:16
688897 9 22/05/2019 14:20:00
689019 23 22/05/2019 14:21:06
689047 5 23/05/2019 11:59:40
689057 6 23/05/2019 11:51:52
689059 19 23/05/2019 12:01:33
689104 32 23/05/2019 12:02:35
689109 33 23/05/2019 12:03:00
689303 16 23/05/2019 15:16:18
689313 6 23/05/2019 15:16:44
689330 9 23/05/2019 15:17:07
689412 20 23/05/2019 16:06:42
689638 3 24/05/2019 11:10:40
689692 12 24/05/2019 11:11:06
689697 12 24/05/2019 11:11:45
689698 7 24/05/2019 11:12:07
689700 12 24/05/2019 11:12:36
689703 12 24/05/2019 11:14:07
850974 4 23/05/2019 12:03:57
884738 34 20/05/2019 11:00:12
887518 5 20/05/2019 11:00:36
887537 24 20/05/2019 11:01:06
887546 12 20/05/2019 11:01:31
887583 24 20/05/2019 11:02:12
887586 24 20/05/2019 11:02:45
887602 19 20/05/2019 11:05:46
887606 30 20/05/2019 11:06:10
887609 30 20/05/2019 11:06:36
887613 12 20/05/2019 11:06:59
887620 24 20/05/2019 11:07:22
887637 3 20/05/2019 11:44:49
887652 7 20/05/2019 11:45:17
887661 30 20/05/2019 14:40:06
887667 33 20/05/2019 11:48:29
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
887669 24 20/05/2019 11:48:55
887672 24 20/05/2019 11:49:21
887679 9 20/05/2019 11:50:28
887692 3 20/05/2019 12:08:56
887693 9 20/05/2019 12:09:42
887694 9 20/05/2019 12:10:20
887696 9 20/05/2019 12:11:43
887716 25 20/05/2019 12:12:26
887720 28 20/05/2019 12:13:10
887723 1 20/05/2019 12:16:06
887724 1 20/05/2019 12:16:32
887727 19 20/05/2019 12:16:54
887731 31 20/05/2019 12:17:28
887740 14 20/05/2019 12:17:54
887747 28 20/05/2019 12:18:19
887749 8 20/05/2019 12:18:42
887750 8 20/05/2019 12:22:31
887751 8 20/05/2019 12:22:57
887752 8 20/05/2019 12:23:24
887753 8 20/05/2019 12:23:49
887754 8 20/05/2019 12:24:21
887755 8 20/05/2019 12:26:09
887756 8 20/05/2019 12:26:48
887757 8 20/05/2019 12:27:13
887758 8 20/05/2019 12:27:52
887759 8 20/05/2019 12:28:22
887760 8 20/05/2019 12:28:59
887806 12 21/05/2019 11:41:55
887821 24 21/05/2019 10:16:44
887856 5 21/05/2019 10:17:54
887857 5 21/05/2019 10:18:20
887861 5 21/05/2019 10:18:48
887868 31 21/05/2019 10:19:20
887918 34 21/05/2019 10:19:52
887921 31 21/05/2019 10:20:26
887922 25 21/05/2019 10:20:49
887975 9 21/05/2019 10:21:15
887993 5 21/05/2019 10:21:45
887995 5 21/05/2019 10:24:30
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
887996 5 21/05/2019 10:24:59
887997 5 21/05/2019 10:25:43
888001 30 21/05/2019 10:27:50
888002 30 21/05/2019 10:28:13
888003 5 21/05/2019 10:28:38
888004 5 21/05/2019 10:29:03
888027 30 21/05/2019 10:29:32
888043 32 21/05/2019 10:30:04
888060 2 21/05/2019 10:31:20
888061 3 21/05/2019 10:32:52
888080 22 21/05/2019 10:43:52
888081 23 21/05/2019 10:44:26
888082 24 21/05/2019 10:44:47
888085 27 21/05/2019 10:45:14
888095 30 21/05/2019 10:47:32
888102 11 21/05/2019 10:47:55
888103 12 21/05/2019 10:48:18
888107 5 21/05/2019 10:48:43
888114 9 21/05/2019 10:49:08
888115 31 21/05/2019 10:49:30
888118 1 21/05/2019 10:49:54
888119 12 21/05/2019 10:50:19
888170 25 21/05/2019 11:50:53
888171 25 21/05/2019 11:52:30
888172 5 21/05/2019 11:54:59
888173 5 21/05/2019 11:55:23
888174 16 21/05/2019 11:55:47
888185 31 21/05/2019 14:15:33
888195 30 21/05/2019 11:57:01
888201 23 21/05/2019 11:57:31
888205 29 21/05/2019 11:57:58
888231 25 21/05/2019 11:59:56
888232 25 21/05/2019 12:00:18
888233 25 21/05/2019 12:00:55
888234 25 21/05/2019 12:01:17
888240 19 21/05/2019 12:01:45
888241 5 21/05/2019 12:05:15
888242 5 21/05/2019 12:06:24
888264 9 21/05/2019 12:09:37
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
888269 25 21/05/2019 12:10:39
888270 16 21/05/2019 12:11:32
888282 32 21/05/2019 12:11:57
888285 25 21/05/2019 12:12:52
888287 5 21/05/2019 12:13:25
888288 25 21/05/2019 12:13:49
888289 25 21/05/2019 12:14:14
888290 25 21/05/2019 12:16:44
888291 25 21/05/2019 12:17:07
888292 25 21/05/2019 12:17:32
888294 25 21/05/2019 12:17:59
888297 7 21/05/2019 12:23:13
888300 30 21/05/2019 12:24:01
888301 8 21/05/2019 12:36:41
888302 8 21/05/2019 12:37:04
888306 12 21/05/2019 14:16:11
888309 12 21/05/2019 12:37:33
888310 12 21/05/2019 12:38:11
888313 25 21/05/2019 12:38:39
888318 24 21/05/2019 12:39:26
888320 25 21/05/2019 12:39:47
888322 12 21/05/2019 12:41:04
888323 25 21/05/2019 12:41:27
888328 25 21/05/2019 12:41:51
888330 7 21/05/2019 12:42:18
888362 5 21/05/2019 14:31:45
888363 18 21/05/2019 14:32:12
888364 25 21/05/2019 14:32:35
888369 16 21/05/2019 14:33:02
888412 16 21/05/2019 14:33:24
888414 16 21/05/2019 14:35:20
888424 5 21/05/2019 14:38:38
888426 5 21/05/2019 14:39:03
888427 5 21/05/2019 14:39:29
888434 25 21/05/2019 14:39:55
888435 24 21/05/2019 14:41:11
888436 3 21/05/2019 14:42:09
888438 11 21/05/2019 14:42:36
888439 11 21/05/2019 14:43:15
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
888448 5 21/05/2019 14:44:22
888477 33 21/05/2019 15:08:53
888479 33 21/05/2019 15:09:37
888512 16 21/05/2019 15:10:09
888514 16 21/05/2019 15:10:31
888515 9 21/05/2019 15:10:55
888532 5 21/05/2019 15:11:26
888539 25 21/05/2019 15:12:17
888541 25 21/05/2019 15:13:11
888545 25 21/05/2019 15:13:39
888549 5 21/05/2019 15:14:03
888569 11 21/05/2019 15:14:33
888587 12 21/05/2019 15:16:31
888589 16 21/05/2019 15:17:20
888600 8 21/05/2019 16:06:14
888610 31 21/05/2019 15:17:48
888613 31 21/05/2019 15:18:40
888617 12 21/05/2019 15:19:05
888654 12 22/05/2019 10:42:59
888658 5 22/05/2019 10:52:04
888659 5 22/05/2019 10:53:26
888662 25 22/05/2019 10:53:57
888667 16 22/05/2019 11:52:59
888669 9 22/05/2019 11:53:24
888671 32 22/05/2019 10:54:31
888672 14 22/05/2019 10:57:57
888673 9 22/05/2019 10:58:23
888684 25 22/05/2019 10:58:51
888686 25 22/05/2019 10:59:16
888687 23 22/05/2019 10:59:41
888714 16 22/05/2019 11:00:05
888715 16 22/05/2019 11:02:49
888717 19 22/05/2019 11:03:10
888720 5 22/05/2019 11:03:32
888763 16 22/05/2019 11:08:33
888798 16 22/05/2019 11:08:58
888800 16 22/05/2019 11:09:23
888802 16 22/05/2019 11:09:57
888804 16 22/05/2019 11:11:52
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
888806 28 22/05/2019 11:12:41
888830 12 22/05/2019 11:13:58
888832 12 22/05/2019 11:14:36
888839 9 22/05/2019 11:54:05
888846 6 22/05/2019 11:18:14
888848 6 22/05/2019 11:18:50
888849 24 22/05/2019 11:19:31
888855 17 22/05/2019 11:19:59
888857 2 22/05/2019 11:20:41
888863 5 22/05/2019 11:21:13
888868 7 22/05/2019 11:21:42
888871 16 22/05/2019 11:24:19
888873 7 22/05/2019 11:54:32
888875 7 22/05/2019 11:25:29
888877 6 22/05/2019 11:26:00
888878 28 22/05/2019 11:27:26
888879 25 22/05/2019 11:27:49
888881 25 22/05/2019 11:32:52
888882 3 22/05/2019 11:33:19
888883 30 22/05/2019 11:55:17
888886 30 22/05/2019 11:33:49
888890 25 22/05/2019 11:34:12
888892 7 22/05/2019 11:34:33
888893 17 22/05/2019 11:35:16
888895 31 22/05/2019 11:37:01
888896 31 22/05/2019 11:37:42
888900 25 22/05/2019 11:58:34
888932 5 22/05/2019 11:59:15
888955 20 22/05/2019 11:59:39
888958 11 22/05/2019 12:00:14
888966 17 22/05/2019 12:00:45
888969 12 22/05/2019 12:01:17
888974 25 22/05/2019 12:02:59
888995 32 22/05/2019 12:07:21
889027 30 22/05/2019 12:07:46
889034 3 22/05/2019 12:08:20
889038 25 22/05/2019 12:08:43
889039 26 22/05/2019 12:09:08
889041 9 22/05/2019 12:11:54
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
889113 25 22/05/2019 12:12:17
889124 5 22/05/2019 12:12:47
889126 5 22/05/2019 12:13:41
889127 5 22/05/2019 12:14:11
889132 7 22/05/2019 12:14:39
889168 5 22/05/2019 12:15:13
889172 32 22/05/2019 12:15:41
889187 1 22/05/2019 14:25:08
889188 2 22/05/2019 14:25:44
889191 5 22/05/2019 14:26:18
889200 14 22/05/2019 14:26:55
889218 33 22/05/2019 14:27:52
889221 2 22/05/2019 14:28:15
889223 4 22/05/2019 14:28:47
889227 8 22/05/2019 14:30:01
889232 13 22/05/2019 14:30:35
889234 15 22/05/2019 14:31:05
889236 17 22/05/2019 14:32:43
889237 18 22/05/2019 14:35:45
889238 19 22/05/2019 14:51:07
889239 20 22/05/2019 14:52:17
889241 22 22/05/2019 15:01:39
889246 27 22/05/2019 15:02:03
889247 28 22/05/2019 15:15:24
889248 29 22/05/2019 15:15:47
889250 31 22/05/2019 15:16:12
889251 32 22/05/2019 15:16:34
889252 33 22/05/2019 15:16:54
889264 9 22/05/2019 15:17:19
889265 27 22/05/2019 16:02:31
889270 24 22/05/2019 16:02:59
889272 5 22/05/2019 16:03:20
889274 9 22/05/2019 16:03:49
889275 12 22/05/2019 16:04:14
889276 19 22/05/2019 16:04:38
889277 21 22/05/2019 16:05:01
889278 25 22/05/2019 16:05:53
889279 28 22/05/2019 16:06:27
889287 12 22/05/2019 16:07:06
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
889289 21 22/05/2019 16:25:27
889291 28 22/05/2019 16:25:52
889292 7 22/05/2019 16:26:42
889301 30 22/05/2019 16:27:10
889305 11 22/05/2019 16:27:32
889313 17 22/05/2019 16:27:55
889314 12 22/05/2019 16:28:39
889317 33 22/05/2019 16:29:08
889328 1 22/05/2019 16:29:33
889346 7 22/05/2019 16:29:54
889401 29 23/05/2019 10:26:08
889402 16 23/05/2019 10:26:31
889405 25 23/05/2019 10:26:56
889407 34 23/05/2019 10:27:24
889410 14 23/05/2019 10:28:27
889411 16 23/05/2019 10:29:00
889412 16 23/05/2019 10:29:32
889413 25 23/05/2019 10:30:00
889415 9 23/05/2019 10:59:26
889419 9 23/05/2019 10:30:46
889425 31 23/05/2019 10:31:33
889430 7 23/05/2019 10:32:01
889432 1 23/05/2019 10:32:36
889434 7 23/05/2019 10:33:12
889451 1 23/05/2019 10:34:57
889454 17 23/05/2019 10:59:52
889480 11 23/05/2019 10:35:23
889488 11 23/05/2019 10:35:49
889489 7 23/05/2019 10:45:40
889490 30 23/05/2019 10:46:05
889491 11 23/05/2019 10:46:47
889492 9 23/05/2019 10:47:27
889508 3 23/05/2019 10:48:39
889542 30 23/05/2019 10:49:21
889560 34 23/05/2019 10:49:48
889576 16 23/05/2019 10:52:14
889584 5 23/05/2019 10:52:36
889602 5 23/05/2019 11:20:53
889610 5 23/05/2019 11:21:44
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
889613 5 23/05/2019 11:22:25
889620 16 23/05/2019 11:23:11
889621 9 23/05/2019 11:24:45
889631 32 23/05/2019 11:26:43
889633 7 23/05/2019 11:28:49
889645 34 23/05/2019 11:30:08
889658 25 23/05/2019 11:30:59
889660 30 23/05/2019 11:34:15
889664 19 23/05/2019 11:34:45
889665 19 23/05/2019 11:35:09
889672 30 23/05/2019 11:35:32
889694 25 23/05/2019 11:35:56
889727 1 23/05/2019 11:36:48
889731 24 23/05/2019 11:38:01
889739 16 23/05/2019 11:38:27
889741 25 23/05/2019 11:40:02
889746 24 23/05/2019 11:40:26
889768 6 23/05/2019 11:40:50
889799 5 23/05/2019 11:41:18
889800 10 23/05/2019 11:41:49
889832 30 23/05/2019 16:08:57
889833 30 23/05/2019 16:09:20
889834 30 23/05/2019 16:09:42
889838 3 23/05/2019 16:10:07
889840 3 23/05/2019 16:10:34
889841 3 23/05/2019 16:12:07
889850 16 23/05/2019 16:12:31
889851 32 23/05/2019 16:12:54
889854 30 23/05/2019 16:13:29
889855 29 23/05/2019 16:16:36
889856 5 23/05/2019 16:17:00
889857 29 23/05/2019 16:17:44
889858 5 23/05/2019 16:18:18
889861 30 23/05/2019 16:18:52
889865 32 23/05/2019 16:19:18
889868 30 23/05/2019 16:19:44
889869 29 23/05/2019 16:20:08
889870 32 23/05/2019 16:20:29
889878 25 23/05/2019 16:22:10
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
889881 16 23/05/2019 16:22:38
889888 12 24/05/2019 10:54:01
889889 25 23/05/2019 16:23:07
889890 25 23/05/2019 16:23:31
889891 12 24/05/2019 10:17:45
889904 25 24/05/2019 10:18:37
889963 5 24/05/2019 10:19:28
889966 3 24/05/2019 10:19:55
889967 3 24/05/2019 10:20:18
889997 3 24/05/2019 10:20:43
889999 32 24/05/2019 10:21:03
890000 6 24/05/2019 10:21:24
890021 2 24/05/2019 10:53:36
890024 12 24/05/2019 10:21:50
890031 9 24/05/2019 10:24:18
890062 24 24/05/2019 10:24:46
890069 9 24/05/2019 10:25:09
890070 30 24/05/2019 10:25:46
890071 9 24/05/2019 10:26:11
890072 16 24/05/2019 10:26:32
890074 9 24/05/2019 10:53:08
890075 9 24/05/2019 10:52:41
890076 9 24/05/2019 10:32:28
890081 23 24/05/2019 10:32:55
890083 12 24/05/2019 10:33:16
890084 25 24/05/2019 10:34:03
890085 17 24/05/2019 10:34:45
890088 3 24/05/2019 10:35:06
890116 32 24/05/2019 10:35:34
890175 7 24/05/2019 12:00:08
890176 7 24/05/2019 11:17:04
890179 24 24/05/2019 11:17:53
890180 27 24/05/2019 11:18:19
890186 19 24/05/2019 11:18:42
890188 14 24/05/2019 11:19:05
890191 5 24/05/2019 11:19:28
890201 16 24/05/2019 11:41:59
890207 12 24/05/2019 11:42:21
890313 30 24/05/2019 11:42:46
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
890314 30 24/05/2019 11:43:09
890315 25 24/05/2019 11:43:29
890319 3 24/05/2019 11:43:53
890327 24 24/05/2019 11:44:53
890329 24 24/05/2019 11:45:18
890330 11 24/05/2019 11:45:42
890331 11 24/05/2019 11:48:01
890332 9 24/05/2019 11:48:25
890337 14 24/05/2019 11:48:47
890341 30 24/05/2019 11:49:07
890349 3 24/05/2019 12:01:03
890353 16 24/05/2019 11:49:55
890354 9 24/05/2019 11:50:23
890356 9 24/05/2019 11:50:45
890359 9 24/05/2019 11:51:06
890360 30 24/05/2019 11:54:11
890367 34 24/05/2019 11:54:32
890376 9 24/05/2019 11:54:52
890377 17 24/05/2019 11:55:15
890378 29 24/05/2019 11:55:37
890394 12 24/05/2019 11:55:59
890398 25 24/05/2019 11:56:22
890399 23 24/05/2019 11:57:12
890407 11 24/05/2019 11:57:50
890408 11 24/05/2019 11:58:14
890438 25 24/05/2019 14:29:01
890441 30 24/05/2019 14:45:46
890442 32 24/05/2019 14:46:47
890444 32 24/05/2019 14:47:15
890469 5 24/05/2019 14:49:50
890470 34 24/05/2019 14:50:14
890476 31 24/05/2019 15:15:27
890487 11 24/05/2019 14:50:41
890491 9 24/05/2019 14:51:03
890494 25 24/05/2019 14:51:28
890495 28 24/05/2019 14:52:09
890516 31 24/05/2019 15:14:51
890517 29 24/05/2019 14:54:10
890523 16 24/05/2019 14:54:35
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
890539 3 24/05/2019 14:55:01
890540 3 24/05/2019 14:55:25
890541 3 24/05/2019 14:58:12
890548 6 24/05/2019 14:58:40
890558 34 24/05/2019 14:59:05
890559 34 24/05/2019 14:59:32
890560 34 24/05/2019 14:59:55
890561 34 24/05/2019 15:00:22
890564 31 24/05/2019 15:00:47
890569 34 24/05/2019 15:02:54
890571 34 24/05/2019 15:05:02
890574 34 24/05/2019 15:05:43
890575 31 24/05/2019 15:06:06
890576 31 24/05/2019 15:06:27
890577 31 24/05/2019 15:06:49
890579 31 24/05/2019 15:07:14
890580 31 24/05/2019 15:07:47
890583 34 24/05/2019 15:09:48
890584 34 24/05/2019 15:10:17
890617 21 24/05/2019 15:10:43
890620 32 24/05/2019 15:11:33
890622 16 24/05/2019 15:12:46
890623 16 24/05/2019 15:13:06
890646 1 24/05/2019 16:26:29
890647 11 24/05/2019 16:26:52
890656 5 24/05/2019 16:27:16
890661 30 24/05/2019 16:27:37
890686 9 24/05/2019 16:27:59
924963 9 22/05/2019 10:05:32
924964 23 22/05/2019 10:06:25
924966 16 22/05/2019 10:07:36
924967 5 22/05/2019 10:19:54
924971 34 22/05/2019 10:20:58
924975 34 22/05/2019 10:21:43
925004 16 22/05/2019 10:22:23
925005 16 22/05/2019 10:23:12
925006 16 22/05/2019 10:23:55
925033 16 22/05/2019 10:24:41
925035 5 22/05/2019 10:25:51
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1903 ,   27/05/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
925036 16 22/05/2019 10:26:37
925038 9 22/05/2019 10:27:40
925039 30 22/05/2019 10:28:23
925046 20 22/05/2019 10:29:24
925070 16 22/05/2019 10:30:09
925071 16 22/05/2019 10:31:00
925072 9 22/05/2019 10:31:55
925073 16 22/05/2019 10:32:54
925076 34 22/05/2019 10:33:47
925079 34 22/05/2019 10:39:16
925085 12 22/05/2019 10:38:07
925086 11 22/05/2019 10:40:10
925087 7 22/05/2019 10:41:01
925090 5 22/05/2019 10:41:56
925092 5 22/05/2019 10:42:51
925094 7 22/05/2019 10:43:39
925095 6 22/05/2019 10:45:00
925097 2 22/05/2019 10:45:57
925098 7 22/05/2019 10:46:56
925099 12 22/05/2019 10:47:57
925103 30 22/05/2019 10:48:55
925104 5 22/05/2019 10:49:37
925105 17 22/05/2019 10:50:36
925115 12 22/05/2019 10:52:00
925122 3 22/05/2019 10:53:15
925123 11 22/05/2019 10:55:35
925124 12 22/05/2019 10:56:31
925125 12 22/05/2019 10:59:41
925126 12 22/05/2019 11:01:10
925127 12 22/05/2019 11:03:35
925129 25 22/05/2019 11:04:34
925130 30 22/05/2019 11:05:34
925156 16 22/05/2019 11:08:20
925160 5 22/05/2019 11:09:54
925162 3 22/05/2019 11:11:06
925201 26 22/05/2019 11:11:57
925202 28 22/05/2019 11:12:49
925227 16 22/05/2019 11:14:02
925256 1 22/05/2019 11:15:44
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
925257 9 22/05/2019 11:16:47
925260 29 22/05/2019 11:18:21
925261 29 22/05/2019 11:19:31
925263 11 22/05/2019 11:20:53
925270 7 22/05/2019 11:21:36
925291 19 22/05/2019 11:22:50
925292 12 22/05/2019 11:23:47
925319 32 22/05/2019 11:24:32
925320 16 22/05/2019 11:25:35
925330 16 22/05/2019 11:26:14
925336 34 22/05/2019 11:27:05
925339 29 22/05/2019 11:28:01
925340 30 22/05/2019 11:28:58
925344 12 22/05/2019 11:30:55
925352 21 22/05/2019 11:33:29
925360 5 22/05/2019 11:34:38
925362 34 22/05/2019 11:35:34
925370 9 22/05/2019 11:36:18
925372 9 22/05/2019 11:37:16
925374 30 22/05/2019 11:38:45
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1903,   27/05/2019

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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